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UBICOMM 2016
Forward
The Tenth International Conference on Mobile Ubiquitous Computing, Systems, Services
and Technologies (UBICOMM 2016), held between October 9 and 13, 2016 in Venice, Italy,
continued a series of events addressing fundamentals of ubiquitous systems and the new
applications related to them.
The rapid advances in ubiquitous technologies make fruition of more than 35 years of
research in distributed computing systems, and more than two decades of mobile computing.
The ubiquity vision is becoming a reality. Hardware and software components evolved to
deliver functionality under failure-prone environments with limited resources. The advent of
web services and the progress on wearable devices, ambient components, user-generated
content, mobile communications, and new business models generated new applications and
services. The conference created a bridge between issues with software and hardware
challenges through mobile communications.
Advances in web services technologies along with their integration into mobility, online
and new business models provide a technical infrastructure that enables the progress of mobile
services and applications. These include dynamic and on-demand service, context-aware
services, and mobile web services. While driving new business models and new online services,
particular techniques must be developed for web service composition, web service-driven
system design methodology, creation of web services, and on-demand web services.
As mobile and ubiquitous computing becomes a reality, more formal and informal learning
will take pace out of the confines of the traditional classroom. Two trends converge to make
this possible; increasingly powerful cell phones and PDAs, and improved access to wireless
broadband. At the same time, due to the increasing complexity, modern learners will need
tools that operate in an intuitive manner and are flexibly integrated in the surrounding learning
environment.
Educational services will become more customized and personalized, and more frequently
subjected to changes. Learning and teaching are now becoming less tied to physical locations,
co-located members of a group, and co-presence in time. Learning and teaching increasingly
take place in fluid combinations of virtual and "real" contexts, and fluid combinations of
presence in time, space and participation in community. To the learner full access and
abundance in communicative opportunities and information retrieval represents new
challenges and affordances.
Consequently, the educational challenges are numerous in the intersection of technology
development, curriculum development, content development and educational infrastructure.
The event was very competitive in its selection process and very well perceived by the
international scientific and industrial communities. As such, it has attracted excellent
contributions and active participation from all over the world. We were very pleased to receive
a large amount of top quality contributions.

The conference had the following tracks:
 Ubiquitous Software and Security
 Mobility
 Context-awareness in Intelligent Systems and Smart Spaces
 Ubiquitous Mobile Services
 Trends and Challenges
 Users, Applications, and Business models
 Ubiquitous Devices and Operative Systems
 Collaborative Ubiquitous Systems
 Smart Spaces and Internet of Things
 Toward Emerging Technology for Harbor Systems and Services
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the UBICOMM 2016
technical program committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors that dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to
UBICOMM 2016. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program
consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. We also gratefully thank the members of the UBICOMM 2016
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that made this
professional meeting a success.
We hope UBICOMM 2016 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the field of
ubiquitous systems and the new applications related to them.
We also hope that Venice, Italy, provided a pleasant environment during the conference
and everyone saved some time to enjoy the unique charm of the city.
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Abstract—A system in ubiquitous computing consists of a large
amount of heterogeneous users and devices that communicate
with each other. Users in this dynamic field communicate with
lightweight and autonomous devices, which accentuate security
problems and make them more complex. The existing mechanisms
and solutions are inadequate to address new challenges mainly
for problems of authentication and protection of privacy. In this
paper, a new security architecture called Tree Based distributed
Privacy Protection System is proposed. It supports protection of
users private data and addresses the shortcomings of systems
like GAIA, OpenID and User-directed Privacy Protection (UPP).
Furthermore, it takes into account the domain dissociation
property, in order to achieve decentralized data protection.
Keywords–Ubiquitous Computing; Security; Private Data Protection; Privacy; Integrity.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The growing number of Internet users and the integration
of mobile clients has changed distributed computer science,
by allowing the creation of smart and communicating environments, thus offering to the user the opportunity to make
interactions with its environment and its equipments easily and
transparently leading to the concept of ubiquitous computing.
Its origins date back to 1991, when Mark Weiser [1]
presented his futuristic vision of the 21st century computing by
establishing the foundations of pervasive computing. It aims
to integrate computer technology in man’s everyday life in
various fields (Health, Public services, etc.). To improve interactivity, it offers the user the ability to access various features
and services of its environment and from any mobile device
(personal digital assistant PDA, tablet computer, smartphone,
etc). The emergence of these devices has created new security
problems for which solutions and existing mechanisms are
inadequate, especially concerning the problems of authentication and users’ private data protection. In such a system, the
existence of a centralized and homogeneous security policy is
in fact not desirable. It is therefore necessary to give more
autonomy to security systems, mainly by providing them with
mechanisms establishing dynamic and flexible cooperation and
collaboration.
Mobile devices and the Internet of Things (IoT) present
some problems such as incorrect location information, privacy
violation, and difficulty of end-user control. A conceptual
model is presented in [2] to satisfy requirements which include a privacy-preserving location supporting protocol using wireless sensor networks for privacy-preserving child-
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care and safety where the end-user has authorized credentials
anonymity.
In [3], the author uses the framework of contextual integrity
related to privacy, developed by Nissenbaum in 2010 [4], as
a tool to understand citizen’s response to the implementation
of IoT related technology in a supermarket. The purpose was
to identify and understand specific changes in information
practices brought about by the IoT that may be perceived
as privacy violations. Issues identified included the mining of
medical data, invasive targeted advertising, and loss of autonomy through marketing profiles or personal affect monitoring.
Dhasarathan et al. [5] present an intelligent model to
protect user’s valuable personal data based on multi-agents.
A hybrid hash-based authentication technique as an end point
lock is proposed. It is a composite model coupled with an
anomaly detection interface algorithm for cloud user’s privacy
preserving (intrusion detection, unexpected activities in normal
behavior).
In [6], the authors focus on information privacy protection
in a post-release phase. Without entirely depending on the
information collector, an information owner is provided with
powerful means to control and audit how his/her released
information will be used, by whom, and when. A set of
innovative owner-controlled privacy protection and violation
detection techniques have been proposed: Self-destroying File,
Mutation Engine System, Automatic Receipt Collection, and
Honey Token-based Privacy Violation Detection. A next generation privacy-enhanced operating system, which supports the
proposed mechanisms, is introduced. Such a privacy-enhanced
operating system stands for a technical breakthrough, which
offers new features to existing operating systems.
Efficiency and scalability become critical criteria for privacy preserving protocols in the age of Big Data. In [7], a
new Private Set Intersection (PSI) protocol, based on a novel
approach called oblivious Bloom intersection is presented.
The PSI problem consists of two parties, a client and a
server, which want to jointly compute the intersection of their
private input sets in a manner that at the end the client learns
the intersection and the server learns nothing. The proposed
protocol uses a two-party computation approach, which makes
use of a new variant of Bloom filters called by the author
Garbled Bloom filters, and the new approach is referred to as
Oblivious Bloom Intersection.
Private Information Retrieval (PIR) protocols allow users to
learn data items stored on a server which is not fully trusted,
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without disclosing to the server the particular data element
retrieved. In [8], the author investigates the amount of data
disclosed by the the most prominent PIR protocols during a
single run. From this investigation, mechanisms that limit the
PIR disclosure to a single data item are devised.
Releasing sensitive data while preserving privacy is a problem that has attracted considerable attention in recent years.
One existing solution for addressing the problem is differential
privacy, which requires that the data released reveals little
information about whether any particular individual is present
or absent from the data. To fulfill such a requirement, a typical
approach adopted by the existing solutions is to publish a noisy
version of the data instead of the original one. The author
of [9] considers a fundamental problem that is frequently
encountered in differentially private data publishing: Given
a set D of tuples defined over a domain Ω, the aim is to
decompose Ω into a set S of sub-domains and publish a noisy
count of the tuples contained in each sub-domain, such that
S and the noisy counts approximate the tuple distribution
in D as accurately as possible. To remedy the deficiency of
existing solutions, the author presents PrivTree, a histogram
construction algorithm that adopts hierarchical decomposition
but completely eliminates the dependency on a predefined limit
h on the recursion depth in the splitting of Ω.
Middleware is an essential layer in the architecture of
ubiquitous systems, and recently, more emphasis has been
put on security middleware as an enabling component for
ubiquitous applications. This is due to the high levels of personal and private data sharing in these systems. In [10], some
representative security middleware approaches are reviewed
and their various properties, characteristics, and challenges are
highlighted.
The objective of our work is to develop an architecture
that meets the security constraints of the ubiquitous systems
that support the protection of user’s private data. The idea is
to consider the separation of different user data on separate
domains, so that an intruder never reaches all of the user’s
private information and protect them against unauthorized and
unwanted access and limit the transmission of such sensitive
data.
The paper is organized as follows: after this introduction,
some existing research works on the domain are presented
in Section 2 (Ubiquitous environment security requirements)
and Section 3 (GAIA, OpenID and UPP) with a comparison
between them. Then, in Section 4, the proposed system is given
with an illustrative example. An improved solution based on a
tree structure is presented in Section 5 with some algorithms
and a comparison with the pre-cited existing solutions. A
conclusion and some perspectives finish this paper.
II.

A. Ubiquitous features
The main features of ubiquitous environment are the user
mobility and the proliferation of light devices, communicating
through light and wireless infrastructure. Thus, the convergence of terrestrial infrastructure (Local Area Network LAN,
fiber optic, etc.) and mobility (Global system for mobile GSM,
4G and WIFI) enables users to have access to a vast and
limitless network of information and services regardless of
place and time. All these features create complex security problems. This requires the introduction of advanced authentication
methods, the management and distribution of security keys
between the various entities on the network, while respecting
the constraints of wireless networks, such as the radio interface
capacity and mobile devices, resources that represent the
bottleneck of such networks.
B. Security Requirements
The main issues that must be addressed in terms of security
are [10]:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

To guarantee the security of ubiquitous systems, they must
meet the following requirements as defined in [11]:
•

Decentralization: Ubiquitous environment is designed
to allow the user and all its resources to be accessible
anywhere and anytime. The mobile user must have
access to his attributes, and prove his identity in
this environment without claiming all the time the
centralized server of his organization. The security
policy implementation should be as decentralized as
possible.

•

Interoperability: The heterogeneity is a feature of
ubiquitous applications. The proposed solution involves the implementation of a decentralized system
for collaboration and interaction between heterogeneous organizations.

•

Traceability and non-repudiation: The design of a
completely secure ubiquitous system is impossible.
But, the implementation of mechanisms to quickly
identify threats or attacks (such as non-repudiation /
tracking) provides an acceptable issue.

•

Transparency: Ubiquitous computing aims to simplify
the use of its resources. In ubiquitous applications and
environments, the problems of authentication are more
complex because of the lack of unified authentication
mechanism. Several techniques have been designed to
make user authentication easy and done in a transparent manner (Single Sign On).

S ECURITY IN U BIQUITOUS S YSTEMS

Ubiquitous systems are mainly distributed, reactive to
context, and deal with user personnel data. It is therefore
necessary to give more autonomy to their security systems,
mainly by providing them with mechanisms through dynamic
and flexible cooperation and collaboration to ensure the smooth
flow of data in this system. We must develop robust protocols
that ensure high confidence in the services and minimize the
vulnerabilities of such systems.
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Authentication mechanisms and credential management
Authorization and access control management
Shared data security and integrity
Secure one-to-one and group communication
Heterogeneous security/environment requirements
support
Secure mobility management
Capability to operate in devices with low resources
Automatic configuration and management of these
facilities.
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•

Flexibility: New authentication techniques have
emerged such as biometrics, Radio frequency identification (RFID), etc.. Thus, a security system for
ubiquitous environment must be able to integrate these
different means of identification and adapt authentication mechanisms to the context of the user, and the
capacity and the type of used devices.

•

Protection of Privacy: The identity and attributes of a
person are confidential information that is imperative
to protect. To secure these data we must implement
protocols that protect and ensure confidentiality.
III.

P RIVACY IN U BIQUITOUS S YSTEMS

The implementation of security solutions in ubiquitous
environments has many constraints, like limited capacity of
batteries, device mobility and limited time response. Several
security systems providing authentication have been proposed
and we chose to detail three of them: GAIA, OpenID and UPP.
1) GAIA: GAIA [12] is a system proposed by the University of Illinois which provides an infrastructure to build
applications for the ubiquitous environment. GAIA security is
integrated as a component of the architecture known as the
GAIAOS Security, which includes a central service Cerberus
integrating authentication and access control. GAIAOS Security uses the identity as a basis and provides the ability to
authenticate the user regardless of the capacity of used devices
by using different methods such as conventional mechanisms
login / password or smart cards.
2) OpenId: OpenID is an authentication system designed
for the World Wide Web. It allows users to authenticate to
multiple sites (which support this technology), without having
to remember one login for each, but using only once a unique
identifier of type URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) which is
obtained by one of the OpenID providers [13]. Three main
actors are involved in authentication:

Figure 1: OpenId authentication process [13]

•

Authentication Manager: manages the personal information and authentication information.

•

Control Center: the part that controls the equipment
and contents.

The user uses a personal device (a PDA for example) to
authenticate to the security manager of a domain, in order to
request a service. The service provider checks if the user manages its list of access information (login, password) himself.
If so, before entering the service, he transfers its access policy
to the domain manager. The latter ”negotiates” the policy with
the user and sends this information to a general manager. The
authentication process is as follows (Figure 2):
1)

•

The end user (client)

•

The Consumer (Relying Part: RP)

•

The identity provider (OpenID Provider: OP / IDP
Identity Provider)

3)

The authentication process during a connection is as follows (Figure 1):

4)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

The client provides URI of his profile OpenID to the
consumer site (RP).
The RP contacts the OpenID provider’s site (OP).
Both RP and OP exchange digital information generating a ”shared secret”
The consumer site (RP) redirects the client in a
transparent way to OP.
The client authenticates to the provider site (OP).
The provider site (OP) redirects the client to the
consumer (RP) with the authentication result.

3) User-directed Privacy Protection: The authors in [14]
proposed an architecture named User-Directed Privacy Protection (UPP) that allows users to control their information
themselves in order to access services. The UPP architecture
consists of two parts:
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2)

5)

Pre-authentication of each security manager of a
domain will be established by the manager of global
certification.
The user authenticates to the security manager of the
new domain, it issues a temporary certification to the
user by using an encrypted channel.
If the user requests a service to the new domain,
it requires a new user authentication for access to
Global Authentication Manager.
The new domain requires a certification to the manager of global certification, and it confirms the request
(offer a certificate).
The manager of global certification requests personal
information to the Global Authentication Manager.
The latter provides the necessary information.

A. Synthesis
In this section, we will compare the different approaches
based on the requirements of ubiquitous computing security.
•

Decentralization: Security systems described here are
based on the centralization of user data. Security GAIAOS backups user data in server Cerberus, OpenID
has a third party (the identity provider OP) which is
the only dedicated server for data storage and users
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Client

Authentication
manager
1

Global certification
manager

Global authentication
manager

Pre−authentication
Certification request
Certificate issuing

Temporary
certificate issuing
Authentication
request
3
4

Authentication
certifying request
Request confirmation
Personal data
request
5

Personal data
providing

Figure 2: UPP authentication algorithm [14]

authentication, and the manager of the global authentication server is the only server that architecture UPP
uses to collect users’ certificates.
•

•

•

•

•

Interoperability: Users must have mobile access to the
site to which they are affiliated, and to the other remote
sites, in order to obtain the desired services. The interoperability of different security policies is essential.
OpenID is a great innovation in terms of interoperable
solutions for authentication and identity management
on the Internet. GAIAOS Security does not support
collaboration between organizations, which restricts
the security policy to the local domain only.
Traceability: Traceability is very important; it is based
on mechanisms to ensure non-repudiation in order to
track any person who committed the fraud. GAIA,
OpenID and UPP have the advantage of traceability
that allows the account owner to have a history of its
subscriptions.
Transparency: GAIAOS and OpenID provide a way
to reduce the interaction of the user during the authentication process. The UPP architecture and the
propositions given in [2] and [6] do not provide
this feature because users control their information
themselves to access services.
Flexibility: the diversity of devices used in ubiquitous
computing ensures that the mobile user has the ability
to connect and interact with its environment by using
different techniques of identification. GAIAOS, UPP
and OpenID provide the ability to authenticate the user
regardless of the capacity of the used devices.
Protection of Privacy: It is necessary to protect the
identity and private data of mobile users. OpenID,
GAIA and UPP are interesting approaches that allow
the protection of private data of mobile users, but has
the disadvantage of storing different user privileges on
a server that is accessible all the time, this makes these
systems vulnerable.
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The development of Web services, the vast heterogeneity
of the connection techniques and conditions of communication
(including bandwidth), the proliferation of mobile devices,
and the heterogeneity of protocols and their deployment in
mobile and ubiquitous computing increase significantly the
risks related to the protection of user’s privacy. Implemented
security policies impose protocols that enable the conservation
and management of personal data, and limit their transmissions
from mobile devices as well as their movement within the
network. This is a good approach to avoid some attacks like
sniffing.
The security solutions presented previously are typically
based on backing up data on a single server. The private data of
the user are stored on a single server, the invocation (request) to
a secure service by a user, will acquire its data from the server
after an authentication procedure. These solutions however
suffer from two deficiencies: the first is the inability to access
the data without a reliable connection, secure, permanent
and fast server, a set of conditions difficult to meet in any
environment. The second is the centralization of data on a
single server which represents a vulnerability because if the
server is compromised the entire system will be.
As part of our project, we will mainly deal with the
following two issues:
•

How to protect private data of the mobile user in a
transparent way, easily and without being intrusive?

•

How to decentralize the data and the user’s personal
information in a fast and secure manner?

B. The Proposed Architecture
To satisfy ubiquitous environmental security requirements
such as decentralization, flexibility and protection of private
data, we opted for a hierarchical architecture. The principle
of this solution is the distribution of the user data on a set of
servers so that each of them contains only the information
needed for user authentication and the servers (nodes) are
distributed randomly over a virtual structure. This data is
scattered in the system as follows:
•

Personal data is not on a single server, but on multiple
different servers.

•

No server owns the totality of a particular client
personal data.

The entities involved in this architecture are as follows:
•

The user: a human being (client), who is the consumer
of the service.

•

Generator of identifier (GenID): a node that is responsible for generating a unique identifier for users during
their registration in the system.

•

Domains: A domain represents a business, a service
provider (music, videos, bank, etc.).
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The architecture is based on the following hypothesis:
•

The architecture is ephemeral and only the request
message and the transmission of personal information
uses the links.

•

No node knows the entire structure.

•

A node knows only its successors and its predecessor.

•

A pre-authentication of the domains of the environment is performed using a third party authentication.

•

Each user has at least one certificate (issued by his
domain of affiliation) and can acquire others in other
domains.

Each user has a universal identifier, distributed among all
domains at its first registration in the system, which allows
gathering its data. Some user data can be replicated on some
servers, but each of them stores the personal information
necessary to it and the additional information obtained from
other nodes are deleted.
C. Illustrative Example
Suppose Alice has an identity certificate containing her
name, photograph, date of birth, address, Social Security
number, fingerprint, account number, her public key and her
profession.

Alice



 Professor





Birth date





 Security ID
Alice complete
Photo
→
identity certificate


Fingerprint





Public key





Address


 Bank account ID
If she wants to rent a car, Alice must present a document
(certificate) confirming the user name and some personal
information such as her photo and address. However, the same
document may contain other information that Alice does not
wish to divulge, such as age or job.

Alice




Professor





Birth date





 Security ID
Photo
Car rental→


 Fingerprint



 Public key





Address


 Bank account ID
This case is not unique. During a consultation with a
doctor, Alice must be able to present a document showing
only the name, date of birth and social security number. This
illustrates the need for mechanisms for the decentralization of
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personal information in order to protect the private data of
users.


 Alice

 Birth date
Doctor→
Security ID



 Photo

Alice



 Professor
Bank→
Fingerprint



 Bank account ID
D. The Broadcast Distributed Privacy Protection System Architecture
To achieve decentralization of private data, we proposed
a distributed architecture named Broadcast distributed privacy
protection system (BDPPS) based on the decentralization of
private data, so a hierarchical architecture is needed. To reflect
structural relationships and hierarchies, we used a binary tree.
The advantages of binary trees are well known: flexibility, easy
construction and management (searching, insertion), etc.
The basics of this architecture are as follows:
•

Private user data is distributed on a set of servers so
that each one contains only the information necessary
for its operation.

•

The domains are distributed over the nodes of the tree
in a random manner.

•

If a domain needs the private data of a user who
depends on another domain, a search request will be
broadcasted on all system nodes.

•

Upon receipt of the response, there is a deadline for
the additional data to be deleted.

The major drawback of this architecture is the large number
of requests sent through the tree when searching private
information. To remedy this problem we decided to improve
this proposal, based on how to divide the domains in the
system.
V.

I MPROVED S OLUTION

To minimize the number of messages circulating in the tree
and increase the quality of service, we proposed an improved
architecture named Tree Based distributed privacy protection
system (TBDPPS). The idea is to increase the probability of
finding the sought data by depth-first traversal of the tree, and
to arrange these data in a complementary manner with between
two close nodes (servers).
The organization of services is done in a manner allowing
the users data to be structured in a complementary and easy
way. The sent request follows a tree structure in depth in order
to increase the probability of finding the researched data. If a
server needs more information, instead of asking the user, it
retrieves them from the nearest server in the tree. Each node
server is supposed to receive a request from a parent node or a
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data : the set of data conveyed by requests/responses.
found : a Boolean variable (initially FALSE).
1) User registration: When a user submits a registration
request to a domain in the system for the first time, this domain
sends a request to the GenID node. This node first verifies the
validity of the request (a real new user), if it is valid it generates
a unique identifier (a numeric or alphanumeric string), then
broadcasts it on the tree. The algorithm implemented on the
GenID node is given in Algorithm 1.
Figure 3: The tree broadcast distributed privacy protection
system principle

child node for some specific information that he has but they
don’t.
For example a service that has an activity like downloading
videos, music, etc., it would be better to have the bank node
as a closest neighbour, in order to complete the transaction
process as quickly as possible (Figure 3).
This distribution of domains offers various advantages:
•

Message number Reduction flowing in the tree.

•

Increase in the quality of service.

•

Simplicity and ease of personal data management.

A. Example
Following the previous example, by using her PDA Alice
was authenticated with a car rental service to rent a car.
According to the proposed architecture, it is the car rental
server that will retrieve data about the payment (account
Identifier).
The server prepares a query that contains the necessary
parameters such as domain code, the user ID and the needed
data (Bank account ID), and then sends them to his child nodes
on the tree. The latter seeks the ID of the user and the account
number, if they have the desired data they send the response
request containing the necessary information, if not they send
the request to their child nodes and so on. If no child node
exist then the request is sent to its parent node. The car rental
service node and the bank node belong to the same subtree,
as shown in Figure 3.
B. Algorithms
In the following section, the different algorithms executed
by the tree’s nodes are described and they use the following
defined variables:
codD: The domain code which sends the research request.
reqID : Request identifier.
userID : User identifier.
privateData : The set of private data belonging to a
domain.
Ldata : the set of sought data by the request issuer.
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Algorithm 1 User registration
Require: Request by a new user
Ensure: User identifier userID.
1: if new user then
2:
if current node code = GenID code then
3:
generate a userID to user
end if
4:
5:
register user to domain
6:
send(codD, reqID, userID) to child nodes.
7: end if
2) Service request: When a user requests a service to a
domain the latter searches its database to retrieve the user’s
private data. If there is a lack of information necessary for a
proper operation of the service, the server propagates a request
containing some parameters in its sub-tree to find the missing
data simultaneously. If the answer obtained from its sub-tree
is negative then the request will be sent to the parent node.
The search stops when the initiator domain has recovered
all the necessary data, or has received the request sent by a
node (child for the root node or parent for other domain) and
the variable found is false. The main steps are as follows:
Step1: The user submits a service request to a domain as
given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Service request Algorithm
Require: Request by a user affiliated to domain
Ensure: Satisfaction of a service
1: if data ⊂ privateData then
2:
service satisfied
3: else
4:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
child nodes
5: end if
Step2: The receipt of the request by another domain: Upon
receipt of this request, the domain checks if the user ID and
data exists, if yes it will formulate a response containing the
found data and sends to the sender (codD of the request),
otherwise it sends the request to his child nodes, if they exist,
or to its parent node. The result is given in Algorithm 3.
The statement data←privateData concerns only the
wanted data from the set privateData.
Step3: The receipt of the request by the issuer: Upon receipt
of the request, the issuer verifies the boolean variable found
if it is true. Then it compares the data received with the data
sought and if all the data are found then the service is executed,
otherwise the issuer will make another request by omitting
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Algorithm 3 Request reception Algorithm
Require: Request(codD, reqID, userID, data, found)
Ensure: Collect missing private data
1: if (userID ∈ domain) && (data ⊂ privateData
then
2:
found ← TRUE
3:
data←privateData
4:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
codD node
5: else
6:
if ∃ child nodes then
7:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
child node
8:
else
9:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
parent node
10:
end if
11: end if

all the found data and sending it to another child if it exists
or to the parent to explore another sub-tree. The service is
unsatisfied when the issuer receives the request by one of its
neighbors (child for the root and parent for other nodes) and
the variable found is FALSE. The term ”card” stands for
the cardinal of a set. Algorithm 4 illustrates this step.
Algorithm 4 Issuer request reception Algorithm
Require: Request(codD, reqID, userID, data, found)
Ensure: Satisfaction of a service.
1: if found=TRUE then
2:
if card(Ldata) = card(data) then
3:
Service satisfied
4:
else
5:
data ← Ldata-data
6:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
child node
7:
end if
8: else
9:
if parent node not visited then
10:
send(codD, reqID, userID, data, found) to
parent node
11:
else
12:
Service not satisfied
13:
end if
14: end if
The statement data ← Ldata-data concerns the case
when data contains more than one item, so the found items
are retrieved from the set data to continue the search for the
rest of items.

VI.

We have proposed a solution that solves the problem of
data privacy for mobile users. Our proposal is to define a new
architecture that takes into account the separation of different
domains in the system and corresponds to a tree. The user’s
personal data are distributed across a set of servers so that none
will ever have all the user’s private data except those required
for its operation.
•

Decentralization: In the proposed system, the different
domains making up the ubiquitous environment do not
share user’s private data. Each domain maintains a
subset of the user’s necessary data.

•

Interoperability: the collaboration between the nodes
of the system is done to allow a collection of different
private data that a domain needs. Each system node
can communicate with other remote nodes across his
neighbors, by sending the different requests.

•

Transparency: the TBDPPS system reduces the interaction of the user during the authentication process
and service request. Indeed, a user authenticates first
to a service then can acquire other services in an easy
and intuitive way, because it is the first server that will
retrieve the rest of user private data.

•

Traceability: transactions in our system are made via
certificates that guarantee non-repudiation of users
(certificates owners) in order to identify any performed
transactions.

•

Flexibility: The system TBDPPS offers the user the
possibility to be authenticated regardless of the capacity of the devices used and the different identification
methods.

•

Privacy protection: Taking into account the separation
of the different data on separate domains of the
system, so that an intruder cannot have the totality of
the user’s private information and protect these data
against unwanted disclosure, the proposed architecture
allows the protection of users private data and overcomes the problems of their storage on a vulnerable
single server.

•

Data distribution: The propositions given in [7] and
[9] deal with distributed private data but the client is
an actor, so no transparency. For the latter, it even
preconizes a tree architecture but noisy information
are included. In our proposition only the private data
is distributed, which means less data transmission.

•

Autonomy: The proposed system operates without the
client intervention. So a hacker cannot get a user’s
private data. Attacks like sniffing cannot succeed because only some of private data is circulating on the
network. Finally, the only dangerous attack is a nontrusted or corrupted server (node), but we supposed
that all the domains are authenticated using a thirdparty protocol.

•

Number of messages: Only one type of message will
be used. A request is used to collect the missing
private data and the same request is used to send the
response to the request issuer.

If a service is satisfied the Ldata is deleted after a fixed
delay. If all the links of the tree exist, then all the needed data
exist on the tree and it will be found. In this case the searching
time will be at maximum the time of parallel browsing of the
tree (height size).
A service cannot be satisfied if the needed data is not found,
and this is possible only if the concerned server node (which
has the data) or the links are down. In this case a request is
repeated after a random delay.
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•

Algorithmic complexity: the complexity of the proposed method is given depending on the type of trees
(from the best to the worst);
Type of binary tree
Complete tree
Full tree
One-branch tree

Complexity
O(log n)
O(log n)
O(n)

and on each situation.
Situation
Registration
Full private data present
One missing item
More than one missing

Complexity
O(log n)
O(1)
O(2 ∗ log n)
O(2 ∗ log n)

Figure 4 shows the results of a small simulation (using
Matlab) of the time response of the proposed method
depending on the size of tree and the number of
missing items in the data. The time response depends
on the tree height (log(n) and, even if the number
of missing items increases, the parallel parsing of the
tree is done once.
Time complexity
0.1
1 item
2 items
3 items

0.09
0.08

Time response

0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

0

20

40

60

80

100

Tree size

Figure 4: Time response for a single request

VII.

C ONCLUSION

Ubiquitous environment allows performing the appropriate
actions to the user while adapting to environmental conditions,
preferences and user profile. Building such an environment
is very difficult given the user’s everyday environments composed of heterogeneous devices leading to a dynamic system.
Existing solutions like GAIA, OpenID and UPP systems
are very convenient structures for the organization of private
data, but the critical point of these projects is the centralization
of data on a single server, making data protection of mobile
users very vulnerable.
We proposed a solution to protect user’s private data which
overcomes the aforementioned deficiency and takes into account decentralization and the method of domain dissociation
to make communication easy and flexible. The number of
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As future work, it would be interesting to consider a
dynamic construction method of the virtual tree. Only the
one-to-one links of the tree are to be built by identifying the
parent-child link. This may be done at the first request by
the Generator of identifiers node. To achieve this a method
for domains dissociation in the system based on private data
located in each node would be necessary.
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Abstract—WebRTC enables browsers to communicate in a
Peer to Peer fashion without the use of any plug-ins. This
technology is expected to lead a wave of disruptive yet innovative new communication services over the Web. However it
also brings significant security and privacy concerns for the
users. In WebRTC, authentication is decoupled from the website
allowing users to validate each other directly using third party
identity providers. User’s privacy and security highly depends
upon the mechanism used for end-to-end authentication. To
achieve security and enhance user privacy it is also essential
to define trust between various entities involved in WebRTC
security architecture. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze the
identity architecture in detail to provide a comparison of suitable
authentication protocols. A clear definition of trust is presented
by defining various trust relationships that exist in WebRTC
identity architecture.
Keywords—WebRTC; P2P; Identity Management; Authentication; Trust.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Advancements in HTML standards and the introduction
of Web Real Time Communications (WebRTC) has allowed
browsers to send real time media in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
manner [1]. WebRTC is independent of any type of browser,
platform or device and enables users to communicate with any
HTML compatible device. WebRTC is expected to transform
the communication landscape over the Web by introducing
real-time communication capabilities to any Web page with
just a few lines of code.
However, the open source nature of this technology introduces new security and trust requirements presented in [2] and
[3], respectively. Amongst the various security challenges introduced in [4], the most crucial one is to have reliable end-toend authentication between communicating peers using trusted
third party Independent Identity Providers (IdP) [5]. Several
significant security issues and architectural challenges faced
by the IdP based authentication mechanisms are presented in
[6]–[8]. However, all of these existing studies analyze Single
Sign On (SSO) solutions over Web, which allow users to sign
once and have their identities automatically verified by each
application. In contrast, WebRTC requires authentication protocols for end-to-end identity provisioning that enables users to
directly receive and verify the identity of their communicating
remote peers.
Another security issue that is critical to WebRTC is the clear
definition of a trust. The rise of browser to browser communication has generated several questions including how to define
trust in WebRTC, what are the different trust relationships
and how to evaluate trust for each relationship. To the best
of our knowledge, there is no study that provides a generic
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definition of the trust in WebRTC. Several surveys have been
conducted on trust management in various emerging fields [9]–
[14]. However, the concept of trust in WebRTC arena is yet
to be explored.
The first contribution of this paper is to provide a review of suitable Web based IdP mechanisms for the purpose
of identity provisioning. This study will help developers to
choose the appropriate protocol for their applications as well
as prompt researchers to propose new mechanisms adapted
to the security and privacy requirements identified in this
paper. A comparative study in terms of user privacy and
security is conducted by mapping IdP based authentication
mechanisms over WebRTC identity architecture. The second
contribution of this paper is to provide a wider vision of
trust in browser to browser communications by identifying
various trust relationships, their objectives and the context and
parameters influencing trust.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
gives a brief introduction of WebRTC identity architecture
and Section III explains the process of authentication. Section IV lists several requirements for identity provision in
WebRTC. Section V describes suitable Web authentication
protocols that can be applied over the identity architecture
of WebRTC whereas various trust relationship of WebRTC
communications are presented in Section VII and the paper
concludes with Section VIII.
II. W EB RTC I DENTITY A RCHITECTURE
WebRTC is an open-source Web application that resides
within the browser to exchange media in a P2P fashion.
WebRTC identity architecture [15] aims to provide maximum
amount of authentication with the minimum possible level
of trust in Web Calling Site/Calling Server (CS). The multi
domain call model of WebRTC is presented in Figure 1. Each
CS is responsible for providing a JavaScript (JS) application
that operates over the browser and initiates the PeerConnection
component [16]. By calling appropriate JS APIs PeerConnection (PeerC) establishes direct media connection between
browsers. CS is also responsible for implementing signaling
where Session Description Protocol (SDP) is used to exchange
reachable addresses and session parameters.
In order to authenticate a user from IdP, PeerC downloads
JS code ”IdP proxy” from a specific location defined in the IdP
domain. The Browser is responsible for segregating JS codes
into sandboxes therefore restricting each script to interact with
resources from the same origin. Thus IdP proxy is only able
to communicate with its IdP in order to authentication user.
In response, IdP generates user Identity Assertion (IA), which
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Calling Site 1

The identity provision procedure presented in Figure 2 for
end-to-end authentication in WebRTC is explained as follows:

Calling Site 2
SIP, XMPP

A. Identity Assertion Generation
HTTPS

HTTPS

JS App
Browser
IdP
Proxy 1

PeerC

IdP
Proxy 2

Media
(DTLS+SRTP)

JS App
PeerC

Browser

IdP
Proxy 1

IdP 1

IdP
Proxy 2

IdP 2

AP PeerC generates request for assertion by attaching fingerprint of DTLS-SRTP certificate. The request also contains
the origin of CS which allows IdP to always be aware of the CS
the user is using to communicate. IdP proxy is able to access
user cookies which allows IdP to check whether the user is
already logged in or not. If the user is not authenticated then
the IdP proxy returns an error including the URL for entering
user credentials. This error is handled by the JS Application
or the CS as the IdP proxy is sandboxed and cannot directly
demand the user to login. After successful authentication,
IdP generates and returns IA. The IA includes user identity
information and DTLS fingerprint. The received IA is attached
to the SDP message by PeerC and is sent to the remote party
via CS.

Fig. 1. WebRTC Communication Model

B. Identity Assertion Verification
is included in the identity attribute of SDP descriptor message
by the browser. The concept of IdP proxy allows the browser
to support any type of IdP or authentication protocol as long
as it is able to download and run the JS code from IdP.
The browser that establishes user identity by authenticating
itself with the IdP is the Authenticating party (AP) whereas
the browser which verifies the AP identity from the IdP is
called the Relying Party (RP) [15]. In order for communicating
parties to authenticate each other, both browsers will act as an
AP and as an RP in the process of end-to-end authentication.
III. AUTHENTICATION IN W EB RTC

The RP PeerC extracts the IA from the received SDP
message. The domain name of IdP from IA is used to construct
the URL in order to downland the IdP proxy. For identity
verification, the user is not required to authenticate himself.
Upon successful verification the verified IA is returned. PeerC
verifies IdP by comparing name-space of received identifier in
IA with domain name of IdP. In case of non-authoritative IdP
where the name-space of identifier is not the same as domain
name, the IdP should be explicitly configured as trusted
in browser. Before establishing connection PeerC matches
fingerprint in IA with DTLS certificate received over the media
channel. This is to ensure that the party establishing peer
connection is same as the one which provided the IA.

There are two types of authentication that apply to WebRTC
IV. R EQUIREMENTS FOR W EB RTC I DENTITY
communications. First, it is the authentication of the CS/IdP
P ROVISIONING
in which the browser validates the ownership of origin by
We derive a new set of trust requirements based on the
verifying the received digital certificate from the issuing
weaknesses
of identity architecture identified in the previous
certificate authority. The major drawback is that the browser
section.
These
requirements address the privacy, security and
will trust any certificate that is validated by the trusted issuing
trust
concerns
raised
during end-to-authentication.
authority and has no means of verifying that the certificate
truly belongs to the owner. Thus, for WebRTC efficient authen(i) Identity Unlinkability: IdP needs to be able to provide
tication mechanisms should be introduced to allow browsers
user identity confidentiality against CS.
to accurately verify that a digital certificate received is the (ii) Identity Encryption: IdP needs to be able to provide
correct certificate used by that website. The second type of
encryption to user IA.
authentication is between communicating peers. User identity (iii) IdP Selection: User needs to select its own choice of IdP
information in the form of IA are exchanged between peers via
without being forced by CS.
the CS and are verified from the same IdP that generated them (iv) CS Unlinkability: User needs to be able to hide the
[17]. There are two major drawbacks of WebRTC identity
information about origin of CS from IdP.
provision process. Firstly, the IA are sent unencrypted, which
(v) Identity Information Control: User needs to be able to
allows CS to extract user identity information and track user
select the identity information included in IA.
activities based on identities across communications. Secondly (vi) Certificate Verification: User needs to be able to verify
the standard allows CS to force the selection of IdP which does
that the digital certificate provided by CS for authenticanot allow the user to select its own choice of IdP. In order to
tion is the correct certificate used by it.
use the services of CS, user will have to authenticate to CS (vii) User Anonymity by IdP: User needs to be able to acquire
defined IdP which it may not trust.
anonymous identity from IdP.
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AP IdP

IdP proxy

CS

AP PeerC

IdP proxy

RP PeerC

Downloads IdP Proxy
Generate DTLScertificate

JS code
Request IA

Fingerprint

Generate IA
IA

IA
Insert IA to SDP
SDP message

SDP message
Extracts IA
Determine IdP URI

Download IdP Proxy
JS code
IA verification
Verified IA
Domain name
verification
DTLS handshake
DTLS key
verification

Fig. 2. End-to-End Authentication Flow Diagram

(viii) Privacy awareness: IdP needs to inform user about how
privacy will be handled during P2P authentication.
In
order
to
fulfill
these
requirements,
new
solutions/modifications to the architecture and procedures of
WebRTC should be proposed.
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A. BrowserID
BrowserID allows any website to receive assertion of email
address ownership from the user [20]. The website is the
RP whereas the browser is considered to be the client. In
BrowserID specifications [21], client send Backed Identity
Assertion (BIA) to the RP. The BIA is combination of User
Certificate (UC) and IA. UC carries user email address and
user public key, which is digitally signed by the IdP to
certify the ownership of the email address and the public key
of the user. Whereas IA contains the request to login into
specific RP is signed by the user private key as shown in
Figure 3. However when applied to WebRTC instead of the
website browsers will authenticate each other. BrowserID can
be mapped to WebRTC architecture as follows:

7.Verify BIA

P
Id
6.

V. AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS FOR I DENTITY
P ROVISIONING
WebRTC proposes the use of existing SSO [18] protocols
which are designed for client server login. However using
these protocols for WebRTC in order to have P2P authentication may require certain modifications. The use of IdP
proxy makes WebRTC to be protocol independent. However
the selection of a particular authentication protocol will profoundly affect the overall security and privacy of WebRTC
communication. We tried to compare the two mechanisms,
BrowserID and OAuth2.0 recommended by RTCWeb working
group [19] by mapping them over the WebRTC identity
architecture [15]. The third protocol applied is OpenID connect
(OIDC) which constitutes a set of extensions on top of OAuth
for the purpose of authentication.

Relying Party

1.Generate key pair

2.Public key, email address

4.Generate IA

3. Send UC

User

IdP

Fig. 3. BrowserID Authentication Overview

Identity Assertion Generation: A public private key pair
is generated by the AP browser for asymmetric encryption.
PeerC downloads the IdP proxy and requests the IdP to
generate UC by including the user public key. After valid
authentication of the user, IdP generates UC by signing the
user identity (public email address) and public key. The PeerC
generates the DTLS-SRTP key for establishing the media
connection and sends the fingerprint to IdP proxy. The IA
is generated by IdP proxy by signing the fingerprint with user
private key. It should be noted that in BrowserID browser is
not required to send the fingerprint to IdP as it generates the
final assertion. Lastly the PeerC generates the final assertion
BIA and includes it into the identity attribute of the SDP.
Identity Assertion Verification: The RP PeerC receives
the SDP message and extracts IA and UC. The domain name is
used to download IdP proxy to request the public key from the
IdP. PeerC performs two checks, firstly it matches the received
public key with the signature inside UC, secondly it verifies
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Fig. 4. OAuth Authorization Overview

user public key inside UC with the signature inside IA.
B. OAuth 2.0
OAuth 2.0 [22] being an authorization protocol allows client
applications to access resources hosted on a Resource Server
(RS) owned by Resource Owner (RO) as shown in Figure 4.
The authorization to access resource is provided by the Authorization Server (AS) on behalf of the RO. However before
accessing the resource client has to register with AS using
the clientid [23]. The process of authorization is described in
Figure 4.
To map OAuth protocol onto WebRTC architecture the
client application can be considered as RP browser, the RO
as the AP browser whereas the IdP acts as AS as well as RS.
Identity Assertion Generation: The AP PeerC using the
IdP proxy authenticates the user to the IdP and registers an
identity resource with IdP including the fingerprint of DTLS
certificate. The IdP in return sends the IA which contains the
authorization code. PeerC attaches the authorization code to
the SDP and sends it to RP browser via the CS.
Identity Assertion Verification: The RP PeerC receives
the SDP message and extracts the authorization code from the
identity attribute of SDP. The IdP proxy sends the authorization code and receives the access token from the IdP. Upon
receiving the access token the IdP proxy retrieves the identity
and fingerprint. The RP PeerC verifies the fingerprint with
DTLS certificate received over the media channel.
C. OpenID Connect
OIDC adds an identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0
protocol. It enables client to verify the identity of user based
on the ID Token [24] that contains claims about the user
authentication. The ID Token incorporates user (AP) identity
information, the IdP identifier and the audience (RP) for which
the token is intended for. The ID token is signed by the IdP
and can optionally be encrypted. The authentication procedure
for OIDC implicit flow is presented in Figure 5.The OIDC
protocol can be applied to WebRTC identity architecture as
follows:
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Relying Party

User

Fig. 5. OIDC Authentication Overview

Identity Assertion Generation: AP PeerC sends authentication request to IdP containing fingerprint and the audience
(RP identity) to which the ID Token is intended for. The
request may also indicate the type of identity information to
be returned in the ID Token. The ID Token is generated and
signed by the IdP which contains AP identity information,
fingerprint, RP identity and the IdP identifier. PeerC includes
the ID Token to the SDP and sends it to the RP.
Identity Assertion Verification: The RP PeerC receives
the SDP message and downloads IdP proxy by using identifier
domain name. It also extracts the ID Token and fingerprint
from the identity attribute. The IdP proxy requests the IdP to
validate the ID Token. IdP verifying the signature and returns
the verified Identity to the RP. The RP PeerC then verifies
the fingerprint with DTLS certificate received over the media
channel.
D. Comparison in terms of User Privacy
In WebRTC, user privacy mainly deals with protection
of user identity and associated profile information. Table 1
provides a quick comparison of authentication protocols in
terms of user privacy properties [25] and features defined as
follows:
(i) Identity Verification: User ability to verify the identity of
remote party.
(ii) Anonymity: The inability of remote party and CS to learn
user identity.
(iii) Unlinkability from CS: The inability of CS to track user
activities based on user identities.
(iv) Unlinkability from IdP: The inability of IdP to track user
activities across different CS.
(v) Pseudonymity: The ability of IdP to provide user with
psedunonyms as anonymous identities.
(vi) Identity Encryption: The ability of IdP to encrypt user
identity to achieve confidentiality from CP.
(vii) Browser Centric: The ability of browser to generate the
identity assertion
(viii) Information Control: The ability of user to control the
type of information IdP includes in the IA.
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TABLE I: Comparison of Authentication Protocols for WebRTC
Authentication
Protocols

Identity
Verification

Anonymity

BrowserID



OAuth2.0





OIDC





Unlinkability
from CS

Unlinkability
from IdP

Pseudonymity










Browser centric approach of BrowserID makes it the simplest protocol that can be applied to WebRTC architecture for
identity provisioning. When compared with OAuth and OIDC
the considerable drawback of this protocol is the adoption
of public email address as user identity. Firstly, it does
not allow user to stay anonymous/unidentifiable during the
communication. Secondly unlinkability from CS can never be
achieved as public email address will always allow it track user
activities. When having BrowserID for authentication users
will have to trust their CS with their identity information.
However the fact that final IA is generated by the browser
without the need of sending DTLS fingerprints to IdP makes
BrowserID more reliable in case of distrusted IdP. In contrast
to BrowserID protocol, OAuth and OIDC operate in an IdP
centric format where IdP is responsible for generating and
verifying the IAs. IdP centric nature will allow users to
enforce policies and rules through their IdPs. Other than this
Anonymity in both these protocols can easily be achieved by
the user of pseudonyms.
In OAuth protocol, the redirection between browsers is
impossible to achieve as browsers do not have the capability
to accept HTTP connection from other browsers. Thus when
using OAuth for P2P authentication AP browser is never aware
of who is accessing its identity resource whereas IdP is unable
to verify that RP has the authority to access AP identity. This
brings about serious security concerns for WebRTC communication as any unauthorized party having access to authorization
code will be able to obtain user identity information.
OIDC seems to be a better candidate than OAuth in terms
of identity confidentially and unlinkability. The feature of
encryption and audience in the ID Token does not allow any
unauthorized party such as Man-in the middle or CS to obtain
user identity information. The audience field in OIDC allows
the AP to specify the identity of RP to which the information
is intended for. This requires AP to be aware of RP identity before P2P authentication which may be communicated
though the CS. Lastly OIDC gives user much more control
over their identity information to be shared by indicating it in
the authentication request.
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Browser
Centric

Information
Control

Audience
Verification

IdP
Centric





(ix) Audience Verification: The ability of IdP to disclose
identity information exclusively to the person which it
was intended for.
(x) IdP Centric: The ability of user to enforce rules and
policies through a trustworthy IdP.
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Identity
Encryption










VI. T RUST M ANAGEMENT O BJECTIVES
The choice of authentication protocol presented in Section V
will further influence the extent to which entities are required
to trust each other. For example in the case of BrowserID, user
will have to put more trust in their CS as it will be able to
track user activities based on its identities. In WebRTC, trust
needs to be computed for each entity and displayed to user
before connection is established. For now trust in WebRTC is
based on valid authentication. However merely authenticating
an entity never guarantees that the entity is trusted. Similarly
unauthenticated entity does not imply that it may never be
trusted for a particular task.
For the wide adaptation of WebRTC technology an efficient trust management framework is essential. To ensure
trustworthiness in whole communication system a holistic
trust management framework is required with the following
objectives:
1) Trust Information Collection: Trust framework that is
able to gather and combine information to evaluate trust.
Appropriate information collection models are required
based on the parameters influencing trust in each relationship.
2) Trust Evaluation: Trust models that are able to compute
trust based on the context and parameters influencing
trust. These models should be dynamic in nature in order
to commute trust variations over time.
3) Privacy Preservation: Privacy enhanced trust models to
measure the degree of confidence that a user can have in
terms of preserving their privacy. User information should
be preserved according to the expectations of each user.
4) Quality of Service: Trust management should ensure that
communication and authentication services are offered at
exactly the right place and time to the right person.
5) Human-Computer Interaction: Users should be able to
interact with the browser in a secure and efficient manner
in order to set their communication preferences.
6) Identity Trust: A scalable and efficient identity management system capable of authenticating each entity in a
credible and verifiable manner.
VII. T RUST R ELATIONSHIPS
We define trust as a relation between two entities, a truster
and a trustee. The entity that trusts the target entity is known
as the truster whereas entity that is being trusted is the
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A. User-IdP Trust Relationship
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Fig. 6. Trust Relationships in WebRTC

IdP provides user the functionality of storing and managing
their identity information while allowing them to authenticate.
The purpose of trust in User-IdP relationship is to trust an IdP’s
ability to provide authentication services while considering its
ability to preserve privacy. We provide a set of IdP’s attributes
that should be considered while evaluating trust in IdP:
• Privacy Protection: An IdP’s ability to provide identity
confidentiality in terms of unlinkability from CS;
• Anonymity: An IdP’s ability to provide anonymity by
means of pseudonyms;
• Encryption: An IdP ability to provide encrypted IA;
• Authentication Mechanism: The type of authentication
protocol being used by IdP; and
• IdP Type: If an IdP is authoritative or non-authoritative.
B. User-CS Trust Relationship

trustee. Thus any trust relationship is described as truster
trusting trustee at a given time for a particular context. Trust
relationships can be expressed in terms of a trust vector
wherein each element of the vector represents a parameter
that contributes towards the trust value:
c

te
te
te
(T ruster →
− T rustee)t = [Ktr
, Etr
, Rtr
, Ate
tr ]

(1)

Where context ’c’ is the information which characterizes
the situation of the entities involved. The context of trust can
be expressed as the combination of trust purpose and trustee
aspects. Therefore a truster will always trust the ability of a
trustee to perform a specific action with regards to certain
trustee characteristic. For example, truster A trusts trustee B’s
security to access a resource that the truster controls. Time
’t’ is used to characterize the dynamic behavior of a trust
relationship whereas the parameters used for evaluating trust
are described as follows:
•
•

•

•

te
is based on truster’s awareness
Knowledge parameter Ktr
about the abilities of trustee in a specific context.
te
Experience parameter Etr
is the cumulative effect of
previous interactions between a trustee and a truster in
a particular context and over a specified period of time.
te
Reputation parameter Rtr
is the sum of recommender’s
judgment about trustee in relation to the truster in a
specific context. Each recommendation is weighted by
the truster trust in recommender within that context.
Authentication parameter Ate
tr defines the strength in the
authentication process. The server identity will be verified
form the certificate authority whereas the communication
participant identity will be verified from the IdP. Therefore this parameter will be weighted with the amount of
trust in IdP or the certificate authority.

We identify four trust relationship that exist in WebRTC:
User-CS, User-User, User-IdP, CS-CS and User-Browser represented in Figure 6.
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CS provides JS application that allows browser to communicate in a P2P fashion. CS is also responsible for implementing
signaling for the exchange of session parameters, identities,
call answer/offer request and user reachable addresses between
communicating parties. The purpose of trust in a User-CS
relationship reflects the CS ability to provide communication
services whereas CS aspects that needs to be considered are
security and reliability. For the evaluation of trust in CS the
following should be considered:
• Malware Detection: Undesirable software installations by
a CS;
• Software Vulnerabilities: Weaknesses detected in the JS
code provided by CS;
• Attack Detection: The CS’s ability to detect and prevent
attacks;
• Mixed Content: The content loaded from an HTTP origin
onto the HTTPS page of a CS; and
• IdP Selection: The IdP selection enforced by the CS.
C. User-User Trust Relationship
Before an exchange of real time media, each user needs
to verify the identity of its communicating participant. The
purpose of trust is user identification. Subjective aspects are
considered such as user’s honesty, accuracy and integrity while
receiving the identity information. We present set of attributes
that should be considered for the evaluation of trust in the
received identity assertion:
• Identity Proofing: How strongly the identity information
of user has been verified and vetted by the IdP;
• Credential Verification: How easily a user’s credential can
be spoofed or stolen;
• Assertion Strength: Proof that the identity was actually
asserted by IdP for a given transaction;
• Encryption: If received IA is encrypted or not;
• Audience Protection: The received IA contains the audience identity for which the assertion is intended; and
• Anonymity: The use of an anonymous identity by the
communicating participant.
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D. CS-CS Trust Relationship
Several efforts are being made to achieve cross domain
interoperability [26], [27], [28] where users from different domains are allowed to contact and communicate with each other.
Each CS will be responsible for sharing availability status,
identity information and the reachable addresses of users from
different domains. Trust between CS needs to be computed and
displayed to the subscribers of each CS before they decide to
interact with the users of another domain. The purpose of trust
in this relationship is to achieve interoperability whereas the
aspects of a CS that need to be considered for trust assessment
are its security and reliability.
E. User-Browser Trust Relationship
The browser is responsible for running JS codes in isolated
sandboxes to connect with various entities on behalf of a user.
The identity of each entity is verified by the browser before
communication takes place. The overall security of WebRTC
communication is highly dependent upon the selection of
a trustworthy browser. Security in WebRTC can never be
achieved if a browser is compromised. Therefore, it is essential
for users to select trustworthy browsers that can be relied
upon completely. However trust between browser and user is
subjective and may not be computed.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION
WebRTC technology is envisioned to lead innovative ways
to share information and communicate over Web. The vast
adaptation of this highly potential P2P communication technology requires an efficient identity and trust management
framework. This paper aims (1) to analyze the end-to-end
authentication procedure between browsers and (2) to give a
clear definition of trust in WebRTC.
A study of WebRTC identity architecture and authentication mechanisms suitable for the purpose of end-to-end
user identification is conducted. To address the security and
privacy concerns identified in this paper we prompt the
community to develop mechanisms particularly suitable for
WebRTC communications. In order to have a wider vision of
trust, we define various trust relationship, the context of trust
and parameters influencing trust computation for browser to
browser communication.
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Towards Trusted Operated Services in the Internet of Things
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Abstract— This paper presents an innovative concept for the
Internet of Things (IoT), in which objects work over TLS
stacks running in secure elements. We notice that most of
today IoT architectures are secured by the DTLS or TLS
stack. Furthermore, tamper resistance, secure communications
and storage are consensual requests for the emerging IoT
frameworks. We demonstrate that it is possible to design cheap
secured and trusted systems based on Javacards plugged in
commercial nano-computers. Finally we detail the structure of
an innovative JAVA framework able to provide trusted
operated services, in a way similar to mobile network
operators (MNO) managing smartphone fleets thanks to
Subscriber Identity Modules (SIMs).
Keywords-. IoT; Secure Elements; TLS; DTLS; Security.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a major topic for the
development of the digital economy; in [8] it is defined as "a
network of connected things". According to [1] about 50
billion of connected objects are forecasted by 2020, about
6.6 per human being. It is expected [2] that "today
households, across the OECD (Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development) area, have an estimated 1.8
billion connected devices, in 2017 this could be 5.8 billion
and in 2022, 14 billion devices". More than 50 connected
objects could be located in four people house, such as
computers, smartphones, tv, cars, internet connected power
sockets, energy consumption display, thermostat, camera,
and connected locks.
According to [6] the digital industry roadmap for next
decades will not be centered on Moore’s law but will deploy
networks with hundred trillions of devices [7]. In that context
[7] "Security is projected to become an even bigger
challenge in the future as the number of interconnected
devices increases... In fact, the Internet of Things can be
viewed as the largest and most poorly defended cyber attack
surface conceived by mankind".
As an illustration [3] introduces an IoT service-oriented
architecture (SoA), based on the following four layers (see
Figure 1) :
- The Sensing layer that comprises hardware objects and
acquisition protocols.
- The Network layer, which is the infrastructure needed
for the information transport. New wireless networks such as
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SigFox [4] or Lora [5] have been recently designed for low
throughout interactions with sensors.
- The Service layer that manages services needed by
users or applications.
- The Interfaces layer that includes API (Application
Programming Interface) and applications front ends.
This model suggests that some objects could be remotely
managed by dedicated service providers. For example, in a
smart grid context, connected plugs are remotely switched on
in order to enable the battery recharge of electric cars. As
underlined in [7] security is a major prerequisite and "a short
list of requirements includes tamper resistance and secure
communications and storage".
In this paper we propose a new perspective for the IoT
security, based on cheap secure elements enforcing secure
communications for connected devices. Most of legacy
devices are monitored thanks to the HTTPS protocol. The
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) comity is currently
pushing a framework based on the CoAP (Constrained
Application Protocol ) protocol [12] whose security natively
relies on the DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security)
protocol and soon on TLS (Transport Layer Security)
protocol [13]. We present an innovative concept in which
TLS servers are fully running in secure elements. We
describe a Java framework that enables the integration of
such tamper resistant components in cheap boards, for
example fuelled by nano-computer such as the popular
Raspberry Pi (www.raspberrypi.org).

Figure 1. An IoT service-oriented architecture (SoA), based on four layers

The paper is constructed according to the following
outline. Section 2 details some acquisition protocols in today
IoT systems. Section 3 introduces the concept of TLS server
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running in secure elements. Section 4 describes an
experimental JAVA framework designed for nanocomputers, such as the popular Raspberry Pi, whose
communication security, is enforced by secure elements.
Finally, section 5 concludes this paper.
II.

ACQUISITION PROTOCOLS

Today many connected devices are using HTTPS, i.e.
communication with web servers secured by the TLS
protocol. As an illustration the popular Nest thermostats
work [7] with JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) formatted
data POSTed to their web servers; some connected plugs [8]
use Home Network Administration Protocol (HNAP) a
proprietary network protocol based on SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol), invented by Pure Networks, Inc. and
acquired by Cisco Systems, which allows identification,
configuration, and management of network devices.
The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [12] is
designed according to the Representational State Transfer
(REST) architecture [11], which encompasses the following
six features: 1) Client-Server architecture; 2) Stateless
interaction; 3) Cache operation on the client side; 4) Uniform
interface ; 5) Layered system ; 6) Code On Demand.
CoAP is an efficient RESTfull protocol easy to proxy
to/from HTTP, but which is not understood in an IoT context
as a general replacement of HTTP. It is natively secured by
DTLS (the datagram adaptation of TLS), and works over a
DTLS/UDP/IP stack. Nerveless the IETF is currently
working [13] on a CoAP version compatible with a
TLS/TCP/IP stack.

Figure 2. The CoAP Header

The CoAP header is illustrated by Figure 2. Version (V)
is the protocol version (01). Type (T) indicates if the
message is of type Confirmable (CON), Non-confirmable
(NON), Acknowledgement (ACK) or Reset. Token Length
(TKL) is the length of the Token field (0-8 bytes). The Code
field identifies the method and is split in two parts a 3-bit
class and a 5-bit detail documented "c.dd" where "c" is a
digit from 0 to 7 and "dd" are two digits from 00 to 31. For
example methods named GET, POST, PUT and DELETE
are respectively noted 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04. The
attribute Message ID matches messages ACK/Reset to
messages CON/NON previously sent; it is usually noted
inside two brackets ( [0xMessageID] ). The Token (0 to 8
bytes) is used to match a response with a request. Options
give additional information such as Content-Format dealing
with proxy operations.
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According to the CoAP model objects act as "servers".
Clients deliver requests to servers that return responses and
may proxy HTTP requests.
Some IoT frameworks (for example the ARM® mbed™
IoT Device Platform, see Figure 3) are supporting the MQTT
(MQ Telemetry Transport) protocol [14], a Client Server
publish/subscribe messaging transport protocol that is
secured by TLS.

Figure 3. MBED stack from the ARM company

From the above lines it appears that TLS and DTLS are
the security cornerstones of many IoT stacks. We believe
that the integration of TLS servers in cheap tamper resistant
chips enforces secure communications and storage. It could
enable trusted and operated IoT infrastructure. Furthermore
TLS/DTLS servers perform strong mutual authentication
with clients when both entities are equipped with private
keys and certificates, used for object identities.
III.

TLS SERVERS FOR SECURE ELEMENTS

A secure element [19] is a secure micro controller, whose
area is about 5x5 mm2. ISO7816 standards specify electrical
and logical interfaces; small messages whose size is less than
256 bytes are exchanged over serial or USB interfaces. It is
usually glued in PVC rectangular supports referred as
smartcards. Nerveless these tamper resistant devices can be
shrunk in other electronic dies such as NFC controllers or
SD memories. Most of secure elements include a Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) and therefore run applications
written in the javacard language [18], a subset of JAVA.
They include cryptographic libraries providing symmetric
procedures (3xDES, AES), asymmetric algorithms (RSA,
ECC) and hash functions (MD5, SHA1, SHA2..).
Micro-Server
EAP

EAP
Bridge

messages

Port able

EAP-Smartcard

Figure 4. The first TLS micro-authentication server [15], 2005

The first micro-authentication server, illustrated by
Figure 4 was introduced ten years ago in [15]. It was running
in a javacard , including a TLS stack embedded application.
This former TLS stack booted a TLS session in about 30s.
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Ten years later, secure elements perform this task in about 1
to 10s for TLS full sessions and about 0,5 to 5s for TLS
resume sessions.
According to [16] embedded TLS server interface is
based on the EAP-TLS protocol, whose packets are
transported over ISO 7816 messages. Figure 5 illustrates the
choreography of these exchanges.

Figure 7. Javacard TLS/DTLS stack framework according to the
OpenEapSmartcard [21] framework.

IV. JAVA FRAMEWORK
Figure 5. Booting of a TLS session from a secure element with an
interface based on EAP-TLS over ISO 7816 [16][17]

A recent IETF draft [17] introduces TLS/DTLS security
modules dedicated to secure elements. TLS/DTLS sessions
are booted according to [16], but afterwards the TLS secure
channel can be used for the decryption of data sent by the
client or the encryption of information to be transmitted to
the client (see Figure 6). Software agents mentioned in
Figure 5 and 6 are logical entities that drive the secure
elements. They act as a logical bridge between the network
transporting TLS packets over TCP/IP and the secure
element dealing with EAP-TLS messages shuttled in
ISO7816 requests/responses.

Figure 6. Application data encryption and decryption performed by a TLS
server (i.e. a RecordLayer) running in a secure element [17].

It should be noted than in a previous work [20] we
suggested to export TLS sessions from secure elements
according to a technology named TLS-Tandem. Therefore,
upon opening a TLS session two choices are possible : 1)
processing TLS packet ciphering/deciphering in the secure
element OR 2) performing this task in the application that
drives the tamper resistant chip.
The TLS server javacard application is designed
according to the OpenEapSmartCard framework previously
detailed in [21] and illustrated by Figure 7.
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Today many objects are working in a LINUX software
environment. For example the popular Raspberry Pi nano
computer is powered by a DEBIAN operating system (see
Figure 8). It supports the PCSC-Lite (Personal
Computer/Smart Card) middleware developed by the
M.U.S.C.L.E (Movement for the Use of Smart Cards in a
Linux Environment) organization. Furthermore the JAVA
framework (up to the 1.5 version) is also available. PCSCLite can be easily linked with the javax.smartcardio JAVA
package, which provides a set of smartcard I/O APIs.

Figure 8. TLS Server satck embeded in secure element, in a Raspberry Pi
environnment.

Therefore it is possible to deploy TLS servers running in
secure elements for this class of objects and to control these
chips, thanks to a dedicated API (SE-TLS API) described
below. This approach facilitates the design of secure
communications and storage.
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Figure 9. Software stack for SE based TLS server, such as HTTP or
CoAP

The software for HTTP and CoAP servers based on
secure elements is depicted by Figure 9. The main JAVA
package needed by a server daemon is the SE-TLS API,
which comprises three logical components: the core
implementation, the ServerTLS thread, and the
GenericServer class.
The core implementation of the server daemon is
illustrated by Figure 10. It begins by the instantiation of a tlstandem object (named myserver) that initializes a TLS socket
server (on the 443 port) and resets the secure element. The
secure element embedded TLS stack, written in javacard, is
identified by the parameter AID. It requires a PIN value, and
is associated to an identity attribute "server" defining a set of
cryptographic attributes such as certificates and private key.
public static void ServerDaemon()
{
tls-tandem myserver= new
tls-tandem(tls_tandem.SERVER, readername,
AID, PIN , "server");
myserver.ServerTLS.rdv
= false;
myserver.ServerTLS.InUse = false;
while(true)
{ //myserver.ServerTLS.rdv = true;
recordlayer RecordLayer =
myserver.OpenSession();
myserver.ServerTLS.rdv =
false;
myserver.ServerTLS.InUse = false;
if (RecordLayer == null);
else
{ GenericServer myGS= new
GenericServer(myserver,RecordLayer);
// myserver.CloseSession(RecordLayer);
}
}
Figure 10. Core implementation of a SE based TLS server

During the instantiation of the tls-tandem class, the
ServerTLS thread (see Figure 11) is created. It deals with
two control (boolean) flags rdv and InUse.
The Rendez Vous mechanism is a fundamental paradigm
for a SE based server. An incoming TCP connection is
denied if no logical entity is ready for its processing; this
availability is indicated by the rdv flag. Afterwards the InUse
flag is set and the ServerTLS thread will remain idle until its
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resetting. The InUse variable means that the secure element
is currently computing a TLS session, implying that no new
incoming client can be processed. In that case incoming TCP
sessions are stored in the backlog queue, whose size is fixed
by the JAVA constructor of the ServerSocket class (see
Figure 11). According to the JAVA documentation the
default value is set to 50. The backlog queue size tunes the
number of TLS sessions that can be delayed before being
processed by the secure element.
The OpenSession() method (see Figure 10) provided by
the tls-tandem object initializes a Rendez Vous (rdv= true)
with a TCP client. The secure element is thereafter in use
(InUse =true) and a software agent (as illustrated by Figure
5) boots the TLS session. Upon success a RecordLayer
object is created (see Figure 10) and returned by the
OpenSession() procedure.
At this step the Rendez Vous is cancelled (rdv =false).
The RecordLayer class manages a TCP socket and provides
the procedures (see Figure 12) needed for exchanging TLS
record packets over TCP/IP. If the TLS session is exported
from the secure element then the InUse flag may be reset.
Otherwise the secure element remains busy (inUse= true)
and incoming TCP connections are delayed.
// ServerTLS Thread
ServerSocket soq = new
ServerSocket(443,backlog,
InetAddress.getByName("0.0.0.0"));
InUse=false;
while(true)
{ client = null ;
try {Socket client= soq.accept();}
catch(IOException e){client=null;}
if (!rdv)
{ try {client.close();client=null;}
catch(IOException f){}
}
if (client != null) InUse=true;
while(InUse)
{try { Thread.sleep((long)100);}
catch (InterruptedException e){};
}
if (client != null)
{ try { client.close();}
catch(IOException e){};
}

}
// End of ServerTLS

Figure 11. The ServerTLS thread

The GenericServer class (see Figure 10)
is an
implementation of an HTTP or CoAP server; as illustrated
by Figure 6 it is a functional subset of the Software Agents.
It uses services provided by the RecordLayer object (see
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Figure 12) dealing with TLS packets reception and
decryption, or TLS packets encryption and transmission.
These operations may be performed in the secure element or
by pure software means if the TLS session has been
previously exported.
byte[] buf = RecordLayer.recv();
if (buf !=null);
buf = RecordLayer.decrypt(buf);
byte[] buf=RecordLayer.encrypt(buf;
int err = RecordLayer.send(buf) ;
Figure 12. TLS packets processing by the RecordLayer object.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated a TLS server
running over a secure element in an object environment, i.e.
a cheap nano-computer with an LINUX operating system,
similar to many devices already available on the IoT. Thanks
to this innovation we claim trusted and secured
communications booted from a strong mutual authentication.
In a way similar to SIM modules managed by mobile
network operator (MNO) we believe that this paradigm is a
step towards IoT infrastructure remotely controlled by IoT
operators.
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Abstract—Memory bandwidth in standard computing architectures using DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) is one
of the most critical parts of the system, mainly responsible
for performance degradation in memory bandwidth demanding
computations. Memguard is a kernel module designed to solve
this issue, created with the goal to schedule memory bandwidth
at the CPU (Central Processing Unit) core level and enabling
bandwidth regulation functionalities. In this paper we propose
a new implementation of Memguard that can also be utilized
in mixed-criticality virtualized computing environments. This
involves the regulation of memory bandwidth at the guest level
and forwarding memory bandwidth needs to the host, where the
requests are enforced. Introduced changes include modifications
to the CFS (Completely Faire Scheduler) Linux scheduler to
work with the modified Memguard kernel module. The original
kernel module and the proposed implementation have been tested
on an ARMv8 platform to demonstrate the performance and
viability of such extensions on future embedded systems. A
specific benchmark suite was used to stay as close as possible
to common scenarios, measuring the memory bandwidth and the
performance gain when scheduling at this level is introduced.
Keywords–Memguard; memory bandwidth scheduling; CFS;
virtualization; KVM/ARM.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, computers and embedded systems are based
on a multi-component architecture, which requires at least a
microprocessor, some RAM (Random Access Memory) and
other optional peripherals and storage devices. Over the last
decades the performance of CPUs (Central Processing Unit)
has been increasing steadily but memory, on the other hand,
has not followed this trend, as such, computer systems are
facing the Memory Wall problem [1][2]. Even if new solutions
like HBM (High Bandwidth Memory) or stacked memory
are attempts to solve this problem [3], most actual platforms
are based on standard DRAM (Dynamic Random Access
Memory). In this context, it is difficult to provide a guaranteed
bandwidth to an application, especially real-time (i.e., soft or
hard real-time) applications executed together with other tasks,
as such, memory-bandwidth remains the most critical part of
the system, especially on multicore systems (where memory
is shared).
The performance bottleneck of memory bandwidth has
been extensively studied, and several solutions [4] have been
implemented. Most of them are hardware solutions [5][6], at
the memory controller level. Few solutions have been proposed
at the software level [7][8][9], mostly for server distributed
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large scale systems [10]. In this paper, memory bandwidth
management has been considered as a solution to regulate
virtualized environments.
A. Contribution of this paper
The existence of memory bottlenecks in actual computing
systems is highlighted which results in degraded performance.
In a mixed criticality and virtualized system, it also decreases
the interactivity (interrupts processing can be slowed down).
There is a need to implement a memory bandwidth reservation
service to solve this issue.
A solution, called memguard was chosen as the memory
bandwidth reservation system. The need to experiment with
memory bandwidth regulation features on an embedded system, resulted in porting Memguard from x86 to the ARMv8
architecture and benchmarks demonstrate that even on ARMv8
Memguard can be beneficial as a memory bandwidth reservation system.
In the context of virtualization and embedded mixedcriticality systems, a communication interface between guests
and the host was designed which forwards memory bandwidth
requests to the Memguard kernel module. This new design
also makes use of CFS [11] to sync the memory bandwidth
reservation of tasks with the default scheduler of Linux.
An ARMv8 platform [12] was used to run experimental
tests, which represents actual high-end embedded computer
systems. This platform was selected to demonstrate that actual
systems can optimally run mixed-criticality workloads by
utilizing a memory bandwidth mechanism with virtualization
in mind. Qemu/KVM (Kernel-base Virtual Machine) [13] was
used as the virtualization solution to run experiments, as it is
the most popular embedded virtualization solution.
B. Organization of the paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the state of the art of Memguard. Then, Section III
lists the problems with virtualized mixed-criticality systems.
Methods and benchmarks are explained and detailed in Section
IV while initial results are reported in Section V. Possible
implementations and solutions are detailed in Section VI and
experimental results in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
summarizes the findings and directions for future work.
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II. M EMGUARD KERNEL MODULE
Memguard [14][15] is a memory bandwidth aware scheduler, it distinguishes memory bandwidth in two parts, guaranteed and best-effort. It provides guaranteed bandwidth for
temporal isolation and best-effort bandwidth to use as much as
possible available bandwidth [16] (after all cores are satisfied).
Memguard is designed to be used on actual systems using
DRAM as main memory.

The simplest use case for Memguard is to balance workloads, reducing the memory bandwidth of a task to preserve
memory bandwidth for others. Memguard usage is linked to
the physical cores of the CPU, consequently application level
use is complicated and must be done manually. Memguard
usage requires to set the bandwidth manually, thus users must
be aware of application B/W needs and on which core they
are being executed.

The common DRAM architecture consists of banks with
different rows/columns [17]. Maximum memory bandwidth
can be achieved in the case where data are located in different
banks [18], in other cases the memory bandwidth can be
limited and in such cases, Memguard can improve performance
by scheduling the memory bandwidth to provide the desired
Quality of Service.

III.

A. Memguard architecture
Memguard is implemented as a linux kernel module, which
is based on the use of the Performance Monitor Unit (PMU).
It captures the memory usage of each core by reading the
Performance Counter Monitor (reading memory request if used
with PCM lower than 2.4 and memory reads and writes if PCM
upper than 2.4).
The module architecture is based on two parts, the first
being the Reclaim Manager which stores and provides bandwidth allocation to all per-core B/W regulators, while the other
part is the per-core B/W regulator that monitors (thanks to the
PCM) and regulates the memory bandwidth usage of each core.
Memguard is linked to physical cores, the regulation process
works only at the core level. Due to this architecture, regulating
a process running on several cores at once is not easily feasible.
We can summarize the Memguard architecture components
as follows:
The global budget manager aka Reclaim manager, which
handles the memory budget on each core of the CPU. Every
scheduler tick (1 ms), if the predicted budget of each core
is under the assigned (fixed) budget of the overall system, a
memory budget tank is set to give more bandwidth during the
future time slice for tasks that need to access more B/W than
required (and some B/W is available in the reclaim manager).
The per core bandwidth regulator, handles the memory
management for each core, updating the actual used budget
with the PCM (Performance Counter Unit) value, and configuring the PCM to generate an overflow when all memory
budget is used. Additionally it requests more bandwidth from
the reclaim manager if needed.
B. Memguard functionalities and use-cases
Beside this architecture, Memguard has different features.
Its major functionality is the bandwidth limiting management,
allowing users to set a limit (in MB/s, weight or in percent).
Another feature is the per-task mode, where it uses task
priority as the core’s memory weight. The last major feature is
the reclaim bandwidth functionality, distributing any leftover
bandwidth that was not consumed, enabling the most effective
use of memory bandwidth. When not in use, the available
bandwidth is equal to the max-bandwidth setting set at start
(or updated later).
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M EMORY MANAGEMENT IN EMBEDDED VIRTUALIZED
ENVIRONMENTS

A. Context of use
In the past most actual embedded systems were designed to
handle standalone actions within simple scenarios. Nowadays,
more and more autonomous and network related tasks are utilized for embedded systems, as well as multimedia applications
and database analysis workloads. At the same time embedded
systems are designed with several small micro-controllers to
communicate with each other (and/or with a master), resulting
in increasing costs and decreasing the MTBF (mean time
before failure).
As more demanding usage patterns emerge, most actual
multi-chip embedded systems are being replaced by a central
unit, performing most of the computation and networking
related workloads. This paradigm shift raises the problem of
mixed-criticality which is at the heart of the system, if a single
platform is used to run different criticality software, additional
resource and safety constraints are created.
Mixed-criticality is essentially the concurrent execution
of hard real-time application together with soft real-time
or standard applications [13] on the same processing unit.
As such, this kind of system needs to provide spatial and
temporal isolation of system resources, and in addition proper
scheduling between hard and soft real time processes, as well
as Quality of Service.
Virtualization is the last component of a future unified
embedded system architecture. Virtual Machines give the possibility to ensure the security and resource isolation between
tasks. Each task, for example a video processing task (capture
video from a sensor and proceeding the image to find particular
patterns) could run at the same time as a video playback
workload and/or additional critical tasks. Each task can then
be executed in a separate VM with all the software needed and
the correct amount of processing/memory bandwidth reserved.
B. Requirements
In this context, the memory bandwidth management becomes the bottleneck of the system not only because all cores
use the same memory but also because all different VMs are
running simultaneously. Each VM handles its own software
environment, with a specific priority and memory bandwidth.
The priority of the guest is already solved with a priority
scheduling mechanism[14], but for memory bandwidth this
is not the case and it must be managed to reduce memory
performance degredation.
As Memguard was designed to be used at the core level, its
use at the Guest level in a virtualized environment involves to
utilize Memguard in a different manner and to modify/extend
parts of it. For now Memguard is restricted to be used
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with cores, and can’t be linked to a program executed on
different cores (scheduler balancing activated). As a result it’s
impossible to set a memory bandwidth policy on a guest to
restrict its bandwidth and allow other guests make use of the
remaining available bandwidth.
The primary target of this paper is to suggest a solution
which enables a guest to set its memory bandwidth requirements. This would allow to set manually or automatically
memory bandwidth in order to use it as efficiently as possible.
The second target is to produce a tool which schedules the
bandwidth between guests in order to limit some of them
while letting others to maximize their usage. The possibility
to schedule in that way, would allow to preserve some tasks
(guests), making sure that they always have the correct amount
of bandwidth. This would create a temporal memory separation
and provide even more security between guests.
Figure 1. Memory bandwidth reservation on different cores

IV. M ETHODS AND BENCHMARKS
This paper uses a specific benchmark suite, composed by
a virtualized environment and various software benchmarks.
The experimental environment is based on the Linux 4.3.0
kernel with an open-embedded file-system, while Qemu/KVM
is the selected virtualization solution. The actual benchmark
platform is a Juno r0 development board with 2 Cortex-A57
and 4 Cortex-A53 cores. Only A57 cores are used to run the
needed number of guests, as the memory bandwidth difference
between A57 and A53 cores is too large to include both
types of cores (from 2500MB/s to 1500MB/s). The taskset
utility is used to set guests on specific cores, which they are
based on 4.3.0 Linux and a minimal file-system, including the
benchmark software suite.
The first benchmark used is a program used by the original
author of memguard, this program is used to get a point of
comparison between our platform and the author’s one. It
consists of a simple buffer copy-process application which
utilizes a large amount of memory bandwidth, while providing a number of processed frames per second. The second
program is the well-known Mplayer video suite. Mplayer was
chosen to represent multimedia use-case in a mixed-criticality
environment and is used with the benchmark option to see
if a high-bitrate video decoding (two videos are used, 5Mb/s
and 1Mb/s) process is runnable in the benchmark environment.
The last benchmark is an FFT program, simulating a capture
and process workload in soft real-time constraints. The FFT
benchmark is called periodically and allocates a memory buffer
for FFT computations, the output is a number of buffers
processed per second.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Memory bandwidth limitation
The first test (Fig. 1) highlights the memory bandwidth
limitation mechanism. For this purpose, four different tasks
will be launched at the same time. A different memory
bandwidth weight will be associated to each core/task. Each
task is running on a specific core (one core = one task).
During the first 120 seconds, Memguard is not loaded. After 220 seconds, Memguard is working with different weights
to highlight the memory bandwidth limitation on each task.
Task 1 has the maximum weight while task 4 has the lowest
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(tasks 2 and 3 have the same weight). The results are equivalent
to the author ones, and show that Memguard is regulating the
memory bandwidth of each task.
B. Memory bandwidth reclaim feature
The second experiment (Fig. 2) highlights the reclaim
feature, a simple task is used to test if Memguard can release
more bandwidth than the applied limit.

Figure 2. Memory bandwidth reclaim feature

The task is running between 0 to 15 seconds with an
under-estimated memory bandwidth limit. The limit was set
to 240MB/s, and when the reclaim feature is enabled the
memory bandwidth reaches 590MB/s. This experiment shows
that the reclaim feature can provide more than twice the
original memory bandwidth limitation if more bandwidth is
available.
C. Memguard’s overhead
The CPU overhead of Memguard was measured to understand how to efficiently use Memguard in order to reduce this
overhead as much as possible. The experiment uses Memguard
with the reclaim feature activated.
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is divided equally to the guests. When Memguard is enabled,
task number 1 reaches more than twice of the original memory
bandwidth usage. The memory bottleneck is obvious, and if
the user wants to prioritize a task due to its criticality, it’s
impossible to do so without Memguard. As such, memory
bandwidth is the limiting parameter of the whole system,
introducing increased latency and overall reduced performance.
F. Embedded virtualization problems
Since with QEMU/KVM a virtual machine is just another
task to be scheduled by the host, memory bandwidth can have a
significant role in performance. Every guests is using the same
memory bandwidth and no hierarchy is implemented (like in
a CPU scheduler) between guests. This memory-bandwidth
bottleneck can eventually affect the performance of guests in
scenarios where memory is aggressively utilized.
Figure 3. Relation of memory bandwidth allocation and CPU utilization

Depending on the memory reservation policy set by the
user, Memguard can introduce a significant overhead to the
system, in terms of CPU utilization. Fig. 3 shows the relation
between CPU utilization and memory bandwidth allocation
of an application. In cases where a large memory bandwidth
is allocated, CPU utilization remains low, but when memory
bandwidth for an application is underestimated, Memguard
produces a large overhead due to the reclaim feature. This
feature throttles the core and reallocates a fixed memory
bandwidth amount, if the available bandwidth is too high, the
produced overhead can reach up to 78 percent of CPU usage.
D. Example of use
In order to understand the way Memguard can be used in
real-life computation, an experiment with video playback has
been done (Table I).

When Memguard is used to regulate guests, the user must
launch each guest on one specific core (or several but, at least
one core must be reserved to each guest), reducing the interest
of using Linux with KVM, with the load balancing between
cores. From the host’s viewpoint, VMs are highly dynamic
processes with varying workloads that may need different
amounts of memory bandwidth. This results in the need for
Memguard to be more flexible and be able to regulate on a
process granularity instead of cores.
VI. S OLUTION
The aforementioned problem in virtualized environments
can be solved using a memory bandwidth scheduler.
A. Architecture and implementation
The solution is based on a new architecture involving all
layers of the virtualized computing chain (from the guest to
the host kernel), which can deliver messages and regulate the
memory bandwidth dynamically.

TABLE I. V IDEO DECODING BENCHMARK
Environment of execution
Plain linux 2 cores running same video task
(mplayer)
Memguard with under estimated bandwidth :
20 MB/s on all cores
Memguard with correct estimated b/w
core 1 (250 20 20 20)
Memguard with correct estimated b/w
core 1 and best-effort policy activated

Processing time
Core 1 : 60.318s (decoding time)
Core 2 : 60.320s (decoding time)
Core 1 : 313.313s (decoding time)
Core 2 : 311.306s ( decoding time )
Core 1 : 58.836s (decoding time)
Core 2 : 276.001s (decoding time)
Core 1 : 59.881s (decoding time)
Core 2 : 95.619s (decoding time)

This experiment highlights the memory-bandwidth reservation capabilities of Memguard. When standalone Linux
is executed, 60s (approx.) are needed to decode the video,
whereas when Memguard is enabled, decoding lasts 58s.
The interest of Memguard resides in the memory-bandwidth
temporal reservation. A core can be limited to let other cores
to use as much as possible the remaining memory-bandwidth
(last case).
E. Memory bottleneck
Memory bottleneck conditions are highlighted in the first
experiment (Fig. 1). Executed applications are all performing
with similar results at the start of the test, where the bandwidth
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Figure 4. Proposed extensions to Memguard’s architecture

The architecture of the solution is split in three main parts,
the guest level API, the host message exchange mechanism and
parts of Memguard linked to CFS. The selected architecture
helps to keep a simple yet flexible mechanism. The first part
is composed of a simple debugfs interface, enabling the user
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memguard_guest_update(cpu_number){
if next_task = a_guest_in_the_list
callback_to_memguard()
}

update-budget-sched(int cpu-n, long bw-n){
convert-bandwidth-to-cache-event()
set-the-core-budget()
initialize-the-memguard-statistics()
}

Figure 5. Pseudo code to call memguard from CFS
Figure 6. Pseudo code to update the per-core budget, called from CFS

to write/read from a simple file to set the needed memory
bandwidth value, which also allows to set the bandwidth from
other applications (e.g., a local resource manager).
Every call is made with the following:
ID of request: Host is aware that this call is a guest request
Request type: Host is notified if a guest wants to update
bandwidth or be removed from the guest reservation process
Value: A general purpose 64bit variable to send information
(e.g., bandwidth need: 70 percent of total BW)
The second part is the HyperCall module, which is processed by KVM in the host; every HyperCall is trapped, filtered
and processed by the hypervisor. The HyperCall process has
been described in detail previously[4], it traps the guest memory bandwidth request and stores it in the GlobalKernelLink.
The GlobalKernelLink is the bridge between the frontend
(guest’s API) and the backend, which is a hidden mechanism
regulating the guest’s memory bandwidth. A structure composed of several variables, exported across the host kernel
called the GlobalkernelLink is responsible for handling all
needed information for the solution, composed of
Memguard sched guests: number of guests running with
memguard reservation enabled
Memguard sched PID: Tab to store guests PID
Memguard sched BW: Tab to store Bandwidth need of guests
Memguard update bandwidth: pointer to memguard callback
function
The third part is the mechanism which regulates the bandwidth, applying the requested memory-bandwidth that was
previously stored. This part is composed of two components,
CFS, the Linux scheduler and Memguard, the kernel module,
regulating memory-bandwidth at core level. CFS was selected
because it is the main Linux scheduler and is fair between
tasks. We implemented a method to call Memguard when
guests are running.
When CFS has scheduled the next task, a callback to Memguard is executed which then enforces the memory bandwidth
regulation. It is also worth mentioning that Memguard had
to be also modified in order for it to handle the callback
from CFS. This function in Memguard updates the memory
bandwidth of the core corresponding to the linked guest.
CFS is an asynchronous scheduler, no fixed length scheduling clock is used during the scheduling (except the minimum
execution time 4ms). Contrariwise Memguard has a fixed
length scheduling clock (1ms), this scheduling mechanism
difference raises a problem when merging both parts of the
proposed solution. In order to address this issue, Memguard
was modified to start a new scheduling period when CFS is
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calling-back Memguard. The resulting solution synchronizes
both parts, CFS is unchanged and Memguard’s scheduling tick
is synchonized with CFS. Changes made in CFS introduce a
small slowdown due to the processing time needed to check
tasks’ membership.
B. Benefits
The actual implementation has several benefits. The first
one is the limited overhead due to a change in the memorybandwidth requested by the guest, as a HyperCall is performed
only when needed, reducing the total time spent when adjusting the value. The second benefit relates to the use of the
CFS scheduler. This significantly reduces the complexity of
integrating the solution, and the overhead is kept to a minimum. The last benefit comes from the Memguard callback,
which provides memory bandwidth reservation and limitation
functionalities.
C. Mixed criticality enhancement
As discussed previously, the target of the actual paper is
to define a virtualized mixed-criticality solution to regulate
memory-bandwidth. The solution provides a global answer in
order to schedule dynamically memory-bandwidth, as the guest
user can either set the needed bandwidth manually or let an
automatic system take care of it. This results in the possibility
to dynamically adjust the memory bandwidth and to regulate
tasks between them, reducing the bandwidth of a task to let
others use the remaining.
VII.

E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS WITH NEW MEMGUARD
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, experiments and benchmarks are presented
in order to highlight how Memguard extensions can be used
in a mixed-criticality virtualized system.
The first benchmark (Fig. 7) shows the problem of the
memory bottleneck. When two guests are running on the same
core, the memory bottleneck limits the memory-bandwidth of
both tasks. As in the first experiment (Fig. 1), in a virtualized
environment, the bottleneck is the same.
This second experiment (Fig. 8) shows the interest of
Memguard solution, at first both tasks are memory-bandwidth
scheduled, the first curve (top one) at 70 of the guaranteed
bandwidth and second curve (bottom one) at 20 of the memory
bandwidth. When Memguard is disabled (around 13 seconds to
20 seconds) the first guest can reach the maximum bandwidth;
after 20 seconds the second guest increases its memorybandwidth reservation, resulting in less bandwidth available
for the first guest. The interest is that both guests are running
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The third benchmark (Fig. 9) demonstrates the memory
separation between guests. The first guest (top curve) is
running unregulated at start, after 17 seconds, a limit is set,
and a second guest (bottom curve) is launched after 33 seconds
with a limited bandwidth. The reduction of bandwidth is due
to the CPU time shared between both guests (running on the
same core), when both guests are running, each has a specific
memory bandwidth allocation which highlight the memory
separation of guests running on the same core.
TABLE II. Video decoding benchmark

Figure 7. Memory bandwidth degradation between two guests

Environment of execution
Plain linux 2 cores running same video task
(mplayer)
Memguard with under estimated bandwidth :
20 MB/s on all cores
Memguard with correct estimated b/w
core 1 (250 20 20 20)
Memguard with correct estimated b/w
core 1 and best-effort policy activated

Processing time
Guest 1 : 62.112s (decoding time)
Guest 2 : 67.968s (decoding time)
Guest 1 : 386.893s (decoding time)
Guest 2 : 384.655s ( decoding time )
Guest 1 : 57.947s (decoding time)
Guest 2 : 312.014s (decoding time)
Guest 1 : 60.911s (decoding time)
Guest 2 : 97.665s (decoding time)

The Mplayer benchmark (Table II) was accomplished with
an Mplayer decoding process running on two Guests. The
results are following the ones done with no Virtualized environment and it demonstrates that the solution is not reducing
the performance of the overall system.
TABLE III. FFT ”real time” benchmark
Process used
FFT
FFT
Database
FFT (high priority)
Database (BW reduced)

Figure 8. Guest memory bandwidth separation with Memguard

at different memory-bandwidth limits enabling a memorybandwidth hierarchy between them.

Processing speed
78 033 sec/frame
148207 sec/frame
1450 MB/s
81014 sec/frame
800 MB/s

The last Benchmark (Table III) involves two guests, one
is a camera capture-process VM and the second one is a
memory intensive program (equivalent to a database explore
task). Overall we can see that with Memguard plus the virtualization extensions, the performance of mixed-criticality use
cases can improve significantly due to the additional QoS
features implemented. When Memguard is not used, the FFT
task has a large slowdown due to a lack of available memorybandwidth, where if Memguard keeps the database task to a
certain level of memory-bandwidth usage (800 MB/s), the FFT
task can almost reach its full performance.
VIII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we highlighted the memory bottleneck on
multi-core CPUs and the need to use a memory bandwidth
reservation mechanism. In answer Memguard has been tested
and extended for its use on ARM platforms. Due to the
pervasive nature of virtualization even on embedded systems,
Memguard has been adapted to fit this need.

Figure 9. Guest memory bandwidth separation with Memguard (1 core of
execution)
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A new architecture forwarding guests’ memory requirements to Memguard has been implemented, working with CFS,
Memguard has been modified to be synced with the scheduler.
In result we obtained a memory reservation service which can
throttle memory-bond tasks in favor of high criticality tasks.
The actual implementation has several benefits and allows
to increase the performance of tasks in mixed-criticality use
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cases. The overhead is kept to a minimum and the communication mechanism is easy to use from user space or other
applications.
The proposed extensions to Memguard are still a proof
of concept, and some improvements can be achieved when
several guests are running on the same core to improve the
tasks’ memory separation.
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Abstract— Wearable devices are ever more becoming an asset
in our everyday lives. This shift to ubiquitous computing has
also led to the development of systems that make these
wearable devices behave intelligently according to a user’s
need, when deployed in various scenarios. The system
discussed here, is envisaged to be deployed in a tourism
environment as a personalized suggestion generation that
relays information back to the user through an Augmented
Reality framework. The implementation explored the use of
various techniques in literature, and a series of tests were
performed in order to evaluate the system’s personalization
capabilities and its perceived efficiency. The Precision rate
obtained was 81%, while Recall and F-Measure, stood at 60%
and 65% respectively. Future work on this study opens the
door to the implementation of such systems that allow for the
development of intelligent wearable devices that can be both
useful in increasing accessibility or simply entertainment.
Keywords- Profiling; Ontology; Augmented Reality;
Intelligent recommendations; Implicit data gathering; Explicit
data gathering; rule-based approach; Synsets; Precision; Recall;
F-measure; tf-idf

I.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) “is the science and
engineering of making intelligent machines, especially
intelligent computer programs” [1]. Therefore, it is fair to
conclude that the design and implementation Intelligent
Wearable devices, devices that can adapt to the user’s needs
and behavior, is at the very core the field of Artificial
Intelligence. We are now witnessing a shift to ubiquitous
computing that has made it possible to have intelligent
systems operate as effectively on mobile devices, and
deployed in various scenarios without compromising on
performance while incorporating new technologies such as
Augmented Reality. One scenario where such systems can be
deployed effectively is in the tourism domain in the form of
Landmark Recommendation engines for tourists.
The tourism industry is an ever growing industry which
caters for people of all ages, who come from various areas of
life and more importantly, whose travel interests tend to
differ. One such major difference would be that, while
members of the older generations tend to prefer going on
organized tours where a person is giving out information
about any landmarks in the surroundings, members of the
younger generation would rather roam freely about the city
discovering what there is to be discovered by themselves. In
addition, people tend to look out for different attractions
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when they are abroad which vary from tourist to tourist
depending on the person’s interests.
The development of wearable devices that behave
intelligently, and that can be deployed in such scenarios
would not only be interesting from the point of view of
research, but also a step into what will soon be the norm for
most devices we have around us [6][8]. The aim of this
research is to make such wearables act intelligently by
having the device generate recommendations tailor made for
the individual. Acting intelligently also involves the
presentation of relevant information to the user at the time
when this is actually required. Such tasks involve the
implementation of user-profiling mechanisms in order to be
able to understand the traits of the user and in turn generate
recommendations that are as accurate as possible. Deployed
in the aforementioned domain, such devices would ensure
that any tourist visiting a foreign city gets the opportunity to
explore the city better, without hindering his visit with the
cumbersome tasks of having to carry with him devices which
are not very user friendly. Therefore, finding the right
techniques with which to gather information, present it in
structured formats, and, more importantly, infer user traits
from the data at hand, is pivotal in the creation of such
systems.
Section 2 gives an insight into the Aims and Objectives
that this paper aims to achieve. While Section 3 provides an
overview of related work, Sections 4 and 5 provide a
description of the design and the implementation of the
system respectively. Section 6 presents the results from the
evaluation carried out and Section 7 provides an insight into
future work. Finally, Section 8 provides a conclusion for the
work carried out.
II.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this research is to investigate the best
practices and techniques of building an accurate user profile
from social media, to provide accurate recommendations that
will sustain the operations of the intelligent wearable device.
In order to achieve this, the following objectives were
identified:
1.
Building and representing a user profile from any
source of data relevant to the cause and ensuring that
mechanisms employed keep a representative profile which is
up-to-date. Returning the recommendations of landmarks
which may be interesting to a user, and extracting
information from web sources to be returned to the system
user.
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2. Through the use of the mobile application notify the
user whenever he is close to the landmark and provide on
screen tailored information through an augmented reality
framework.
The extent to which each of these objectives was satisfied
by this study is as follows:
•
The first objective was ultimately achieved through
the personalization component. Through the tests performed
accuracy results for this component were recorded at 0.81
precision average, 0.6 recall average and 0.65 f-measure
average.

ideal platform on which to host server side scripts that help
the application with its tasks. Having the system planned out
in this manner return provides many advantages mainly for
the fact that by delegating the heaviest tasks to the server, the
application on the mobile device can focus its resources on
other areas. Also, any future updates to the system would
Android Application Component

Login Handler

Login Handler gives
access to Facebook profile

Apache Linux Server

Information
Extraction
Component

Component passes on user info
to be transmitted to the server

Information
Visualization
Component

Retrieved information is
sent on for visualization

Data Transmitter

Two way
communication
between
Application and Server

Personalization
Component

Landmark Detection
Component

Preprocessed data is sent on
for suggestions to be generated

Detected landmarks are
stored in the database

Suggestion
Generation
Component

Landmark Database

Landmark information
is sent
over to be suggested

•
The second objective was achieved through the
information visualization component.
III.

RELATED WORK

Research carried out focused primarily on
personalization systems, mainly on how to construct efficient
and effective user profiles. The ultimate goal of useradaptive systems is to provide users with what they need
without them asking for it explicitly. The idea of Automatic
Personalization is central to such systems [2]. The ability of
a personalization system to tailor content and recommend
items implies that it must be able to infer what a user
requires on previous and current interactions with the user.
Tourist recommendation systems are all the more becoming
an integral contributor to the concept of e-tourism services.
Most recommendation systems tend to focus on helping the
user select the travel destination while others tend to focus
only on some aspects of the holiday. For example, Entrée [3]
uses domain knowledge about restaurants, foods and cuisines
to recommend restaurants to users while MastroCARonte
provides personalized tourist information (hotels,restaurants,
places to see or visit) on-board vehicles. In 2012, F.-M. Hsu
et al. [9], came up with an intelligent recommendation
system for tourist attractions [8]. Similarly, one can find
CAPA, a personalised restaurant recommender that rather
than being browser based, works on a mobile device.
Systems such as the GUIDE system [4] and WebGuide [5]
give the user a personalised experience when visiting cities
such as Lancaster, Heidelberg and Vienna, through the way
in which information is fed back to him. Other systems such
as IMA provide services in a wide geographical area.
CRUMPET proposes touristic sights’ and uses
advertisements to promote all kinds of services that may be
helpful to any tourist [9].
IV.

DESIGN

For development purposes, the system was drawn up into
a number of components and subcomponents that
communicate with each other to achieve the final goal of an
application that works on a wearable device. Figure 1, shows
an abstract representation of the proposed system and its
main components. For the scope of this study, Android
mobile applications, especially in view of the ease with
which to create such applications, are ideal to implement the
application component while Apache servers provide an
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Figure 1. A diagram of the proposed system.

require the alteration of some scripts on the server rather than
having to modify the application’s structure.
The first major component of the system is the Android
Application component, which is first and foremost
responsible for handling login operations that will in turn ask
for information from a about the user and then triggering and
handling the results obtained by the operations of the other
sub components. For this function, social media was
considered, mainly due to the fact that social media accounts
tend to have an enormous amount of wealth of information
about the user. The second component is an Apache Linux
server component that through communication with the
application that will be deployed on a wearable device,
reduces much of the computational burden from the
application side by handling the more cumbersome
components of the system mainly, the personalization
component. This component is also responsible for handling
the presentation of the final system results.
The application component, as shown in the diagram
below has a number of sub-components each responsible for
handling specific tasks that give the application, and the
whole system, its functionality. These components include a
login handler component, an Information Extraction
component, a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) transmitter
and an Information Visualization Component. The Login
Handler component, as the name suggests is responsible for
handling social media login requests by the user and works
in tandem with the Information Extraction component to
obtain the required information from the social media
profile. Given that the application must in some form or
another send and also receive data from the second
component, the JSON transmitter component is critical for
what the system is trying to achieve. This component
provides the means of communication between the
application and the server through the device’s network
services. The final module in the application component is
the Information Visualization component. This component is
responsible for displaying graphically the information that
the application component receives from the server. Taking
into consideration the various types of wearable devices, the
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most suitable device for such this proposed system is a headmounting device. However, this is not its only use, as this
component is also responsible for handling location tracking
for the device and also for performing arithmetical
operations to know when the device is actually required to
display the retrieved information.
The server component has a number of sub-components
as well, which components are responsible for handling
specific tasks in relation to the personalization capabilities of
the system. These components include a personalization
module that prepares the received data for the generation of
recommendations, and a Suggestion Generation module. The
latter is tasked with building the user profile from the
information retrieved from the application, and generating
the suggestions based on the user profile built earlier. These
suggestions are then transmitted back to application. In
addition to these two modules, the server component also
consists of a database that contains the information about
landmarks in the city being visited, from which the
suggestions are to be drawn.
V.

IMPLEMENTATION

A. Information Gathering
The first task of the application is to gather information
about the user. As previously discussed, this information is
to be extracted from social media profiles and for this reason
Facebook was chosen as the platform from which to gather
the required information. The choice to go for this particular
social media platform stems from the fact that as of 2016 it is
estimated that Facebook has 1.59 billion users and therefore
it is fair to say that it is one of the most popular platforms in
the area. More importantly, Facebook profiles tend to be
much more indicative about their users given the type of
information people share.
Facebook’s Graph API is
therefore used to obtain the desired information which
information varies from personal information, such as
demographics, to particular likes such as interests, artistic
groups, and so on. The information is supplemented with
information from the user’s social media feed in order to
ground it within a temporal context. The idea is to make the
harvesting of the information as implicit as possible
requiring only a minimal amount of explicit data input from
the user. The user’s 100 most recent likes and 25 most
recent posts to his or her social media profile are taken into
consideration and are later on analyzed to achieve the
personalization objective. This amount of data is ideal since
it finds a balance between having just about the right amount
of data to be able to perform user profiling without
overloading the application with information to be sent to the
server, and eventually read back, making the application
process too slow. In addition, this amount of information
provides an ideal temporal context that makes sure that the
information being used to achieve personalization is in fact
based on the user’s most recent activity which is indicative
of his or her present interests.
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B. User Personalisation
The first step in user personalization involves preparing
the data for analysis. Essentially what this step does is that it
receives the data and performs tokenization and stop-word
removal. For the purpose of this implementation sentences
were tokenized in order to be able to see the data in the form
of words which makes it more practical to analyze. Stopword removal, on the other hand, removes from a list of
words very commonly occurring words that more often than
not do not have any relevance to the subject of the sentence.
Through the application of stop-word removal it is
ascertained that the tokens that will be analyzed actually
have a certain degree of importance and would actually
contribute to the end result to be obtained by the system.
Finally, after applying the aforementioned techniques, the
system uses an ontology, in this case WordNet, in order to
find the synonyms of all the remaining tokens in the
gathered data. At the end of this process, the system is left
with two data items that are crucial for the continuation of
the profiling process. These are the list of remaining words
after applying stop-word removal and a list of words with
their synonyms. Upon termination of the first phase, the
data next needed to be passed on for further processing.
C. User Profiling
User profiling can only start taking place when the data
is properly prepared after completion of the above
mentioned steps. However not until a further few steps are
carried out, can the actual task of building the user profile
be carried out. The first of these steps involves the
introduction of tf-idf in order to be able to classify the words
in the gathered data according to their importance. What
this means is that if a word occurs more times than others
then it will have a higher tf-idf value than the other words,
which is precisely what is needed in this case. For the
purpose of this implementation, the corpus includes all the
information retrieved from the user’s profile. Through
calculation of tf-idf values the system creates a data
structure consisting of data-pairs where each pair contains
the word and its perceived importance, and how it is able to
identify the most commonly occurring words. These words
are considered to be the most important words which in turn
will be used to base any assumptions for building the user
profile. This reasoning stems from the thought that if a
person talks or searches about some specific things, then
one can deduct that the person is interested in these things.
Consequently, these most commonly occurring words are
considered to be indicative of the user’s interests. For the
purpose of this study the 200 most commonly occurring
words are taken into consideration. It was felt that such a
dataset size can give a sufficiently vast dataset on which to
perform the remaining tasks.
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1) Building the user profile
User-profiling adopts a hybrid approach between
Weighted Key-word representation and the Semantic
representation. It finally employs categorization into specific
groups in order to improve uniformity. There are twelve
identified categories which are: “photography”, “shopping”,
“history”, “military”, “food”, “religion”, “art”, “technology”,
“science”, “music”, “sport” and “nature”. These identified
categories also correspond to the categories of landmarks as
classified by TripAdvisor. For each interest category
identified, the synonyms were also identified once again
through WordNet as a reference ontology, and the use of
Node.js modules.
The profiling process is split up into three phases in order
to ensure utmost veracity when the final results are achieved.
The first stage involves comparing a set of words, deemed to
be the most frequently used words by the user after analysis
of the gathered data to the groups that correspond best to the
landmark categories. Thus if the list of most commonly
occurring words contains some word that is found in the list
of identified interests, then that particular interest category is
marked as relevant. Although this is one form of classifying
the user, it was deemed too trivial and too risky when
considering the result accuracy. As a second measure of
profiling the word ontology results are introduced by which
the system compares the synonyms of the most frequently
used words to the stereotype categories. To further
complement this, in the final stage of categorization, the
system also looks at the synonyms of the landmark types and
performs one final check in order to categorize the user into
the most representative categories based on his interests.
This ensures that if the list of most commonly occurring
words does not contain the exact name of an interest field,
then more checks are carried out to increase the chances of
obtaining a hit. At the end of this cycle the result would be a
user profile consisting of the interest fields that are deemed
to be of interest to the user.
2) Generating suggestions
The only remaining task to do at this stage for the system
is to generate the recommendations. The identified interest
fields have a set of allocated landmarks which will, in turn,
be recommended to the user by the wearable device. For
example, if the user profile has the ‘food’ category ticked,
then the system will return to the user a list of all the
landmarks that fall under the ‘food’ category in the landmark
database.
This database is generated through calls to the Google
Places API. These calls in addition to returning the name of
the landmark, its geographical location and reviews about the
place, also returns a list of categories under which these
landmarks can be classified. It is through these returned
categories that the landmarks are classified in the landmark
database and eventually recommended back to the user. This
component makes the system extremely flexible, in the sense
that with just a simple update of the landmark database
through API calls, the system can be deployed virtually
everywhere that is covered by Google Maps. These
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suggested landmarks are then returned to be visualized on
screen.
D. Information Visualization
The final component of the system is the Information
Visualization component, which is responsible for
visualising the suggestions on the wearable device and
which is implemented in its entirety on the application side.
In order to achieve a functional Location-based Augmented
Reality, which is the approach chosen for this
implementation, the undertaking of the following steps was
necessary prior to the actual Augmented Reality framework
construction:
• Getting the GPS location of the device
• Getting the GPS location of destination point
• Calculation of the theoretical azimuth based on GPS data
• Getting the real azimuth of the device
• Comparing both azimuths based on accuracy to then call
an event
1) User Location and Azimuth Angles
Keeping in mind the application’s objective, it is
imperative for the application to constantly know the user’s
location in order to be able to augment the user’s view with
information that is relevant to landmark which is in view.
Location details are obtained through the device’s GPS
whereby, with the use of listeners, the user’s coordinates are
updated periodically. This was implemented by
GoogleApiClient requesting location updates at a predefined
interval between each request. When the application senses
that there is a change in movement, location is updated.
The system must also calculate the user’s azimuth angle
since the implementation approach chosen is based on the
geodesy theory. Calculation of this angle is necessary for
triggering the on-screen visualization of the landmark
information, and the process of getting this calculation relies
heavily on the use of the device’s sensors.
2) Object Identification
Location data is pivotal to achieve whatever needs to be
done in this component since the system adopts a Locationbased Augmented Reality approach. What this approach
entails is that the device does not know what the landmark
actually looks like, but rather where it is. Since the system is
being deployed in a scenario where it is required to suggest
landmarks to its user, this approach fits the requirement
perfectly because a landmark is hardly ever going to move,
and should it move, for example if a restaurant relocates, the
system can work just as fine with a simple update of the
landmark database.
As already mentioned the system keeps track of the
user’s location at regular intervals and this data is, in turn,
used to augment the screen with the landmark information.
Apart from this it also makes sure that whatever data is
presented on screen, it is relevant to the landmark actually in
view. In order to be able to function, the Visualization
Component relies on the landmark data file transmitted by
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the server. As soon as this is available the component
becomes active. It first reads every suggested landmark from
the retrieved list, and then creates a data structure of
landmark objects where each object contains the landmark
name, its location and any relevant reviews. When the
application is fully aware of what landmarks exist then
visualization can begin.
The aim of the application is to be able to return
information on screen whenever a landmark is in view. It
does not require to have multiple pieces of information about
various landmarks at any one time on screen. This, however,
required the implementation of a method that is able to
identify the nearest Point Of Interest (POI) which would
allow the application to augment the screen with the relevant
information pertaining to the landmark which is closer to
where the user is at a point in time. It is in this manner that
Object Identification was implemented. The application
constantly updates its knowledge about the landmarks. At
any one time it knows that when a user is at a particular
location, the nearest location is the object whose information
is to be visualized.
However, although this already achieves, to some degree,
the Object Identification requirement, it is still not enough to
display the information correctly on the screen. It is for this
reason that the application also calculates the landmark’s
azimuth angle. The application gets the co-ordinates of the
POI and forms a right angled triangle between the user’s
location, a point directly in front of the user projected on the
plane that the POI is on, and the POI location itself. Using
conventional trigonometric functions the azimuth angle is
calculated and the system would know whether to display
information on the screen or not depending on the resultant
azimuth angle.

Figure 2. Calculation of Azimuth Angle in principle. If A is where the
device is and B is the landmark, then the azimuth angle is the angle
between AB and AK.

In this manner, the application is able to perform Object
Identification quite effectively. When an augmentation is
indeed triggered, a marker appears on screen showing the
landmark together with the relevant reviews.
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Figure 3. Output of the Visualization Component where the landmark is
pointed out by the icon appearing at the center of the view, and the
landmark name and any reviews are displayed at the bottom.

VI.

RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In order for the system and methodology of this study to
be evaluated properly, a number of different aspects were
analyzed. The first tests were carried out in order to analyze
the performance of the system’s personalization capabilities,
more specifically, the system’s ability to generate accurate
user profiles representing its users. In order to complete this
evaluation, a number of individuals were invited to
participate in the process. Through this crowdsourcing, data
could be gathered which would in turn mock a real world
scenario where the system would be deployed, and the
system’s performance could then be analyzed.
The second tests carried out focused more on the general
deployment of such a system to a wearable device and how
would the general public, when given a wearable device that
performs in this manner, reacts to its use. This evaluation
focused on the complete package that includes both the
personalization components, and the landmark detection and
Augmented Reality components of the system, and again
involved the participation of a number of users
A. Crowdsourcing demographic analysis
In order to determine the quality of the relevance of the
data obtained through crowdsourcing, and thus evaluate the
completion of both objectives, it is essential to analyze the
background of the test subjects that provided it. Sixty people
were invited to participate in the evaluation through
completion of the questionnaire. The information extracted
from the demographic part of the questionnaire, consisting of
age and the user’s perceived level of use of social media, was
thus extracted and analyzed.
As can be seen from the charts in Figures 4. and 5., the
majority of the participants were between 20 and 30 years
old. The people belonging to this age group are considered to
be the most avant-garde when it comes to trying out new
technologies and are also the most active on social media
[10]. Therefore, they provide an ideal basis on which to build
the evaluation. However, other age groups were also taken
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into consideration in order to evaluate the system’s
performance according to different user behavior.

Figure 4. Pie chart showing age distribution between participants in this
study. (Source: Luca Bondin, Intelligent Wearables)

calculation of Precision and Recall values was the optimal
way of evaluating the accuracy and suitability of the system
for the purpose it is intended. Finally, F-Measure is used to
provide a single measurement for the system.
The average Precision rate obtained by the system was
0.81 meaning that there is an 81% chance that the system
will at least classify the user into one correct category and
return relevant suggestions. On the other hand the Recall
values returned by the system were somewhat smaller.
Although the highest Recall value achieved is 1.0, the
average Recall value obtained stood at 0.60 meaning that
there is a 60% probability that a relevant interest field is
found in the user profile. Again these results may have been
compromised with previously mentioned issues with users
not sharing information which is entirely relevant and
indicative of their interests. Surprisingly though, the system
still performed reasonably well in cases when the test user
listed down that he or she was not a frequent Facebook user.
Therefore, one may speculate that rather than being a case of
whether a user is making frequent use of his profile or not, it
is rather the case of what content the user decides to share
through the social media profile. The average f-measure
value obtained from the conducted tests stands at 0.65.
TABLE I. THE RESULTS AFTER EVALUATION
Precision
Recall
F-Measure

Figure 5. Pie chart showing distribution of participants according to
perceived use of Facebook (Source: Luca Bondin, Intelligent Wearables)

As for the test users’ level of use of social media, the
questionnaire asked users whether they consider themselves
as frequent Facebook users. 34 respondents said they were
regular Facebook users while the remaining 26 said
otherwise. This distribution was ideal as while the system
and the methodology could be evaluated on profiles that are
regularly updated, it could also be evaluated on other profiles
whose owners do not share as much information frequently.
B.

Profiling accuracy analysis
In order to complete the evaluation of the profiling
components of the system the participants were first asked to
explicitly mark which of the interest fields they thought best
described their interests. Next, they were asked to make use
of the system, through the aforementioned web agent, that
makes use of the system’s scripts to extract the participants’
social media profiles and generate a user profile accordingly.
The generated user profile is then compared to the interest
fields marked by the user. Given the set-up of the system and
what the system is aiming at achieving, it was decided that
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Minimum
0.33
0.17
0.29

Maximum
1
1
1

Average
0.81
0.60
0.65

C. System Design Evaluation
The second evaluation included the evaluation of the
system as a whole and how people would react at being
given the opportunity to use such a system. In order to
complete this evaluation, the participants were presented
with a scenario where such a system could be deployed on a
wearable device, and were presented with the system’s
abilities when making use of it. The participants were then
asked a number of questions to determine whether they
would make use of such a system, whether they would feel
comfortable using such a system due to issues that may arise
with the way the system is designed to work, and finally
whether they think that such a device would truly enhance
their visit to a city and why.
The results for this evaluation are overwhelmingly
positive. All the participants think that such a system does
indeed enhance one’s visit to a city and would indeed be
willing to use such a device should it be given to them.
While some mention that such a device would allow them to
roam freely without following tours, others mention that
such a device would render their lives easier in the sense that
it reduces the need for them to do endless research before
going on their trips. This trend is evident amongst all age
groups. However, some issues do seem to exist as people of
all ages are becoming more conscious of what information
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they share and who they share this information with. These
issues arise due to the system’s use of a user’s personal data.
A number of people express their concern at such systems
requiring, and eventually extracting, personal information
from their social media profiles to achieve their
functionalities.
Upon analysis, the results obtained provide further
indication that the objectives set out at the start were indeed
reached. For the purpose of this implementation the
efficiency of implicit data gathering could be deduced from
the results obtained through the evaluation of the
personalization components. This evaluation shows that
taking into consideration the various limitations that exist,
especially with the user data, the implementation still yielded
satisfactory results, most notably through the fact that the
system provided suggestions for all the test profiles. There
were occasions where it managed to profile the user
perfectly. On the whole, the 81% precision rate was quite
good, although the recall rate achieved was slightly
disappointing. As mentioned, there are quite a good number
of variables that may in fact influence these results and all in
all, considering the effort done in trying to overcome any
issues that the approach adopted might have, the results
obtained were satisfactory. Certainly, with more uniform
information fed to the system to perform personalization, the
results are bound to improve even further.
VII. FUTURE WORK
More work could be done to improve the performance of
the system with respect to its personalization capabilities,
more specifically, to improve on the Ontology-based
approach adopted in this study. The first issue that should be
tackled is the cold-start problem that the system might
encounter when working on some profiles. This problem
could be tackled by looking at alternative sources through
which it could acquire data for personalization, which may
be other social media platforms or through mild forms of
explicit data gathering. Also, the use of a hybrid approach to
personalization would perhaps be ideal. At the moment, the
system performs profiling by performing comparisons
between words and their synsets to the interest fields and
their synsets, but what if the system could analyze whole
sections of data and know what they actually are? For
example, if a person writes about some football team then
the system knows that what the user has written about is
actually a football team and it determines that the user is
interested in sport without actually finding the exact word
“sport” or a word pertaining to its synset.
Boosting the personalization capabilities of the system
could also be achieved through obtaining more information
about the user from other sources. There is a reluctance to
move towards explicit data gathering but the need for better
input data is clear. This can be achieved from other sources
such as a user’s browser history and from some form of mild
explicit data gathering.
Secondly, work could be done to improve both the
Augmented Reality approach of the implementation as well
as some minor tweaks that make the implementation work
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more intelligently such as the ability for the system to know
in which city it is at a point in time, and automatically make
calls to the Google API and update the landmark database
with landmarks that are in the vicinity. Also, the Locationbased approach could be strengthened with an
implementation of computer vision methods in order to
improve performance.
Finally, when the hardware is available the system should
be deployed on a wearable device that could satisfy the
system requirements and allow it to operate at its full
computational abilities.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The approach chosen for implementation was able to
produce a system that can profile a user to a reasonably high
degree of precision. The rule-based approach, aided by traits
derived from both the weighted key-word profile and the
ontology-based approach to personalization systems was
pivotal in achieving the set objective, and the 81% Precision
rate and 60% Recall rate prove the efficiency of the said
approach. A definite strong point of the system is however
its flexibility of the system in terms its structure and the way
it is intended to work. As shown from the evaluation results,
such a system deployed on a wearable device would greatly
enhance a person’s visit to a new city, increasing both
accessibility and comfort, while the fact that it is able to be
deployed in any city around the world with the same
performance results sets it apart from other systems of its
kind.
This study opens the door to a better understanding on
how intelligent systems that are designed to work on a
wearable device may be implemented, which is a positive
step in the development of such devices which are becoming
ever more popular and essential. Along with improvements
on the approach taken and future work cited, such a system
would be both revolutionary, as well as provide an
innovative solution on how such systems could be developed
to act intelligently with respect to the user’s ever changing
demands.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an application that can be
used to take repetition images for special effects shooting in
movies or television using the Bluetooth technology of smart
devices. After the application saves the control data for a
specific period (based on the user’s selection), the proposed
application can move the motors of the hardware mounted on
the camera to perform the same motion several times via
Bluetooth communication. We do not permit users to control
the camera motors for the repeated movements, so we can keep
the same start and end positions after saving the moving data.
The camera motors are only moved remotely by the
application’s saved data. We developed the proposed
application and hardware, which work with camera motors for
performance evaluation. Then, we confirmed that the proposed
application repeated exactly the same motion with the camera
motors several times, according to the saved data. Therefore,
because the proposed application can take same images by
remotely controlled camera motors, it will be a useful
technology for special effects shooting of movies or television.
Keywords-special effects shooting; repeated images; smart
devices; application; same-movement.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of smart devices and
wireless communication, many technologies, such as data
sharing, near wireless transmission, and hardware control
methods are using the communication function of smart
devices. The communication technologies included in smart
devices are Bluetooth, socket transmission using Wi-Fi, and
Wi-Fi Direct; these are developed from control research
involving robots, smart devices, Remote Control (RC) cars,
etc. [1-4].
From the growth of these control technologies,
equipment for broadcast shootings has been applied to
remote control technologies. ARRI Co. has sold equipment
and software to control the Motion Control Camera (MCC)
called Scorpio Mini Head SB92 [5], and CamRanger co. has
released an MP-360 tripod head that can be controlled by a
smart device or computer [6]. These control technologies are
set up and used in dangerous recording positions, such as
high places or quickly moving vehicles, and especially in
difficult-access areas. Because the MCC has a built-in
memory card for special effects shooting, it can record
moving shots during a two minute period and it can shoot the
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same motion consistently. Thus, the MCC can record the
same scene with the same camera moving a dozen times.
When wired controls are used for the MCC, the scene being
shot through the monitor can be seen immediately, and
electric power can be directly supplied to the MCC.
However, when we use wireless controls for the MCC, a
wireless control desk is need, and the MCC can only save
four movements according to the number of built-in memory
cards. Because most MCC equipment is very expensive, we
cannot use it frequently. On the other hand, the MP-360 is
cheaper than MCC equipment and it can be controlled
wirelessly. Since the MP-360 uses a tripod, we can adjust it
to making a movie or video. However, the MP-360 can make
panning and tilting motions, but not rolling motions.
In this paper, we propose an application based on smart
devices and hardware that can repeat the same movement
consistently for special effects shooting. The proposed
application and hardware have the advantages of both the
MCC and the MP-360. The proposed application sends the
movement data to the hardware via Bluetooth, and the
hardware mounted on the video camera can repeat the same
movement numerous times. The hardware is composed of
four motors (one motor for the panning motion, one motor
for the tilting motion, and two motors for the rolling motion),
a Micro Controller Unit (MCU) board for data transmission
and control, and a Bluetooth module.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed application
and hardware, we developed an application based on smart
devices and hardware, and we conducted a control
experiment with the same movements repeated during two,
three, and four minute periods. The results showed that the
proposed application and hardware moved to the same
position without error during the two and three minute
periods. Moreover, during the four-minute phase, the error
rate was only 0.18% for the rolling motion. Thus, because
the proposed application and hardware can work as well as
the MCC and because they do not require an extra control
desk, the proposed application and hardware can replace the
MCC. Since the proposed equipment can be used in
dangerous regions or places people difficult for people to
access, it will be useful for special effects shooting.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
some of the equipment used for special effects shooting and
how to make a special effect using the MCC. In Section 3,
we describe the proposed application based on smart devices
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and hardware mounted on video cameras. In Section 4, we
describe the application and hardware that we developed,
and we discuss the results of the control experiment in terms
of the performance of the proposed technologies. Finally, in
Section 5, we present the conclusions and our further
research.
II.

RETATED WORK

In this section, we explain some of the equipment
required for special effects shooting. Many kinds of
broadcast shooting equipment exist for special effects
shooting and Computer Graphics (CG), such as the MCC,
Body-Cam (body camera), Steadicam, or wireless controllers
for lens focusing. The body-cam is a video camera attached
to the body of an actor using hardware, and it can capture
scenes for the first person narrative, following up the actions
of the actor and creating a sense of immediacy [7].
Steadicams capture a steady scene even if the actor of the
scene runs or walks [8]. While running or walking with a
Steadicam, the camera operator cannot focus the lens.
Therefore, when the distance between the actor and the
movie camera is changed, a wireless controller is often used
to focus the Steadicam lens.
For special effects shooting, the MCC is used to repeat
the same camera movement though actors move differently
during each take. For example, we can shoot the same
motion with the same camera using the MCC, as shown in
Fig. 1 [9].

Fig. 1 (a) is a tree plate scene: the base scene for special
effects shooting. Fig. 1 (b) is a tracking plate, which includes
a guideline for CG special effects. Fig. 1 (c) is a reference
plate, where a silver pipe stands in for a stream of water that
will be added later by CG effects. Fig. 1 (d) is a main plate
that will compose the background of a scene with applied
CG effects. After we combine each scene with CG effects,
we can make a special effects scene, as shown below in Fig.
2 [9].
In Fig. 2, the stream of water that was based on the
reference plate is now visible in the main plate, which did
not show any water originally.
Recently, broadcast equipment for special effects
shooting has mostly been comprised of the Remote Head
series of ARRI co.; of this series, the Classic Head HD and
Mini Head HD are capable of tri-axis movements [10].
However, the Remote Head series of ARRI co. requires a
hand-wheel to control the head manually and a wireless
control desk to control the head wirelessly. Thus, we cannot
use Remote Head equipment often, and movie companies or
advertisement companies use it most, because renting the
hardware is expensive.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Each plate is an example of how to create CG and special effects for a movie scene: (a) tree plate, (b) tracking plate, (c) reference plate,
(d) main plate
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Figure 2. Final shot using special effects implementation and CG

III.

AN APPLICATION AND HARDWARE FOR SAMEMOVEMENT SHOOTING

In this section, we describe an application based on smart
devices that can control hardware via Bluetooth, and we
describe the hardware mounted on the video camera that can
do the same movement multiple times. Wireless transmission
control between the application and the hardware connects
with Bluetooth pairing, and the work flow is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The work flow of the proposed application and hardware attached
to the camera
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As shown in Fig. 3, the hardware is not moved from
shooting start to shooting end without the proposed
application. When the proposed application moves the
hardware after “Recording start” is selected, the application
saves the movement data to built-in memory, according to
the user’s control. If the user finishes shooting a scene, he or
she can stop the application from recording via the
“Recording stop” button, and the application finishes by
saving control data. At the same time, the hardware stops
each camera motor. When the proposed application executes
the “Reset” function, the hardware moves to the first position
recorded by the application’s movement data. Next, if we
execute the “Reading start” button, the application sends
movement data to the hardware, which then moves according
to the movement data provided. If the application’s saved
movement data ends, the application stops reading
movement data and the hardware stops each motor. Then, the
“Reset, Reading start, Reading stop” operating process
repeats until enough scenes are obtained for CG special
effects. A screen shot of the proposed application based on
smart devices is portrayed in Fig. 4, and the menu of the
application is categorized into three headings: Recording,
Reading, and Setting.
Fig. 4 shows the control functions of the “Recording”
menu, which allows the user to move the hardware via many
directional buttons, such as Panning (Left, Right), Tilting
(Up, Down), and Rolling (Left, Right). These buttons can
move the hardware even if the “Recording Start” button is
not executed. When the user wants to save a hardware
movement, the user touches the “Recording Start” button.
Then, the “Recording time” increases, and the application
saves the camera movement data. Simultaneously, the
application moves the hardware via Bluetooth, and the user
can take a shot needed for special effects shooting via the
Panning (Left, Right), Tilting (Up, Down), and Rolling (Left,
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Right) buttons. When the shooting is ended, the user touches
the “Recording Stop” button, and the application stops to
save the camera movement data. The camera movement data
is saved in the built-in memory of the smart device, and we
can see the saved data from the application’s “Reading
menu” (shown below in Fig. 5).

Figure 6. Setting screen for speed control of camera movements

Finally, the composition of the hardware mounted on the
video camera is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 4. Main screen of the proposed application for control MCC

Figure 5. Main screen for repeat movement of camera

In Fig. 5, the hardware’s position should be moved to the
first position, because the position of hardware is the ending
position after shooting is finished. Thus, the hardware goes
to the first position as the user touches the “Reset” button in
the “Reading” menu. If the user does not touch this button
but touches the “Read Start” button, the application shows an
alert message and the hardware does not move. When the
user touches the “Read Start” button after touching the
“Reset” button, the application sends movement data to the
hardware in consecutive order, and the video camera
attached to the hardware takes another shot of the same scene.
The color of the control message line changes to red when a
control message exists, and it changes to green when no
control message exists. Next, the “Setting” menu has three
slide bars to regulate the control speed, as shown in Fig. 6.
As shown in Fig. 6, each slide bar ranges from 1 to 10; the
chosen value can increase or decrease the motor speed of the
hardware. If the value is low, the motor speed is slow and the
hardware will move slowly. Conversely, if the value is high,
the motor speed is fast and the hardware will move quickly.
The “Remaining Time” switch sets how the “Read time” of
the Reading menu will be displayed. If the switch is off, the
“Read time” shows a time counter. If the switch is on, the
“Read time” shows the remaining time.
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Figure 7. The composition of the proposed hardware to be attached to the
camera

In Fig. 7, each motor is composed of a reducer, a motor,
and an encoder. For rolling movements, we used two motors
that are composed of an IG 32 reducer, a BL2644 motor, and
a dual channel 26-pulse encoder. We used a 5GT type pulley
and pulley belt to connect these two motors. For panning and
tilting movements, we used one motor for each. This motor
is composed of an IG42 reducer, a GM01-Type DC motor,
and a dual channel 26-pulse encoder. Next, MCU and
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Fig. 8 illustrates the user touching the “Left” button of
the proposed application for left-panning. The hardware was
turning from right to left in the following order: (a), (b), (c),
(d), (e), and (f). We tested not only panning movements but
also tilting and rolling movements, and the proposed
application and hardware worked as well for all movements
as movement of left-panning.
Next, we did an experiment about whether the hardware
maintained the same position after being moved several
times to shoot the same scene. We could check the position
value of each motor from a PC via USB serial
communication, because we used Arduino mega 2560 as
MCU and motor driver to get the position value of each
motor. We saved movement control data in the “Recording”
menu, and we checked the start position and end position
values of each motor at the “Reading” menu at 5, 10, and 20
repetitions. At these times, the setting speed of the panning,
tilting, and rolling movements was three and the control
duration of the hardware was two minutes, which was the
maximum saving time of MCC of ARRI co., three minutes,
and four minutes. The results of this experiment are
presented in Table 2.
The value of each cell is the error rate of the hardware’s
end position value via the proposed application. In Table 2,
the error rates for panning and tilting movements were 0% at
two, three, and four minutes, though the hardware was
moved several times. In contrast, the error rate for the rolling
movement was 0.18% at four minutes, even though the error
rates were 0% at two and three minutes. A possible
explanation is that we used a 5GT type pulley and pulley belt
to connect the two motors for the rolling movement.

communication modules for controlling each motor are
shown below in Table 1.
TABLE I.

THE CONTROLLER COMPOSITION OF THE PROPOSED
HARDWARE

Equipment

Model name

MCU

Arduino mega 2560

Communication

BLE Shield SLD09041M

BLDC driver

NT-BL3V

DC driver

NT-VNH20SV1

Power

5V for Board, 24V for BLDC

MCU not only controls all motors from control data via
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) but also supplies information
about current motor status and position to a computer for
experiment and analysis. The BLE shield is a module for
communication between the smart device and the hardware,
while the Brushless DC (BLDC) driver controls the BL2644
motor and retrieves its position information. The DC driver
is meant to control the GM01-Type motor and to get its
position information, and power equipment is to supply
additional electric power to MCU and each motor.
IV.

EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

This section explains the experiments and evaluation of
the proposed application and hardware. The aim of the
experiments was to verify how well the wireless application
and hardware worked and how exact (i.e., without error) the
position of the hardware was throughout its repeated
movements. Fig. 8 shows how the user can control the
proposed application and hardware according to the user’s
purpose.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Images of the stages of left-panning via the proposed application, controlled by the hardware
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TABLE II.

THE ERROR RATES OF END POSITION VALUE OF THE
HARDWARE VIA THE PROPOSED APPLICATION
Motor direction

5 times

10
times
20
times

Panning
Tilting
Rolling
Panning
Tilting
Rolling
Panning
Tilting
Rolling

2 min

3 min

4 min

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0%
0%
0.17 %
0%
0%
0.18 %
0%
0%
0.18 %

In future research, we will look into other options to
replace the 5GT type pulley and pulley belt, and we will do
more experiments using these options. Furthermore, we will
test whether the accumulated shots of the same hardware
movement overlap exactly when we use the proposed
application the hardware.
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Abstract-Context-aware applications are intended to facilitate
the adaptation of services in a pervasive computing system.
The semantic similarity between contexts and the application
of a semantic similarity measure as a mechanism for service
adaptation are topics that have yet to be thoroughly explored
in the literature. The most developed semantic similarity
measures are those applied to the ontological / taxonomic
representation of the context. The Wu and Palmer semantic
similarity measure is one of these measures that is
characterized by its simplicity and high performance, but it
can give inaccurate results because two concepts in the same
hierarchy of an ontology may show a lower similarity than two
concepts belonging to different hierarchies. In this work, we
present a modification to improve the accuracy of this
measure.

Kirsch-Pinheiro et al. [7], who proposed a dynamic
adaptation of services to solve the problem of incomplete
information in the process of choosing the adequate service
in a particular context. Y. Benazzouz [1] used the same type
of similarity measures for clustering data in order to
determine the particular situations triggering a particular
service.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces some applications of the semantic
similarity between contexts in pervasive computing, while
Section 3 introduces the semantic similarity measures and
context variables. In Section 4, semantic similarity measures
applied to ontologies are shown and finally, in Section 5 we
introduce our proposed modification of the Wu Palmer
measure. The conclusion is presented in Section 6.

Keywords-semantic similarity; Wu and Palmer; Taxonomy;
context.

II. RELATED WORK

I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic similarity measures are used in various fields
with different types of applications. In pervasive computing,
the application of these measures is linked to the concept of
“context” and its impact on the adaptation of services
provided to the user. Several studies apply these measures to
service recommendation systems [10], in which context is
represented by the user’s profile-related preferences. K. Ning
and D. O'Sullivan [11] developed the similarity measure
between ontological concepts of [3] by including context and
allocating the weight of relations between concepts.
Mention should be given to applications of similarity
measures in other domains that can be used in the field of
pervasive computing, such as data mining [8], or the research
of Slimani et al. [19], which improved the semantic
similarity measure of Z. Wu and M. Palmer [22] by taking
into account the context of the measure.
A pervasive computing system is designed to provide
services to a user by minimizing his direct involvement, and
to this end, the few studies applying semantic similarity
measures have each given a particular definition to the
context and its specific purpose. Examples include M.
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The identification of the current context is defined by the
contextual information related to the triggering of a service
as well as a situation or “current context” in the set of current
contextual information, similar to a known situation or
context [1], with each identified situation being linked to one
or more of the services to be provided. This identification
forms the basis of the rule-based adaptation mechanism,
which is a set of conditional rules with the form: if
(contextual information I) then (service S).
Identifying a context is based on data mining techniques.
Once identified, semantic similarity measures are applied in
order to compare it with contexts with known services. P.Y
Gicquel [4] modeled the spatio-temporal context of a
museum visitor in an ontological form, with the semantic
similarity measures being used to recommend artwork
similar to the interests of the user by comparing the
properties of two concepts in the knowledge base. The
similarity measure is a modified version of the similarity
proposed by G. Pirró, and J. Euzenat [12], which combines
the similarity calculation based on Tversky’s model with that
of informational content.
Y. Benazzouz [1] and F. Ramparany et al. [14] applied
semantic similarity measures to group data and “pure”
contexts based on the measures of [13] [23].
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A similar approach was proposed by M. Kirsch-Pinheiro
et al. [6] for the adaptation of content found in an intelligent
device with a Pervasive Computing System (PCS). The
authors used semantic similarity measures to assess the
degree of matching between the predefined profiles of
situations and the current context of the user with the aim of
prioritizing them, using a graph-modeled context [25].
Semantic similarities between contexts in a PCS are thus
based on the collection of one or several elements of
contextual data that are relevant to one or several services.
The description and semantic relations of these services are
described in an ontological form, thus allowing the
application of known semantic similarity measures.
Many variations of the Wu and Palmer measure are
present in the literature. We will mention the work of
Slimani et al. [19] in which a penalty function is integrated in
the measure to penalize concepts belonging to different
hierarchies and the measures of C. Leacock, and M.
Chodorow [8] and Y. Li et al. [9], where each trying to make
adjustments on a particular aspect of the measure of Wu and
Palmer. All these measures are difficult to implement and
add an extra computational load to the original measure.
III.

SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASURES AND
CONTEXT VARIABLES

The most frequently cited definition of context is that of
A. K. Dey [2] who defines context in the following manner:
“any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity (person, object or physical computing.”
This definition clearly resembles that of B. Schilit et al. [20]
since the context is conceived as a set of information
collected from a user environment (person), physical
environment (physical object), or system environment, with
the purpose of data collection being the characterization of
these environments.
The data set that characterizes a context is collected from
several sources of information, for example, physical sensors
in the environment, intelligent devices, virtual sensors,
Internet access, or even telecommunication service
providers; this information is thus very heterogeneous. In
accordance with several previous studies [5][10], The
contextual information can be categorized in 3 classes, as
shown below:
1. Quantitative variables are expressed in scalar or vector
form (i.e., temperature, latitude, longitude, altitude).
2. Quantifiable variables are expressed in qualitative or
ordinal form (i.e., large, small, first, second).
3. Categorical variables are not quantifiable. Variables of
this type are described as a set of characteristics (e.g.,
standing, sitting).
The global approach to measuring the similarity between
contexts is primarily based on calculating local similarities
between attributes or context variables [16]. The global
similarity (1) can then be calculated based on these local
similarities by weighting each attribute:
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𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 , 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑑 ) =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑙𝑑
,𝑎𝑖
)
∑𝑛
𝑤
𝑖
𝑖=1

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 ×𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝑎𝑖

(1)
Context

new
where wi is the weight of the attribute a i , a i
is
Contextold
the attribute i of the new context, and a i
is the
attribute i of the existing context.

IV. NOTION OF SEMANTIC SIMILARITY
In pervasive computing, where the notion of context
plays a very important role, the semantic similarity measure
is a tool to evaluate the resemblance between instances of a
context. It allows services to be chosen and classified
according to their relevance to a given query, and a user’s
profile and preferences
A. Semantic similarity measures applied to ontologies
The most developed semantic similarity measures in
recent years, based on the ontological representation of
knowledge and especially in its taxonomic form, were
described by D. Sánchez et al. [17]. The authors categorised
the semantic similarity measures on the counting of arcs,
characteristics of concepts, and information content.
Semantic similarity measures based on the counting of
arcs were introduced by R. Rada et al. [13]. The basic notion
for these measures was the fewer the number of arcs
separating two concepts, the greater their similarity.
Among the studies using this approach we find:


Rada measure
It is based on the fact that we can calculate the semantic
similarity between two concepts in a hierarchical structure
(ontology) with links, such as "is-a" by calculating the
shortest path between these concepts.


Wu and Palmer measure
Several variants based on the Rada measure have been
proposed to improve some aspects, such as Z. Wu, and M.
Palmer [22] applied to an ontology O (Fig. 1), who
considered the depth of ontology in the measure, because
two concepts in lower levels of ontology are more specific
and are more similar. This measure is given by:
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑋, 𝑌) =

2×𝑁
𝑁1 +𝑁2

(2)

where 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 is Wu and Palmer similarity, N1 and N2
are the number of arcs between the concepts X , Y and the
ontology root R and N is the number of arcs between the
LCS and the ontology root R.
We chose to modify the semantic similarity measure
proposed by Z. Wu, and M. Palmer [22] (2) because it is
simple to implement in a pervasive computing system where
the context is modeled using an ontology and gives realistic
similarity results. Nevertheless, we modified the Wu and
Palmer measure to eliminate an inherent disadvantage, in
which two concepts in the same hierarchy may show a lower
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similarity than two concepts belonging to different
hierarchies [16] [18] [19].

departments [19] [24], 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) < 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐2, 𝑐3) ,
despite the fact that the concepts c1 and c2 belong to the
same hierarchy.
Root

R
Is-a

N

C1

Person

Schedule

N2

N1
CS
Is-a

Employee

GraduateStudent

Is-a
C3

Faculty

X

AdministrativeStaff

Y
C2

PostDoc

Figure 1. Wu and Palmer Ontology example

Several other measures were subsequently introduced by
C. Leacock, and M. Chodorow [8] and Y. Li et al. [9], as the
authors attempted to make adjustments for a particular aspect
of Wu and Palmer’s measure.
Semantic similarity measures based on the characteristics
of concepts derive from the similarity model of [21], in
which two concepts are more similar if 1) they share more
common characteristics and 2) less non-common
characteristics. However, the determination of the weighting
parameters represents a major challenge for this type of
measures.
Finally, semantic similarity measures based on the
information content of a common concept involving two
concepts to be compared were first introduced by P. Resnik
[15]. Their dependency on the design of the ontology and
their lack of consideration for the context are some of their
limitations.

Figure 2. Extract from UniveBench. Ontology

The following modification is proposed to remedy this
disadvantage (Fig. 3):
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2)
2𝑁
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) =
𝑖𝑓 𝑁1 ≠ N 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁2 ≠ N
𝑁1
+ 𝑁2
=
2𝑁
2𝑁
𝑖𝑓 (𝑁1 = 𝑁) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑖𝑓 (𝑁2 = 𝑁)
{
𝑁2 − 𝑁
𝑁1 − 𝑁
1- Two concepts belong to different hierarchies if : 𝑁1 ≠
N 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁2 ≠ N 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑐1, 𝑐2) = 𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2)
2- Two concepts belong to the same hierarchy if : N1=N or
N2 =N,
Root

N

V. MODIFIED WU AND PALMER SIMILARITY
MEASURE

C1

or
N1
N2
)-N

= 0.4 (LCS=Person, N=1, N1=1,

Cn-1

or

N2=4)
𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐2, 𝑐3) =

2∗1
(1+4)
2∗2
(4+3)

= 0.57 (LCS=Employee, N=2,

N1=4, N2=3)

CC2

Cn

It is clear that the semantic similarity measures applied to
the UnivBench ontology (Ontology from the educational
field, used to describe data on universities and their
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𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑊𝑃 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) =

CC1

N2

As it was shown from the disadvantages of the Wu and
Palmer semantic similarity measure, is that with this
measurement one can obtain inaccurate results [16] [18]
[19]. See the following example (Fig. 2):
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Figure 3. Modified Wu and Palmer Measure
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Sim(Ci,Cj)> Sim(Ci,CC) ∀ i,j=1,...n
Where: Ci,Cj are two concepts of the same hierarcy
and CC is a different hierarchy concept.
1- If N1=N,
2- If N2=N,

2𝑁
𝑁2−𝑁
2𝑁
𝑁1−𝑁

>
>

2𝑁
𝑁1+𝑁2
2𝑁
𝑁1+𝑁2

↔ 𝑁2 − 𝑁 < 𝑁1 + 𝑁2
↔ 𝑁1 − 𝑁 < 𝑁1 + 𝑁2

The proposed modification meets the four criteria of
similarity measures: non-negativity, identity, symmetry, and
uniqueness, as defined below:
1) non-negativity: Sim(A, B)≥0,
2) identity : Sim (A, A) = Sim (B,B)=1
3) symmetry: Sim (A, B) = Sim (B, A)
4) uniqueness : Sim (A, B)=1 → A=B
It is also clear that the semantic similarity between two
concepts that belong to the same hierarchy is inversely
proportional to the distance between these two concepts (N2N or N1-N) and is always greater than the semantic
similarity between a concept of that hierarchy and another
concept from another hierarchy. It has all the advantages of
the Wu and Palmer measure, namely its implementation
simplicity and expressiveness.
This modified Wu and Palmer measure applied to the
example of Fig. 2 gives the following results:
𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑐1, 𝑐2) =

2∗1
(4−1)

= 0.66

(LCS=Person, N=1, N1=1, N2=4)
2∗2
𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑐2, 𝑐3) =
= 0.57
(4+3)

(LCS=Employee, N=2, N1=4, N2=3)

VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed modification of the Wu and Palmer
semantic similarity measure retains all the benefits of this
measure namely its implementation simplicity and power to
give close similarities to the reality unlike several other
changes proposed in the literature. It also meets the criteria
of semantic similarity measures namely the non-negativity,
the identity, the symmetry and uniqueness. Its advantage is
the fact that all the concepts in the same hierarchy must be
more similar to each other than other concepts of a different
hierarchy and the similarity between the concepts in the
same hierarchy also depends on the distance between these
concepts.
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Abstract—Smart spaces have become an active research field
over the last few years. The main objective of such spaces is to
provide intelligent services to the user for improved comfort
and energy saving. The recent advances in sensors network
and embedded systems have helped a lot in the realization of
smart spaces. In order to provide adapted services to the users,
such spaces should operate in a proactive manner and
according to the current context. The degree of intelligence of
such spaces could be enormously enhanced with the contextawareness aspect. Defining context and establishing its
components are basic steps for context-aware services
adaptation in a smart space. In this paper, we propose a
context-aware services adaptation for a smart waiting room
which could improve both person’s comfort and energy saving
in such spaces. We describe the context using a clear and
concise definition and use the naïve Bayes machine learning
technique for the adaptation.

adaptation should be preceded by an important and basic step
which consist of defining the context element and
establishing its components. Several approaches for contextaware services adaptation were proposed for either pervasive
systems or smart spaces. Most of them have the following
same weakness point: not based on a clear definition of
context and do not propose a clear method for context
elements establishment which limit their use and affect the
quality of services adaptation. In this paper, we propose a
context-aware services adaptation for a waiting room which
could enhances energy saving and comfort of waiting
persons. Our approach is based on a clear definition of
context and clear steps to extract context elements. The
adaptation task is done using the naive Bayes machine
learning technique.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides some background information about related work.
Section III describes the overall environment of an
exemplary waiting room. In Section IV we discuss details
about context identification. Section V presents our contextaware services adaptation approach. The conclusion and
future work will be given in Section VI.

Keywords-waiting room, context; service; adaptation; naïve
Bayes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The main aim of smart spaces or intelligent environment
is to assist inhabitants (resp. occupants) to live comfortably
by not bothering them from concentrating on setting and
configuring home appliances. The most common definition
of a smart space is the one proposed by Cook and Das [1]:
"Smart space is able to acquire and apply knowledge about
its environment and to adapt to its inhabitants in order to
improve their experience in that environment". Smart spaces
should provide intelligent services in order to improve the
quality of life, energy saving and safety of inhabitants. Smart
spaces should provide adapted services in a proactive
manner (without explicit intervention from user). In order to
improve the intelligence of these spaces, services should be
provided according to the current context. One example of
smart spaces is the waiting rooms where people can wait
(generally sitting) for some kind of services. An important
issue in such spaces is energy saving. In several cases
appliances of the waiting room such as light bulbs, cooling/
heating system and TV or radio/music player operate even
when there is no person inside the waiting room which
causes a great loss of energy. Context-awareness has become
an important aspect of smart spaces. It could enhance both
the person's comfort and energy saving of the waiting room
and helps it to operate smartly by adapting services
according to the current context. Context-aware services
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II.

RELATED WORK

Several approaches for context-aware services adaptation
for smart spaces have been proposed over the last few years.
Most of them were proposed for a particular type of smart
spaces namely smart homes.Li et al.[2] developed a contextaware lightning control system for smart meeting rooms.
They used an ontology-based context modeling approach and
a rule based system for context reasoning. Madkour et al. [3]
used a Weighted Case Based Reasoning (WCBR) for
enabling context awareness. They illustrated the elaboration
of an adaptive and autonomous control of heating
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC). Ni et al. [4]
proposed a case-based reasoning technique for services
adaptation in a smart home. Chahuara et al. [5] presented an
audio-controlled smart home based on a framework
composed of knowledge representation module using a two
level ontology, a situation recognition module based on the
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) logic reasoner and a
decision making module based on the markov logic network
(using weighted logic rules) to deal with uncertainty and
imprecision of context information. Miraoui et al. [6]
proposed a context-aware services adaptation approach for a
smart living room using two machine learning techniques
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namely naive Bayes and neural network. Humayun et al. [7]
presented a context-aware application which can provide
service according to the predefined choice of user. It uses
Mahalanobis distance based k nearest neighbor’s classifier
technique for inference of predefined service. They
combined the features of supervised and unsupervised
machine learning in the proposed application. This
application can also adapt itself when the choice of user is
changed by using Q-learning reinforcement learning
algorithm. Badlani & Bhanot [8] proposed an adaptive smart
home system for optimal utilization of power, through
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). Kumar et al. [9] presented
a semantic policy adaptation technique and its applications in
the context of smart building setups. Humayun et al. [10]
presented a machine learning based context-aware system
which can provide service according to the trained model.
Two effective learning algorithms: Back propagation Neural
Network, and Temporal Differential (TD) class of
reinforcement learning are used for prediction and adaptation
respectively.
III.

SMART WAITING ROOM

A. Description of a typical waiting room
A waiting room is a special place where people can wait
(generally sitting) for a service. One can find waiting rooms
in several locations: at doctor's office, at a lawyer office, at
several government offices, at banks, etc. The main aim of a
waiting room is to keep people waiting for their services in a
comfortable state. An exemplary waiting room is composed
of a set of appliances and furniture which can be mainly
categorized in three classes: a) light system, composed of a
set of light bulbs and window blinds, b) cooler/ heater
system which is composed of a heater and a cooler or
embedded in one air conditioner which can either make
cooling or heating, c) entertainment system, which is
composed of a TV and/or a radio/music player and d) a set of
chairs (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Main components of an exemplary waiting room
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B. Expected running of a smart waiting room
In order to improve waiting people's comfort and saving
energy, a smart waiting room should provide services
according to the current context and proactively (without
explicit user intervention) in an unobtrusive manner. In the
initial and final state (the waiting room is empty), all the
appliances should be off in order to save energy. As soon as
at least one person enters the waiting room (state 1), the light
system composed of window blinds and a set of light bulbs
starts to adjust the inside light. When the system perceives at
least one person sitting, it moves to state 2. In addition to
running the light system, the smart waiting room should start
the heating/cooling system to adjust the temperature inside
the waiting room. After a few seconds, the entertainment
system composed of the TV or the radio/music player should
start and the waiting room goes to state 3. At any state, if the
smart waiting room system perceives no one inside the
waiting room, it should go to the initial state and put all
appliances off or go to temporary state (state 3) during office
hours where all appliances should be set at low energy
consumption. Fig. 2 shows the state diagram of the overall
operation of the smart waiting room.
IV.

CONTEXT IDENTIFICATION

Context-awareness is a highly desirable property for
smart spaces which allows them to provide proactively
(without explicit intervention of users) adapted services
according to the context of use. The first step of developing
context-aware systems consists of defining context in a clear
manner and establishing its components. In spite of the great
number of definitions proposed for context, until now there
are no agreed definition. Most of these definitions remain
vague and general and do not provide clear steps or method
to extract context elements. Some of the proposed definitions
were based on enumerating contextual information
(localization, nearby people, time, date, etc.) like those
proposed in [11] [12] [13]. Others were based on providing
more formal definitions in order to abstract the term, like the
one proposed by Dey [14]. In our previous work [15], 16],
we have made a survey of existing definitions of context and
proposed a service-oriented definition of context for
pervasive and ubiquitous computing environments which
could be easily adapted to smart spaces. Our definition states
that the context is: "Any information that triggers a service
or changes the quality (form or mode) of a service if its value
changes." This definition is sufficiently abstract and helps to
limit the set of contextual information. We believe that this
definition is more expressive, because it is simple, clear, and
complete; in addition, it covers all aspects of the context.
Establishing context elements is a three-steps process
consisting of: 1) specify for each equipment the provided
service and the set of information that could trigger the
service, 2) specify for each service the set of forms through
which the services can be provided. We should also specify
for each form of service the set of information whose change
will change the form of a service and 3) make the union of
the two previous sets to get the final list of contextual
information and define the set of possible values for each
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context element. This information will compose the global
context.

TABLE III.

CONTEXT ELEMENT ESTABLISHMENT (STEP 3)

Context element
Person presence
Seated person
Indoor
temperature
Indoor light
Outdoor light
Time

Possible values
Yes, no
Yes, no
Very low, low
average, high, very
high
Dark, low, average,
high
dark, low, average,
high
Office hours, not
office hours

It is clear that our method for context elements
establishment which is composed of the above three steps is
easy to perform and leads to the set of global context
required for services adaptation inside the waiting room. The
possible values of each context element (values domain)
could be adjusted according to the implementation.
V.

Figure 2. The state diagram of the overall operation of the smart waiting
room

By applying our context definition and context
components establishment method to the smart waiting
room, we have got the result of each step as indicated in
Table I, Table II and Table III.
TABLE I.

CONTEXT ELEMENT ESTABLISHMENT (STEP 1)

Equipment

Service

heater
cooler

heating
cooling

window blinds

lighting

light bulbs

lighting

TV and Radio/music player

entertainment

TABLE II.

Triggering
information
Seated person
Seated person
Person
presence
Person
presence
Seated person

CONTEXT ELEMENT ESTABLISHMENT (STEP 2)
Forms changing
information
Indoor temperature,
time
Indoor temperature,
time

Equipment

Service’s Forms

heater

Off, low, average, high

cooler

Off, low, average, high

window
blinds

Closed, mostly closed,
half-opened, mostly
opened, closed

Indoor light,
outdoor light, time

light bulbs

Off, low average, high

Indoor light,
outdoor light, time

TV and
Radio/music
player

On, Off

Seated person
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CONTEXT-AWARE SERVICES ADAPTATION

The aim of context-aware services adaptation is to render
appliances of the waiting room operating in a proactive
manner with minimum human intervention and to provide
services with minimum energy consumption. Based on the
previous context definition and its element's establishment,
we propose in this Section a context-aware services
adaptation for a waiting room. The waiting room should
operate according to the current context which is composed
of the following elements: person presence, seated person,
indoor temperature, indoor light, outdoor light and time.
Whenever a person enters the waiting room, the light
system should start adjusting the ambient light by setting the
window blinds and light bulbs according to the rules
presented in Table IV. There are also two particular context
situations related to energy saving (Table V). The first one is
when there is no person inside the waiting room and it is
outside of office hours so the light system should be set off.
The second one is when there is no person inside the waiting
room and it’s during office hours so the system should set
the light on its minimum energy consumption mode which is
window blinds opened and light bulbs off. The symbol “?”
means whatever value.
The cooler/heater system should operate according to the
current context whenever the system perceives at least one
person seated inside the waiting room. The possible contextaware configurations of the cooler/heater system are given
by Table VI. Alike the light system, there are also some
particular context situations related to energy saving. The
first one is when there is no person inside the waiting room
and it’s not office hours so the cooler/heater system should
be set off. The other ones are when there is no person inside
the waiting room and its office hours so the system should
set the cooler/heater on its minimum energy consumption
mode, which is shown in Table VII.
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TABLE IV.

CONTEXT-AWARE LIGHT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

TABLE VI.

CONTEXT-AWARE COOLER/HEATER SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION

In
light
Dark

Out
light
Dark

Window
blinds
Closed

Light
bulbs
High

Person
presence
yes

Seated
person
?

Dark

Low

Opened

Average

yes

?

Dark

Average

Low

yes

?

Dark

high

Mostly
opened
opened

Off

yes

?

Low

Dark

Closed

High

yes

?

Low

Low

Opened

Average

yes

?

Low

Average

Low

yes

?

Low

high

Off

yes

?

Averag
e
Averag
e
Averag
e
Averag
e
High

Dark

Mostly
opened
Half
opened
Closed

High

yes

?

Low

Opened

Off

yes

?

Average

Off

yes

?

Off

yes

?

Dark

Mostly
opened
Half
opened
Closed

Off

yes

?

High

Low

Opened

Average

yes

?

High

Average

Low

yes

?

high

high

Half
opened
Mostly
closed

off

yes

?

high

TABLE V.

Time
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours

temperature

Cooler

heater

time

Very low

off

high

Low

off

average

Almost low

off

low

Average

off

off

Almost high

low

off

High

average

off

Very high

high

off

Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours

TABLE VII.

Outdoor
light

Window
blinds

Light
bulbs

Person
presence

Seated
person

?

?

opened

off

no

no

temperature

Cooler

heater

time

?

off

off

Very low

off

low

Low

off

low

Almost low

off

low

Average

off

off

Almost high

low

off

High

low

off

Very high

low

off

Not
office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours
Office
hours

?

?

closed

off

no

no

Time
office
hours
Not
office
hours

TABLE VIII.

The entertainment system composed of the TV or
music/radio player is triggered whenever the system
perceives at least one person seated in the waiting room.
Otherwise, it should be set off both during office hours or out
of office hours in order to save energy as mentioned in Table
VIII.
The above tables of possible appliances configuration
will form the training set for a naïve Bayes classifier chosen
as a machine learning technique for the context-aware
services adaptation of the smart waiting room. The Bayesian
Classification represents a supervised learning method as
well as a statistical method for classification. For each new
sample they provide a probability that the sample belongs to
a class. Training is very easy and fast, no need for
complicated training process as in neural networks. Naïve
Bayes is fast and space efficient. It can provide an optimal
decision making system even in presence of violating
independence assumption. We have used the free machine
learning tool Waikato Environment for Knowledge
Analysis(WEKA) [17] to implement the context-aware
adaptation system.
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Seated
person
yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

ENERGY SAVING MODE OF THE COOLER/HEATER SYSTEM

ENERGY SAVING MODE OF THE LIGHT SYSTEM

Indoor
light

Person
presence
yes

Person
presence
no

Seated
person
no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

CONTEXT-AWARE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION

TV or
radio/music
player
On
off
off

time

Person
presence

Seated
person

office
hours
Office
hours
Not
office
hours

yes

yes

no

no

no

no

In order to make a principal step toward our system
validation, we performed three series of tests. Each one is
composed of ten possible context situations. We have got
satisfactory results with acceptance rate of 92%. Such rate
was very encouraging.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Context-awareness could enormously improve the
quality of services for smart spaces. It helps to provide
proactive services which enhance both user's comfort and
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energy saving. The most important task in building contextaware systems consists of defining the context in a clear
manner and establish its components. In this paper, we have
proposed a context-aware services adaptation for a particular
smart space namely smart waiting room using the naive
Bayes learning machine technique. Our approach could help
a lot the energy saving in such space in addition to
improving person comfort. Our future work consists of
applying the same approach for other types of smart spaces,
such as smart office, smart classroom, etc.
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Machine Learning Technologies in Smart Spaces
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Abstract— Context-awareness is a key element for building a
smart environment that responds to users needs. The goal of
such environment is to provide proactively services according
to the demand of users by considering the user’s context
information. Machine learning techniques can provide several
benefits. They can be applied in many context-aware systems
to help provide services. They have the possibility to make
better prediction and adaptation than other techniques. In this
paper, we present the main goals of machine learning and
some learning algorithms applied in smart space.
Keywords-context-awareness; smart environment;
learning; prediction; adaptation; performance.

I.

machine

INTRODUCTION

A smart environment can be defined as an environment
that is able to acquire and apply knowledge about the
environment and its inhabitants in order to improve their
experience in that environment [1]. In effect, such
environment can perceive the state of the space using
sensors, analyzes the state using learning and reasoning
techniques and adapt behaviors according to users in order to
provide easy daily life by increasing their comfort.
Dynamism and complexity are very important characteristics
in smart spaces [2]. Indeed, there are different devices
networked via an infrastructure of heterogeneous access
technologies. Also, the user behaviour or preferences may
change at any time.
In addition, the awareness of context is a key feature to
develop an adaptable smart system which has the ability to
sense and to react according to context modifications. Also,
smart space should be able to control and to adapt services
automatically with minimum user intervention. Machine
learning techniques have been widely used for this objective.
Machine learning as a domain capable of supporting the
solution of complex problems is able to provide significant
help [3]. These algorithms can be applied in a predictive
sense or to investigate internal relationships of a dataset [4].
They can be divided into four main groups: supervised
learning, unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning
and reinforcing. Each of these groups has their advantages
and drawbacks and utilizes different approaches to target
different goals.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
important goals of machine learning in smart environments.
Section 3 shows the principal necessary phases in the
learning process. Section 4 discusses the different types of
machine learning and some techniques applied in smart
spaces. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

MACHINE LEARNING GOALS

One important feature of smart environments is that they
possess a high degree of autonomy, adapt themselves to
changing environments, and communicate with humans in an
easy way. Application of machine learning in context aware
systems can be employed to achieve specific goals.
Generally, these goals belong to 4 main classes.
A. Recognition
Several approaches already exist devoted to recognition
problem to identify events or activities of users in smart
environments. The activity recognition is usually done
through two steps: activity pattern clustering and activity
type decision [5]. In most cases, recognition problems are
processed by supervised learning algorithms which assumes
that a training set is consisting of a set of instances that have
been properly labeled by hand with the correct output.
B. Prediction
The aim of prediction is to predict what is going to
happen in the future. In a smart environment, prediction
allows providing information useful for future locations and
activities. It helps to predict the most probable event or
subsequent activity. This type of problem can be solved by
online training approach which can learn from input data
over time, to predict the output data [4].
C. Adaptation
Adapting user services according to the current context
aims to provide the proper services by considering the user
and the environmental information. Machine learning
algorithms provide several benefits for context-aware
systems. Indeed, it can be applied to support reasoning,
inferences and also to deal with complex or fuzzy
information [6].
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D. Optimization
Optimization is a very important feature in smart
environments. It aims to increase their performance and
effectiveness. It can be solved by using reinforcement
algorithms that can explore idealized learning situations and
evaluate the effectiveness of various learning methods [7].
III.

LEARNING PROCESS IN SMART ENVIRONMENTS

Machine learning techniques used in smart environments
offer major opportunities to provide context-aware services.
Context-awareness is about capturing a broad range of
contextual attributes (such as the user’s current positions,
activities, and surrounding environment) to better understand
what the user is trying to accomplish, and what services the
user might need [8]. In consequence, learning becomes
important and indispensable for reasoning and for making
the best decision. It is considered necessary for knowledge
creation [9]. In addition, artificial intelligence includes
several subcategories such as detection, knowledge
representation and machine learning, machine perception,
among others [10]. In this paper, we focus mainly on four
processes namely detection, interpretation, learning and
reasoning as illustrated in Fig 1. First, the detection phase is
accomplished using different sensors installed in the
environment in order to capture current context. After that,
interpretation is done in order to interpret raw data to get a
useful and significant context. After acquiring the sensed
context, learning mechanisms take the useful context and try
to classify and to organize the observations according to a
specific algorithm. Finally, the reasoning phase allows using
the context information knowledge acquired through
learning to achieve its objectives.
Detection

Learning

Reasoning

Knowledge

Context

Service

Figure 1. The main steps for learning process in a context-aware
system.

IV.

Figure 2.
MACHINE LEARNING APPLICATION IN SMART
ENVIRONMENTS

Diverse machine learning algorithms have been
developed to cover a variety of data and problem types in
smart environment. Machine learning has branched into
several subfields dealing with different types of learning
tasks. We give a rough taxonomy of learning paradigm.
Mainly, there are four categories: Supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning and
reinforcing algorithms. The next section presents some
learning strategies applied for different objectives in smart
environment.
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A. Supervised learning
Supervised machine learning is the search for algorithms
that perform reasoning on externally supplied instances to
produce general hypotheses, which then make predictions
about future instances [11]. Mainly, supervision is provided
in the form of a set of labeled training data, each data point
having a class label selected from a fixed set of classes [12].
The use of the supervised activity classification approaches
has shown promising results [13].
Supervised learning methods are widely used in smart
environments to solve several problems. The ACHE system
used neural networks and reinforcement learning to control
devices [14]. Bourobou et al. [15] proposed a hybrid
approach consisting of the neural network algorithm based
on temporal relations and K-pattern clustering to recognize
and predict user activities in IoT (internet of things) based
smart environments. Neural network was used for inferring
the users viewing preferences to develop a personalized
contextual TV recommendation system [16]. Fleury et al.
[17] used SVM (support vector machine) algorithm to
classify the activities of daily living in a Health Smart Home.
In [18], authors used Decision tree based on context history
to infer the preferences of the user in order to provide
personalized services using context-aware computing. A
naïve Bayes Classifier was used to learn user activity and
availability directly from sensor data according to given user
feedback [19].
B. Unsupervised learning
In unsupervised learning no information about the input
is given and thus the system cannot know anything about the
correctness of the outcome [2]. It tries to directly construct
models from unlabeled data either by estimating the
properties of their underlying probability density (called
density estimation) or by discovering groups of similar
examples (called clustering) [20]. The use of an
unsupervised approach was applied for different activities
recognition in smart spaces when it is difficult to have labels
for the data [21]. Authors used a statistical approach based
on hidden Markov models in a regression context for the
joint segmentation of multivariate time series of human
activities. Hidden Markov models (HMM) were also used in
[22] for both segmentation and recognition of 3-D Human
action to enable real-time assessment and feedback for
physical rehabilitation.
C. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is a learning paradigm concerned
with learning to control a system so as to maximize a
numerical performance measure that expresses a long-term
objective [23]. Q-learning [24] is a model-free reinforcement
learning method based on learning the expected utility given
a state decision. Li and Jayaweera [25] proposed a Qlearning algorithm to provide a more efficient way for online decision making, with more flexibility and adaptiveness
with relatively good performance. This algorithm was also
implemented in simulation to demonstrate how the
performance of the new Markov Decision Process (MDP)
representation is comparable to that of a Linear Time-
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Invariant (LTI) one on a reference-tracking scenario [26].
Reinforcement algorithms are used in Mavhome project [27]
to acquire an optimal decision policy to automate basic
functions in order to maximize the inhabitants’ comfort and
minimize the operating cost of the home.
D. Semi-supervised learning
Semi-supervised learning is a learning paradigm
concerned with the study of how computers and natural
systems such as humans learn in the presence of both labeled
and unlabeled data [28]. The goal of semi-supervised
learning is to combine a large amount of unlabeled data,
together with the labeled data, to build better classifiers [29].
This category requires less human effort as well as building
costs.
There are some popular semi-supervised learning models,
including self-training, mixture models, co-training and
multi-view learning, graph-based methods and semisupervised support vector machines. Authors in [30]
combined between supervised and semi-supervised learning
to recognizing ADL (assisted daily life) activities and to
provide context-aware services, such as health monitoring
and intervention in different smart space.
V.

PERFRMANCE COMPARISON OF MACHINE LEARNING
ALGORITHMS

Machine learning algorithms that have been used for
solving different problems in context-aware smart spaces
generally fall into the categories of being supervised,
unsupervised, semi-supervised or with reinforcement.
Nevertheless, the advantages or disadvantages of each one
depend on what learning algorithm wants to solve.
Neural networks are the most widely used
supervised learning. Indeed, they offer a number of
advantages including requiring less formal statistical
training, ability to implicitly detect complex nonlinear
relationships between dependent and independent variables,
ability to detect all possible interactions between predictor
variables and the availability of multiple training algorithms
[31]. On the other hand, disadvantages include its “black
box” nature, greater computational burden and proneness to
over fitting. Decision trees algorithm are non-parametric
algorithm and easy to interpret and explain. Their main
disadvantage is that they easily over fit. SVMs could work
well with an appropriate kernel even when data isn't linearly
separable, they have a high accuracy and nice theoretical
guarantees regarding over fitting. Whoever, they are hard to
interpret.
In unsupervised learning, there is no outcome measure;
we observe only the features and the goal is to describe the
associations and patterns among a set of input measures [32].
Its major disadvantage is the lack of direction for the
learning algorithm and that the absence of any interesting
knowledge discovered in the set of features selected for the
training. Clustering is a form of unsupervised learning that
consists of finding patterns in the data by putting each data
element into one of K-clusters, where each cluster contains
data elements most similar to each other [33].
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Semi-supervised learning is an interesting field. It is a
hybrid between clustering and supervised learning,
potentially useful on scenarios where labeling effort is not
ready available or expensive. These algorithms try to solve a
supervised learning approach using labeled data, augmented
by unlabeled data. So, by adding cheap and abundant
unlabeled data, one is hoping to build a better model than
using supervised learning alone.
Reinforcing learning algorithms learn more control
policies, especially in the absence of a priori knowledge and
a sufficiently large amount of training data. However, they
suffer from a major drawback: high calculation cost because
an optimal solution requires that all states be visited to
choose the optimal one.
VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have discussed the importance of the
use of machine learning techniques in context-aware
systems. We have presented the major goals of learning
methods. We have also shown the main steps to achieve the
learning process in context-aware smart spaces. This
process must acquire the context of the environment to be
able to adapt services to users according to the current
context. A discussion of the most important and commonly
used learning algorithms was provided to solve different
problems in smart environments.
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Abstract—Maximizing sensor nodes’ lifetime is an essential
issue for wireless sensors networks applications. Therefore, it is
necessary to control the energy consumption of the sensor node
from the first stages of the design flow. Modeling nodes using
system on chip is among the typical solution used to minimize
energy consumption. Thus, many studies are currently
focusing on proposing new designs and architectures based on
system on chip technology. In this paper, we present a new
solution, based on system on chip technology, aimed at
improving performance. A detailed study of different parts of
proposed solution is presented.
Keywords-component; Wireless sensor networks( WSNs);
Power consumption; System on Chip(SoC)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Innovation in sensor devices is required due to the wide
variety of wireless sensor network applications that have
been emerging. With the huge number of domains, low
power, low cost and highly integrated System on Chip (SoC)
WSN nodes are needed. Nowadays, most of the sensor nodes
are developed based on the SoC platforms in order to be very
useful for WSNs applications and minimize energy
consumption. In this paper, we focus on the study of
different proposed hardware implementations of routing
protocols in order to minimize power consumption. These
implementations are executed in many architectures and
platforms such as field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
[15] and complex programmable logic device CPLD
[10][11][12]. We present, also, the study of different
proposed SoC architectures of wireless sensor network
nodes. The main objective of our work is to introduce the
field of wireless sensor networks, browse the existing
solutions and then propose an architecture that minimizes
energy consumption based on SoC/System on programmable
chip(SoPC). The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
The hardware implementation is presented in Section II.
Section III present a study of low-power SoC architectures in
WSN. Our proposed architecture (SoC/SoPC) is detailed in
Section IV. We finish with a conclusion in Section V.
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II.

RELATED WORK

In literature, several works use reconfigurable hardware
as a solution to limit energy consumption in sensors nodes
when implementing routing protocols [10]-[13].
In [10] and [12], the authors introduced a platform that
uses a reconfigurable device (CPLD) to enhance the
processing power of the sensor nodes and reduce overall
energy consumption in the common tasks, such as routing
and security and header processing. In [10], the used routing
protocol is XMesh for its performance when applied in real
sensor networks. To implement the proposed platform, they
connected a CPLD to a sensor. They used the Digilent XBoard, which connects a Xilinx CoolRunner -II CPLD with
the necessary circuit to connect the reconfigurable device.
The used sensor node is Crossbow's IRIS with the MDA100
sensor and data acquisition board, which includes a number
of sensors and a general prototype space. Multiplication
function was chosen to be implemented on reconfigurable
device to improve the performance of the routing protocol
and to reduce the energy consumption. According to the
authors, the measured energy consumption is reduced by
71.49 %, compared to the software approach. From the
results that have been found, the authors explain the interest
of using CPLD as a hardware accelerator. In [12], a
“Pioneering Platform” is introduced, using all the advantages
of CPLDs in order to improve the processing power of the
sensor nodes and, more importantly reduce the overall
energy consumption in heavy demanding tasks such as the
routing and processing of the header. This platform
accelerates the cost estimation algorithm routing protocol
XMesh by 606 times. There is also a reduction of the energy
consumption measured by 97%. In addition, the proposed
system in [12] can accelerate the control calculation scheme
by three orders of magnitude and it consumes up to 96%
less energy than the corresponding standard software
implementations.
Brokalakis et al propose in [11] the use of a Turbo Code
system to increase the robustness and efficiency of
communication between end nodes and base stations in the
single- hop topologies. In fact, the reconfigurable hardware
device was used to perform the coding scheme. The
approach in [11] reduces the overall energy consumption of a
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node by more than 40 % compared with a Turbo code system
implemented in software, as well as more than 70%
compared with transmission systems of traditional WSNs
that do not support any type of Forward Error Correction. A
platform that combines WSNs with a reconfigurable device
(CPLD) to reduce energy consumption Turbo coding task
was proposed. The reconfigurable device is used for data
processing to improve the overall energy efficiency of the
WSNs infrastructure. A Turbo encoder was used and the
entire coding process has been performed by CPLD. To
measure the energy consumption of the platform an
oscilloscope was used. The authors in [13] suggest unloading
the task of data compression to a CPLD to be connected to
the main node of WSN for reducing the overall energy
consumption. According to [13] and from experiments, the
authors show that it can reduce the energy consumption by a
minimum of 46%.
The majority of the related work use CPLD in hardware
implementations, but there is another architecture, which can
be better than CPLD such as FPGA. In fact, FPGAs offer
more logic flexibility and more sophisticated system features
than CPLDs: clock management, on-chip Random Access
Memory (RAM), Digital Signal Processor (DSP) functions,
(multipliers), and even on-chip microprocessors and MultiGigabit Transceivers. These benefits and opportunities of
dynamic reconfiguration, even in the end-user system, are an
important advantage [14]. FPGAs are used for larger and
more complex designs and have special routing resources to
implement binary counters, arithmetic functions like adders,
comparators and RAM. Moreover, FPGA can contain very
large digital designs, while CPLD can contain only small
designs. The high static (idle) power consumption prohibits
use of CPLD in battery-operated equipment. Nevertheless,
FPGA idle power consumption is reasonably low. IGLOO
FPGAs can be considered to offer revolutionary possibilities
in power, size, lead-times, operating temperature, and cost
[16]. Among the FPGA implementation that we find in
literature is the implementation of the GPSR routing protocol
in [15]. In fact, a hardware implementation based on FPGA
was used. In the experimental steps, the authors use two
different development boards: a Digilent XUPV5 hosting a
high-end Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA device (XC5VLX110T) and
a Digilent XUPV2P board with a low-cost Virtex-II
ProFPGA (XC2VP30). In both platforms, the FPGA is
connected with an Intel Board, which hosts an integrated
Intel Dual-Core Atom 330 processor [15]. Via real-world
experiments, the authors demonstrated that their system is 31
times faster than an existing CPU-based system, and the
overall energy consumption was reduced by more than 90%.
The authors explained, also, that the platform could adapt to
a different routing protocol in such cases. According to the
advantages of FPGA, it can be chosen as a base architecture
in our proposed SoC/SoPC architecture, which will be
presented in the next sections. A study on the use of SoC for
routing protocol in WSNs will be detailed.
III.

LOW-POWER SOC ARCHITECTURES IN WSNS

With the goal to make the wireless sensor network nodes
small in size, light in weight, cheap in cost, as well as low in
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power consumption, projects have been carried out to
develop sensor node based on SoC technology.
In [1] Wisenet was proposed. It is a platform of low
power consumption developed by the Swiss Centre for
Electronics and Micro technology for the implementation of
wireless sensor networks based on SoC design. It is a
distributed wireless sensors network, that combines
detection, local signal processing and wireless
communication capabilities of short-range in a compact
system with low-power consumption. The WiseNET
platform uses a design approach that combines a radio with
WiseMAC, a control protocol in low power and a complex
SoC node. The authors in [1] explained that the WiseNET
solution consumes about 100 times less energy with
simulation validation than other comparable solutions .
In [2], the authors proposed an approach named
EasiSOC, which is a general “sensors node on chip”
approach with two typical SoC architectures for different
application areas. The basic functionalities, which execute
simple tasks, are supported by the first architecture of the
sensor node. The second architecture of sensor node supports
complex functionalities [2]. The authors presented the
design, implementation and simulation of hardware security
coprocessor and a program protection mechanism based on
(SoC) technology for WSNs. The design is mapped in
FPGAs and ASICs. The authors explained that the hardware
design overhead is 9.6% lower than previous designs and the
design time is only 0.2% of general-purpose processors.
These results were obtained with real experiments.
A SoC architecture of a sensor node for the ZigBee
protocol was presented in [3]. The proposed architecture in
[3] can be used as a stand-alone chip or be incorporated as a
component of a larger system at a time. The complete
architecture has been designed with each block coded and
verified. Blocks like the CRC Unit, AES Unit and the MAC
units have been synthesized and preliminary power figures
have been obtained. Power and gate count of implemented
units(AES UNIT, CRC UNIT, MAC UNIT) are computed.
The power Figures are obtained using magama tools on 0.13
micron Technology. The proposed SoC is based on
microcontroller.
The authors in [4] present the modeling and simulation of
nodes composed by a system-on-chip for applications in
WSNs using systemC/TLM. The SoC contains a
microprocessor without interlocked pipeline stages (MIPS)
processor, a memory, a bus, a timer, a transceiver and a
battery. As a case study, the authors conducted a simulation
of WSN in star topology and they showed the energy
consumption of each node, with a discussion about the
computational load. The authors proposed that their
approach is flexible and can be adapted to simulate more
complex systems and topologies.
In [5], the authors proposed a novel solution, which uses
the reconfigurable technology RSoC. They minimized the
energy consumption with the use of FPGA nodes that are
equipped with "tiny rechargeable units" to recharge the
batteries. This solution is designed for specific applications
"border control and forest fire monitoring". Energy
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consumption is not indicated. Table I presents a summary of
the majority of the words presented here.
TABLE I.

SYNTHESIS

Ref

Energy consumption

Real Experiences

Simulation

[1]

100 times less energy

-

+

[2]

Low power
consumption

+

[3]

Low power
consumption

+

[4]

Low power
consumption

-

[5]

not indicated

-

-

From this study, we conclude the efficiency of using
SoC architecture in WSNs. In fact, the majority of related
works confirm the minimization of energy consumption
using SoC solution. In this context, we propose a new
efficient solution based on SoC/SoPC architecture that
reduces power consumption and helps to maximize sensor
lifetime, which ameliorates the WSNs operation. This
solution will be detailed in the next sections.
IV.

PROPOSED SOC/SOPC ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we provide the details of a study in order
to propose a novel architecture. To find the most appropriate
approach with WSNs characteristics and SoC, an in-depth
study is essential for different parts such as the design
approach, the SoC design environment, the refinement
environment, the validation environment, the processor cores
and the operating systems. Fig. 1 below presents the Flow of
system design of SoC.

Fig.1 presents the flow of system design of SoC, which
presents the SoC design environment. Design tools for
software and hardware parts form this environment. A
detailed description will be done in the next sub-sections for
all different parts.
A. Study of design approaches for routing in WSNs
The easiest solution is to use a CPU. However, this solution
cannot be the only response to the constraints of complexity
of operations needed in WSNs. Another solution is to use a
special processor for the complex treatments of algorithms,
which has many advantages compared to the classical
processor (time, energy, acceleration). For the design, there
exists many choices to have the appropriate processor. For
the processor, one choice is the Harvard processor Digital
Signal Processor (DSP), which allows parallelism due to the
very long instruction word (VLIW) architecture. The second
solution is the possibility to use a specific approach and
choose a specific processor dedicated to common parts. This
approach is the most effective in terms of treatment, but, due
to its specificity, it cannot be used for other applications.
This solution implies many restrictions in terms of possible
applications. The reconfigurable approach consists in
integrating a reconfigurable processor core (as an example
FPGA). The main advantage of this approach lies in its
flexibility with the possibility to synthesize other algorithms
if necessary.
B.

SoC design environment
This environment is composed of software and hardware
design tools. Currently, there are specific language systems
that can describe both hardware and software components in
a unified manner. These languages require the presence of
refinement tools to move to the prototyping level from a high
level of specification. Moreover, it is possible to specify the
software and hardware parts with two separate specification
language.
In our case, we find interesting to adopt the second type
based on a separate design, due to the availability of
refinement and simulation tools. To construct a system based
on SoC, we need to specify all parts of the system.
C. Software refinement environment in SoC
SoC need a specific compiler for the architecture of the
processor (Intel, Sparc, PowerPC, etc.) for generating
executable code. On the other hand, executable programs
generated by compilers will be downloaded in electronic
target modules (RAM, ROM, Flash memory, etc.), so there
is a need to have binary tools that allow specific binary codes
for a target electronic module.
In addition to the binary and compilation tools, the
software environment supports an operating system that can
make the link between the software and the hardware.

Figure.1. Flow of system design of SoC
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D. Hardware refinement Environment in SoC
The hardware environment refinement is based on flow
circuit design. Indeed, this environment contains synthesis
tools, placement tools and simulation tools. Due to that, the
goal of SoC design in our solution is the implementation of
complex applications in routing in terms of architecture and
functions. It is necessary to have a robust design
environment that can support this complexity. For this
reason, the researchers are moving towards the use of
commercial hardware description language (HDL)
simulation tools (ModelSim, Cadence NC-Verilog) and
synthesis tools (Altera's Integrated VHSIC Hardware
Description Language (VHDL) / Verilog HDL Tool
Leonardo Spectrum, Synplify Pro, Synopsys FPGA Express
tool, etc.). However, the major problem with these tools is
their refinement runtime, which is very long and can take
many days for complex applications. On the other hand, the
installation of these commercial tools demands efficient
execution platforms in terms of operating systems and
memory size. In addition to that, these refinement tools
target a specific range of FPGA families, for example, there
is a specific simulation tool for Altera FPGA family
(ModelSim-Altera) or Xilinx (ModelSim Xilinx Edition).
Therefore, a study to find hardware refinement tools with an
acceptable runtime, non-specific and a consistent execution
platform is necessary to have an efficient system in WSNs.
E. Validation environment in SoC
The design of our solution based on SoC requires
validating the functionality of the system through all levels
of abstraction in order to reduce the time of design and to
avoid the propagation of error in the design flow. The
validation technique is based first, on the use of emulators to
validate the functionality of the system at an abstract level
such as the SIS (SPARC Instruction Simulator). Each
processor architecture needs a specific emulator. Second, the
validation technique is based on HDL simulator. It is
possible to test the functionality of HDL module due to the
existing library (library for reading binary files) for RTL or
logic level. The HDL simulator allows the test after synthesis
phase with some libraries (Vital and UNSIM). Nevertheless,
the major disadvantage of this simulator is the enormous
computing time, especially for complex systems. Thirdly, the
validation technique is based on communication terminals,
which are communication interfaces between the prototyping
cards and the workstation. As examples of communication
terminals, we find XSTOOLs, JTAG Programmer and
iMPACT of Xilinx. The problem with these communication
terminals is the requirement to use a form of strict and welldefined file and a limited range of prototyping board that
reduces the flexibility of these terminals.

architecture will be proposed. It is necessary to make a study
about processors in order to find the most suitable for the
implementation of the routing protocols. To do this, a
comparative study between different synthesizable
processors should be done. The architecture of the adopted
processor should be studied in order to determine the
adequacy of its architecture and the appropriate routing
algorithm (Algorithm Architecture Adequacy(AAA)).
Routing algorithms have many steps that require a huge
amount of calculation and many characteristics that make
very interesting the realization on dedicated architectures.
The use of embedded software by processor cores
implemented on programmable devices and integrated on a
single chip is an inevitable trend. These processor cores can
be of three types: general purpose processors, processors
specific to a domain and the processors that incorporate
functional units and a set of specific instructions for a
specific application. The choice of the target architecture can
be based on three criteria: real-time constraints, the
flexibility of the system and the time to market.
In our case, we can find that the most suitable is the
general purpose processor due to its flexibility and facility of
integration. In fact, this type of processor can quickly and
easily make treatments in WSNs and guarantee the
possibility of integration of new services, as well as follow
the scalability of applications in WSNs. Among processor
cores, we find LEON [6], ARM [7], MicroBlaze (Xilinx),
OpenRISC1200, Openfire [8] and NIOS [9] (Altera).
A comparative study of the different characteristics and
parameters of processors is required to find the most suitable
type for the implementation of the routing algorithms on
SoC.
G. Comparative study of Operating Systems
For our proposed solution, we need to have an embedded
operating system characterized by the limited availability of
resources, low price, low power consumption and should be
a real time operating system. These operating systems will be
used for management of memory, network access time, etc.
Among the embedded operating systems, there is Symbian
OS, Linux, μCOS, RTEMS, etc. A comparative study of the
different characteristics and parameters of operating systems
will be done as future work to find the most suitable one.
The proposed SoC architecture is presented in Fig. 2
below.

F. Comparative study of processor cores
For the proposed solution, we will integrate a SoC based
on one or more core processors. It is in this context that our
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Figure 2. Proposed SoC architecture
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The proposed solution includes processor, which can be
LEON or ARM, a TIMER, a routing accelerator, a memory
(ROM and RAM) and a reconfigurable part. The system
components connect to the processor over a bus structure.
The implementation and the validation of this proposed
architecture will be done as future works.

[11]

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
The recent developments of WSNs have caused sensor
nodes to encounter energy optimization problems. In fact, a
sensor node must have the capability of sensing, treating and
routing. Routing is the most energy consuming activity in
WSNs. In this context, several works proposed many
solutions to reduce power consumption and enhance the
lifetime of the sensor nodes. Developing a sensor node based
on SoC technology has emerged as an effective solution to
minimize energy consumption, especially in the routing
phase. In this paper, we presented related works according to
SoC architecture of wireless sensor network node. We
detailed, also, a study about the design of SoC/SoPC
architecture in WSN. Following to this study, we propose a
novel solution. For the proposed architecture, FPGA can be
used for prototyping and testing designed system, which will
be studied in future work with the implementation and the
validation of the architecture.
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Abstract—Cloud service mobility has been more and more
important for the next-generation Cloud service to support
limitless movement and stable Quality of Service (QoS). But,
existing virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) solution has been
provided from the fixed and dedicated single Cloud. In the
situation, it makes several issues to long distance service users
in aspect of response time, performance and QoS and so on. To
improve the upper needs and problems, we propose multiple
Clouds based virtual desktop infrastructure architecture and
its functional blocks. Finally, we described use case of the VDI
service in the proposed environment. The proposed VDI
architecture can significantly improve the response time and
stability of VDI service in case user moves to cross-border
location.
Keywords-Virtual desktop infrastructure; Cloud service
brokerage; Multiple clouds; Service mobility; Interoperability.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, many companies and organizations start to use
smart work environment through virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) service to reduce the cost of
management and infrastructure itself. And it is helpful for
enhancing security level and realizing green computing.
Moreover, the client devices of VDI service are transferring
to diverse mobile devices from static PC and server
according to mobile work trend. The VDI service may
include company-specific business applications with high
level security, office SW to handle various documents or
favorite personal applications and so on.
In case that the employees in Korea leave on a business
trip to another country, e.g., Germany, they still want to use
their own VDI service to continuously perform the business
work, to access to specific data or to enjoy favorite personal
application. But, QoS of VDI service in Germany will be
very serious because of degraded response time and
performance by long distance transferring. Although this
kind of inconvenient situation is occurred, they have to
connect to the VDI service provided from Korea. This is
very time consuming and troublesome job.
To ease the upper problems, we proposed the architecture
and functional blocks of virtual desktop infrastructure in the
multiple Clouds environment for enhancing the degraded
QoS of VDI service when the user moves to another place,
e.g., border-across movement. In the proposed architecture,
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the VDI service can be freely transferred among multiple
Clouds according to user location (User Neighboring
Service) and it makes the user to get more stable and highquality VDI service in anywhere regardless of location.
II.

RELATED WORKS

A. Cloud Service Brokerage
According to Gartner [2], Cloud service brokerage
system is a role of intermediary, in which a company or other
entity adds value to one or more cloud services on behalf of
one or more consumers of those services. The Cloud service
brokerage system offering will also often include some
combination of capabilities that fall under three primary roles,
aggregation brokerage, integration brokerage, customization
brokerage. Gartner's Intermediation encompasses these three
primary roles.
In [4], open source based Cloud service brokerage
solutions are compared, according concerns like, system
category and type, core capabilities, core features and
advanced features, architecture and interoperability, service
languages, programming model and service engineering, and
quality. In this research, the authors place emphasis on the
emergence of cloud service brokerage solutions on top of
cloud management, the need for further separation of
marketplaces and cloud service brokerage solutions and
service description mechanisms to commoditize the cloud.
Several organizations active in the cloud technology area
have identified cloud service brokerage as an important
architectural challenge. Architecture and programming
model concern is key enabler of any service brokerage
solution that mediates between different providers by
integrating, aggregating and customizing services from
different providers [5].
Cloud service brokerage system generally consists of
three main parts that include user portal, brokerage core
engine and Cloud connection management [3]. User portal is
the front-end of the Cloud service brokerage system for
Cloud service consumers and providers and it includes
various business support functionalities. Brokerage core
engine supports key functionalities for service brokerage,
such as request verification, service provisioning, arbitrage,
monitoring, service lifecycle management and so on. Finally,
Cloud connection management is in charge of the interaction
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between Cloud service brokerage system and Cloud
infrastructures by IaaS providers.
B. Virtual Desktop Infrastructure Service
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is used to run
desktop operating systems and applications inside virtual
machine that reside on servers. The desktop operating
systems inside the virtual machines are referred as the virtual
desktops. Through network, users access to the virtual
desktops using VDI client that can be thin client, zero client
or PC client. The client receives screen data of VM and
displays it to the client display. Keyboard and mouse input of
the client are captured and transmitted to the VM. Nowadays,
there are several VDI solutions provided by VMware, Citrix,
Microsoft, and KVM. The VDI systems are combination of
the hypervisor and the VDI protocol. The representative VDI
protocols are PCoIP, ICA/HDX, and RDP/RemoteFX. In the
VDI system, Network Interface Card (NIC) for the virtual
desktop is emulated by the hypervisor in software, and the
emulated NIC is called as vNIC (Virtual NIC) [6].
The service flow of virtual desktop in single cloud is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. General VDI service architecture in single Cloud

VDI hosts a virtual desktop environment in a virtual
machine that runs on a centralized or remote server. And
user may access to the assigned VDI service through a
variety of terminals. In general, VDI has three components
as follows: one is a VDI client, which is user devices to
connect to the VDI service, a VDI server in which user’s
virtual desktop exists, and a VDI manager that administrates
and controls virtual desktop system. Virtual desktops in VDI
server are transmitted to users’ terminal using display
protocol on network. These components are interconnected
to support VDI service on network.
C. Nested Virtualization
In classical machine virtualization, a hypervisor runs
multiple operating systems simultaneously, each on its own
virtual machine. These solutions lack interoperability with
each other, meaning that a VM running on one hypervisor
cannot be easily migrated to another hypervisor, because it
differs in several aspects, e.g., virtualization technique,
virtual hardware devices, image formats and so on [7]. In
nested virtualization, a hypervisor can run multiple other
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hypervisors with their associated virtual machines. It enables
complete abstraction of underlying cloud infrastructure from
the application virtual machines and allows deployment of
existing VMs into the cloud without any modifications,
mobility between the clouds and easy duplication of the
entire deployment [8]. In this work, using multi-dimensional
paging and multi-level device assignment, it can run
common workloads with overhead as low as 6-8% of single
level virtualization.
III.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF MULTIPLE CLOUDS BASED
VIRTUAL DESKTOP INFRASTRUCTURE

In this section, we proposed the architecture of multiple
Clouds based VDI and its functional blocks.
A. Architecture of multiple Clouds based VDI
In this section, we describe the concept and whole
architecture design of multiple Clouds based VDI service.
The system enables the unified management of
heterogeneous cloud service providers and make VDI service
to be moved across the diverse Clouds.

Figure 2. Architecture for multiple Clouds based VDI service

As showed in Figure 2, multiple Clouds based VDI
service is consist of three separated parts, user devices,
multiple Cloud based VDI management and Multiple Clouds
Infrastructure. User devices are a kind of service terminal for
VDI service users and it can be personal computer, thin
client, laptop, mobile devices and others. Multiple Clouds
based VDI management supports provisioning and
management of the VDI host server and VDI service on
multiple cloud environment. It interacts with diverse Cloud
infrastructures and connects to the agent in each VDI host
server for controlling VDI service lifecycle. Nested
virtualization based host server is a shape of virtual machine
including VDI host server. It enables complete abstraction of
underlying cloud infrastructure from VDI host server in
virtual machines and allows deployment of existing VDI
host server into the cloud without any modifications between
different hypervisors, e.g., KVM, Xen, VMware. Multiple
Clouds Infrastructure consists of the diverse Cloud
infrastructures provided by private and public Cloud service
provider, that is, Amazon, KT, Rackspace, OpenStack and so
on. And each part requires below features.
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1)
2)
3)
4)
-

User devices
Browser-based client system using HTML5
Adaptive client service based on client resources
On/Offline virtual desktop service
Multiple Cloud based VDI management
Hierarchical management structure for large scale
system
Modular architecture for easy and quick virtual desktop
provisioning
Fast user image management system
Web-based management interface
Nested Virtualization based Host Server
Nested hypervisor, virtual hardware, network and
storage configuration support
Ability to run multiple VDI service on single host
virtual machine
Common abstraction and decoupling virtualized VDI
server from resources provided by IaaS providers
Multiple Clouds infrastructure
Diverse resource specification support
Geographically dispersed Cloud resources
Price, resource, security and other features can be
selectable

B. Functional blocks of the multiple Clouds based VDI
management
Multiple Clouds based VDI management is the essential
part in the proposed VDI architecture and it intermediates
most functions between user device and Multiple Clouds
Infrastructures. In this section, we explained role of the
detailed functional blocks in the Multiple Clouds based VDI
Management. Figure 3 and figure 4 show its details and
relationships between blocks.
VDI user portal receives various requests from users in
the defined form and returns processed result via GUI
interfaces. Users can control and manage their provisioned
VDI services on multiple Clouds through it. User
authentication and management has two kinds of roles, one
is user authentication for VDI service and the other is
account mapping between VDI service and each user or user
group. Service provisioning is initial process to provide VDI
service to user. It includes finding best-fit Cloud
infrastructure for VDI services and makes required
configuration and deploys VDI service on the selected
Cloud infrastructure. VDI service lifecycle management
reacts from monitoring alert, especially, SLA status
monitoring and applies pre-defined policies to maintain
recommended QoS. Possible reaction can be restart, stop,
resume, suspend and move to another Cloud. User system
image management is a kind of image repository which
stores and retrieves VDI host server and VDI service image
from/to IaaS provider’s infrastructure. And it manages the
version of specific user or tenant’s VDI service image to
keep the final updated information on the image. VDI
service monitoring is responsible for measuring the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) of the VDI services. In the
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proposed systems, it provides the data primarily for service
accounting / billing and SLA management. Monitoring
helps to diagnose hardware and software problems, to
enhance the resource utilization and to ensure the service’s
performance and security.

Figure 3. Functional blocks of multiple Clouds based VDI management

Figure 4. Relationship among main functional blocks

Multiple Cloud connection management deals with the
interoperability interface between the VDI management
system and the collection of heterogeneous Cloud providers.
This component translates the requests from the provisioning
and configuration component into understandable provider
API calls. And connection proxy abstracts the existing API’s
heterogeneity through a common framework in the proposed
system. It is also in charge of connection and management of
VDI host server through connection broker with host server
agent.
IV.

USE CASE

In this section, we described the use case of the multiple
Cloud based VDI service. In this use case, we assumed VDI
service user moves to EU from Korea and wants to use his
preferred existing VDI service in EU without service delay.
Figure 5 shows overall operational sequence for the use case.
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VDI Management server can interacts with diverse Cloud
infrastructures through Multiple Cloud Connection
Management block and communicate with deployed
virtualized VDI host servers on it by host server agent.
Virtualized host server is created by using nested
virtualization technique. It enables complete abstraction of
underlying cloud infrastructure from virtual VDI host servers
and allows deployment of existing host server into the cloud
without any modifications between the Clouds. The use case
sequence is as below.

V. CONCLUSION
Most people have used the diverse and huge number of
personal devices and they move frequently from one area to
another. So, Cloud service mobility is very important for the
next-generation Cloud service to support limitless movement
and stable QoS. To satisfy the upper described needs, we
proposed the architecture of multiple Clouds based VDI
service and use case on its environment and designed the
functional blocks of multiple Clouds based VDI management
and defined the relationships among them. The proposed
system architecture can improve the mobility and stability of
VDI service in case the user move to cross-border location.
Multiple Cloud based VDI service supports flexible service
mobility using geographically dispersed Cloud providers and
can be dynamically brokered to the best-fit Cloud
infrastructure according to emerging demands.
In future plan, to verify usability of this work, we will
compare service performance and stability between
traditional VDI and the proposed VDI service. And we also
consider container based architecture for better performance.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Figure 5. Use case for multiple Clouds based VDI service

1) User login VDI Management server to uses VDI
Service in Korea.
2) VDI Management server deploys a VDI service in
Korea Cloud and returns connection information to the user.
3) User connects to the allocated VDI service and uses it.
4) Service user has business trip to EU from Korea.
Before moves to EU, user connects to VDI Management
Server and finds best-fit Cloud infrastructure where user’s
VDI service will be migrated. To search best-fit Cloud,
users can inputs diverse conditions, e.g., location, price,
security level, usage period and so on.
5) VDI Management server recommends several EU
Cloud infrastructures satisfying user’s requirements and
user selects and confirms the best one.
6) VDI Management server deploys VDI host server
using existing virtualized server image.
7) VDI Management server connects to the agent in
deployed virtualized host server and creates new VDI
service. And it reflects differential data from existing VDI
service to new created VDI service to maintain up-to-date
status.
8) VDI Management server stop the existing VDI service
in Korea and launches new VDI service in EU.
9) User in EU login VDI Management server and it
returns new connection information to user.
10) User enjoys same VDI service from another Cloud
infrastructure in EU without additional delay.
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Abstract—In this paper, we show a formal approach of verifying ubiquitous computing scenarios. Previously, we proposed
“a proximity-based federation model among smart objects”,
which is intended for liberating ubiquitous computing from
stereotyped application scenarios. However, we faced challenges
when establishing a verification method for this model. This
paper proposes a verification method of this model through
model checking. Model checking is one of the most familiar
formal verification approaches and it is often used in various
fields of industry. Model checking is conducted using a Kripke
structure which is a formal state transition model. We introduce
a context catalytic reaction network (CCRN) to handle this
federation model as a formal state transition model. We also
give an algorithm to transform a CCRN into a Kripke structure
and we conduct a case study of ubiquitous computing scenario
verification, using this algorithm and the model checking.
Keywords—ubiquitous computing; catalytic reaction network;
formal verification; model checking; smart object.

not possible to describe all concepts of ubiquitous computing
by using a single model. Milner argued that the hierarchy
structure of models (Milner called it “a tower of models”) was
necessary. In a tower of models, each higher model should be
implemented by a lower model.
Following the notion of a tower of models, Yuzuru Tanaka
once proposed the basic idea for describing ubiquitous computing application scenarios using a catalytic reaction network
model [3]. This idea includes the following three models:
•

•

•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, we are surrounded by a lot of devices with computation and communication capabilities. These devices are called
Smart Objects (SOs). SOs include PCs, smart phones, embedded computers, sensor devices and radio frequency identifier
(RFID) tags. Here, we use the term federation to denote the
definition and execution of interoperation among resources that
are accessible either through the Internet or through peer-topeer ad hoc communication. SOs’ communication capabilities
make it possible to form federations of SOs. Our real world
environment is now steadily laying the foundation for the
concept of ubiquitous computing which Mark Weiser had
foreseen [1].
It has been almost quarter of century since Weiser proposed
the notion of ubiquitous computing. In the meantime, a lot of
different frameworks have been proposed to realize ubiquitous
computing. However, regardless of specific research areas in
ubiquitous computing, these researches typically only consider
two types of application scenarios. One is “location transparent service continuance” (i.e., a user can use a service
wherever the user goes). The other one is “context-aware
service provision” (i.e., a user can use different kinds of
services depending on where the user is). Robin Milner
thought that the lack of models for describing ubiquitous
computing application scenarios limited application scenarios
to these two types [2]. Besides, according to Milner [2], it is
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At the first (lowest) level, the port matching model
describes the federation mechanism between two SOs in
close proximity to each other.
At the second (middle) level, the graph rewriting model
describes the dynamic change of federation structures
among SOs.
At the third (highest) level, the catalytic reaction network
model describes application scenarios involving mutually
related multiple federations.

In our previous work, Julia and Tanaka brushed up these
three models and established a concrete tower of models
by proving that a higher model surely implements a lower
model [4]. Moreover, Julia’s model implementation has error
handling mechanisms assuming unexpected situations such as
the connection failures between two SOs. Therefore, we can
focus on the catalytic reaction network model for describing
application scenarios of ubiquitous computing.
However, there are still challenges of establishing the verification method of the catalytic reaction network model. So
far, when we made a scenario using the catalytic reaction
network model, we could not prove easily whether a particular
federation would occur because federations of multiple devices
are formed by proximity sensitive connections between SOs.
So when we discuss a scenario using the catalytic reaction
network, we also need to consider the proximity relations of
SOs.
In this paper, we propose a verification method of devicefederation model based on catalytic reaction network. Basically we transform a scenario into a well-known statetransition model such as Kripke structure. This enables us to
apply existing model checking verifiers. With this method, we
can discuss the following things:
•

Determining whether a property described in a linear
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(ii)
makes and federated. (iii) Phone and headset
are federated (denoted by
(This action is triggered by .)
Phone

Headset

).

Gate
expressed as

IC card
(i) A user enters into
the scope of .

Scope of

Figure 1. Example of a Catalytic Reaction

temporal logic (LTL) specification (e.g., a particular
federation finally occured) is satisfied or not in the
given scenario described by the catalytic reaction network
model.
• Showing a counterexample if there is any case violating
the property described above.
In a scenario using original catalytic reaction network
model, there are so many proximity relations among SOs
(n SOs would have 2n proximity relations). This sometimes
causes the state explosion problem in the model checking.
We need to constrain the proximity relations in the original
catalytic reaction network model. For this reason, we will first
define the constrained model called “Context Catalytic Reaction Network (CCRN).” Then, we will propose the method to
transform CCRN into a well-known state transition model such
as a Kripke structure that can apply existing model checking
verifiers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The rest of
this section introduces related work of our research. Section II
provides preliminaries of this paper, such as basic definitions
and notations. Using them, we define a CCRN in Section
III. Then, we propose the verification method of a CCRN
in Section IV. Section V introduces the case study of the
verification. Finally, we summarize the results of this paper
in Section VI.
A. Related Work
1) Formal Verification of Cyber Physical Systems: Similarly to ubiquitous computing, a lot of devices such as
sensors measure physical phenomena such as temperature,
humidity, acceleration and so on, while actuators manipulate
the physical world, like in automated robots. The combination
of an electronic system with a physical process is called cyber
physical system (CPS). In the field of CPS, Drechsler and
Kühne use timed automata [5] as a state transition model to
conduct formal verifications of given systems’ properties [6].
2) Context Inconsistency Detection: In the field of ambient
computing, Xu and Cheung propose a method of context inconsistency detection [7]. This method detects inconsistencies
from a series of gathered events such as “a user entered a
room” and “the temperature of room is 30◦ C” by logical
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deduction. Unlike a formal verification, this method can be
applied only after the system begins to work. Instead, a formal
verification can find the failed cases from a given system in
advance.
II. P RELIMINARIES
In this section, we give definitions and notations which is
necessary for this paper.
A. Basic Definitions and Notations
Let X and Y be any two sets, we use X ∪ Y , X ∩ Y and
X \ Y to denote the union, intersection and difference of X
and Y respectively. For a set X, we denote its power set (i.e.,
all subsets) by 2X and its cardinality by |X|. For a family
M of sets (i.e., a set of sets), we
the union and the
∪ denote ∩
intersection of all sets in M by M and M respectively.
B. Catalytic Reaction Network
A catalytic reaction network was originally proposed by
Stuart Kauffman in the field of biology to analyze protein
metabolism [8]. Based on this model, Tanaka applied it to
the field of ubiquitous computing as the way to describe
an application scenario involving mutually related multiple
federations among SOs [3]. In this paper, we mean the latter
by the term “catalytic reaction network”.
A catalytic reaction network is a set of catalytic reactions.
Each catalytic reaction takes input materials and transforms
them into output materials. And each catalytic reaction has
a catalyst which is called context. It may be also possible
to include a catalyst in input materials. We call this kind of
catalyst stimulus. A catalytic reaction occurs when all required
SOs are in the proximity of each other. We use the term
“scope” to denote the inside of the proximity area (we assume
a range of Wi-Fi radiowave, and so on). The scope of a SO
o is represented as a set of SOs which are accessible from
the SO o. Tanaka assumed that all scopes of the context
and SOs involved in a catalytic reaction are considered [3].
However, as we mentioned in previous section, this causes
the state explosion problem during the model checking. For
this reason, in this paper, we assume that only the scopes of
contexts are considered instead. In other words, we consider
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∪
M = N , and
• (|M ∩ N | + 1 = |N |, |M | > |N |) ∨
(|M ∩ N | + 1 = |M |, |M | < |N |)
(∗)
The former of the last condition (signed by (∗)) and the latter
of the last condition correspond to a necessary condition for
composition reaction and decomposition reaction respectively.
We give some examples of catalytic reactions. Given C =
{c1 , c3 }, O = {a, b, s}, a catalytic reaction of Fig. 2 (i) and
(iii) can be defined by (c1 , {{a}, {b}, {s}}, {{a, b}, {s}}) and
(c3 , {{a, b}, {s}}, {{a}, {b}, {s}}) respectively.
Finally, a catalytic reaction network is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (Catalytic Reaction Network): A catalytic reaction network is a set of catalytic reactions.
•

Figure 2. Four Types of a Catalytic Reactions

that the catalytic reaction occurs if all required SOs just enter
into the scope of the corresponding context.
Fig. 1 shows an example of single catalytic reaction. In this
example, there is a gate c1 regarded as a context and a user
has three SOs i.e., a phone a, a headset b and an IC card
s. If the user enters into the scope of c1 , c1 makes a and b
federated. This action is triggered by s. After that, phone a
and headset b are federated. We denote federated SOs such
as a and b by a concatenation of a and b, i.e., ab. During
this process, c1 and s work as catalysts. In particular, s is a
stimulus in this reaction. We express this reaction as the right
hand side diagram of Fig. 1.
In catalytic reaction networks, there are four types of
catalytic reactions as we show in Fig. 2. We categorize these
four types of reactions into two groups. One group is the
composition reaction group (Fig. 2 (i) and (ii) ), the other
group is the decomposition reaction group (i.e., Fig. 2 (iii)
and (iv) ). A catalytic reaction of Fig. 1 is a type (i) catalytic
reaction. We also consider the catalytic reaction without a
stimulus such as Fig. 2 (ii). In type (ii), if a user who has
SO a and SO b enters into the scope of context c2 , c2 makes
a and b federated without a stimulus. In a similar way, we
consider the decomposition reactions such as Fig. 2 (iii) and
(iv). In type (iii), if a user who has two SOs that are federated
into ab enters into the scope of context c3 , c3 decomposes
these SOs ab into a and b triggered by SO s. Type (iv) is a
decomposition reaction without a stimulus.
The output SO of a reaction may promote other reactions
as a stimulus or become an input SO of other reactions. In
this way, catalytic reactions form a network of reactions.
Now we define a catalytic reaction network formally. First,
let O be a set of SOs, we give a definition of a federated SO
of by of ∈ 2O \ ∅ where |of | > 1. If |of | = 1, we treat of as
a single SO. Next, we define a catalytic reaction as follows:
Definition 1 (Catalytic Reaction): Let O and C be a set of
SOs and a set of contexts respectively, a catalytic reaction is
defined as a tuple (c, M, N ) where
•
•
•

c ∈ C, M ⊆ 2O \ ∅, N ⊆ 2O \ ∅
∀of ∀o′f ∈ M.(of =
̸ o′f → of ∩ o′f = ∅)
′
∀of ∀of ∈ N.(of ̸= o′f → of ∩ o′f = ∅)
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∪

C. Model Checking
A model checking is a method to verify a property of a
state transition system. It has been often used in various fields,
which range from electronic-circuit-design verification [9] to
secure-network-protocol (e.g., Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
protocol) design verification [10]. In the model checking, it is
typically assumed to use a Kripke structure as a state transition
system. The property of a Kripke structure is described by a
modal logic. There are two kinds of commonly used modal
logics such as linear temporal logic (LTL) and computational
tree logic (CTL). In this paper, we use LTL to describe the
property of the Kripke structure.
1) Kripke Structure: Before we consider the details of a
model checking, we give the definition of a Kripke structure [11] which is necessary for a modal logic and a model
checking.
Definition 3 (Kripke Structure): Let AP be a set of atomic
propositions, a Kripke structrue M is a tuple (S, I, R, L),
where
• S is a finite set of states,
• I ⊆ S is a set of initial states,
• R ⊆ S × S is a set of transition relation such that R is
left-total, i.e., ∀s ∈ S, ∃s′ ∈ S such that (s, s′ ) ∈ R, and
AP
• L:S →2
is a labeling function.
2) Linear Temporal Logic: LTL is a well-known modal
logic. LTL was first proposed for the formal verification of
computer programs by Amir Pnueil in 1977 [12]. First, we
give a definition of LTL syntax.
Definition 4 (Linear Temporal Logic Syntax): Let AP be a
set of atomic propositions, a linear temporal logic formula ϕ
is defined by the following syntax recursively.
ϕ ::= ⊤ | ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | X ϕ | G ϕ | F ϕ | ϕ U ϕ
where p ∈ AP.
These right-hand terms denote true, false, p, negation, disjunction, next time, always, eventually and until respectively.
Next, we define a transition path π of a Kripke structure
M.
Definition 5 (Transition Path): Let M be a Kripke structure,
π = (π0 , π1 , π2 , . . . ) is a transition path in M if it respects
M ’s transition relation, i.e., ∀i.(πi , πi+1 ) ∈ R. π i denotes π’s
ith suffix, i.e., π i = (πi , πi+1 , πi+2 , . . . ).
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Also it can be shown that
(π i )j = (πi , πi+1 , πi+2 , . . . )j

Context

Context

= (πi+j , πi+j+1 , πi+j+2 , . . . )
= π i+j .
Now we focus on the semantics of linear temporal logic.
First, we define the binary satisfaction relation, denoted by
|=, for LTL formulae. This satisfaction is with respect to a
pair – ⟨M, π⟩, a Kripke structure and a transition path. Then
we enumerate LTL semantics as follows:
• M, π |= ⊤ (true is always satisfied)
• M, π ̸|= ⊥ (false is never satisfied)
• (M, π |= p) iff (p ∈ L(π0 )) (atomic propositions
are satisfied when they are members of the path’s first
element’s labels)
And there are two LTL semantics of boolean combinations as
follows:
• (M, π |= ¬ϕ) iff (M, π ̸|= ϕ)
• (M, π |= ϕ ∨ ψ) iff [(M, π |= ϕ) ∨ (M, π |= ψ)]
And there are four LTL semantics of temporal operators as
follows:
1
• (M, π |= X ϕ) iff (M, π |= ϕ)
[
]
i
• (M, π |= F ϕ) iff ∃i.(M, π |= ϕ)
[
]
i
• (M, π |= G ϕ) iff ∀i.(M, π |= ϕ)
• (M, π |= ϕ U ψ) iff
[
]
(∀j < i.(M, π j |= ϕ)) ∧ (M, π i |= ψ)
3) Model Checking Problem: Intuitively saying, a model
checking problem is to judge whether a given Kripke structure
M satisfies a given property described in a modal logic
formula ϕ. A model checking problem is formally stated as
follows.
Definition 6 (Model Checking Problem): Given a desired
property described by a modal logic formula ϕ (in this paper,
we use LTL) and a Kripke structure M , a model checking
problem is a decision problem whether the following formula
∀π.(M, π |= ϕ)
is satisfied or not. Note that a set {π | (M, π ̸|= ϕ)} is
particularly called counterexamples.
It is known that a model checking problem can be reduced to
a graph search if M has finite states.
There are several implementations of the model checking
verifier such as Simple Promela INterpreter (SPIN) [13], Label
Transition System Analyzer (LTSA) [14], New Symbolic
Model Verifier version 2 (NuSMV2) [15] and so on. In this
paper, we use a model checking verifier NuSMV2.
III. C ONTEXT C ATALYTIC R EACTION N ETWORK
In this section, we introduce a segment graph and a CCRN.
A. Segment Graph
As we discussed in the previous section, a catalytic reaction
occurs when the required SOs enter into the scope of the
corresponding context. To analyze the property of a given
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Scope of

Scope of
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Figure 3. Example of Segment Graph

catalytic reaction network as a state transition system, it is
necessary to formalize the movement of SOs. For example, in
Fig. 3 (i), there are contexts c1 and c2 and these scopes have an
overlap. A user can walk around the path αβ shown in Fig.
3 (i). This situation can be represented as a segment graph
shown in Fig. 3 (ii). We consider that the user walks around
this segment graph and the user is always located at one of the
nodes of this segment graph. Each node of a segment graph
has a corresponding set of scopes of contexts. In this way, the
given situation like Fig. 3 (i) including overlaps of scopes of
contexts can be represented as a discrete structure.
Now we define a segment graph as follows.
Definition 7 (Segment Graph): Let C be a set of contexts,
a segment graph G is a tuple (S, E, F), where
• S is a finite set of segments,
• E ⊆ S × S is a set of directed edges between two
segments, and
C
• F : S → 2 is a function returning scopes of contexts at
corresponding segments.
B. Context Catalytic Reaction Network
A context catalytic reaction network (CCRN) is a discrete
structure of a situation involving SOs in a catalytic reaction
network. A CCRN is defined as a conbination of a segment
graph and a catalytic reaction network.
Definition 8 (Context Catalytic Reaction Network): A CCRN
is a tuple (O, C, R, G, LFIX , l0 ), where
• O is a set of smart objects,
• C is a set of contexts,
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•
•
•
•

R is a set of catalytic reactions,
G is a segment graph (S, E, F ),
LFIX ⊆ O × S is the locations of fixed SOs, and
l0 ∈ S is the initial segment locating mobile SOs (mobile
SOs can be represented as O \ {o ∈ O | ∃s ∈ S.((o, s) ∈
LFIX )}).

IV. V ERIFICATION M ETHOD OF A CCRN
In this section, we propose a verification method of a
CCRN. Before discussing the details of the method, we assume
that all mobile SOs are carried together (by a single user).
A state of a CCRN can be represented as a combination of
the location of mobile SOs (e.g., mobile SOs are located at
segment s) and the presence of federated SOs (e.g., federated
SOs of and o′f are existing) and we regard these two kind
of facts as atomic propositions. We use the following atomic
propositions (AP ):
• locOMOB (s): mobile SOs are located at segment s
• fed(of ): federated SOs of is existing
While mobile SOs move around a segment graph, more
than one federated SOs may appear. For example, federated
SOs {a, b} and {c, d} may appear at the same time. For that
reason, we define a single state of the presence of federated
SOs as the subset of 2O (e.g., {{a, b}, {c, d}} is a subset of
2{a,b,c,d} ). But each SO can not be a part of more than one
federated SOs. For example, we do not permit federated SOs
like {a, b} and {b, c} are presented at the same time because
SO b is a part of both of these two federated SOs. Considering
this constraint, a set of states of presence of federated SOs
can be represented as OF = {∅} ∪ {oF | oF ⊆ 2O , ∀of , o′f ∈
oF .(of ̸= o′f → of ∩ o′f = ∅, ∀of ∈ oF .(|of | > 1)}. Finally,
we represent a state of a CCRN as state(s, oF ) where s is
the segment at which mobile SOs are located and oF is the
set of federated SOs. For example, state(s0 , {{a, b}, {c, d}})
means mobile SOs are located at segment s0 and federated
SOs {a, b} and {c, d} are existing.
Using the above representation of a state of a CCRN and
atomic propositions, we conduct verification of a CCRN by
constructing a Kripke structure from a given CCRN. Here we
give an algorithm in Fig. 4 to construct a Kripke structure
from a given CCRN. After constructing a Kripke structure
from a CCRN, now we describe properties of a CCRN by
LTL formulae. We enumerate examples of LTL formulae:
• G(¬fed(of ) → F(fed(of )))
Informally and intuitively saying, federated SOs of finally exists if of does not exist at the beginning and this
always happens.
′
′
• G((¬fed(of ) → F(fed(of )))∨(¬fed(of ) → F(fed(of ))))
This means federated SOs of finally exists if of does not
exist at the beginning. Similarly, federated SOs o′f finally
exists if o′f does not exist at the beginning. At least one
of these phenomena always happens.
Finally, we conduct the model checking, giving a Kripke
structure and LTL formulae. This can be done by various
implementations of model checking verifiers which we introduced in previous section.
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Input: CCRN (O, C, R, (S, E, F ), LFIX , l0 )
Output: Kripke Structure (S, I, R, L)
Initialization :
1: OMOB = O \ {o ∈ O | ∃s ∈ S.((o, s) ∈ LFIX )}
2: OF = {∅} ∪ {oF | oF ⊆ 2O , ∀of , o′f ∈ oF .(of ̸= o′f →
of ∩ o′f = ∅), ∀of ∈ oF .(|of | > 1)}
3: AP = {locOMOB (s) | s ∈ S} ∪
{fed(of ) | of ∈ oF , oF ∈ OF }
4: S = {state(s, oF ) | s ∈ S, oF ∈ OF }
5: I = state(l0 , ∅)
6: R = ∅
Loop Process :
7: for each oF ∈ OF do
8:
for each s ∈ S do
9:
L(state(s, oF )) = {locOMOB (s)} ∪
{fed(of ) | of ∈ oF }
10:
S ′ = {s′ | (s, s′ ) ∈ E}
for each s′ ∈ S ′ do
11:
12:
R′ = {(c, M, N ) ∈ R | c ∈ F (s′ ),
∪
{of ∈ M \ N | |of | > 1} ⊆ oF , O(c) ⊇ M }
where O(c ∈ C) = OMOB ∪
{o ∈ O | ∃s′′ ∈ S.(c ∈ F (s′′ ), (o, s′′ ) ∈ LFIX )}
13:
if R′ ̸= ∅ then
for each (c, M, N ) ∈ R′ do
14:
15:
choose o′F ∈ OF s.t.
oF \ o′F = {of ∈ M \ N | |of | > 1},
o′F \ oF = {of ∈ N \ M | |of | > 1}
16:
R = R ∪ {(state(s, oF ), state(s′ , o′F ))}
17:
end for
else
18:
19:
R = R ∪ {(state(s, oF ), state(s′ , oF ))}
20:
end if
21:
end for
22:
end for
23: end for
24: return (S, I, R, L)
Figure 4. Algorithm for transforming CCRN into Kripke structure

V. C ASE S TUDY OF THE V ERIFICATION
We have conducted a case study of a verification of a given
CCRN, using a model checking. We assume that a CCRN is
given by the designer who intend to design applications of
ubiquitous computing. Here, we use an example of museum
as shown in Fig. 5. A CCRN of this example is represented
as a tuple (O, C, R, (S, E, F ), LFIX , l0 ) where
• O = {a, b, d, e, s},
• C = {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 },
• R = {(c1 , {{a}, {b}, {s}}, {{a, b}, {s}}),
(c2 , {{a, b}, {d}}, {{a, b, d}}),
(c3 , {{a, b, d}}, {{a, b}, {d}}),
(c4 , {{a, b}, {e}}, {{a, b, e}}),
(c5 , {{a, b, e}}, {{a, b}, {e}}),
(c6 , {{a, b}, {s}}, {{a}, {b}, {s}}) },
• S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 , s6 , s7 , s8 , s9 },
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Figure 5. Example of Museum

E = {(s1 , s2 ), (s2 , s1 ), (s2 , s3 ), (s3 , s2 ), (s3 , s4 ), (s4 , s3 ),
(s4 , s5 ), (s5 , s4 ), (s5 , s9 ), (s9 , s5 ), (s2 , s6 ), (s6 , s2 ),
(s6 , s7 ), (s7 , s6 ), (s7 , s8 ), (s8 , s7 ), (s8 , s9 ), (s9 , s8 ),
(s9 , s1 ), (s1 , s9 )},
• F = {(s1 , ∅), (s2 , {c1 }), (s3 , {c2 }), (s4 , {c2 , c3 }), (s5 , {c3 }),
(s6 , {c4 }), (s7 , {c4 , c5 }), (s8 , {c5 }), (s9 , {c6 })},
• LFIX = {(d, s4 ), (e, s7 )}, and
Exhibit
Exhibit
(Entrance)
• l0 = s1 .
In this example, a user enters the entrance of a museum,
carrying a phone a, a headset b and a ticket s. Once the
user entered the entrance, the phone a and the headset b are
federated by a reaction associated with the scope of c1 , which
is triggered by the ticket s. Then, the federated SOs ab are
(Room B)
(Room A)
worked as a voice guide of the museum. Next, if the user
enters into room A, the federated SO ab and an exhibit d are
federated by a reaction associated with the scope of c2 . By
the federated SO abd, an explanation of the exhibit d can be
Figure 6. A Counterexample of Museum Example
provided to the user. After this, the user leaves the room A and
the federated SO abd is decomposed and becomes ab again by
a reaction associated with the scope of c3 . A similar reaction
means that if a user enters into one of the exhibition rooms,
occurs in the room B, which is for an explanation of an exhibit
an explanation of each exhibit is always provided to a user.
e. If the user leaves one of the exhibition rooms and returns
Now we verify a CCRN using a generated Kripke structo the entrance, the federated SO ab is decomposed before
ture M , ϕ1 and ϕ2 . To conduct model checking, we used
leaving the museum.
NuSMV2 as a model checking verifier. We have confirmed that
Now we verify a CCRN of this example. Using an algorithm
∀π.(M, π |= ϕ1 ) is satisfied. However, ∀π.(M, π |= ϕ2 ) is not
shown in Fig. 4, we can obtain a Kripke structure M . Then,
satisfied. A model checking verifier also give a counterexample
the designer may give desired properties of the given CCRN
πc such as
by LTL formulae such as:
• ϕ1 = G(¬(fed({a, b, d}) ∧ fed({a, b, e}))), and
πc = (state(s1 , ∅), state(s2 , {{a, b}}), state(s3 , {{a, b, d}}),
• ϕ2 = G( (¬fed({a, b, d}) → F(fed({a, b, d}))) ∨
state(s4 , {{a, b}}), state(s5 , {{a, b}}), state(s9 , ∅),
(¬fed({a, b, e}) → F(fed({a, b, e}))) ).
state(s5 , ∅), state(s4 , ∅), state(s5 , ∅), state(s4 , ∅) . . . ).
Intuitively saying, ϕ1 means that no more than one federation
for the explanation of exhibits exists at the same time and ϕ2 A bold line in Fig. 6 is the visualization of πc . First, the
•
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Exhibit

Exhibit

(Entrance)

In this paper, we proposed a verification method of applications which is described by a CCRN using model checking. Using our framework, various properties of scenarios of
ubiquitous computing can be discussed by logic such as LTL.
At this time, we have considered only the case of a single
user but in future work, we will also consider the case of
multiple users. Namely, more than one user moves around,
carrying SOs simultaneously. This will enable us to consider
more complex applications of ubiquitous computing.
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Abstract—The use of wireless sensor networks (WSN) is
widespread; it covers, particularly, environmental and critical
systems monitoring. Since the structure of the WSN has various
layers including the application, the routing, the transfer, the
Media Access Control(MAC) and the Radio Frequency(RF)
Media, its dependability evaluation can be challenging. This
paper defines the essential components of the network layers’
benchmark, which are: the target, the execution profile, and the
robustness measure. The dependability assessment is addressed
in our benchmark by focusing on three standard protocols: AdHoc on Demand Distance Vector Protocol (AODV), Optimized
Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) and Destination Sequence
Distance Vector Routing Protocol (DSDV). The NS-3 simulator
was used for the test bed. After the evaluation campaigns, we
noticed that the DSDV and AODV protocols have an equivalent
robustness. OLSR is the least robust but it is a fail-safe protocol.
Keywords–Dependability; WSN; route discovery; assessment.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A sensor node is made up of a processing unit, memory,
RF transceiver, power source, and boards various sensors and
actuators [2]. A large number of sensor nodes gathered in a
wireless sensor network communicate in an ad hoc fashion
and transmit measurements to the end user to monitor, track
or detect the region in which they are deployed. Threats
such as natural catastrophes, criminal or terrorist attacks have
targeted Critical infrastructures (CI). Therefore, the use of
WSN [8] based solutions could be a real shield to protect
CIs. The deployment of such a solution helps avoid failures
and possible loss of human life.
The goal of dependability benchmarking is to provide
generic ways to characterize the behavior of components and
computer systems in the presence of faults, which allows the
quantification of reliability measures [5]. To perform such
analysis, a widely accepted technique in the literature is the
fault injection. It represents the observation of the system
behavior in response to deliberately introduced faults. Thus,
meeting the challenging task of developing dependable sensor
networks requires not only the fault-tolerant sensing and actuating capabilities but also the evaluation and validation of
their dependability attributes. We use a fault injection-based
evaluator that deliberately accelerates the occurrence of faults
to evaluate the quality of error handling mechanisms and,
more generally, to analyze the dependability of the sensor
network [1]. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 surveys some of the most relevant research
works on dependability benchmarking for WSN. In Section
3, we describe the benchmark target. Next, in Section 4,
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the execution profile is held. Section 5 defines the faultload
specification. Section 6 describes measurements and simulation
results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and presents
directions for future studies.
II. R ELATED WORKS
Some works propose a survey on adopted techniques of
reporting the aspects and characteristics of some research
studies. Here, we analyze the current state of the art of the
WSN dependability assessment approaches in order to identify
the most performant and to discuss the ongoing challenges.
A recent bibliography has categorized the approaches evaluating the WSN dependability attributes into three classes: experimental, simulative, and analytical [9]. For example, authors in
[14] introduce an algorithm identifying faulty sensors which
misbehave through calibration error, random noise error, and
complete malfunctioning. In [15], authors present an analytical
approach using an adapted probabilistic graph to model the
network behavior. They associate an operational probability
to each node, achieved using a data analysis field on the
real sensors. The authors claim that components wear out,
power failures and in some cases, natural catastrophes may
lead to failures. They proved that evaluating the reliability
of an arbitrary WSN is a non-deterministic polynomial-time
hard problem for random networks. In [6], Heinzelman et
al. provide an analytical model used to forecast the power
consumption and thus the lifetime of the network. In [7], Mini
et al. present a network state model to forecast the network
residual energy. This work can have two different objectives,
namely the evaluation of performance or dependability. In the
first case, a set of measures is usually used to compare different
solutions. Corson et al. [16] describe a number of quantitative
parameters that can be used to evaluate the performance of
MANET routing protocols, such as, packet delivery ratio,
routing overhead, normalized routing overhead, Average Endto-End Delay (second), Packet Loss and Throughput (packet
/ second). In [17], Rahman et al. present the following measures: Remaining Battery Power, Power Consumed and MAC
Load Dropped Packets. In contrast the dependability measures,
rather we use the following measures: Network reliability,
Sensing reliability, time-to-failure, timeto-recovery [12]. We
can also use Node Uptime and Mean Time To Failure (MTTF),
which were defined as reward variables in the Mobius tool
[18]. In [13], Koushanfar et al. define a taxonomy for the faults
of WSNs. Inconsistent measurement provided by a sensor,
offset bias, death of a sensor, and idle reading are four different
kinds of faults. Network reliability, sensing reliability, timeto-failure, and time-to-recovery are the key components of the
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dependability measurements used by Chipara et al. [12].
To perform such analysis, a widely accepted technique in the
literature is the fault injection. It consists in the observation of
the system behavior as a response to deliberately introduced
defects. Thus, meeting the challenging task of developing
reliable sensor networks requires not only the fault-tolerant
sensing and actuating capabilities but also the definition of
the evaluation process to validate the dependability attributes.
Our goal is to set the foundations of a fault injection-based
evaluator that handles errors and analyzes the reliability of the
sensor network [1].
III. B ENCHMARK TARGET
The network layer provides two services, namely, route
identification and route maintenance. This paper addresses the
dependability assessment of the first service. The MANET
routing protocols maintain the routes of the MANET and do
not require any infrastructure to connect with other nodes
in the network. Ad hoc routing protocols can broadly be
classified into proactive, reactive and hybrid protocols. Proactive protocols, also known as table-driven protocols (i.e.,
DSDV, OLSR, Fisheye State Routing (FSR)), maintain routes
between nodes in the network at all times, including the
situation when the routes are not currently being used. Reactive
protocols, also known as on-demand protocols (i.e., AODV,
DSR, Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA)), involve discovering routes to other nodes only when they are
needed. A route discovery process is invoked when a node
wishes to communicate with another for which it has no route
table entry. There exists another class of protocols, such as
zone routing protocols (ZRP), which employs a combination
of proactive and reactive methods [19]. Even though similar
studies have been carried out previously [10][11], this paper
provides a comparative succinct view of DSDV, OLSR and
AODV protocols. Hence, the OLSR builds up a route by
maintaining a routing table at every node of the network.
The topology information, which is exchanged using Topology
Control (TC) packets builds the routing table. OLSR uses the
HELLO messages to find its one-hop neighbors and its twohop neighbors through their responses. The sender can, as a
result, select its MultiPoint Relays (MPR) based on the onehop node that identifies the best routes to the two-hop nodes. In
DSDV, each node maintains an entry to the table containing
the address’ identifier of the destination, the shortest known
distance metric to that destination measured in terms of hops,
and the address identifier of the node that is the first hop on
the shortest path to the target [4]. In reactive routing, AODV
broadcasts a Route Request (RREQ) to all its neighbors. Then
it propagates the RREQ through the network, unless, it reaches
either the destination or the node holding the newest route
to the destination. The destination node sends back an RREP
response to the source to prove the validity of the route [3].
The ”send()” operation responsible for sending the packet,
a protocol data unit (PDU) messages and delivers it to the
lower layers, whereas the ”Receive()” operation provides
the requests response. These two activities define services
offered by the Transport Layer. All studied network protocols,
AODV, OLSR, and DSDV, have the same provided service.
Nevertheless, several differences exist and belong not only to
the handled message’s structure but also to the mechanisms
used to establish, deliver and retrieve the exchanged communications.
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IV. E XECUTION PROFILE
The execution profile activates the target system with either
a realistic or a synthetic workload. Unlike performance benchmarking, which includes only the workload, the dependability
assessment also needs the definition of the faultload. In this
section, we describe the structure and the behavior of the
workload.
A. Workload structure
To apply our approach to a real structure, we chose to
monitor the stability of a bridge. Figure 1 introduces the
topology of the nodes which is a 3D one. In our experiments,
we vary the number of nodes within the range of 10 to 50 (see
Table 1). The more nodes we define, the more dependable the
structure. With ten nodes, the structure has one redundant path
between the source node and the sink. Then, even though one
node had failed, the emitter node would have transmitted a
packet to the sink. When the structure has more nodes, it will
tolerate more than one node failure.

Figure 1: Scheme of the considered bridge and resulting topology

B. Workload behavior
As the assessed service is the route establishment by the
network protocols, our workload consists of the sending of
a packet from a source to the sink node. Table I below
summarizes the simulation parameters.
Our study is carried within the NS-3 simulator, and Table I
TABLE I: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Network Simulator
Channel type
MAC type
Routing Protocol
Simulation Time
Number of Nodes
Data payload
Initial energy

NS3
Channel/Wireless channel
Mac/802.11
AODV, OLSR, DSDV
100 s
10, 20, 30, 40, 50
512 bytes
10J

depicts the simulations’ parameters implementing our experiments. We use the wireless channel and Mac802.11 to send
the information throughout the nodes of the wireless sensors
network. Before sending 512 bytes of useful data information,
network protocol builds up the route between the sender node
and the sink. We target, in our experiments, three different and
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representative network protocols: AODV, OLSR, and DSDV.
Different scenarios may raise various observations within a
variable time duration; then each simulation lasts 100 seconds.
To avoid running out of energy, we initialize our network with
10 joules.
V. FAULTLOAD SPECIFICATION
It would be troublesome to identify the origin of the
failure using multiple modifications. Therefore, to avoid
the correlation drawback, our benchmark assesses the WSN
behavior using a single fault injection. As the source node
triggers the communication and the route construction, we
will inject faults within the packets it creates. Nevertheless,
we have designed three different origins of flaws: the source,
the gateway, and the destination. Even though the failures’
root is not the emitters’ node, we will inject various faults,
described in Table II below, within the parameters of the
primitive ”send” belonging to the interface of the network
layer.
The Table II introduces three set of elements: Fixed variables,
TABLE II: THE VARIABLE DECLARATION
Fixed variables (fault injection)
Fault model (injection into the source,
the intermediate or the destination node)
F Type:
Fault node or non existing node.
saddr:
The source IPV4 address.
Crpd saddr:
The corrupted source address.
daddr:
The destination IPV4 Address.
Crpd daddr:
The corrupted destination address.
sport:
The source port number.
Crpd sport:
The corrupted source port number.
dport:
The destination port number.
Crpd dport:
The corrupted destination port number.
RS:
The source IPV4 route address.
Crpd RS:
The corrupted source route address.
RD:
The destination IPV4 route address.
Crpd RD:
The corrupted destination route address.
RG:
The gateway IPV4 route address.
Crpd RG:
The corrupted gateway route address.
State variables
NP
The number of control packets.
Rate
The rate of injection.
NCP Total
The total number of control packet.
Control functions
SetDestination(Ipv4Address dest )
Set destination address.
SetGateway(Ipv4Address gw )
Set gateway address.
SetSource(Ipv4Address src )
Set source address.

the routing layer.
The expressions (1), (6) and (10) specify the fault model
respectively, a fault injection within the source, gateway and
destination node. The fault type can take a false value of
another node within our architecture or a value of a non
existing one. When we inject in the source node, the fault
may cover three fields: Saddr(3), sport(3) or route (source)(4).
The expression (8) indicates that the fault targets the route
(gateway). In the destination injection, the fault may alter
these following fields: Daddr(12), dport(12) or route (destination)(13). Fault injection is realized by an injection rate which
is the ratio of modified packets over the total number of control
packets sent as shown in the expressions (5), (9) and (14).
Source injection:
(F Model
(F Type
(saddr
RS
|= 

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Gateway injection:
(F Model
(F Type
(RG
|= 

F Model

state variables, and control functions which are mandatory
to specify the faultload. Fixed variables are the elementary
parameters of the fault, they identify the packet’s fields, which
are the saddr, daddr, etc. and their relative corrupted values,
that are the Crpd saddr, Crpd daddr, etc. Also, the fault
model specifies the faulty node which could be the source,
intermediate or destination node and the fault type initializes
the node’s address using a random value belonging to the
network or an imaginary one. All these values have to stay
constant during one simulation. The state variables identify
the behavior of the simulation evolution using three different
variables: Total number of control packets (NCP Total), the
number of packets (NP) and the injection ratio (Rate). The
three functions, belonging to the ”Control functions”, change
the source, gateway or destination addresses.

= source ∧
= f ault ∨ non existing) ∧
= Crpd saddr ∨ sport = Crpd sport ∨
= SetSource(Crpd RS)))
(NP 6 rate ∗ NCP Total)
= gateway ∧
= f ault ∨ non existing) ∧
= SetGateway(Crpd RG)))
(NP 6 rate ∗ NCP Total)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Destination injection:
(F Model
(F Type
(daddr
RD
|= 

= destination ∧
(10)
= f ault ∨ non existing) ∧
(11)
= Crpd daddr ∨ d port = Crpd d port ∨(12)
= SetDestination(Crpd RD)))
(13)
(NP 6 rate ∗ NCP Total)
(14)

VI. M EASUREMENTS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
In addition to the performance measures as the remaining
energy and the route identification time, we define the
robustness :
•
•
•

Remaining energy: Is the average of remaining energy
of all nodes.
Time of route identification: It is the time taken by a
protocol to find a route to the destination.
Robustness: the limit injection rate beyond which the
protocol does not discover the route.

We will present the results and analyze them. The obtained
simulation results are viewed in the form of line graphs. The
study of AODV, OLSR and DSDV is based on the varying of
the workload and the faultload.

The Computation Tree Logic (CTL) formulae written below specify the faultload used to assess the dependability of
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9

cannot find the route, but it preserves the energy consumption.
OLSR shows a robustness rate equal to 97%. As shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, the remaining energy and the time of route
identification with OLSR, increases proportionally with the
injection rate. However, the energy consumption decreases
because the control packet does’t require an increased energy
consumption.

AODV
OLSR
DSDV

Remaining Energy(J)

8

7

6

5

11

OLSR25%
OLSR75%
OLSR90%
OLSR 100%

10

4

0

10

20

30

40

50

60
9

Number of nodes

8
Remaining Energy(J)

Figure 2: Fault free simulation: Remaining Energy

7

6

Figure 2 shows that DSDV consumed less energy than
AODV and OLSR, especially when the number of nodes
increases because the area size increases and consequently the
nodes send more control packets to determine the route which
preserves energy. The flow of AODV and OLSR are very close
to each other, but AODV used the highest amounts of energy
with 20 and 30 nodes.

8

Time(s)
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60
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Figure 4: OLSR measures: Remaining Energy

As shown in Figure 4, the 25% injection curve is the lowest
and the 90% curve is the highest one because the protocol
sends more control packets. On the other hand the 100%
injection curve is constant because OLSR does not identify
the route and it does not consume energy.
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Figure 3: Fault free simulation: Identification time

10

5

In Figure 3, we note that AODV is the fastest protocol
to find the route and OLSR the slowest one. DSDV has
to continuously update the whole routing table periodically
and when needed, which leads to a slight delay in delivery
compared to AODV.
The three protocols are robust to the saddr and daddr
fields injection, i.e., they identify the route. Moreover, the
perfermances remain unchanged.
OLSR is not robust to the sport and route(source) fields
injection. That is to say, it does not identify the route and it
does not consume energy. However, AODV and DSDV are
robust to the injection and, in addition, they keep the same
performance as the fault free scenario.

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Number of nodes

Figure 5: OLSR measures: Identification time

Figure 5 shows that OLSR takes more time to identify the
route when the injection rate increases.
AODV is robust to the injection in route(destination) field.
OLSR does not realize the service and does not consume
energy. The DSDV behavior is based on the fault injection
rates and the node number. However, with 10 nodes it crashes
with 75% injection. 80% with 20 nodes, 90% with 30, and
95% with 40 and 50 nodes, as shown in Figure 6.

DSDV is robust by contribution to the injection into the
dport fields without changing perfermance. However AODV
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robust but it is a fail-safe protocol. However at the injection,
the route is not discovered, but the energy is preserved. Our
future work will include a new fault profile and a consideration
of sensor nodes mobility with a real world case and the second
service dependability (route maintenance).

DSDV
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80
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60

[1]

50
40
30
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60

Number of nodes

[2]

Figure 6: DSDV robustess
[3]

The three protocols are not robust to the route(Gateway)
injection. Nevertheless, the fault injection leads to a total
decrease in energy consumption with AODV and DSDV. It
explains that all packets are either a control or a routing
(RTR) packet. In fact, we notice the OLSR does not consume
energy because it stops quickly. The limit injection rate of
DSDV is 95% and of OLSR is lower than 10%.
Figure 7 shows a summary description of protocols
robustness.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

Figure 7: Protocols robustness
[11]

VII. C ONCLUSION
The absence of an appropriate system for WSN dependability forces developers to conduct exhausting testing campaigns.
Independent verification of each network layer reliability is not
sufficient to guarantee the dependability of WSN, but rather
makes a comparison between two or three layers. To tackle
this problem, we have presented a network layer dependability
benchmarking. We started by introducing the dimensions of
the benchmark such as the target system, workload, faultload
and measurements. We defined the robustness measure that
represents the injection rate beyond what the service is no
longer provided. After the evaluation campaigns, we noticed
that the DSDV and AODV protocols have an equivalent
robustness. The first one fails with the route(gateway) and
route(destination) fields injection. The second is sensitive to
the route(gateway) and dport injections field. OLSR is the least
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Abstract — Internet of Things (IoT) is present in several
environments, from houses to large health care institutions.
Data flows from small sensors and actuators to large data
centers and cloud computer services. Small sensors and
actuators need to guarantee data confidentiality, availability
and integrity, even with limited resources. This paper presents
a systematic mapping outlining problems and solutions studied
in the last three years about middleware and sensors network
security. The process used to select, filter and analyze articles
is described and the results indicate efforts to certify integrity,
availability and, especially, confidentiality.
IoT; Middleware; Sensor Network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The term Internet of Things (IoT) was first proposed in
1999, in an article of the RFID Journal, when a supply chain
was interconnected with an enterprise using Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) [1]. According to Khan, an
IoT environment has to promote connectivity with
everything and everyone [2], through a group of
interconnected sensors, providing a set of relevant
information for a computer decision support system.
According to Business Insider, almost $6 trillion must be
invested in solutions using IoT in the next five years [24].
IoT is one emergent technology in Gartner’s IT Hype Cycle
[3], as seen in Fig. 1.
In the last years, concepts about IoT have been
implemented in many sectors, such as health care, public
services, transport and so forth. This paradigm of
interconnected things increases the challenge to develop and
maintain an infrastructure to assist this demand without
security problems.
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Figure 1. Gartner’s IT Hype Cycle [3]

An architecture proposed by Tan and Wang (2010) and
Wu et al. split the components used in IoT environments in
5 layers: perception (device), transport, processing
(middleware), application and business [4]. This work will
focus on the perception, transport and processing layers of
this model.
Every computing system may have security problems and
the same can be said about IoT. A secure computing system
has to guarantee the following pre-requisites:
• Availability: related to the computing system’s
level of availability.
• Integrity: related to the guarantee that information
was not modified in its source or on its path.
• Confidentiality: related to the assurance that only
an authorized person can access the data.
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In IoT, the perception layer is mainly composed of
sensors, which are small, autonomous, with low processing
and low power consumption [5]. These features, combined
with its wide dispersion, make it even more complex to
guarantee privacy and security to the information collected
without the considerable increase in power consumption and
processing in these wireless sensor networks [6].
This work intends to do a systematic mapping of
problems and solutions in security communication within
sensor networks and middleware used in IoT environments
between devices in the perception and processing layers.
According to Petersen (2008), systematic mapping involves
a search in literature to verify the nature, extension and
quantity of published articles [7]. IoT was the object of
multiple studies over the last years and this work has the
purpose of identifying and categorizing problems and
solutions related to sensor networks and middleware
security in IoT, resulting in a reference to related studies.
This work is organized in five sections: Section 2
presents the theoretical principles of IoT, its concepts and
components. After that, Section 3 explains the process used
in systematic mapping detailing the process of search. It
also specifies the academic databases included in the
research and the criteria for their inclusion and exclusion.
Moreover, Section 4 analyzes and classifies the data
collected and, finally, Section 5 presents the conclusion of
this work.
II. THEORETICAL PRINCIPLES
A. Internet of Things (IoT)
IoT is a model that uses several objects (or things) to
establish a pervasive presence around us [9]. These objects
are present in houses, offices, industries, etc., providing
information about the context where they work [10].
Applications use the Internet to consume such information
and to serve reasoning and semantic data, intelligent and
responsive services, big data analysis, and so on. Thus, a
network of objects, services and people is ordered. Atzori et
al. show the interaction of these elements, as shown in Fig.
2 [9].
The top circle in Fig. 2 lists some of the objects used in
an IoT environment. Almost all of these objects are small
electronic sensors and actuators capable of interacting with
the real environment. Nonetheless, there are many
technologies to develop and to implant these objects. The
technologies shown in Fig. 2 are only a short enumeration.
Usually, sensors and actuators have a small amount of
resources to process or store data (even none). Some of
these sensors are integrated with smartphones and other
small computing platforms (like Arduino and Raspberry PI).
Finally, all these objects need a way to connect to the
Internet moving from the top circle to the left circle.
Sometimes, middlewares are necessary to assure the
compatibility of elements. Sensors, actuators and
communication devices cover mold, what is called “things”
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oriented vision [9]. The initial efforts to implant IoT
platforms over the years were concentrated in the top circle
elements and there are plenty of technologies in the market
about this.

Figure 2. “Internet of Things” paradigm as result of the convergence of
different visions [9].

Nowadays, another concept is being studied. Quantum
Lifecycle Management (QLM) messaging is a standard
based on IoT that defines changes in a life cycle of
information between different IoT products [11].
The left circle in Fig. 2 presents some technologies used
to provide applications that interact with objects, such as
those presented in the top circle. The “Internet”-oriented
vision is the connection between humans and objects in the
IoT concept. Humans, using a computer or a smart device,
can receive a data summary from sensors and send
commands to the actuators.
There is another modern approach to understand this part
of the concept. For example, Guo et al. present the
opportunistic IoT to provide networks compatible with the
movement and opportunistic contact of the human nature.
Then, a person who interacts with an environment of objects
(sensors and actuators) will find other people to provide the
network to share and feed the applications used in the left
circle [11]. Thus, smart mobile devices connected in ad-hoc
networks are the center of this concept to reflect the humanhuman interaction against the human-computer interaction
reflected in network layout. Therewith, the IoT environment
will reproduce the human behavior more than objects
behavior, changing and improving the context of
information.
Moving to the right circle, the applications designed to
interact with humans have to interact with other applications
to extend their capability. The elements called Web of
Things (WoT) must implement new interfaces to computers
over the network or Internet. Again, new middleware is
necessary to exchange data between these elements. Some
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technologies, such as Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOAP) or Representational State Transfer (REST), are
examples in this case. REST is a lightweight integration
technology introduced in 2000 by Roy Fielding. Rettig et al.
present a research work in which REST is applied in this
context [13].
Finally, in the right circle, the analysis of the data
collected and processed in the left circle will provide some
new real time information. At this stage, the analysis will
focus on providing knowledge more than information. The
objective is not to understand the responses of sensors, but
to interpret this information comparing it with another
environment with the same context or even to compare it
with other contexts to create new knowledge about this.
According to Atzori et al., to represent, store, interconnect,
search and organize the magnitude of information generated
by so many devices will be a great challenge [9].
B. Middlewares
Rocha et al. affirm that distributed systems generate new
problems because they are not centralized. Among the
questions regarding distributed systems is: how to make it
easy the development of distributed systems and the
integration with legacy systems? One of the responses to
this question is middlewares [14].
Maciel et al. (2004) define middleware as a software layer
that permits
communication between distributed
applications. In other words, middlewares are responsible
for interoperating between systems, providing a layer to
allow transparent communication, minimizing complexity
and providing a homogeneous environment for the few or
several systems that might be involved [15].

Figure 3. Communication between middleware [15].

Fig. 3 shows a usage example of a middleware. The
middleware layer is inside the structure and it is responsible
for providing communication between existent systems. The
process is transparent to the applications (processes 1 and 2)
and the middleware handles the communication in a
heterogeneous environment.
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According to Cavalcanti et al., the main middleware
features are [16]:
• Hiding the information distributed.
• Hiding the hardware components heterogeneity
from
several
operating
systems
and
communication protocols.
• Providing high-level uniform interfaces to
applications and developers.
• Supplying a set of common services to execute
some general functions, avoiding effort
duplication and facilitating collaboration
between applications.
Middleware is gaining market over the past years in order
to integrate legacy systems with new systems and also to
simplify the integration by developing new services to both
systems.
Nowadays, middleware is used in several scenarios,
including IoT, from e-health to smart houses where
middleware is responsible for providing communication
between some sensors and interoperating them with other
systems.
C. Sensors Networks
When the Internet was proposed, the objective was to
create a long distance decentralized communication
network. The client/server paradigm suggests an application
with one human interacting directly, with a client side and
one computer at the server side.
Despite this, sensor networks designed for an IoT
environment involve communication between a sensor and a
transport device without a human being in the circuit. These
components are installed at a short distance in the same
environment for almost all cases. Finally, sensors, actuators
and transport devices have reduced capacity to store and
process data and it is difficult to connect the sensor network
to the Internet because the data from the sensors cannot be
transmitted in long distance with the limitation of these
transmission protocols. With low power of processing data,
even none, sensors are not able to execute complex
algorithms to cypher information [17].
In this scenario, to ensure security features, especially
confidentiality, can be a great challenge. Many different
studies try to solve this problem with diverse approaches:
“small sized keys, reduce communication exchanges,
operate under the assumption of insecure communication
channels, etc.” [18], but the discussion along this work
shows the challenge is only in its beginning. To face various
different scenarios, with singular needs and features, using
distinct technologies and implementing particular sets of
protocols is necessary to stablish more solutions with
different cost/benefit relations. This justifies the relevance
of the systematic mapping conducted to understand the most
recent studies about this topic.
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•

III. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING
The systematic mapping adopted in this work is
based on the process proposed by Petersen et al. (2008)
that describes five steps [7]:
1. Research questions definitions;
2. Primarily relevant studies research;
3. Classification (first filter);
4. Summary keyword (second filter);
5. Data extraction and mapping.
Usually, questions in a systematic mapping must be
general, of an exploratory nature, while systematic revisions
may use more specific questions [8]. This way, this work
focuses on the following questions:
• (Q1). Which are the main problems related
to communication security in sensors
network and middleware used in IoT?
• (Q2). Which are the solutions to
communication security in sensors network
and middleware used in IoT?
The academic databases chosen to be part of this research
were ACM Digital Library, Elsevier (Science Direct) and
IEEE Xplore. The elected research keywords were: IoT,
security and sensors networks. To classify the articles, the
following criteria for inclusion were established:
• Articles from 2014 or newer;
• For articles about the same research subject,
only the most recent were selected;
Exclusion criteria were:
• Any article about other subjects, not analyzed
in this paper;
• Secondary studies such as summary,
presentations and so forth;
The first search returned a total of 649 papers. The
first filter (reading the titles and abstracts in order to
apply inclusion and exclusion criteria) reduced the
number of articles to 94. The second filter (reading the
introductions) reduced the number to 60 after we applied
applied again the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
result is presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

ARTICLES NUMBERS

BASE

First Filter

Second
Filter

Final
Selection

ACM Digital Library

199

42

24

Elsevier
Direct)

222

22

12

IEEE Xplore

225

30

24

Total

646

94

60

(Science

To answer the first question (Q1) the articles were
arranged in groups: Confidentiality, Availability,
Integrity and ALL, presented in Section 1 of this paper.
To resolve the second question (Q2), the articles were
classified according to the presented solution:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Cryptography – key generator: key
generation solutions;
Cryptography – key management: key
management and distribution solutions;
Anonymity: guarantees privacy solutions;
Internal prevention of attacks: prevents
attacks from devices inside sensor
network;
Architecture: proposed architecture to
implant security;
Physical attack: physical attacks to
devices, for instance to steal or to break;
Authentication: guarantees both, identity
and source of information;
IV. ANALYSIS

This section presents details about the study and
the collected information during the classifying process.
Fig. 4 shows the relation between academic databases
and the articles classified. The analysis draws 24 (39,7%)
articles from ACM, 24 (39,7%) from IEEE Xplore and 12
(20,7%) from Elsevier.

Figure 4. Counts of Base

In all the articles included, 60% enumerate
confidentiality as the main problem to be solved by
security middlewares in sensor networks in an IoT
environment. As proposed by Baker (2009 apud Ntul et
al. 2016) [19], capturing data or doing a physical attack in
a sensor network means that “the attacker can clone the
device, install new firmware or learn sensitive
information”. The hacked device might be used in other
complex and destructive attacks. Belsis and Pantziou
[20], Gope and Hwang [21], and others show the risk of
intercepting and infering data about patients and location
in a medical monitoring environment in a likely IoT
approach. Something between sensors and gateways must
assure the privacy of people and accuracy of the health
information. It can be applied to other environments.
Caron et al. [22] discuss the privacy to the Australian
citizen and the legal guarantees to protect personal
information. The center of the discussion features how
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secrecy, anonymity and solitude can be applied to almost
every country in the modern world. Nonetheless, low cost
devices have limited processing power and have to use
simple cryptographic and sign functions [23]. Fig. 5
shows the percentage of distribution of security problems
of this study.

The main concerns found about the solutions were:
Cryptography - Key Management (17.5%), Cryptography
- Key Generator (24.6%) and Architecture (28.1%).
These represent 70,2% of all solutions found. Solutions
based in Architecture represent 28.1%, but solutions
based in Cryptography are more recurring representing
45,6%, almost half of all solutions. About the
Architecture category, many solutions were proposed,
such as network architecture to middleware model,
including specific security issues with focus in data
confidentiality and integrity. The N/A category groups
articles without proposed solutions. Fig. 7 shows the
articles distribution comparing the two questions:
problems (Q1) and proposed solutions (Q2).
V. CONCLUSION
The set of technologies that defines an IoT
environment is rapidly evolving. The concerns with
security are reflected in the articles discussed in this
paper and others that did not meet the outlined criteria.
The same way, different approaches suggest solutions to
different scenarios.
The aim of this work was to map security problems
and respective solutions to sensors networks in IoT
environments. Four categories of problems and nine
solution categories were defined, presenting uneasiness
with the lack of confidentiality and suggestion, especially
in cryptography.
The superficial analysis in this paper suggests a
deeper study to compare effectiveness and application of
presented solutions is necessary. It is important to work
and understand what makes confidentiality the most
exposed problem and explore best applicable approaches.
A survey is a great suggestion to continue the research in
future papers.

Figure 5. Percentage of security problems

Figure 6. Percentage of security solutions

Among the identified problems, a few proposed
solutions were identified. Those were arranged in
categories. Fig. 6 represents the distribution of categories
for solutions and percentage from the selected articles.
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Abstract — The immensely increased number of networked
devices in the last several years is believed to be only the
beginning of a new era of machine-to-machine (M2M)
communications, where billions of devices will connect over the
network and react to events in the environment without human
intervention. This emerging technology poses new challenges to
the existing connectivity mechanisms. Current network access
methods rely on random access (RA) back-off based
mechanisms with inherent control of the congestion and the
delay. In M2M communications, devices will be sending only
very small amounts of data (several bytes so several kilobytes)
but their excessive numbers and the possibility that many of
them will try to connect simultaneously will cause high collision
rate and unacceptable delays. A lot of active research is directed
to these subjects and the goal of this paper is to summarize and
classify the suggested methods in order to provide a clear
picture of the open research issues.
Keywords-M2M communications; random access procedure;
congestion; delay

I.

INTRODUCTION

A lot of research in recent years is concentrated on new
technologies, enabling the communication between “things”,
“machines” and “devices” like “the Internet of Things” (IoT),
“Machine-to-Machine” (M2M) and Device-to-Device (D2D)
communications. The basic idea behind these concepts is that
“things” or “objects” will be able to communicate with each
other and perform actions without human intervention [1]. In
2015, 604 million machines were connected to the internet
and the number is predicted to rise over 3,075 million by 2020.
This amazing growth in terms of number of devices and data
volume is faster than the growth of human population and
consequently has resulted in a new paradigm defined as M2M
communications [2][3].
The aim of M2M networks is to connect devices together
and enable them to make smart decisions based on the
generated and transferred data. The characteristic of these
M2M networks are quite different from those of current wired
and
wireless
networks.
Human-to-human
(H2H)
communications focus on high data rates and high QoS, while
M2M communications aim generally at low data rates with
very strict time constraints. Furthermore, because of the large
number of devices, the number of simultaneous attempts to
connect to the network will be much greater than those in H2H
centered networks. This renders existing access algorithms
ineffective resulting in high collision rate and extreme delays
and has forced major standardization organizations such as
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ETSI and 3GPP to concentrate their efforts on these issues
[4]. Specifically 3GPP is working on network architectures
that allow the integration of M2M communications with
cellular networks such as LTE and LTE-A. In LTE, the
devices have to perform the RA procedure to connect to the
network using the Physical Random Access Channel
(PRACH) in the uplink direction. With H2H communications
this procedure gives satisfactory results but is not suitable for
M2M scenarios. Furthermore, since both H2H and M2M
devices will perform this procedure on the same uplink
resources, it will also cause significant degradation in the
QoS for H2H users and this is quite an active research area
[4].
In this paper, we focus on the challenges arising in the RA
procedure due to the introduction of an extremely large
number of M2M devices. The paper is organized as follows:
first a brief overview of the RA procedure in LTE is
presented, then in Section III, the RA challenges are defined
and the existing solutions are summarized introducing a clear
taxonomy of the suggested methods. Section IV concludes
the paper by defining the major open research issues.
II.

RANDOM ACCESS PROCEDURE IN LTE

The two most important situations when the Random
Access (RA) procedure is initiated by a device are: when it is
turned on and it has no allocated uplink resources, and when
handing over from one eNB to another. The devices can send
their access request only on the allocated PRACH, which
consists of 6 Resource Blocks (RB). There are 16 different
RA resource configurations for different system bandwidth
and different number of cells per eNB. LTE allows two types
of RA procedure: contention based where the devices
compete for the channel access, and contention-free. The first
one is used by UEs for initial establishing a connection and
synchronization, while the second one is reserved only for
new downlink requests or handover, which are very timesensitive operations [6]. The contention-based RA procedure
has four steps:
Step 1: Preamble Transmission: The RA procedure begins
with the selection (from a predefined set) of a preamble,
which is used as a signature. Each device randomly selects
one of the 64-Ncf orthogonal pseudo-random preambles,
reserved for contention-free requests, without knowing
which is already selected or used. When the cell size is large,
a longer preamble will improve the reliability of reception at
the cell edge. If a preamble is selected by more than one
device, a collision can occur in step 3. Otherwise, the
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different preambles are easily detected by eNB because of
orthogonality. After the transmission is completed, the device
waits for the response from eNB.
Step 2: Random Access Response: For each successfully
decoded preamble, the eNB sends a random access response
(RAR) on the PDSCH, and a Random Access Radio Network
Temporary Identifier (RA-RNTI), which identifies the timefrequency slot where the preamble was detected. The RAR
message includes the identity of the detected preamble, a
timing alignment instruction to synchronize the uplink
transmission, an initial uplink resource grant for transmission
of the “step 3” message, an assignment of a temporary Cell
Radio Network Temporary Identifier (C-RNTI), and a backoff indicator, which determines the waiting time before a new
RA attempt. Each device expects to receive the RAR within
a time window, specified and broadcasted by eNB. The
earliest subframe can occur 2 ms after the end of the preamble
sub-frame but typical delay is 4 ms. If the device does not
receive a RAR within this time window, it selects and
transmits another preamble. If multiple devices select the
same preamble in the same time-frequency resource, they
would both receive the same RAR.
Step 3: Connection Request: The “step 3” message is the
first scheduled uplink transmission on the Physical Uplink
Shared Channel (PUSCH) sent using HARQ. It conveys the
C-RNTI and the actual RA message, such as Radio Resource
Control (RRC) connection request or scheduling request. If
multiple devices select the same preamble in step 1, these
devices will be allocated the same time-frequency resource
by eNB, and a collision will occur at the eNB. If no
acknowledgement is received by the eNB, the devices will
retransmit the same message after the timeout expires.
Step 4: Contention Resolution Message: The contention
resolution message is addressed to the C-RNTI as an answer
to the connection request message, which is sent in step 3.
Upon reception of the contention resolution message there
are three possibilities: 1) the UE correctly decodes the
message, detects its own identity and sends back a positive
ACK; 2) the UE correctly decodes the message, discovers
that it contains another device’s identity, then it sends nothing
back; 3) the UE fails to decode the message or misses the
resource allocation.
III.

RACH CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

A. RACH Challanges
As mentioned above, one of the major characteristic of
M2M communication is the unprecedented high number of
devices which leads to much higher access request rate as
compared to H2H communication. Many devices may
simultaneously try to connect to the network to send only
small amounts of data. So the bottleneck is not high network
traffic in general but the burst traffic created during accessing
the channel. The high collision probability (CP) and low
success rate in network access will cause unexpected access
delays, waste of resources, and extra energy consumption.
Our simulation results (Table 1) confirm that while for
uniform distribution of the access requests (typical for H2H
– light grey) the burst arrival traffic (typical for M2M – dark
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grey) creates much larger CP and AD for large number of
devices.
TABLE I.

RACH RESULTS FOR UNIFORM AND BURST ARRIVALS
Number of Devices

Performance
Metrics

5000

15000

25000

30000

Collision Probability
(CP)
Access Success
Probability
Number of Preamble
Transmissions
Access Delay (AD)
(ms)

0.005%
0.39%
100%
100%
1.42
1.55
26.61
30.23

0.05%
5.23%
100%
99.9%
1.46
2.12
27.67
47.45

0.16%
42.63%
100%
38.34%
1.49
3.36
28.63
75.7

0.23%
46.49%
100%
29.11%
1.5
3.28
28.87
80

The RA procedure allows some devices to establish
connections but does not solve the overload of repeated
attempts. The results in Fig.2 show the increased number of
unsuccessful attempts for burst arrival traffic.

Figure 1. Number of successful and collided preambles for burst
traffic

B. Suggested Solutions
Efficient overload mechanisms are required for M2M
communication over LTE. In [7], the authors suggest
application level schemes to control the congestion by
scheduling the M2M devices in less loaded periods
(midnights), but these solutions bring inconvenience to the
end user and greatly limit the application areas of M2M
communication, making them undesirable for providers and
costumers. 3GPP [8] defines the following major criteria for
access methods to be used with M2M communications:
§ M2M integration shouldn’t affect the H2H performance,
§ Access delay should be considered predicting the
behavior of M2M device in the radio access network
§ Access methods should be easy to integrate and
minimize the effect M2M have on the existing network.
Complying with these major criteria there are a number
of various solutions proposed for the primary access to the
RACH. The main goal of our paper is to present a taxonomy
that allows comparing these solutions and pointing out the
areas where more research is needed. The general structure
of the suggested taxonomy is provided in Fig.2.
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Figure 2. Random Access Methods

C. Access Class Barring Schemes
A large group of solutions is based on Access Class
Barring (ACB) access algorithm, where the eNB groups
incoming requests into several classes according to their
service requirements and broadcasts a barring factor (ACB
parameter) and a barring time. When a device initiates the RA
process, it draws a random number and compares it with the
barring factor. If the number is less than the barring factor, it
continues with its RA process, otherwise, it waits for a period
equal to the barring time before reinitiating the RA process.
Since the probability of collision is reduced, the throughput
of RACH is improved but barring increases the access delay
because devices may be barred for an undesirably long time.
A version of ACB, the Extended Access Class Barring
(EACB) is proposed in which delay-tolerant applications are
not permitted to perform the RA process if there is
congestion. [5] Thus the number of channel access attempts
as a whole is reduced at the price of increased access delay
for delay-tolerant applications.
Lien et al [10] proposed a Cooperative Access Class
Barring (CACB) scheme in a heterogeneous multi-tier
network with picocells and macrocells. In this scheme,
neighboring eNBs select the barring factor jointly based on
the network congestion level. CACB achieves around 30%
improvement both in the average access delay and the worst
case delay performance. A major drawback is that it requires
devices to be located in more than one eNBs coverage area.
Hsu et al [11] proposed the Enhanced Cooperative ACB
(ECACB), where they add the number of M2M devices
attached to an eNB to determine the M2M device access
probability and obtain the barring factor. The ECACB
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continues to monitor the M2M resource allocation after the
devices have been successfully attached to network. It
presents a new RRM method that reserves a fixed amount of
Physical RBs (PRBs) for M2M devices. The number of
reserved PRBs is based on the access rate of M2M device.
Results show that ECACB has a lower access delay than
CACB even in the worst case scenario. Duan et al [12]
proposed a Dynamic ACB (DACB) scheme to reduce the
congestion in RACH. Their goal is to manage the access
attempts of the M2M devices instead of dismissing the access
requests. They propose a novel algorithm that reduces both
congestion and access delay by changing the barring factor
adaptively. As expected reducing of access delay is reduced
but at the price of increased complexity since continuous
monitoring is required. The authors of [13] use ACB
mechanism together with timing advance information to
reduce the RA overload. A novel algorithm is proposed to
estimate the number of devices requiring access to the eNB
in a given RA slot. They try to find the optimal ACB using
the fact that for stationary devices propagation delay is nearly
constant. Each device stores the timing advance value for a
successful RA run, and compares it with the timing advance
value in the next RA run. If the two are the same, the device
continues to send the connection request message in step 3.
Results show that using ACB together with time advance
information allows around 50% of the RA slots be saved for
M2M devices when compared to other schemes, which use
only timing advance information, only ACB, or only
cooperative ACBs.
The main advantage of ACB based solutions is the
decreased probability of collision; however, the access delay
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may be increased a lot and is difficult to predict. This is
unacceptable for delay-intolerant emergency applications
and event-driven applications where the congestion can rise
considerably in very short periods of time. An interesting
point is covered in the [14]. Using simulation, the study
investigates the RACH performance based on a combination
of different barring factors (0.9, 0.7, 0.5) and different RA
attempt periods (10 s, 60 s). While almost all devices access
the network successfully when the attempt period is set to 60
s, for the same barring factor the access probability falls to
60-70% when the attempt period is reduced to 10 s, i.e., for
short attempt periods the barring factor considerably affects
the collision rate and the access probability. The results
provide valuable insight into the operation of ACB schemes
under light and congested conditions.
D. Slotted Schemes
In telecommunication systems, media access is either
contention-based (Aloha, CSMA in IEEE 802.11), or is
channelized, where the frequency or time is shared between
users based on pre-defined slots (FDMA, TDMA). The main
advantages of TDMA-type access methods are that there is
no collision and slots can be assigned on demand. However,
slotted-type methods require very precise synchronization.
3GPP proposed [5] a slotted access method for RA in which
the slots are dedicated to M2M devices and each M2M device
only accesses in its dedicated slot.
However, such
contention-free mechanisms are exclusive to two use cases:
when the device is in connected state but needs uplink
synchronization information to be able to transmit positive or
negative ACK or when the device is performing handover
from one cell to another.
Slotted mechanisms, well known from many MAC layer
protocols, solve collision issues but for their operation the
number of participating devices has to be known ahead.
Previous research in some related areas (i.e., wireless sensor
networks) has shown that very good results in terms of
resource efficiency can be achieved if slotted schemes are
combined as two stage solutions with contention based
methods. How approaches like these can be utilized in the
context of M2M communications is a research area to be
exploited in the future.
E. Preamble Splitting Schemes
One of the main criteria for integrating M2M
communication over LTE is minimizing the effects of M2M
communication on H2H communication performance. 3GPP
described 64 different preambles for random access
procedure that are used by both M2M and H2H devices. So
the probability of selecting the same preamble will increase,
degrading H2H devices. For this reason, some researchers
investigate the possibilities for separation of RA preambles
for M2M and H2H devices as an indirect way of reducing
congestion and ensuring QoS. Lee et al [15] compare the
throughput of two methods for separating RA preambles. The
first method is to completely split the set of available RA
preambles into two disjoint subsets one for M2M and one
H2H communication. The other method is split the set into
two subsets – one individually for H2H devices, the other
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common for both H2H and M2M devices. They demonstrate
that method 2 is slightly better than method 1, but their
proposal does not examine the effects on decreasing the
congestion. Another study on splitting preambles is [16],
where Kim et al propose the Adaptive RA Preamble Splitting
(PS) to evaluate three history-based PS schemes in terms of
access success rate by using the ratio of non-contention based
RA preambles to the total number of RA preambles. These
and some other studies using PS show that access success
probability can be increased but they do not discuss the
effects these methods have on delay performance.
F. Resource Allocation
Another approach to combat congestion on the RACH
channel is to separate the RACH resources for H2H and
M2M devices [17]. If RACH resources are shared between
M2M and H2H devices, the large amount of M2M devices
will negatively affect the performance of H2H devices. The
RACH resources may be wasted by collisions created by the
enormous amount of M2M devices trying to access the
network. 3GPP proposed a general algorithm, Dynamic
Separate RACH resources (DSRR) in which M2M devices
are categorized by types and only devices of the same type
contend for the PUSCH resources. Each M2M device listens
to the environment before accessing the channel. If there is
any activity from devices of the same type, it starts a
contention process with them on the dedicated resources;
otherwise it is permitted to contend with H2H devices in the
PRACH by following the normal RA procedure. Separating
M2M from H2H devices in the uplink and classifying the
M2M devices increases the access probability for both M2M
and H2H devices as well as ensures the performance and
access delay for H2H communication. In [18], the authors
focus on RA opportunities (RAOs) for group paging. Group
paging is a RAN overload control scheme that uses a single
paging message to inform a group of M2M devices for
system information changes and emergency notifications. In
group paging, the eNB assigns a unique group identity to a
group of M2M devices. When the group of devices receives
the paging message, the devices simultaneously transmit
randomly chosen RAOs in the first RA slot. The RA
preamble is determined in terms of RAOs and the number of
RAO is equal to the number of frequency bands in RA slot
times the number of preambles. When a collision occurs, the
collided M2M device will perform the back-off algorithm
and perform RA procedure with a new chosen RAO in a new
RA slot. Because with group paging the number of devices
decreases, it is suggested to dynamically allocate RAOs in
each RA slot. The proposed method improves the utilization
of resources by at least 65% compared to static RAO
allocations. Oh et al [19] propose a Dynamic Access Control
and RACH Resource Allocation algorithm, which has two
phases; “estimating the number of M2M devices” and
“access control and RAOs allocation”. The last two studies
are similar in the sense that they adjust the RAOs, however
the first one applies it to group paging, while the other one
integrates it with an ACB mechanism. Both show that
improving the utilization of RAOs maximizes the RA
efficiency while guaranteeing the average delay. Lo et al [20]
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propose a novel overload control scheme called SelfOptimizing Overload Control Scheme (SOOC). SOOC
integrates several multiple control schemes (RACH resource
separation scheme, the ACB, the SAS and the p-persistent
scheme) in order to provide a more efficient, step-by-step
congestion control. A M2M device can easily detect an
overload on the PRACH channel when it fails to receive a
response in the step 4. It assumes there is a state ofnetwork
overload and performs an ACB algorithm as described
before. Since the collided devices would collide again in the
next RA slot, the p-persistent algorithm is used to minimize
the chance of a second collision. In the p-persistent algorithm,
a device senses the medium and if found idle, transmits with
probability p, or else keeps sensing the medium continuously
until it becomes idle and then transmits with probability p. A
small p leads to long access delay. In SOOC, each device
keeps track of the overload indicator and increases it when an
access attempt fails. This situation also means that the
congestion level of the PRACH channel is rising. That is why
each device includes the overload indicator in the step 3
message and according to that the eNB dynamically increases
or decreases the number of RA-Slots for PRACH.
Unfortunately, the algorithm proposed in this paper is not
supported by any simulation or theoretical results.
Separating RACH resources can reduce the impact on
H2H devices by only slightly reducing the M2M
communication performance as compared to the non-separate
RACH case [14]. However, the improvement is limited at
high congestion levels. The study also shows that while the
dynamic allocation of RACH resources increases the general
performance, under heavy traffic the PUSCH resources are
extensively allocated for RA procedure.
G. Back-off Scheme
The methods in this group explore different possibilities
of adjusting back-off time after collision to regulate the RA
procedure. In [21], it is proposed to prioritize H2H devices
by using a separate back-off scheme. If the random back-off
time for M2M devices is based on a separate back-off
parameter, larger than the one assigned to H2H devices,
M2M devices will perform RA after a longer time. This
increases the success probability for H2H devices. Jian et al
[22] suggest M2M class-dependent back-off prioritization to
reduce the RACH overload in RAN. They also propose to
combine back-off scheme with ACB to control the number of
devices that are allowed to start the RA procedure. The
suggested algorithm consists of two stages; the ACB stage
and the class-dependent back-off stage. The results show that
the probability of collision is reduced and the throughput
improved by 2-5%. But the disadvantage of this algorithm is
increasing the access delay. Bello et al [23] propose a Qlearning based RA scheme (QL-RACH) where a virtual RA
slot frame (M2M-frame) is designed specifically for M2M
devices. Each RA slot keeps a value according to the success
probability in the virtual frame and this value is used in the
future to find the best slot for placing an access request. Here
the back-off scheme is implemented on top of QL-RACH.
Both H2H and M2M devices can use the same frame for
initial access. However, after a collision, H2H and M2M
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devices use different back-off frames, which are restricted for
each group, M2M devices cannot transmit in H2H frames and
vice versa. The results show an enormous throughput
increase by around 70%, but the incurred access delay is not
discussed.
Back-off based schemes have only limited potential to
improve overall performance and cannot handle overload if
the intensity of arrivals is very high. However, they give good
results when combined with other schemes; a research
question, which can be pursued further [13].
H. Group&Cluster-Based Scheme
In many cases it is required that applications are grouped
into clusters based on a specific criteria like; geographic
location, application type, QoS requirements, etc. and it is
convenient that M2M devices access the RA slot as a group.
In the M2M architecture proposed by 3GPP, the resource
restricted M2M devices connect to an M2M gateway, which
communicates with the eNB on their behalf. Cluster-based
access methods have been exploited in WSN quite a lot to
provide promising results (e.g. the LEACH protocol, which
introduced a revolutionary distributed cluster formation
technique enabling self-organization of large number of
nodes [24]). Such ideas are quite relevant to M2M
communications where clusters can be help increase the
efficiency in using the RACH. Kim et al [25] propose to use
spatial clustering of devices for preamble reuse during the RA
procedure (ERA SGRPA). Preamble reuse for two different
devices is suggested when the difference of preamble
detection time is larger than the delay spread. All group
parameters such as number of groups, a set of group distance,
and a set of preambles allocated for each group are
broadcasted by eNB. Each device knows its distance from the
eNB through the RSS value and determines the affiliated
group in a distance based manner. Then, each device selects
a preamble set, allocated for its group to start the RA
procedure. The proposed method reduces the probability of
collision to 1.65% when the number of devices in a cell is
50.000, which is about 9 times less than conventional RA
schemes. Another scheme proposed by Lee et al [26] uses
location information to form groups. Changes in the RA
procedure adapt it to group-based communication. An M2M
device periodically transmits the group preamble on behalf of
all members. When the eNB receives the group preamble, it
sends multiple RARs, which carry information for uplink
grant in a RAR-window. Then, each device selects a RAR in
the frame and gets the uplink grant. The results show
considerable enhancement in the access delay where 95% of
the devices successfully complete the RA procedure within
200 ms, which is 40% higher than the devices in legacy RA
procedure. A main drawback is that the number of devices in
each group must be known before dedicating the resources.
Kao et al [27] propose a two-stage group based RA scheme
to reduce the collision of M2M devices. The RA procedure is
controlled by the M2M gateway for each group. The first
M2M device to send a RA request becomes a group leader
(M2M gateway) and the eNB broadcasts its identity to all
group members. Data transmission is done at two stages:
Local Network Stage (LNS) – between M2M device and
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M2M gateway - and Global Network Stage (GNS) - between
M2M gateway and eNB. Devices contend to send requests to
the M2M gateway and the M2M gateway assigns them a RA
slot. Each M2M device waits for the arrival of the allocated
RA slot and an ACK from the M2M gateway. Finally, the
device can perform the ordinary RA procedure on the
allocated RA slot. There is no priority between M2M devices
and they perform the local contention within the group before
GNS. The results show that the access probability is
increased nearly 7 times compared to traditional schemes;
however the authors do not discuss the delay problem.
IV.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we have discussed existing methods for
controlling the RA procedures in M2M networks. We have
pointed out three major problems arising from the abundance
of devices trying to connect to the network simultaneously:
increased collisions creating congestion and extreme delays,
reduced throughput and reduced QoS for H2H users. We
have suggested a taxonomy of the existing solutions and
provided their comparative evaluation. ACB based methods
alleviate collisions, preamble splitting methods help preserve
the H2H QoS but both lead to uncontrollable delays.
Resource allocation methods score well on both counts but
reduce the general throughput, similar to back-off based ones.
Finally, most promising are cluster based and adaptive, twostage solutions, which require further research.
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Abstract – In this paper, we present initial concepts of
Internet of Things (IoT), whose technology combines Internet
and day-to-day objects. We present, as well, the concept of
middleware, which is a piece of software that connects software
and hardware. After studying several scientific publications,
we cover and analyze problems and challenges identified in the
implementation of middleware for IoT. Applying knowledge
acquired from these documents, we list the principal, recurring
problems in adopting middleware for IoT, presenting and
describing these problems in detail. Finally, we conclude on
how these problems can affect and harm the adoption of
middleware for IoT.
Keywords: Internet of Things; Middleware; Heterogeneous
network.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The term “Internet of Things” was possibly introduced in
1999, during a lecture delivered by the British innovator
Kevin Ashton at Procter & Gamble (P&G) [1]. According to
Ashton, computers are very dependent on humans. His idea
is that “things” could generate information without needing a
human being. He claims that this would bring many benefits
to the industry and to humanity, such as, increased
information extraction, increased productivity, reduced
losses in the energy economy, improvements in security and
education, and much more.
In the IoT environment, we have heterogeneous devices
and networks. These differences, as well as the complexity,
may potentially increase with new technologies. The
middleware for IoT facilitates the use of these devices and
takes into account their heterogeneity to protect the software
from the changes that would be needed to adapt to each
device the software is connected to [2]. The IoT changes the
way that we understand the world, using sensors to
continuously monitor the environment around us, providing
more information about traffic, weather, health, fleet
management, vehicle control, allowing the Information
Systems to provide value-added information for every single
person.
The adoption of middleware helps to avoid some
common problems in IoT development, such as:
• Hides the heterogeneity of hardware components,
operation systems and communication protocols
• Interconnects parts running in distributed locations
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•

Provides uniformly high level of standard interfaces
for developers and application integrators, making
these applications easy to build, reuse and interoperate
• Provides a set of common services to perform
various general purpose functions, avoiding repeated
efforts of the developing team [3]
However, in spite of the benefits, the adoption of
middleware for IoT also brings problems. This paper
presents a vision of the most common problems in adopting
middleware for IoT based on the work done by different
authors.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we present an overview of the main concepts of IoT. In
Section III, we present a review of the concepts related to
middleware. In Section IV, we present the most common
problems when middleware is adopted in IoT development.
Finally, Section V presents the conclusion and final
considerations.
II.

INTERNET OF THINGS

Internet of Things is a new technology that is growing
and gaining prominence. Every year several new devices are
developed and software is applied to this new concept.
However what is IoT and when did this term appear?
IoT is a technological revolution that has been growing
increasingly since 2009. The tendency is to last for much
greater time [4]. Even so, according to IDC, by the end of
2020, there will be somewhere around 30 billion devices
connected to the IoT world and the IoT market will see an
elevation of approximately seven billion dollars [5].
As previously mentioned, IoT is a new way to use
applied technology in devices and applications, which allows
for communication between day-to-day objects (e.g. washing
machines, refrigerators, air conditioning units) to the
Internet, for the purpose of supplying access to real-world
information. [6].
IoT can also be defined as a dynamic global network
infrastructure with auto-configuration capabilities based on
standard communication protocols, which are inter-operable
and virtual, in which things have physical attributes and
virtual personalities use intelligent interfaces being
seamlessly integrated into the information network [7].
IoT has the ability to contribute to society by better
integrating devices and people, because the amount of
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information made available by IoT is enormous, and based
on this information decisions that will bring benefits to the
entire world population can be taken.

Figure 1. Connection between “things” using the Internet [7]

Figure 1 illustrates all connections between “things” with
the Internet. Another feature of IoT is that it allows things
and people to be connected anywhere, anytime, with
anything or anyone.
As mentioned above, IDC says that in the coming years,
there will be over 20 billion devices. Because of that
immense amount and variety of devices, they will vary
according to their physical characteristics, features and
manufacturers. This enormous diversity causes the IoT to be
seen from different viewpoints [8].
The differences in these viewpoints refer mainly to the
differences between developers of devices, specifically
everyday objects. From the point of view of the developer,
this is owing to the fact that each developer has his or her
favorite programming language, and, as is well known, each
language has special features. In order to abstract the
language and the complexity that the developer used to
access the service provided, one of the best solutions is to
use the middleware.
III.

MIDDLEWARE

Middleware is a layer or set of software sub-layers
interposed between levels of operational and communicative
application [9]. The middleware has several features, the
primary being to hide details from different technologies,
protocols, network environments, data replication, and
parallelism. Another feature of middleware is to exempt the
programmer from issues that are not directly linked to final
application, because middleware masks the heterogeneity of
computer architectures, operating systems, programming
languages, and network technologies [10]. In other words,
middleware acts as the glue. The goal is to connect different
systems, abstracting the diverse heterogeneous hardware
components, operating systems and communication
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protocols, as well as to provide an immense amount of
interfaces for developers to integrate the final application.
In recent years, middleware obtained greater importance
in its use. Deuged says that this is due to the fact that the
middleware simplifies the development of new services, old
integrations, and new technologies [11].
Companies and business corporations are increasingly
using middleware as a solution for connecting their old
systems. Because their applications are old and often
inherited, the integration of new systems becomes totally
impractical financially, and integration is often prohibited
due to several factors, for example, to ensure data security.
Proper functioning of the features is one of the most
important motives that prohibit the integration. However,
with the use of middleware, the integration with the different
departments and systems becomes easier and its cheaper
maintenance [10].
The future of the IoT will consist of a variety of sensors
connected to a network that will store all information for all
users [10]. The article says, as well, that the IoT must be
supported by middleware that enables consumers and IoT
developers to interact in a friendly manner.
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Figure 2. Interaction between software and things using
middleware [12]

Figure 2 illustrates how the IoT works with middleware.
The idea is that middleware will support a lot of different
software and allow for connection with “things.”
However, even with all these features and benefits, using
middleware with the IoT may present some challenges, such
as inter-operability, scalability, abstraction, spontaneous
interaction between “things,” distributed infrastructure,
security, privacy, and variety of middleware types [10].
Regarding the problems cited above, the proposed article
focuses on citing the main problems in the use of the IoT
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with middleware. The problems and difficulties listed in this
article result from studies conducted by researchers.
IV.

PROBLEMS/DIFICULITIES WITH MIDDLEWARE FOR
IOT

A. Security problems in IoT plataforms
Everything indicates that the IoT will have a great impact
on humanity because of the fact that it uses objects from our
everyday lives. Despite all the benefits that can be gained
with this technology, one topic that demands a lot of
attention is security in the IoT. This security problem has
even been the subject the BlackHat and DEFCON
conference on issues related to hacking [13].
In a report published by [14], 70% of the IoT devices are
vulnerable to attack. The study was based on the top ten
devices most currently used. It found 250 flaws [15]. On
average, 25 vulnerabilities were found per each device
tested. The top vulnerabilities highlighted were:
• Privacy concerns
• Insufficient authorization
• Lack of transport encryption
• Insecure web interface
• Inadequate software protection
The following scenario illustrates how complicated the
problem is: suppose a person is driving his or her car and
suddenly, without receiving the driver’s command, the
steering wheel turns alone and the driver loses control of the
car, causing a serious accident. This situation may eventually
become reality, as hackers recently broke into a state-car
system and took full control of direction [16]. In addition,
other functions may be affected in the event of an invasion in
the car system, such as turning off the seatbelts or triggering
the airbag. Research also suggests that the traditional
platforms of Web and data networks may suffer from Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks.
A major concern in the development of middleware for
the IoT has been to try to avoid security problems and data
theft, seeing that the IoT does not refer only to computers,
but also to multiple devices, “things,” which eventually will
be exposed to attacks.
A survey of low-level protocols to ensure security and
privacy in centralized and distributed scenarios of IoT is
presented in [17], and the research community aims to
improve the protocols constantly in order to address these
security challenges.
In [18] an analysis and review of available platforms for
IoT and a vision regarding security and privacy are
presented.
As seen above, the negative impacts caused by this
problem lead to one of the primary reasons that security
problem in IoT should be looked into with caution and care.
Middleware developers need to be attentive to this major
concern as regards the creation of new platforms for IoT.
The lack of well-defined protocol security could jeopardize
the advances in IoT and adoption by companies and users
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[31]. A security barrier can be imposed based on the
limitations of the infrastructure of IoT itself, which still
needs to evolve in this direction so that it can have a more
solid basis for the possibility of more robust
implementations.
Figure 3 shows that security has different levels of
complexity and scale in the case of security and privacy [19].
This article does not aim to explain in detail the greater
security as a whole, but it is important to show that IoT
security needs to be studied and analyzed with great care and
attention, because, as previously explained, any error or
security problem would cause the device in question to be
discontinued, or, in worse cases, the company that developed
the device could suffer loss or lawsuit.

Figure 3. The five primary reasons that cause IoT security
vulnerabilities [19]

B. Support of application developers
It is known that the IoT is growing quite, as previously
stated, and the number of devices is predicted to reach
alarming numbers in 2020. In order to promote a greater
increase and acceleration in the development of devices, IoT
applications should have middleware with simple APIs for
the desired features, preferably with high levels of
abstraction. Moreover, these APIs should be developed and
made available in a standard way, as far as possible, so that
the development of new applications and devices will be
more efficient and effective [18].
Mineraud says that most IoT platforms currently offer a
public API to use services. According to the same, the APIs
are generally based on RESTful principles allowing the use
of common operations, such as: PUT, GET, PUSH, or
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DELETE. These four operations provide support and
interaction of devices connected to the platform. But not all
platforms include the REST API to help and facilitate the
development of web services [18].
To mitigate the above problem, many platforms
provide open source libraries to carry out the connections of
different programming languages to the APIs available in
the middleware. Mineraud is still more emphatic in stating
that these links do not make a significant improvement on
developer support, seeing that these libraries offer only
basic functions such as access keys [18].

Figure 4. Number of IoT developers [30]

Figure 4 shows that the number of IoT developers is
constantly growing, which means that application developer
support is more complicated, because the problem affects
not only the larger growth of IoT devices, but also the larger
growth of IoT developers.
Finally, Mineraud concludes by starting, “We believe
that this approach should be more generalized within IoT
solutions to maximize usability of the services provided by
the IoT platforms.”[18]
C. Processing and data sharing
The volume of data used in IoT platform tends to be
large, and the applications typically present requirements
which need to be met in real time. This volume of data
presents a stream of unlimited data, which often varies
according to time. Because of this variability, data can be
unreliable and incomplete, and there is not a desirable
quality and information regarding communication loss
account [20]. It is also worth mentioning that this data is
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represented in various shapes and models. The example is a
great challenge to use directly the low-level data that the
sensors of the devices generate without having a data model
and knowledge.
The information and knowledge behind the data
collected are the core and basis of the wealth produced by
IoT. Therefore, the processing devices and data sharing
must be developed to ensure that the data captured by the
IoT can be used in various applications. Today, IoT
solutions do not support processing and data sharing in a
dynamic format. However, it remains possible to combine
multiple simple applications in a dynamic format, provided
that the URI to the source of the desired information is
known. However, it represents a very challenging technique
for application developers and platforms IoT [21].
The Ericsson IoT framework provides mechanisms for
virtual integration that can be combined with dynamic sites
to analyze statistical data. Furthermore, different techniques
of processing and data sharing are adapted for IoT.
According to Tsai et al. [22], mining technology research
data for the IoT try to improve the processing and sharing of
large data stream generated by IoT devices.
D. Privacy concerns
Many IoT devices collect personal information such as
name, address, date of birth, health information, and even
credit card numbers. Those concerns are multiplied when
one adds in cloud services and mobile applications that
work with the device [23]. Too much personal information
is collected, and it is very common that this information is
not properly protected. In the end, users are not given the
choice to allow what type of data will be collected.
According to The Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) [24], in order to verify if the IoT device
has privacy concerns, it is necessary to determine the
following:
• Whether all data types that are being collected by the
device are identified,
• Whether the device and its various components
collect only what is necessary to perform its
function,
• Whether identifiable information can be exposed
when not properly encrypted while at rest on storage
mediums and during transit over networks,
• Who has access to personal information that is
collected,
• Whether data collected can be de-identified or
anonymized,
• Whether data collected is beyond what is needed for
proper operation of the device and whether the enduser has a choice for this data collection,
• Whether a data retention policy is in place.
An IoT device can ensure the privacy concerns by
minimizing the data collection, anonymizing the collected
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data or giving the end user the ability to decide what data is
collected [25]
E. Integration detection technologies and activation
The essence of the IoT platform is to establish a
connection detecting and triggering heterogeneous systems
with different capabilities and limitations. In the absence of a
common standard of communication and detection, different
suppliers become accustomed to the vice of writing and
implementing their own interaction patterns and implement
different sets of communication protocols. Thus, the IoT
platform ends up having multiple and different protocols
available. Unfortunately, as a result, IoT platform value has
increased. This increase grows proportionally with the
amount and versatility of the devices supported by the
platform. An ideal platform for IoT must provide a group or
set of protocols for communication that are standardized and
thus every device ‘manufacturer can choose the set of
protocols that best adjustment in the device.[27]
For a quiet and harmonious integration with detection
and actuation of IoT devices, it is essential to define
standardized protocols for all devices, for example, in the
manner done today with constrained devices by IEFT [27]
and communications ETSI M2M and 3GPP [28]
However, the current solutions found for IoT bring a
different approach to the issue of different devices. Usually
the question of interoperability with others devices in IoT is
guaranteed through the implementation of a gateway, which
usually features an expanded capacity with the help of plugins that make it possible to support new devices in a IoT
platform, thus not featuring a standardization of protocols. In
order to accelerate integration of new pattern models
devices, such as those recommended in the Smart Objects
Guidelines [29], they should be integrated in a broad and
systemic way [30].
V.

about the difficulties and problems that this survey covers in
its study.
For future researches, there is good opportunity to apply
solutions to all problems listed above or, perhaps, to choose
security as the problem most relevant to the use of
middleware for IoT.
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Abstract—Adapting a graphical user interface (GUI) for various user devices is still one of the most interesting topics
in today’s mobile computation. The benefits of separating the
specification of the GUI from its implementation are broadly
accepted. However, it is not clear which are the benefits and
disadvantages of current GUI specification languages in order to
define and develop multiplatform mobile applications which can
adapt dynamically to different devices with different features.
In this paper, we review User Interface Description Languages
(UIDLs) that can be used currently to specify GUIs in mainstream
mobile platforms. We analyze their features and usefulness for
dynamic adaptation of GUIs to heterogeneous mobile devices. All
reviewed UIDLs are suitable for developing mobile applications;
however, there are no UIDLs that will truly be able to operate
across multiple platforms.
Index Terms—Adaptive GUI; Mobile Computing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of mobile devices and applications is increasing.
Adapting GUIs to different mobile devices is still one of the
most interesting problems in mobile computing as modern
devices vary considerably in their properties (e.g., screen size,
resolution, user input controls). The benefits of working with
User Interface Definition Languages (UIDLs) [1] to specify
GUI is that such a specification can be re-used and adapted
to different devices automatically. This approach has been
accepted by the GUI researchers a long time ago [2], and
it has been applied to multiple devices in the Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA) era [3]. However, there does not exist yet a
standard UIDL that is widely used by software developers, let
alone by mobile apps developers.
In this paper, we review main User Interface Description
Languages (UIDLs) that can be used currently to specify
GUIs in mainstream mobile platforms. While there is a
large number of research-based UIDLs (such as UIML [2],
UsiXML [4], or Maria XML [5], to name a few), these UIDLs
have limited support and implementation code outside their
respective research institutions, and, thus, we will focus on
the mainstream UIDLs that have strong adoption in at least
one of the significant technology ecosystems.
Previous UIDL reviews [6][7][8] focused on theoretical
UIDLs, devices and platforms of the time, and their usefulness
for Human-Computer Interaction adaptation in general, as
opposed for mobile application suitability. These prior reviews
did not analyze modern, industry accepted, UIDLs such as
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Android XML [9] or XAML [10], and did not consider
today’s mainstream mobile devices and their market uptake.
We analyze the features of mainstream UIDL languages, and
evaluate them from the point of view of being used by
mobile applications to allow a dynamic adaptation of such
specifications to heterogeneous modern mobile devices. We
focus on their ease of use, and the availability of visual
tools, among other parameters. We consider the following
two categories of UIDLs, based on their relationship with the
mobile platforms and Web browsers:
1) UIDLs specific for mobile devices. These UIDLs are
specifically developed for a particular mobile platform,
e.g., Android or iOS devices.
2) UIDLs associated with Web browsers. These UIDLs are
linked to one or more Web browsers, and can be used
for mobile application development.
Finally, for the purpose of this review, we use as an
example a simple currency converter, which converts numeric
amounts between three currencies. This example application
was developed for each UIDL that is reviewed in this paper
in order to evaluate the usefulness of the provided tools, and
its applicability to multi-device and multi-platform use. Full
specifications of the example application in different UIDLs
can be found in [11].
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II presents the UIDLs used in popular mobile platforms.
In Section III, we review UIDLs that are associated with Web
browsers. In Section IV, we analyze and compare the above
approaches. Finally, Section V gives some conclusions and
future work.
II. UIDL S S PECIFIC FOR M OBILE D EVICES
In this section, we review the UIDLs used in the market
leading mobile platforms, namely, Android XML (Android)
and Storyboards (iOS); both platforms together reach a 92%
of market share [12]. We also include other relevant UIDLs
for mobile devices such as XAML (Windows 10), and QML
(Ubuntu OS).
A. Android XML
Android is the most widely used operating systems when it
comes to mobile devices (i.e., smartphones and tablets): An-
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droid market share is estimated at 60.99%. It is a Linuxbased operating system whose middleware, libraries, and APIs
are written in C. Android supports Java code as it uses a
Java-like virtual machine called Dalvik (substituted by ART
from Android 5.x onward). In Fig. 1, we show an excerpt
of the Android XML code of our example application and a
screenshot rendered in an Android N emulator.
<LinearLayout
...
<TextView android:layout_width="wrap_content"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:text="Currency Converter"
android:id="@+id/textView" />
<LinearLayout android:orientation="horizontal" ... >
<TextView ... android:id="@+id/textView2"
android:text="Quantity:" />
<EditText ... android:id="@+id/Qty" .../>
</LinearLayout>
<LinearLayout android:orientation="horizontal" ... >
<TextView ... android:id="@+id/textView3"
android:text="From:" />
<RadioGroup ... android:id="@+id/From">
<RadioButton ... android:id="@+id/eurFrom"
android:text="Euros" ... />
<RadioButton ... android:id="@+id/usdFrom"
android:text="US Dollars" ... />
<RadioButton ... android:id="@+id/gbpFrom"
android:text="British Pounds" ... />
</RadioGroup>
<TextView ...
android:id="@+id/textView4"
android:text="To:" />
...
</LinearLayout>
<LinearLayout android:orientation="horizontal" ...
<TextView ... android:id="@+id/textView5"
android:text="Result:" />
<TextView ... android:id="@+id/output" />
</LinearLayout>
<Button ... android:id="@+id/convert"
android:text="Convert" />
</LinearLayout>

Fig. 1. Excerpt of the Android XML specification and rendering for the
sample app.

Android applications are built using Activities, which can
be regarded as windows in a usual desktop environment,
and Services, which are background processes without GUI.
Graphical User Interfaces are defined using a XML-based
notation named Android XML [13][9].
Given the heterogeneity of Android devices, support for
GUI adaptation to different devices is provided using layout
elements and visual behavior policies. Android also provides
further mechanisms to deal with different device display
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capabilities and adapt the interface, but it is the developer
who is in charge of developing the application in a responsive
and plastic way [14].
The developer can specify behavioral aspects in Android
XML in different ways, such as event handling. Moreover,
within the Android XML document, the application developer
can state implicit navigation via the definition of Intents,
objects which represent the intention of the application, and
allows development of applications in a service oriented way.
This service oriented model allows applications to use activities from other applications using a built-in broker mechanism.
GUI and UIDL development can be performed using the
Android Studio SDK’s visual editor. Android XML is sufficiently developer-friendly and can be edited manually when
required, e.g., to refine GUI behavior.
B. Storyboards (iOS)
Similarly to Android, Apple’s iOS also adopts a XMLdriven interface via Storyboards [15]. Apple’s approach goes
further than Android: Storyboards use views (similar to Android’s activities), but they can also explicitly include navigation aspects of user interaction in the GUI specification. Thus,
a storyboard provides a comprehensive view of the whole
application and the workflow of interactions.
The set of elements provided by iOS to define UIs does not
contain some common visual elements such as radio and check
button widgets (although the platform allows custom widgets
to be developed if required). In Fig. 2, we present a screenshot
of our example application rendered in iOS emulator; note that
choices are made using switches, not radio or check buttons.
We have not included the iOS storyboard code due to space
limitation (the full code is available in [11]).

Fig. 2. Sample app as rendered in iOS emulator from its storyboard
specification.

The model adopted by iOS devices is more closed than
the one adopted by Android. When developing applications
for iOS, the developer has lower heterogeneity of devices
than Android, but the interface guidelines are more strictly
dictated by the environment. The definition of the application
appearance is done via a visual editor integrated in Apple’s
Xcode environment. While in Android (and other used UIDLs)
the interface definition can be easily defined (or at least
edited) by the developer without visual help, storyboard XML
language is clearly designed to be machine-generated and not
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edited manually. The application logic in iOS can be developed
using Objective-C or Swift programming languages.
C. XAML: eXtensible Application Markup Language
XAML [10] is the UIDL developed by Microsoft and has
been used in several of their technologies (e.g., .NET 4.0, Silverlight). XAML is also used to specify GUIs for the Windows
10 platform. This makes XAML available not only on fixed
Windows computers but also on mobile devices. See Fig. 3
for an excerpt of the XAML code of our example application
developed as an UWP application, and its rendering on a
Windows 10 Desktop.
<Page x:Class="Converter.Converter" ... ">
<StackPanel >
<StackPanel >
<TextBlock> Currency Converter</TextBlock>
<StackPanel Orientation="Horizontal">
<TextBlock Text="Quantity:"/>
<TextBox Text="0.00" x:Name="Qty"/>
</StackPanel>
<StackPanel Orientation="Horizontal">
<TextBlock Text="From:"/>
<StackPanel>
<RadioButton x:Name="EurFrom"
GroupName="From">Euros</RadioButton>
<RadioButton x:Name="UsdFrom"
GroupName="From">US Dollars</RadioButton>
<RadioButton x:Name="GbpFrom"
GroupName="From">British Pounds
</RadioButton>
</StackPanel>
...
</StackPanel>
</StackPanel>
<StackPanel Orientation="Horizontal">
<TextBlock Text="Result:"/>
<TextBlock x:Name="Output" Text=""/>
</StackPanel>
<Button x:Name="Convert">Convert</Button>
</StackPanel>
</Page>

adaptation is quite similar to Android: developers need to
provide layout elements and policies in order to adapt (to a
certain extent) automatically the GUI to the specific device.
D. QML
QML is an UIDL associated to Qtgraphical libraries [16]
and it has been adopted as UIDL for Ubuntu OS applications.
QML is a JSON-like language, where graphical elements are
grouped in libraries which can be imported as needed (thus
providing an extension mechanism). Fig. 4 shows an QML
code excerpt for our example application and a screenshot of
the GUI as rendered by Qt Designer (Ubuntu Mate Desktop).
import QtQuick 2.1 ...
ApplicationWindow {
id: applicationWindow1
title: qsTr("Converter")
ColumnLayout {
id: columnLayout1
anchors.rightMargin: 0
anchors.bottomMargin: 0
...
Label {
id: label1
...
text: qsTr("Currency Converter")
}
RowLayout { /* From Radio button */
id: rowLayout2
...
Label {
id: label3
...
text: qsTr("From:") }
ColumnLayout {
/* inside RowLayout */
id: columnLayout3
...
ExclusiveGroup {id:from}
RadioButton {
id: eurFrom
...
text: qsTr("Euros")
checked: true
exclusiveGroup: from }
RadioButton {
id: usdFrom
...
text: qsTr("US Dollars")
exclusiveGroup: from }
RadioButton {
id: gbpFrom
...
text: qsTr("British Pounds")
exclusiveGroup: from}
}...}...}...}

Fig. 3. Example of the XAML specification and rendering for the sample
app.

Microsoft made an important effort to unify development
of applications for different Microsoft platforms under the
Universal Windows Platform (UWP) programme [10]. UWP
applications share a basic API and GUI elements which are
then extended and specialized for specific device families. As
long as the developer restricts its application to the use of the
basic API and XAML elements the application will run on all
devices that are compatible with UWP.
Although XAML is used only in Windows-based devices,
there is still a need to adapt GUIs to different devices. This
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Fig. 4. Example of the QML specification and rendering for the sample app.

Being a general purpose UIDL language, QML (since
Qt 5.1) also provides layout mechanisms in order to support
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device adaptation. Previously, Qt Quick support for windows
resizing (not device adaptation) was limited to the use of
positioners for items, and anchors to layout children GUI
elements. Qt provides bindings to multiple programming languages and platforms, which makes the adoption of QML a
feasible solution for multiplatform development. Moreover, as
with Android XML and XAML, the specification is developerfriendly and can be edited using visual tools or manually.
III. UIDL S A SSOCIATED WITH W EB B ROWSERS
Apart from developing ad hoc apps for each of the mobile
platforms, the development of applications using Web technologies has increased as Web browsers are broadly available
for fixed and mobile devices. These applications use the Web
browser (or its engine) as a kind of runtime middleware,
where an application can be deployed independently of the
underlying mobile platform (with some limitations). This
section reviews two UIDLs that are used by Web browsers:
HTML5, the most widely used UIDL as it is supported by both
mobile and desktop computers, and eXtensible User Interface
Definition Language (XUL), used by the Mozilla Foundation.
A. HTML5
HTML5 [17] is a the new version of HyperText Markup
Language, the language for structuring and presenting content
on the Web. While HTML5 can be considered to be mainly
content-oriented, it offers several form tags to interact with
the user, which makes it also suitable to define user interfaces.
For our review, we are considering plain HTML5, without any
JavaScript library extensions.
Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of the HTML5 specification for the
sample app and a screenshot of its rendering in Firefox. Note
that plain-HTML tag <table role="presentation">
was used to specify the layout of the GUI. The use of this tag
has been discouraged by the W3C HTML5 Recommendation
Document and use of CSS [17] is advised instead. This
requires GUI developers have to manage both HTML5 and
CSS descriptions to specify the required GUI layout.
HTML5 introduces new tags to include different types
of content that are now directly supported by browsers
(e.g., <video>, <audio>, <canvas>, . . . ). Several new
control forms [17] are introduced too (e.g., date, color, search,
etc.). Moreover, some tags have been included to define
a basic web document layout (e.g., <header>, <nav>,
<footer>, . . . ). However, responsiveness and layout adaption is delegated to CSS (usually combined with JavaScript).
The technology stack HTML5+CSS+JavaScript has gained
momentum in mobile applications thanks to: 1) ubiquity of
Web browsers, 2) the usefulness of client-server model to allow frequent content updates (rather than providing application
updates), and 3) the introduction of cross-platform HTML5
code engines, such as Apache Cordova [18] or Crosswalk [19].
Firefox OS [20] and Ubuntu OS applications can also be
implemented using this technology stack. While multiplatform
applications can be developed using HTML5 and Cordova
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<html> ... <body>
<table role="presentation">
<tr> <td> Currency Converter </td> </tr>
<tr> <td>
<table>
<tr> <td>
<table role="presentation">
<tr> <td> Quantity </td>
<td>
<input type="text"
id="Qty" value="0.00"/> </td> </tr>
</table> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td>
<table role="presentation">
<tr> <td> From: </td>
<td>
<input type="radio" name="From"
value="eurFrom"> Euros <br>
<input type="radio" name="From"
value="usdFrom"> US Dollars <br>
<input type="radio" name="From"
value="gbpFrom"> British Pounds </td>
...
</table> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td>
<table role="presentation">
<tr> <td> Result: </td>
<td id="output"> </td> </tr>
</table> </td> </tr>
<tr> <td>
<table role="presentation">
<tr> <td>
<input type="button" name="Convert"
value="Convert">
</td> </tr>
</table> ...
...
</body> </html>

Fig. 5. Example of the HTML5 specification and rendering for the sample
app.

or Crosswalk, such applications need to be installed on each
computer in the same way as regular applications (to run, some
of them have to be bundled along with a particular runtime).
B. XUL: eXtensible User interface definition Language
XUL [21] is the UIDL developed and supported by Mozilla
in its Gecko engine. XUL allows development of multiplatform interfaces by providing a GUI specification that is very
abstract and not related to any specific devices or platforms.
In Fig. 6, we present an excerpt of the XUL specification of
our sample app and its rendering in Firefox.
In order to provide adaption to the different capabilities
of the devices, XUL relies both on predefined layouts, and
customization via CSS and JavaScript. While it is mainly
oriented to window-based GUIs, the widgets and basic layouts
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provide developers with a higher level abstraction than other
similar languages (e.g., HTML5).
...
<window title="Converter" xmlns=" ... /there.is.only.xul">
<vbox>
<label control="lblAll" value="Currency Converter"/>
<hbox>
<label control="lblQty" value="Quantity:"/>
<textbox value="0.00" id="Qty"/>
</hbox>
<hbox>
<label control="lblFrom" value="From: "/>
<radiogroup orient="vertical" id="From" ...>
<radio id="EurFrom" label="Euros"/>
<radio id="UsdFrom" label="US Dollars"/>
<radio id="GbpFrom" label="British Pounds"/>
</radiogroup>
...
</hbox>
<hbox>
<label control="lblOutput" value="Result: "/>
<label id="Output" control="Output" value=""/>
</hbox>
<hbox>
<button id="Cnv" label="Convert" oncommand="convert()"/>
</hbox>
</vbox>
</window>

Fig. 6. Example of the XUL specification and rendering for the sample app.

XUL has been adopted as the UIDL for developing extensions for Firefox Web browser, but this use might be
discontinued in favor of adopting WebExtensions (mainly due
to security reasons). In fact, Firefox OS apps are developed
using the full Web technology stack (HTML5, CSS, and
JavaScript). The application logic for XUL applications using
Gecko engine is mainly developed using JavaScript.
IV. C OMPARISON
After defining our sample Currency Converter application
in all the reviewed UIDLs to grasp the philosophy of each
language, we analyze the pros and cons of each of them
from the point of view of using them to develop the GUI
of applications that must run on very different fixed or mobile
computers. Thus, in Table I, we can see different appealing
characteristics related to multiplatform development, namely:
•

•

Multi-device: It refers to whether the UIDL takes into
consideration devices with different characteristics (e.g.,
screen size).
Multi-OS: Considers if the UIDL can be used outside the
boundaries of a particular OS (or mobile platform).
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•

•

•

•

Multi-language: It refers to whether the UIDL can be
used with different programming languages to develop
the application logic.
Visual Editor: Considers existence of tools that allow developers to design UIDL-based GUIs in a visual manner,
abstracting developers from UIDL’s syntax.
Friendly Markup: Considers, regardless the existence of
a visual editor, whether the UIDL specification can be
edited manually by the developer easily or, alternatively,
is the UIDL too difficult to edit manually due to e.g.,
complexity and number of UIDL elements.
Layout Support: It refers to whether the UIDL allows
developers to select predefined GUI layouts.

Regarding multi-device support, all the analyzed languages
can be used in a multi-device target environment. However, it
has to be noted that both HTML5 and XUL require a Web
browser (or an engine) to be available for each device. Regarding operating systems support for UIDLs, Android XML
and Storyboard are tightly bounded with Android and iOS,
respectively. Moreover, note that XAML, while is suitable to
develop GUIs for several platforms, is restricted to work within
Windows devices.
Concerning supported programming languages, the logic
of the applications developed with Android XML is, at first,
restricted to Java. In iOS (Storyboards), the developer can use
Objective-C or Swift. XAML can be used by different programming languages that are available under the .Net platform
(e.g., Java, C#, etc.). For QML, JavaScript is recommended
for developing apps in Ubuntu OS, but many other languages
can be used when used alongside Qt libraries (if appropriate
language bindings are available). The application logic of
applications in HTML5 needs to be developed in JavaScript.
Last but not least, there are some efforts to use XUL with
different languages (such as Java) but they seem discontinued.
The existence of a friendly visual editor is not a problem
for any analyzed language but for XUL. However, XUL has a
really friendly markup which can be easily used to define the
UIs. On the other side, in practice, iOS Storyboards require a
visual editor due to the verbosity of its GUI specifications.
Finally, all languages but HTML5 support layout elements
(and mechanisms) that help the developer to describe the
interfaces in an adaptive way, which is a very important feature
for multidevice application development. The case of HTML5
is special as layout is delegated almost completely to the use
of complementary CSS (there are tags that are used to serve
as entry points for this, i.e., <div>).
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have reviewed several popular User Interface Definition Languages (UIDLs) from the point of view of
their use in the context of mobile applications. The objective
of our evaluation was to understand usefulness, benefits, and
drawbacks of UIDLs when adapting to multiple mobile devices
or different user contexts. We defined an example application
in each UIDL to help the evaluation.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE REVIEWED UIDLS.
Feature

Android XML

Multi-device
Multi-OS
Multi-language
Visual Editor
Friendly Markup
Layout Support
2

X
×
×
X
X
X

Storyboard
X
×
X
X
×
X

X
X1
X
X
X
X

QML

HTML5

XUL

X
X
X3
X
X
X

X2

X2
X2
X
×
X
X

X2
×
X
X
×

1
Provided that all devices are Windows-based.
Provided a suitable engine (e.g., Web browser or app engine) is available.
3
Provided there is a binding of Qt libraries to such a language.

As summary, all reviewed UIDLs can be used in mobile
applications and adapted to multiple devices. However, we
found that the most popular languages have strong dependency
on their underlying platform and vendor (Android XML,
XAML, Storyboards). These UIDLs are used only on Android,
Apple, or Microsoft devices and do not have any support
on other platforms. QML, whilst being less vendor-specific,
requires language and platform bindings which may not be
available or are difficult to use. On the other side, HTML5 is
widely accepted as UIDL but requires several technologies to
be combined in order to deliver GUIs (i.e., CSS, JavaScript,
Web Browser). This makes the development of applications
more complex and potentially less portable between different
device-platform combinations. Mozilla’s XUL, on the other
hand, appears to be combining the features of other UIDLs
and allows applications to be developed outside the Mozilla
platform (i.e., without having a Web Browser).
We have shown that currently there does not exist a good
multi-OS oriented UIDL which can be broadly adopted for
developing applications whose GUI is correctly presented on
very different mobile devices. Whenever an application needs
to be delivered on multiple platform-device combinations, the
user interface is not likely to be reused unless in vendorspecific situations (e.g., XAML for Microsoft environments,
or Android XML for Android). HTML5, as stated before, requires several technologies to deliver a functional GUI description. Finally, XUL may offer the best chance of redeploying
the user interface given that there are some implementations
outside Mozilla’s Web browser engine, albeit some of these
appear to be discontinued.
As future work we plan to test different UIDLs by implementing more complex applications in multiple devices
and user contexts. Furthermore, we will analyse performance
implications of choosing a specific UIDLs, and their usefulness
for advanced GUIs.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present the main concepts of the
Internet of Things (IoT), which consists of a mix of smart
devices, sensors and the Internet itself. In this research, we also
address the concept of middleware, which is a platform that
links both sensors and devices on IoT. In addition, we analyze
selected research on IoT in order to gather information to
construct a synopsis of the main facts in these articles. We
identified paramount facts studied in each of these articles, so
that we could perform a comparative analysis to highlight
similarities with broader relevance.
Keywords - IoT; middleware; e-health; health systems.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, we have witnessed a great
excitement about the Internet of Things, also known as IoT.
It is possible to notice the engagement of both companies
and universities searching for solutions to make the concept
of the “Internet of Things” become real. Each day new
researches, studies and tools emerge and innovative ideas are
born, creating a vast exploration of the field.
Nowadays, we live surrounded by electronic devices, at
home, at work or in in the simplest environments. Even
inside people’s bodies, they have many different roles which
makes us believe that the era of interconnected things has
already began.
In health, we find an opened and motivated field in the
search of technological solutions in order to achieve better
efficiency in business and also to be accessible by a larger
percent of the population. This way, patients who are
informed daily about their health can take a proactive role in
health care [1]. The contribution acquired by the evolution of
interactive technologies is deeply linked to a significant
improvement of productivity and quality of life.
In this context, e-health is introduced. It is defined as the
use of electronic devices and other technologies in order to
help with the practice of health care. That includes electronic
medical prescriptions and remote monitoring of patients [2].
The possibility of using wireless sensors on one’s clothes or
body increases comfort, convenience and the effectiveness of
the patients’ health treatment. Considering that these can be
monitored at distance without affecting the patients’ routine
[3].
The IoT is growing impressively in the scope of health
and general medical care. Such great expansion generates
increasingly interactive manners to deal with the patients’
clinical situation through apparatuses such as wireless
sensors and nanotechnology. It is remarkable the fact that the
medical monitoring can be done in real-time through various
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devices, allowing patients to check their situation and getting
new orientations via smartphones or tablets. Although, the
immense potential brought by the insertion of the IoT in eHealth brings forward some facts that demand to be
evaluated. The observable fact here is the interoperability
among gadgets, considering that it demands transparency
about the data shared on the devices. As Bui and Zorzi have
put it [4] this constitutes a myriad of heterogeneous devices
from many different manufacturers, each having their own
interfaces and this way creating operational barriers. Besides
that, another great concern points to a massive amount of
data transmitted in a single network, which raises questions
involving privacy and security.
The corcern in the questions above will mainly consist in
the insertion of middleware platforms. These have been
created to provide interoperability and to manage a variety of
objects associated with the users and interconnected
applications [5]. To e-health, the middleware platform can be
described as a moderator for the data shared, integrating
different devices of a heterogeneous environment and
providing users the possibility of consulting their
information through the Internet.
Baring the mentioned factors in mind, this study has as
its main objective to focus on investigating and presenting
articles that discuss the reasons of the motivation for creating
a middleware to helpful gadgets concerning human health
care, as well as the examples of mildware that already exists.
II.

INTERNET OF THINGS

Giving the definition for the Internet of Things is not an
easy job, since it is such an abstract idea, and yet there is
much more to be done until its concept is built. In her article
published in 2012, Talyta Singer [6] addresses various
concepts of IoT from different authors. As she describes
there, the IoT concept is an allusion to a global network in
which devices can interact among themselves without human
interference. This definition permeates one of the many
views about the concept of IoT, leading to us believe that a
lot has already been done. However, there is still a long road
until it becomes real.
This article holds no intention on formalizing or defining
the meaning of IoT, but only to point its use in health care.
When it comees to IoT, Atzori [7] points out three great
pillars: middleware, sensors and a basic knowledge to be
stimulated. So, it is confirmed the need to show some of the
reasons and implicationswhen using this technology
concerning well being, monitoring, prevention and treatment
of any disease [8].
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IoT connects countless smart devices to a specific
network. This way, technology may improve services in
hospitals, health care centers and the practice of home care.
To Paiva [9] the IoT is something that has to be present in
our daily routine and is a source of great motivation in the
health care research field for being a very promising area.
The perspective for such an event grows through the
popularization of the “Wearables”, which can collect data
without the need of human intervention. The data that comes
from these devices, such as pulse rate, temperature and else,
can go into a database, allowing medical monitoring from
distance. The benefits of IoT are quite notorious when it
comes to efficient diagnosis.

cohesive interoperability it is necessary to establish a pattern
of communication among the gadgets. The model that offers
such integration with transparency is what we call a
middleware.

Figure 2.

Figure 1.

IoT –Health System
Scenario. Source: [33]

It is clear that the IoT has very high potential for solving
communication problems between health care centers and
patients, this way, revolutionizing the treatment of diseases.
III.

MIDDLEWARE

The IoT’s environment is characterized by the
heterogeneity among many devices and softwares involved;
Those can execute various functions through distinct
protocols, which makes it a challenge to implement such
technology. To unify many resources of IoT, it is necessary
to provide models of high-level interfacing, abstracting
physical devices and services and guaranteeing a good
interoperability.
The interoperability can be described as the possibility of
interconnection in heterogeneous environments with
transparency, as Marcondes and Sayão have said [10]. This
unique interface doesn’t demand the users to know about
where and how their data is stored. In addition, to achieve a
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Middleware Interface
in Personal Healthcare Information System [28]

For IoT, the middleware is the platform that integrates
the applications and involved gadgets, as well as processing
their communication. The middleware yet foments the reuse
of generic services in order to streamline the development of
applications, once it helps developers to deal directly with
the specifications of both devices and network. We can also
infer that the middleware mediates systems that are in
different layers. The use of an intermediate middleware layer
is needed to make interactions with the database from
specific XML [11],[12],[13].
The differentiated middleware platform for IoT is being
studied, but, for Teixeira [14] these proposals have not yet
reached a stage of maturity. Also according to the author,
several researches reveal points that require concentration on
analysis and even more research, such as: robust
infrastructures tolerant to failures able to manage and process
the data collected through integrated intelligent devices; a
better management of uncertainties and resolution of
conflicts; and an adequate support to adapt environment and
dynamic applications in order to minimize the overload of
relevant security functions on the platform of the
middleware.
When searching a better foundation, it is necessary to
present the main requirements and elements of a middleware
platform that includes the IoT environment, according to
Maia [15]:
• A scalable interoperability support for the myriad of
heterogeneous devices to enable intelligent objects
(things) to communicate with users, Internet service
and with each other;
• Mechanisms for detection and management of
efficient devices that allow dynamic integration of
new devices in the IoT’s environment, as well as to
manage the condition and location of these devices;
• Awareness of capacity for data processing
management;
• An efficient dynamic support, since IoT’s
environment is inherently dynamic and applications
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can be reconfigured at runtime according to the
changes in such environments;
• The management of large amounts of data collected
from smart devices that must be made available to
applications and/or final users;
• Issues related to security and privacy, authenticity
and integrity, which are important highlights,
especially in critical applications; and;
• Providing a high-level interface to access
heterogeneous devices transparently. Hiding the
specifications of the integrated device applications
and/or final users;
This way, the middleware platform comes as a promising
solution for promoting interoperability between the IoT’s
devices and applications, as well as the final users.
IV.

E-HEALTH SCENERY

Standards for interoperability have been proposed in the
past twenty years to allow information exchange within a
health care environment and the establishment of an
accessible Electronic Health Record (EHR) to any health
institution and/or patient. Standards for interoperability in
health care need rules for sharing typical information of an
EHR, as the description of health status, treatments given
and results [16] Most standards currently broadcast use
messages in text mode or Extensible Markup Language
(XML) documents to provide health information that can be
exchanged between systems. Nevertheless, there is still not a
finished and worldwide used standard, which indicates that
the interoperability of health systems can still be considered
one of the greatest challenges to be faced in the field of
health [17]
The use of a standard for interoperability allows any local
system to interpretate data using universal concepts and
terminology [18] Based on this definition, the idea of using a
standard for interoperability in health to integrate distinct
systems and use these same concepts and standardized
terminologies to access data internally, or to access the
database emerged itself. Representing requests by sending
messages according to syntax and semantics established by a
health standard model makes it possible to maintain
compatibility and consistency between systems and database.
V.

ANALYSIS OF RELEVANTS ARTICLES

In this section, we present a summary of the most
relevant articles for this research; the analysis criteria was
made based on the number of references and respective year
of publication.
In the article “A Web Platform For Interconnecting Body
Sensors And Improving Health Care”, [19] the authors
present the Health Care Devices’ Ecosystem EcoHealth
(EcoHealth), a web middleware platform that allows you to
connect and approach doctors and patients through the use of
body sensors, and thus provide better monitoring of health
and diagnosis for patients. EcoHealth is supposed to
integrate the information gathered from multiple
heterogeneous devices in order to provide subsidy to
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monitor, process, display, store and send notifications about
the patients’ health as well as vital signs in real-time by
using Internet standards. The article also presents the
EcoHealth’s proposed models, its logical architecture,
implementation and propitious scenario for the use of
middleware. Thus, the article shows relevance to this
research by the extent of middleware information, IoT and ehealth, and presents the implementation of EcoHealth
middleware, which we will analyze in a further study.
During the analysis of these researches, we also selected
the study "On Middleware for Emerging Health Services"
[20] due to the fact that it shows the initial implementation
process of a middleware for emergency health services. It
also addresses the middleware requirements and challenges
arising from the development of technologies applied in
health care. Finally, this study describes the specific
requirements of the middleware “SBUS” since its early
stages.
The article “Uma Plataforma de Middleware para
Integração de Dispositivos e Desenvolvimento de Aplicações
em E-Health” [21] is another research that contributes
immensely to this research. This detailed study presents the
EcoHealth middleware platform to promote the integration
of heterogeneous body sensors to allow remote monitoring
of patients. It also brings an evaluation of the Eco Health
platform performance, considering an eHealth application
developed as proof of concept. It yet shows the main
objectives of the applicability of middleware, consisting of
monitoring through body sensors. Variables related to
environmental health enable diagnosis via control,
visualization, processing and real-time data storage, enabling
the performance of hardware platforms in order to provide
emergency aid to patients at risk. The evaluation showed that
this platform can support a lot of physical devices working
with appropriate frequencies for monitoring vital signs.
Validating the middleware EcoHealth.
The article “E-Performance Modeling Of Proposed
GUISET Middleware For Mobile Healthcare Services In E
Marketplaces GUISET” [22] proposes middleware for using
in South Africa. The referred platform provides useful
services for small and medium-sized companies in the
context of mobile services. The results of this study show
that the average unconditional waiting time remains the same
with the reduction of this as a priority in relation to the
preferred model. It is expected to be beneficial in mobile
health services where events are prioritized and attention has
to be given to urgencies.
In “Service Oriented Middleware Architecture for
Mobile Personal Health Monitoring” [23] the authors present
a middleware service oriented approach. This platform aims
to facilitate the development of health and welfare
applications, enabling semantic interoperability of
heterogeneous objects, services and applications. They also
demonstrate the functionality of collecting values of medical
devices, fusion of many sensors data, service orchestration,
and export of medical data in a service-oriented approach.
A connectivity kit of medical devices to access the
middleware available for developers to create applications
based on open standards is also displayed.
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Another selected article was the “AMBIENT
HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS, Using The Hydra Embedded
Middleware For Implementing An Ambient Disease
Management System” [24], which presents the Hydra
middleware. This platform consists of a modular approach
that solves interoperability problems among devices used in
health care environments. Hydra provides an interfacing
between interactive devices, such as the biosensors and data
from the software to be involved. The approach of this
middleware is in three layers, which guarantees structured
design applications and extensions. The Hydra is still
established as an effective platform for health ecosystems
that integrate foundations, as well as the services offered by
others.
We also selected the study “SIXTH: A Middleware For
Supporting Ubiquitous Sensing In Personal Health
Monitoring” [25]. This article brings a middleware called
SIXTH, which was motivated by the importance of
identifying the context in an AAL configuration and how this
can be best achieved through the convergence of various
sources of heterogeneous data. This study’s middleware is
open, extensible and offers integration of typical AAL
settings and wearable smart devices.
The “CORBAMed And DHE: Middleware Service
Approach In Healthcare Information Systems” [26] analyses
both situation and challenges health care system faced
nowadays, besides introducing two structures of middleware
systems of information, the CORBAMed and the DHE.
According to the authors, these two architectures can meet
the requirements of a system of health information due to the
maturity, scope and availability of middleware offered.
The article "Middleware For Heterogeneous Healthcare
Data Exchange: A Survey." [27] Brings a survey about the
HL7 middleware directed to the area of health. The presented
middleware is an international standard, based on the model
Open System Intercommunication (OSI), which sets a
pattern of exchange and transport information among health
organizations. This study is a survey of various middleware
cataloged through an exploratory research in the archives of
the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
After the analysis of the selected researches presented in this
paper is an overview of the resource selected middleware.
Another selected article is the study entitled "A Novel
Middleware Architecture for Personal Healthcare
Information System" [28] has a progressive middleware
architecture directed to the medical sector and personal
health. The approached architecture is not just a middleware,
but provide a tool for analysis of data coming from the
sensors deployed in the patient's body. In this article we
implemented a Ubiquitous healthcare prototype that has a
data analysis report for physicians, patients and health
centers. The main data were obtained by a series of sensors
used in the experiment such as the ECG, temperature that are
considered important aspects for basic health.
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VI.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE ARTICLES

In this section, we decided to address the issues that we
considered of vital importance to the thematic context and its
applicability in the real context.
The IoT already permeates the lives of many people in
the world, so the possibility of using it for better quality of
life is what instigates the surveys conducted. As there are
countless devices involved with different manufacturers,
protocols and through different communication, it becomes a
challenge to face insertion of such technology. Currently, the
key focus areas of the IoT have developed massively with
the creation of middleware platforms.
Another important challenge for this issue is to ensure
interoperability in order to provide back the need of the
users.
Thus,
the
articles
were
selected,
[19],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[28],[29],[30],[31
] to support the motivational research in middleware
development for IoT in e-health.
In general, the articles that were the basis for this
research are characterized by an attempt to solve these
problems in the e-health environment. Most of the studies
propose the development of a middleware architecture to
mediate devices, trying to solve the interoperability problems
applied to e-health. The results show that there are several
middleware platforms being developed, what shows a
tendency of use of the IoT to improve the monitoring process
in general health.
VII. CONCLUSION
This article made a simple introduction about Internet of
Things, middleware, and e-health, and the relationship
between these elements. This study also showed a range of
researches related to the insertion of middleware for e-health,
leading us to believe that there is a significant motivation for
this feature. In many parts of the researches, the authors
encourage new ways of carrying out mediation between
interconnected devices on the Internet of things, so that,
creating new middleware ideas.
Although this paper was not meant to go deeper into the
development of a middleware, it was intended to foment
subsidy for a better comparison among the existing ones.
For further research, we plan to explore a middleware
architecture model best suited to the unique system of
Brazilian health. After a more appropriate analysis of the
advantages and disadvantages, to make a comparison study
of each middleware platform presented in this work.
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Abstract – Vehicular networks are a kind of technology that
requires continuous researcher. In this article, we give an
overview of the ITS (Intelligent Transportation System),
showing current known problems in the VANETs (Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks) and proposed solutions in existing
literature, with emphasis on the following topics: geolocalization, QoS (Quality of Service), and traffic safety.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to population growth and industrial development
around the world, vehicle traffic load is getting heavier every
day, increasing the likelihood of accidents. This prompts
automobile industries to manufacture their vehicles with ITS,
in order to ensure a more secure and comfortable vehicle
traffic.
To support ITS, the IEEE 802.11 group has produced the
IEEE 802.11p protocol [1], which developed applications
that include the exchange of data among vehicles using the
road infrastructure, thus bringing the Internet to the car
framework. Using dedicated wireless DSRC (Device ShortRange Communication), cars are able to communicate with
each other through VANETs, i.e., vehicles have intelligent
sensors able to detect the road conditions.
VANETs correspond to a field of vehicular networks
which is widely recognized as an essential element for ITS.
VANETs have the potential to support a wide range of
applications and services [2]. So far, the focus has been
mainly on security applications, such as road awareness,
accident warning, traffic surveillance, which have a huge
impact on avoiding traffic accidents and increase the safety
of road transport [3][4].
One of the known definitions of VANETs is a type of
wireless network where each node is a moving vehicle on the
road; the vehicles communicate with each other in order to
make the traffic safer and generally better. This type of node
acts as a router transmitting a message to another node. This
network has two types of communication, V2V (vehicle-tovehicle), and V2I (vehicle-to-infrastructure). Its main
function is to provide secure applications in real-time to
users, thus delivering the data at the right time, reducing
accidents and delays [18].
However, there are security-related issues, and problems
with the management of the media. Wireless network, like
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VANETs, have a number of communication requirements to
work well. The communication requirements have a large
number of adverse effects on the characteristics of VANETs,
e.g., multi-path disappearance and shading the wireless
channel, fluctuating density nodes in different scenarios, and
quick changes on the network topology.
Another problem is the creation of flexible services, able
to adapt easily to their environment, so that one can connect
to any device, while ensuring the safety and performance of
the communication.
VANETs support from the simple exchange of
information to the integration of highly complex
infrastructure. The general application framework takes into
account the dissemination of warning messages from those
vehicles that could find accidents or dangerous situations, in
order to provide useful information for drivers, wherever
they might be, in restaurants, hotels and service stations, as
well as entertainment: Internet, download multimedia, or
chat among vehicles [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the related work; Section III describes the current
problems and the proposed solutions; and Section IV shows
the conclusion and future works.
II.

RELATED WORK

Many researchers have been interested in solving issues
related to VANETs and improving their advances. Some of
these researches focus on an overview related to the general
information pertaining to VANETs and others tackles a more
specific topic. In this article, our approach is to tackle both of
these scenarios, taking a better look at specifics problems
and advances related to VANETs.
Gupta et al. [19] present general idea about VANETs,
showing an overview that include basic information. The
authors provide focus on the various aspects of VANETs,
such as architecture, characteristics, challenges, glimpse of
routing protocols, and simulation models used for VANETs.
They clarify the advantages and disadvantages associated
with sending information protocol among the nodes of
VANETs; showing the difference to sending information on
the highway and in the cities. Delay and interference are
associated with each case. Their results show that the speed
and distance influence the efficiency of information
exchange, as there is a maximum time for sending such
information. In an attempt to improve algorithms for sending
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and receiving data, they suggest that the network nodes
should work as routers using routing tables.
Eze et al. [20] provide an overview of the current
research state, challenges, potentials of VANETs as well as
the ways forward to achieving the long awaited ITS. The
authors present: a comparison of high-speed wireless
communication technologies for vehicular networks,
spectrum allocation issues in VANETs, message
broadcasting, routing protocols, congestion control
techniques in inter-vehicle communication, security, privacy,
anonymity and liability, reliability and cross-layer approach
between the transport layer and the network layer. With their
analysis, they have determined the minimal prerequisites to
QoS applications in VANETs. Then, the high reliability and
the low latency are not guaranteed by any of the revised
algorithms in their paper. The paper suggests that the
challenge to develop a security solution capable of
supporting the exchange of authentication, accountability
and privacy, according to each vehicle’s information should
be disclosed to appropriate government agencies (transport
authority) over the network. It is one of the biggest problems
of security and privacy in VANETs.
Sanguesa et al. [21] show a clear guideline of the benefits
and drawbacks associated with different schemes. The
authors did an analysis of the most relevant broadcast
dissemination available in a fair comparative scheme
analysis by evaluating them according to the same
environmental conditions, focusing on the same metrics, and
using the same simulation platform, specially designed for
VANETs, highlighting their features, and studying their
performance under the same simulation conditions. The
paper describes one of the biggest problems that the
researchers have found when comparing their results with
the existing state-of-art. Most researches have taken different
approaches and they try to prove which approach has the
best performance. They have proven those approaches in
different environments with unrealistic parameters leaving
inaccurate and unrepresentative conclusions. For this reason,
their work has reproduced simulations using the same
metrics for different tools, comparing the methods to the
same simulation conditions in order to determine which
method is the best for each situation.
Other researches, in these cases with specifics subjects,
such as [5], designed a collaborative virtual environment that
unifies the knowledge and is integrated with vehicles to
endow the final user with the necessary information. The
authors developed a model-driven approach that generates a
groupware application to improve the collaborative work and
access to services. The implemented tool facilitates the
development and implementation of collaborative
frameworks in VANETs. In this kind of collaborative
system, it is not essential for all data to be received in a
single node, which reduce duplication of information and
increases the data flow exchange. However, this system does
not consider the vehicle speed, or the environmental changes
or handoff that could happen, showing that this solution
requires other features in order to function in any VANETs
structure.
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Tabassum et al [7] developed an interference-aware highthroughput channel allocation mechanism, called HT-CAM
that addresses the unique challenges of CRVANETs. They
created conflict graphs of link-band pairs to extract noninterfering OBU (On Board Unit) pairs that can
communicate simultaneously on a given channel, increasing
the spatial reuse of the available channels. In addition, their
work formulates a high-throughput channel allocation
problem as a MILP (Mixed-integer Linear Programming)
problem, showing that the proposed HT-CAM provides a
better network performances compared to state-of-the-art
protocols. The comparative graphs show that the HT-CAM
technique can improve decision-allocation in the most
efficient channel for communication in VANETs. To test the
new technique efficiency they compared the TE-CAM [33]
and CC-VANET [34] methods. As its results, Tabassum et
al. [7] proved that their technique outperforms the other two
methods in terms of network throughput, channel use, and
the late delivery of end-to-end packages.
Gonzalez et al. [12] present an analysis of several
protocols proposed in literature for message dissemination in
VANETs. The authors proposed a protocol that sets and wait
a time to relay candidates. They have demonstrated that it is
possible to reduce the delay needed to cover a given area.
For that, when they stop the beacon transmissions a warning
message is detected and it does not provide a significant
performance improvement. Nonetheless, by allowing a
continuous channel access, it proves that the performance of
any protocol might be greatly increased.
The state-of-art in VANETs is constantly developing,
though much more research is required, as many
fundamental issues remains. This paper differs from others
because of the approach, bringing information and solutions
by different authors in the same paper.
III.

CURRENT ISSUES AND PROPOSED
SOLUTIONS

Many important topics in VANETs are currently under
intensive research and discussion. These issues and their
background are presented in this section.
A. General Issues
The ordinary issues to VANETs are limitation in
bandwidth utilization, frequent link disconnection, small
effective diameter, security and privacy, among others [19].
Issue 1: Limitation in bandwidth utilization - There is no
central coordinator that controls communication. The main
idea is to allow usage of all users in this network to share the
same bandwidth without causing harmful interference.
VANETs face bandwidth allocations challenges due to the
random number of users in the application. The time delay
related to this issue is reduced by fair bandwidth utilization.
If a vehicle wants to send a message and there is no medium
for transmission, then it has to wait, which leads to high
latency. Bandwidth is important to the congestion control.
Bandwidth utilization is very important for sending large
amounts of information, otherwise the system will be
overload.
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TABLE I. ISSUES IN VANETS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS IN THE LITERATURE.

SMT utilizes MAC (Message Authentication Code) to check
the integrity and authentication of its origin.
B. Geo-localization
Currently, navigation technologies are GPS-dependent,
which has several problems. The most important problem is
price, especially if one is looking for an accurate GPS
system. Cheap GPS devices are not precise and can become
unusable for autonomous navigation [16].
Therefore, current researches intend to develop
technology to obtain information about the position in realtime applications such as real time navigation, traffic
behavior studies, and applications related to the location,
such as forward collision warning application of the vehicle
based central server [1].
In Fig. 1, we show the issues that the papers bellow tries
to focus on.

Geo-localization Issues

Issue 2: Frequent link disconnection - VANETs changes
all the time and this happens dynamically and fast. This
brings changes in the network topology. Because of the
network high mobility and frequent fragmentation, the link
disconnects often due to the short connection time between
nodes in VANETS.
Issue 3: Small effective diameter - Maintaining complete
global topology is impossible due to weak connectivity
between nodes and results in issues when applying the
existing algorithm.
Issue 4: Security and privacy – In VANETs, vehicles
connect with other random vehicles without knowing their
intention. It brings vulnerability to the users to succumb to
different malicious attacks. The detection and prevention of
attacks in VANETs should be properly designed to ensure
the safety of users are not violated, in a real-time framework.
Issue 5: Routing protocols - Due to the above challenges,
designing an effective protocol, which transfers maximum
packets in minimum time, is not easy to implement. So the
design of an efficient routing protocol demands
advancements in MANET's architecture, to accommodate
the fast mobility of the VANETs nodes in an efficient
manner.
For the above issues, the proposed solutions are showing
in Table I.

Traffic safety and
local danger warning.

[1]

Central management
of the position data.

[14]

Accurate localization
and registration.

[15]-[17]

Figure 1. Relation between surveys and issues in VANETS.

To solve issue 1, the solution proposed by Dongre et al.
[22], implements an algorithm that can control and detect the
traffic congestion and can send only one message
broadcasted by the vehicle, which reduces the overhead on
the network, improving bandwidth utilization.
To solve issue 2, it is possible to use the OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) or its variations. OLSR is an
optimization over a pure link state protocol as it compacts
the size of data sent in the messages, and reduces the number
of retransmissions to flood these messages in the entire
network [23]. Today the OLSR has its variations. Gautami et
al. [24] have proposed a Meta-heuristic algorithm as
optimization of the OLSR protocol to enhance the
performance of individual search methods in VANETs.
To solve issue 3, the proposed solutions include positionbased protocols, e.g., MFR (Most Forward within Radius)
[27], LAR (Location-Aided Routing Protocol) [28], EGR
(Energy-Aware Geographic Routing) [29]; they assume that
the vehicle is equipped with GPS (Global Positioning
System) device in order to find its own geographic position.
To solve issue 4, a combined group of protocols was
presented, but the final choice was SMT (Secure Message
Transmission) protocol [13]. The data is only transmitted in
the communication among registered vehicles. This protocol
ensures that the vehicle IDs are not exposed for anyone.
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Thenmozhi et al. [1] propose vehicle-to-vehicle model
that allows moving vehicles to send geographical and speed
data over VANETs to prevent accidents. Their method uses
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) Wireless
Devices and a repeater in vehicles that solves issues in fourway interior road junctions by sending the data signal for
longer distances during local danger circumstances.
Mo et al. [14] consider the vehicle movement patterns
(position, speed, and direction) can be stored in the form of a
dynamic vector, which has implemented position updating in
central MOD (Moving Object Database). It has a vehicle
position data updating strategy with packet repetition based
on Kalman filter prediction. An algorithm with packet
repetition was designed; it can not only generate a position
updating data according to a preset threshold, but also
decides the packet repetition mode related to the distance of
two adjacent vehicles in order to reduce data loss. The
simulated results show that vehicle position data updating
frequency was obviously reduced and the reliability of the
communication is greatly improved through packet repetition
mechanism by using this position updating strategy. Their
experiment uses the colored noise Gauss to simulate the
noise of the Kalman filter to predicted background. They
choose the colored noise instead of white noise for the
Kalman filter, which does not cover all the noise that might
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C. QoS
Until now, no project has achieved a reliable, flexible and
adaptable way that meet the requirements of safety and
autonomous driving applications.
In order to guarantee the exchange of information and the
reliability in ad hoc networks, the researches should take into
account the implementation of QoS, where the routing
protocols are the main idea. These protocols aim to choose
the best route from source to destination, meeting the QoS
requirements, and calculating the QoS parameters. The
selection and improvement of these protocols have
fundamental importance to improve QoS in VANETs [9].
The current proposed solutions give us an idea of the
performance gains that were achieved so far, however, they
are specific to a particular application and context and
applied in all environments [8].
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Nowadays, in the literature, the majority of routing
protocols that implement QoS require additional exchange of
messages control to determine the QoS parameters and do
not consider the problem of congestion during transmission
of the data. These protocols actually increase the overhead of
routing, causing wear in time and energy during a device
discovery path, increasing packet loss [9].
In Fig. 2, we present the issues most searched on QoS in
VANETs that are presented in [4][8][9].

QoS Issues

be generated. They also consider that the delay transmission
is extremely small, which is not consistent with reality. As
justification, they assume that the presence of transmission
delay always makes position updating data outdated, so they
decided not to allow position data to be stored in the
database. For this situation they intend, as work, to research
about how to ensure the positional deviation error under the
control in the condition of high time delay.
Costea and Leordeanu et al. [15] have proposed a
complete system to geo-localization from aerial images in
the absence of GPS information. Their proposed pipeline
includes contributions with efficient methods to road and
intersection detection, intersection recognition with
geometric alignment to accurate localization, followed by
road detection enhancement. It proves that using learned
high-level features is feasible and it is possible to achieve a
high level of accuracy. It can be used as a GPS alternative, or
in conjunction with GPS, bringing valuable contributions to
the literature and to many applications that require offline or
online, real-time processing. The limitation of this approach
is that the high level of accuracy only happens if the
geolocation is from images alone.
Gupta et al. [16] propose new approach to geolocalization position of a mobile platform. Their intent is to
solve the problem of accurate mobile platform geolocalization as a combination of approximate geolocalization and accurate relative localization. The article
presents the algorithmic and implementation details of their
method and demonstrates it for several different types of
maps from different regions of the world. The relevance of
their results is a system that can provide a fully automatic
global localization at a low infrastructure cost.
Ounia et al.’s [17] have as objective to minimize and
simplify the computing process in the MS (Mobile Station)
during its geo-location phase needed especially to handover.
This work additionally considers designing EToA (Extended
Time of Arrival) as extended version of ToA (Time of
Arrival), following the same principle, using another aspect
of the computational process. As a result, the proposed
technique is convergent within a reduced number of
iterations. Moreover, the implementation simplicity and low
computational overhead constitute their major advantages.

Packet loss, end-to-end delay,
several layers inter-communication,
flexibility and adaptively supporting
infotainment traffic.

[4]

Availability, high level of QoS
requirements.

[8]

Overhead, congestion, fast and
reliable communication.

[9]

Figure 2. Relation between research and QoS issues in VANETS.

The main idea of the work by Rizzo et al. [4] is to design
an architecture for the provision of various levels of QoS in
VANETs. The basis of their approach is in CONTACT
(Contact and Content Aware Communications for QoS
support in VANETs). It was developed through the
investigation of several communication strategies capable of
adapting, at the same time, to the highly volatile and unstable
vehicular environment, to content attributes and properties,
and to a diversified set of application performance
requirements.
Sumra et al. [8] present the SBC (Secure Business
Communication) model and explain the components of the
proposed model. It uses TPM (Trusted Platform Mobile) as
its core component and TPM ensures a secure
communication between user and business parties in
VANETs.
With the purpose of reducing the overhead introduced to
collect information from neighbor nodes and to obtain an
accurate estimate of QoS parameters, Al-Ani et al. [9]
describe a new approach for calculating QoS parameters
locally and avoiding congestion during data transmission. It
uses the SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) to
estimate these values locally. With the help of the SNMP
agent, the QoS parameters are calculated locally without
exchanging any additional control message and without
synchronization. Their approach evades any network
overhead for QoS computation as compared to other QoSaware routing protocols. This approach uses parallel and
global search abilities of ACO (Ant Colony Optimization)
algorithm to find multiple paths to the destination satisfying
the specified QoS requirements. Their results show that the
approach of QoS QoRA (Routing based on Ant Colony
Optimization) protocol is scalable and performs well in high
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mobility, being a model to the congestion avoidance
mechanism that evades any network overhead for QoS
computation as compared to the other QoS-aware routing
protocols.

Traffic Safety Issues

D. Traffic Safety
In general, vehicle network applications are classified as
secure applications and non-secure applications. Safety
applications are used to notify drivers of urgent events on the
road to avoid accidents. Non-secure applications are
applications used by drivers or passengers to access the
wireless network for entertainment as browsing websites,
access email, and play games [10].
Emergency messages are considered an effective solution
to improve road safety conditions. The notification allows
drivers to have more time to react to avoid accidents, and to
improve the safety of drivers and passengers. For this, the
vehicles are equipped with intelligent sensors that help to
detect road conditions, trying to minimize the problems of
local risk and improves traffic management [1].
For the efficiency of these notifications to be immediate,
the latency of transmission should be kept within the
tolerable range, falling on the subject of QoS.
Among the articles referred in this work, three have
related issues with traffic safety, as seen in Fig. 3.

Alert message trasmission latency
and redundancy, broadcast storm.

[10]

Anonymous authentication,
overhead involved in storing,
communication, updating and
checking process.

[6]

Highly dynamic topology due to
vehicle speed, cluster formation and
re-ordering.

[11]

messages and the total number of messages. However, it
does not outperform the transmission delay of alert messages
and penetration rate.
Wang et al. [6] introduce ECPB (Efficient Conditional
Privacy-Preserving) authentication scheme based on group
signature for VANETs. Though group signature is widely
used in VANETs for security requirements, the existing
schemes based on group signatures suffer from longer
computational delays in the CRL (Certificate Revocation
List) checking and in the signature verification process,
leading to lower verification efficiency. In their scheme,
membership validity (a validity period) is required when a
vehicle applies for a group membership and this validity is
used to check whether the vehicle is still a group member or
not, which can be used as a substitute for the CRL checks.
Neglecting the CRL checks will sharply decrease the costs
incurred in the signatures verification. In addition, the
proposed scheme also supports batch verification. Their
experimental analysis proves that the proposed scheme
exhibits improved efficiency over the existing schemes, in
terms of verification delay and average delay. The security
analysis and experimental results show that ECPB delivers
higher efficiency verification requirements of VANETs, and
satisfies the Privacy-preserving Communication for
VANETs.
Ambareish et al. [11] proposed a beacon-based clustering
algorithm achieving a significantly higher cluster stability
than previous methods, like the CBLR (Cluster Based
Location Routing) algorithm [11]. The basis of their
approach is to use local mobility measure to decide which
cluster heads should remain in their roles and which should
change their state. In addition to the already existing states,
the authors introduced an EN (Emergency State) for
ambulances, police, and other emergency vehicles. In Table
II, we present two characteristics of VANETs that result in
the consequences that their paper tries to solve.
TABLE II. VANETS CHARACTERISTICS WITH RELATED ISSUES AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES.

Figure 3. Relation between referred work and Traffic Safety issues
in VANETS.

Chang et al. [10] have focused on the alert message
dissemination in VANETs. Their idea proposes a faulttolerant broadcasting protocol for disseminating the alert
messages on highway. The proposed protocol designates two
vehicles, which are the farthest and sub-farthest vehicles in
the transmission range of the source vehicle as the relay
candidates. In addition to this, they created an exponential
back-off method that can effectively reduce the number of
alert messages. This method improves not only the
transmission delay of the alert messages but also the number
of the alert messages in vehicular wireless networks,
increasing the reliability of the system. Their simulation
results showed that the fault-tolerant broadcast protocol
outperforms the flooding method and the ACK
(Acknowledgement) based broadcast protocol, in terms of
the number of the alert messages, the number of the ACK
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IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provided a summary of the most important
subdivisions of vehicular networks, presenting the most
accurate work in each subject of VANETs in order to enrich
and encourage research and future work for the development
of vehicle networks. It is worth noticing that the topics
covered in the articles studied highlighted the need for
performance improvements, control and management of
VANET networks, as the main ideas of this work.
For future work, we intend to find a method to reduce the
delay on transmission messages in VANETs, comparing our
results with the existing methods in the state-of-art.
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Abstract—Context-awareness was introduced in various domains
of ubiquitous computing ranging from mobile computing to
automated manufacturing. It gained this importance based on
the fact that it provides the possibility to handle adaptive systems
according to the environment changes. Therefore, a wide variety
of frameworks was developed. However, some requirements are
still not satisfied, especially those related to resolving functional
constraints, such as inclusion, precedence, and shared resources
constraints. Dealing with real-time issues also has not been
satisfied. In this work, we propose a new tool for developing
a context-aware framework able to overcome the mentioned
problems. As proof of concept, we simulated a case study and
performed results analysis.
Keywords–Context-aware framework; Reconfigurable system;
Real-time system; Functional constraint; Flexible software service.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Context-aware systems are characterized by their ability
to interact with the surrounding environment [1]. They sense
changes in their environment and adapt their behavior accordingly [2]. These changes act as contexts that will induce system
reconfiguration. Since the 1990s, this issue has gained the
attention of both the academic and manufacturing fields. Thus,
many methodologies, middleware and frameworks have been
proposed [3][4][5]. One important field of application of this
paradigm is developing applications of adaptive control systems. In fact, these systems are self-adapting systems known
by the flexibility to adapt their behavior to the environmental
dynamic changes [6]. So, this feature can be satisfied based
on context-awareness.
Developing a context-aware framework for adaptive control
systems is a challenging task. In fact, these systems require a
set of particular exigencies. First of all, they have to adapt
their behavior properly without losing system effectiveness.
Reconfigurations must always be done safely without conflicts
or break downs. To clarify, logical relations between the tasks
of reconfiguration processes such as rejection rules must be
absolutely respected. Similarly, precedence constraint as well
as using some shared resources ought to be guaranteed. Just
as respecting these relationships, managing the allocation and
de-allocation of the used resources has to be insured as well.
No doubt, providing the services before their deadlines is of
great importance otherwise the services lose their meaning.
It is true that the available literature on context-aware
frameworks has evolved over time. Particularly, providing
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solutions for real-time as well as functional constraints have
gained a great attention from researchers. However, these two
points of interest are still not developed in clear and efficient
way [10] [13] [14]. For this reason, we propose in this paper a
new tool for developing context-aware frameworks to solve the
aforementioned constraints. It is called Reconfigurable RealTime Context-Aware (R2TCA) framework. This new tool is
dedicated to developing reconfigurable systems running under
real-time and functional constraints. It enables to develop
applications following a layered architecture composed of four
layers [21]. Every layer has a specific role in the adaptation
process. We took an example of baggage handling systems as
adaptive system in order to prove the suitability of R2TCA.
Moreover, system response time as well as the memory utilization rate is calculated so that we prove R2TCA robustness.
This paper is structured in five main sections. In Section
2, we present the state of the art. Section 3 describes the new
tool. Section 4 shows the application of the new tool to a case
study. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
Many works have proposed different context-aware frameworks. In this section, we give an overview of these achievements.
Forkan et al. [7] have proposed the Cloud-oriented contextaware middleware in ambient assisted living (CoCaMAAL).
They focused on developing a scalable and context-aware
framework in order to facilitate both data collection and
processing. Forkan et al. [8] have performed a Big Data
for Context-aware Monitoring (BDCaM) that is an extension
of CoCaMAAL. They proposed a discovery-based approach
enabling systems to adapt their behavior at run-time. It enables
finding context information using big data. Mcheick et al. [9]
have proposed a context-aware architecture for health care
systems in which they focused on abstracting the context.
They consider that scalability and inter-operability are the key
features towards the abstraction. They added an extension for
the addition of sensors so that they simplify dealing with
sensed data. Edwin and Alvin [10] have defined CAMPUS,
which is a middleware for making automated decisions of
adaptation at run-time. Their aim was to reduce the effort
made by developers by getting rid of the need to predict
and maintain adaptation rules. Lei et al. [11] have proposed
a tool called PerDe. They focused on designing a domainspecific language. Also, they provided a set of graphical tool-
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kits covering development steps for ubiquitous computing applications. Balland and Consel [12] have introduced DiaSuite
which is a tool dedicated to drive the development processes
on specific domains of Sense/Compute/Control (SCC). It has
a compiler responsible for generating customized basis for
every development step. Liu and Cheng [13] have proposed a
middleware framework called MARCHES. It aims to support
time-critical adaptive vehicle systems. Also, they tried to improve reconfiguration efficiency for these systems in changing
environments. Papadopoulou et al. [14] have proposed an
approach of development of pervasive systems based on the
notion of Personal Smart Space (PSS). In this work, they
addressed the issue of sharing resources.
These existing concepts and tools have been developed
in order to satisfy adaptive systems requirements. Although,
most of them do not propose a clear strategy to handle
real-time services. In addition, there are no solutions that
have treated functional constraints like managing dependencies
relations. In addition, resource sharing was not considered in
the majority of the existing works. Moreover, coherence rules,
such as inclusion and exclusion rules, were not considered
either. That is why we propose in this paper a new contextaware framework in order to overcome these constraints. We
implemented a four layers architecture where every layer has
its specific role. This new tool is able to satisfy what the
existing works do not.
III.

R2TCA: N EW T OOL FOR R ECONFIGURABLE
R EAL -T IME C ONTEXT-AWARE S YSTEMS
The four layers architecture is given as follows: (i) Reconfiguration layer, (ii) Context control layer, (iii) Services layer,
and (iv) Communication layer. The technical description and
details of the internal models and behavior of each layer is
available in a research report at [21]. The goal of this paper
is to present the implemented tool and to show its execution.

the upper layer after having checked the constraints to the
actuators of the connected devices.

Figure 2. Reconfiguration layer modules.

Fig. 2 shows the composition of this layer. It is composed
of four main modules. Event Listener is listening for the
events. Handling is responsible for treating the sensed events
and forwarding them to the upper layer. Receive Commands
is responsible for switching the changes to the environment.
Apply on Command Devices is responsible for delivering the
needed actions to the actuators.
B. Context Control Layer
This is the second layer in the architecture. It is the key
layer in the entire proposed framework since it is responsible
for controlling the execution of the adaptation process. It is
composed of three components, as follows: controller unit,
functional pool and scheduler pool.
1) Controller Unit: It is the component responsible for
the collaboration between the layers of the architecture and
between the components of the context control layer (see Fig.
3). Its role is to receive reconfiguration requests sent by the
reconfiguration layer and: (i) decides the modification level
that should be processed (whether loading a new service or
updating some objects of a service or updating some data of a
service), (ii) sends functional constraints to the functional pool
to be checked, (iii) sends tasks to be executed to the scheduler
pool.

Figure 1. The modules of R2TCA layers.
Figure 3. Controller unit modules.

Fig. 1 presents the superposition of the framework’s four
layers. The description of layers and their modules is depicted
in the next paragraphs.
A. Reconfiguration Layer
This is the first layer in the architecture (see Fig. 2). It is
responsible for collecting triggered events in the environment.
This collection is ensured thanks to sensors and the layer
considers these events as reconfiguration requests. Then, it
forwards the reconfiguration requests to the upper layer. The
second role of this layer is to transfer commands coming from
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2) Functional Pool: This pool is responsible for checking
functional constraints that can be present in adaptive systems.
It guarantees the control of dependencies such as using shared
resources. Also, it offers the possibility to order the services
according to their importance and precedence relation through
a priorities table. In addition, it keeps coherent execution of the
services by checking inclusion and exclusion rules. Moreover,
it provides the ability to allocate and de-allocate resources to
be used. Fig. 4 depicts the test levels that guarantee a correct
functional behavior.
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Figure 7. Communication layer modules.
Figure 4. Functional pool modules.

3) Scheduler Pool: This pool is responsible for scheduling
real-time tasks. It offers the possibility to employ different
categories of scheduling protocols (see Fig. 5). It takes in
protocols for scheduling periodic tasks with fixed priorities
(Rate Monotonic [15] and Deadline Monotonic [16]) and
dynamic priorities (Earliest Deadline First [17] and Least
Laxity First [18]). Also, it takes in scheduling of aperiodic
tasks thanks to Polling, Deferrable and Sporadic servers [19].
Not only that, but it enables scheduling with regard to sharing
resources through Priority Ceiling Protocol [20].

Figure 5. Scheduler pool modules.

oriented programming) that encapsulates the tasks offered by
the services. Each interface represents one service.
R2TCA is distinguished by the high level of control during
leading reconfigurations. It provides a whole component to
handle the correctness of the processes execution. Neither
deadlocks nor blocking will be faced at run-time thanks to the
functional pool. R2TCA solves the problem of system feasibility by including a scheduler pool. This pool guarantees that
all services will be executed before exceeding their deadlines.
IV. A PPLICATION
Based on the R2TCA description presented in the previous section, we have implemented our framework using C#
programming language. We have developed the four layers.
We proved the suitability of our work by developing a control
application of an airport baggage handling system.
A. Baggage Handling System Model and Design
A baggage handling system (BHS) is composed of different
devices like conveyor sections, Radio Frequency IDentification
(RFID) readers, X-ray sections, pushers, etc. The main target
behind using such system is to transport passenger baggage
to the right destination at the right time. Fig. 8 depicts an
example of BHS. There are various services accomplished
by this system: up-stream, down-stream, merging, diverting,
tracking, and stop services.

C. Services Layer
This is the third layer in the architecture. It contains
services containers. In fact, a service is the set of tasks to
be accomplished by the system. These tasks are translated in
the form of code organized in objects (these objects are classes
from the object oriented programming).

Figure 8. The baggage handling system structure.
Figure 6. Services layer modules.

Fig. 6 depicts the services containers. Every container is
composed of a set of classes including the tasks of the system.
D. Communication Layer
This is the fourth and the last layer in the proposed
framework. It represents the interface of the framework to the
developers (Fig. 7). It contains a set of interfaces (from object
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To be executed as expected, the BHS has to overcome
some problems. First, this system can face reconfigurations
at run-time. These reconfigurations can be caused by different
reasons like maintenance, failures, human intervention, actions
in the environment. So, the system should adapt its behavior
accordingly. This adaptation is not a trivial task since putting
the system offline or causing some blockage are not acceptable. Thus, controlling functional aspects of reconfiguration
processes is really a crucial need. Moreover, conveying the
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baggage from check-in to the right destination must not take
a long time, otherwise the system loses its effectiveness. In
this context, we implemented R2TCA a new tool providing
the possibility to overcome these problems.

We have implemented all the scheduling protocols aforesaid in the section of scheduler pool. Feasibility tests and
simulations were performed. Let us see how this tool can be
used with a baggage handling system.

B. Contribution: the new tool R2TCA
In this subsection, we present our developed tool R2TCA.
We provide a description of the implementation of the main
functionality.

C. Simulation of the baggage handling system
Before we go to the simulation and test, let us present the
developed services and the relations between them.
TABLE I. SERVICES FEATURES.

Figure 9. The developers interface of R2TCA.

We have implemented R2TCA which includes the framework services. Fig. 9 depicts its interface. This interface
enables developers to access the code of the framework and to
use it in order to implement control applications. The folder
Framework shown in Fig. 10 contains all the packages and
classes of our framework. Developers have to use these classes
by means of inheritance. They have the possibility to edit the
folder Developer and create their own project.

Name

ID

Priority

Stop
Upstream
Downstream
Merge
Track
Divert

0
1
2
3
4
5

1
4
4
3
2
3

included
services
4
4
4
4
4

excluded
services
1,2,3,5
0,2
0,1
0,5
0,3

Resources Type
R
R,Q
R,Z
R
R,Q

Real-time
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time
Real-time

As mentioned in Table 1: Service stop has the highest priority, service track has a lower priority, both merge and divert
services have equal priorities which is less than track priority,
up-stream and down-stream also have the same priority, which
is the lowest priority.
The relation between these services can be defined as follows: (i) Services up-stream and down-stream are in exclusion
(because they are opposite). (ii) Services merge and divert are
also in exclusion. (iii) Service track is in inclusion with all the
rest of services. (iv) Service stop is in exclusion with the rest
of services. We mentioned also the shared resource R and Q
and the type of services (whether they are real-time or not).
We consider the BHS shown in Fig. 8. Baggage has
to be transported from the check-in point to the departure
gates. Initially, service down-stream and track are running. A
reconfiguration scenario arises when the conveyor 16 is broken
down. Baggage has to be routed another way, so the control
application will load the stop service to stop the down-stream
and then to run up-stream until reaching a diverting section
(see Fig. 12).

Figure 10. The packages of R2TCA.

In their new projects, developers are free to use the
scheduling protocol that fits their needs, they are also free to
modify, add, and delete some services (see Fig. 11):

Figure 12. The reconfiguration scenario.

The controller unit begins by selecting down-stream and
track service from the services layer (see Fig. 13).

Figure 13. The controller selection of downs-stream service
Figure 11. The developer project files.
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After that, the controller sends a functional request to the
functional pool in order to verify the needed restrictions. Once
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called, the functional pool creates the necessary tables. It
begins with creating the exclusion matrix (this matrix helps
to determine which services can work together and which
services cannot work together, as we mentioned in Table 1).
Similarly, it creates the inclusion matrix that helps to determine
which services can be executed simultaneously. Then, it creates
priorities, dependencies and resources tables.
After creating all the necessary control matrices and tables,
the functional pool starts the verification of the functional
requirements of the down-stream service. First of all, it will
check the priority of the selected service from the priorities
table. The priority of down-stream is 4. The functional pool
will verify inclusion and exclusion rules thanks to the created
matrices. Then, it checks the dependencies rules using the
dependencies table. It verifies if there are shared resources
between the services. As shown in Fig. 14, service downstream uses the resources R and Q, and service track uses
the resource R. So, it returns that there are shared resources
and Priority Ceiling Protocol has to be used to control these
resources. Finally, resources allocation table will be checked
to allocate the other needed resources (see Fig. 15).

Figure 14. Checking functional constraints (first part).

handle periodic tasks and the polling server to handle aperiodic
tasks).
The same steps of checking will be repeated with the
service track. As seen in Table 1, the downstream and track
services are real-time services, so they will be switched to
the scheduler pool. The scheduler pool starts the execution of
services. At the period of Polling Server (Fig. 16), it checks
the list of aperiodic events (reconfiguration events).

Figure 16. Checking queue of aperiodic tasks.

While our system is running and conveyors are advancing,
a problem arises with the motor responsible for conveyor 16,
making it unable to execute any command. So, our system
should find another valid path to transport baggage to the target
destination. This change is picked-up by R2TCA when sensors
send an event to stop down-streaming and run up-streaming
until reaching a diverting section. Here, stop and up-streaming
will be inserted in the queue of aperiodic tasks. This change
is considered a reconfiguration scenario.
Before any verification, the controller checks the feasibility
of the system and decides if this event will be accepted or
not. After verifying this condition, the controller verifies that
once accepted, this new event will not cause the lower priority
events accepted and not yet executed by the system to miss
their deadlines.
After accepting the new event, the controller extracts the
ID of the service stop (ID=0), then sends a request to the
functional pool. As Table 1 shows, service stop has the priority
0 (the highest priority) and is in exclusion with all the other
services except the service track. On the other hand, service
stop includes track service. So, the track will not be deleted
from the list of competitive services. The functional pool
verifies dependencies and resources rules then returns the
feedback to the controller. The controller sends the aperiodic
event stop to the scheduler pool by putting it in the queue of
aperiodic tasks (see Fig. 17).

Figure 17. Controller sends aperiodic tasks to scheduler pool.

Figure 15. Checking functional constraints (second part).

Once all these constraints are verified, the functional pool
sends a positive feedback to the controller. At this level, the
controller verifies if the services type is real-time or not. Downstream is defined as real-time service in our system, so it will
be sent to the scheduler pool to be scheduled based on the
chosen protocol (in our case, Rate Monotonic is selected to
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The stop service is used in order to stop the down-stream
of conveyors. After stopping down-stream, the reconfiguration
layer sends a second request to load the service up-stream.
Conveyors should move back until reaching a divert point.
The controller checks the feasibility, accepts up-stream event,
creates a functional request and sends it to the functional pool.
When sensors detect that conveyors reach the diverting
position, the controller loads the service divert. Then, it creates
a functional request and communicates with the functional pool
to verify the functional rules. After that, the controller sends
diverting event to the scheduler pool which will add it to the
queue of aperiodic events and execute it at the first activation
of the polling server. When the target point is achieved, the
system should resume its ordinary work.
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D. R2TCA Performance
The contribution of R2TCA is that it improves the reconfiguration process and ameliorates the adaptation of system
behavior. R2TCA helps systems to shorten the execution time
and so to hasten the response thanks to the functional pool.
In fact, this pool helps to avoid the time lost in starting the
execution of a wrong process. By checking the coherence rules
and tasks priorities, developers are confident in the correctness
of tasks execution. In addition, the dependencies table plays an
important role in minimizing the conflicts, avoiding deadlocks
and getting rid of the problem of priorities inversion. We have
performed a comparison between two simulation scenarios:
with and without the functional pool. The results are shown in
Fig. 18.

TABLE II. NUMBER OF ADAPTATION RULES OF R2TCA Vs CAMPUS.

Service1
Service2
Service3
Service4
Service5
Service6
Service7
Service8

Tasks
number

Tasklets
number

1
2
8
6
4
3
5
7

6
3
2
3
7
9
3
2

CAMPUS
adaptation
rules
1*6=6
2*3=6
2*8=16
6*3=18
4*7=28
3*9=27
5*3=15
7*2=14

R2TCA adaptation rules
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

According to Table 2, CAMPUS and R2TCA have the
same number of adaptation rules only in the simple cases
where the service has only one task composed of six tasklets
or in the case where the service has two tasks composed of
three tasklets. Otherwise, R2TCA provides a lower number
of functional rules which makes it easier for developers to
develop the adaptation process. No doubt, every adaptation
rule will use system resources (such as the processor time, the
memory, the energy). The number of these resources depends
on the complexity of the rule and the controlled entities.
Fig. 19 contains an approximate calculation of the system
response time when using R2TCA and CAMPUS.

Figure 18. The system response time.

Fig. 18 shows that the red curve (with functional pool)
has smaller values than the blue curve (without functional
pool). This means that the system response time is faster
when using the functional pool. Also, it shows that, by the
increasing number of reconfiguration requests, more time is
saved compared to using only a few number of requests.
Therefore, using the functional pool is an efficient way to save
time.
Comparing R2TCA with other related work is beneficial in
terms of underlying the differences and highlighting the offered
advantages. To this end, we compared R2TCA with CAMPUS
[10] development tool. CAMPUS was proposed with the aim
of automating context-aware adaptation decisions at run-time.
We choose to compare our tool with CAMPUS since its logic
of the control process is similar to the logic of R2TCA.
In order to execute an adaptation process when using
CAMPUS, if a service is composed of nine tasks and if these
tasks are composed of two tasklets, the developers have to
prepare 2*9= 18 adaptation rules. The number of these rules
will increase with increasing number of services in the system
and also with increasing number of taskelts composing each
service. In addition, the performed rules have the risk to be tied
to a specific application and so it will be less flexible. Instead,
by using R2TCA the same number of adaptation rules will
be applied in all cases. The functional pool of R2TCA offers
the possibility to check six main rules by means of the six
tables (Priority, Precedence, Resources Allocation, Resources
De-allocation, Inclusion Matrix, and Exclusion Matrix). Table
2 shows a clear view of the gain in terms of adaptation rules
provided by R2TCA.
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Figure 19. The processing time.

Fig. 19 shows that the processing time of the services is
almost the same when using R2TCA and CAMPUS for eight
services or less. But when the number of services is higher,
R2TCA has a lower processing time compared with CAMPUS.
After that, we wanted to make sure that by adding the
extra control pools (functional and scheduler) the system will
not be lead to a point of congestion or bottleneck. Processor
utilization as well as energy resources have to be absolutely
sufficient. No doubt, the memory consumption at run-time is of
great importance and it represents a key factor to get a correct
reconfiguration process. That is why we have calculated the
memory utilization rate when there is an increasing number of
reconfiguration requests.
Fig. 20 shows that by increasing the number of reconfiguration requests (receiving 60 requests simultaneously), the
system uses 74% of the available memory. This value is
considered acceptable since it does not cause the system to
be very loaded.
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Abstract— Nowadays, we use a variety of devices to interact
with local and cloud-based systems and services and are used to
aesthetic and tailored user interfaces. This fact induces
challenges for user interface designers regarding additional
efforts for the development of multiple user interfaces for (all)
available devices. Model-based user interface design tackles this
challenge by creating abstract models for a transformation to
various devices, but with the disadvantage of additional efforts
for using and learning these techniques. Thus, we propose a
transformation process deriving an abstract model on the basis of
an integrated mockup and wireframe design tool. This allows
combining the advantages of model-based user interface design
with the world of the classical user interface design process. The
engine transfers sketches to an abstract task model in
ConcurTaskTrees notation. The model is the input for a separate
model interpretation layer generating concrete user interfaces for
various device types. The prototype delivers promising results
and future research has to focus on extending its applicability by
addressing structural constraints and limitations.
Keywords— Wireframe; Mockup; Sketches; User Interface
Design; WYSIWYG; ConcurTaskTrees; CTT; UI Model;
Adaptivity; Transformation; XSLT

I.

INTRODUCTION

The last two decades have seen a growing trend towards
mobile and ubiquitous computing. This trend changed the way
of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Nowadays, we use a
variety of devices to interact with local and cloud-based
systems and services. We also become accustomed to use
aesthetic and tailored user interfaces (UI) on different device
types. This variety provides some advantages for end-users, but
also some significant disadvantages for UI designers.
Additional efforts are needed to design and develop multiple
UIs for different device types. Considering the number of
potential UIs, the classical design approach is not appropriate
anymore. At this point, the model-based UI design approach
can help to save design resources in terms of time and money.
Besides its advantages, it has also some disadvantages. To
name a few: the design process is not intuitive enough,
additional resources during the learning and training phase are
needed and the continuous testing routines require additional
efforts. The proposed mixed approach aims to minimize these
negative aspects. The idea is to integrate mockup and
wireframe design tools, which are common in the classical UI
design process, into the model-based UI design process. This
What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) - like design
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helps designers to manifest their vision of concrete UIs without
the need to spend too much efforts on specific model-based
techniques and language notations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2, one finds a short overview of related work. Section 3
provides an introduction to the model-based UI design process,
the concept of task models in ConcurTaskTrees (CTT)
notation, the evaluation of Wireframe and Sketch-based tools
as well as an overview of the chosen tool. Section 4 describes
in detail the transformation engine, which is able to transform
wireframe mockup output data into abstract UI CTT models. In
Section 5, the results are summarized and discussed.
II. RELATED WORK
In the past, similar approaches for the generation of abstract
user interface models have been proposed. Those approaches
share the employment of WYSIWYG-like editors with our
proposed solution and use different abstract models for the
representation of the interface.
In [18], the concept of model-driven development is
examined with the goal to propose a solution for the automatic
generation of user-interfaces. To achieve this, CTT models are
introduced into the model driven approach to capture
interaction requirements of user interfaces. The proposed tool
allows developers to create user interfaces by using sketchbased drawings. However, designers need to provide additional
context to UI elements in order to identify them distinctly. This
process enables the creation of verifiable, explicit CTT models
for a user interface. Using those components a model compiler
could automatically create the code for a platform specific user
interface.
Gummy [6] uses a WYSIWYG user interface editor to
produce an abstract representation in User Interface Markup
Language (UIML) format [19]. It offers a live representation of
multiple different user interfaces for different platforms while
editing. UIML specifications of user interface are very similar
to concrete user interface specifications as opposed to the
highly abstract nature of CTT used in our proposed solution.
SketchiXML [20] offers an editor more focused on drawing
and gesture based interaction than graphical user interfaces. A
user can draw its prototype on a canvas and assign a context to
the different parts of the sketch to create a user interface model,
which in turn, can be viewed on multiple fidelity levels.
SketchyXML supports UIML as the main export format but an
export to UsiXML [21] is also possible.
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III. MODEL-BASED USER INTERFACE DESIGN PROCESS
In contrast to the classical UI design process, model-based
design divides the UI generation process into at least two steps.
The first step is related to the modeling of an abstract UI,
followed by two or more steps related to the generation of
concrete UIs. The abstract and declarative model of the first
step is composed of components like a user-task model, a user
model, a dialog model, a presentation model and a domain
model. These models provide a formal representation of the UI
design [1]. In the second step, this formal representation can be
automatically transformed into concrete UIs by using a
separate model interpretation layer, e.g., AALuis [2]-[5]. This
(at least) two-step approach offers the opportunity to specify
the UI only once, which facilitates the process of changing and
editing [6].
Model-based user interface design had its origin in the midlate 1990s [7]-[9]. Researchers and developers have
investigated different model-based techniques in order to
structure and automate the user interface design process since
then. Some approaches rely, e.g., on State chart XML
(SCXML) models [10][11], some on the Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) models [12][13] and some on
CTT models [14][15].
In general, the model-based UI design cannot be declared
as an easy and intuitive process. Designers need time to get
familiar with the indirect design concept and to learn these
model-based techniques and language notations. Furthermore,
they also require additional time to test their UI models
continuously and to compare the intended output with the
automatically generated output. Our proposed transformation
engine aims to minimize some of these challenges. Instead of
using abstract design elements to model abstract UIs, designers
may use existing sketch-based tools to design concrete UI
representations. The transformation engine transforms these
representations, into abstract UI models. These UI models, in
turn, are used in the second phase as input for an automatic
transformation into concrete UIs. On the occasion of our
current running research and development project YouDo
[16][17], which uses abstract UI models in CTT notation, the
developed transformation engine also focuses on CTT notation.
Nevertheless, the underlying architecture generally allows also
transformations into other notations like SCXML notation or
BPMN.
A. Interaction Models in CTT notation
This paragraph helps to comprehend the main
transformation steps by providing a briefly overview about
different CTT tasks and temporal operators used in the CTT
notation. The CTT notation distinguishes between four task
categories, namely interaction, system, user and abstract tasks
[14]. Interaction tasks are related to concrete user interactions.
These tasks are represented in the final UI, e.g., as control
elements or text input elements. System tasks are responsible to
receive data from the system and to provide information to the
user. User tasks represent internal cognitive or physical
activities and abstract tasks are used for complex actions,
which need sub-tasks of different categories [23]. Next to these
categories, tasks are also classified into different types. Just to
mention some, interaction tasks may be of type control, edit or
selection. Regarding the proposed transformation engine
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especially these task types are particularly relevant. As an
example, an edit interaction tasks specifies an object which can
be manually edited by the user. Depending on the concrete
transformation such an edit interaction task may be
represented, e.g., by a graphical text field. Next to different
task categories and task types the CTT notation specifies also
eight temporal operators. Temporal operators are able to
describe the relationship between single tasks. [24] provides a
detail explanation of the eight temporal operators.
B. Evaluation of Wireframe and Sketch-based Tools
Based on a detailed evaluation of existing wireframe and
sketch-based tools for user interfaces design, we decide to use
the Balsamiq mockup tool [22]. Our evaluation included in
total 11 tools and the following set of evaluation criteria:
a) the price, b) supported output formats, c) required learning
efforts and the tool usability, d) supported platforms,
d) available feature set and finally d) the project/tool activity in
terms of development and maintenance status. Table I
summarizes the list of evaluated tools and some of the
mentioned evaluation criteria.
TABLE I.

Tool
Gummy
[26]
Glade
Interface
Designer
[27]
softandG
UI [28]

LISTING OF EVALUATED WIREFRAME AND SKETCH-BASED
TOOLS AND SOME OF THE EVALUATION CRITERIA
Pricea

Supported
output
formats

Supported
platforms

Feat
ure
setb

Acti
vityb

/

UIML

Windows

-

-

/

Libglade,
GtkBuilder

Linux,
Windows,
Mac

+

+

£99

PNG, Word,
HTML, XML

Windows

+

+

PNG, PDF,
HTML

Linux,
Windows,
Mac,
Eclipse
plugin

+

+

Windows &
Mac, Web

+

+

Linux,
Windows,
Mac, Web

+

+

Wirefram
eSketcher
[29]

$99

iPLOTZ
[30]

$99/yr.

Evolus
Pencil
[31]
Mockupdesigner
[32]
Balsamiq
Mockups
[22]
Maqetta
[33]
draw.io
[34]
Moqups
[35]

/

JPG, PNG,
PDF, iPotz
File, XML
PNG, HTML,
PDF, SVG,
ODT

n/a

JSON, PNG

Web

-

n/a

$89

BMML
(XML-Bas)

Windows,
Mac, Web

+

+

/

HTML

Linux,
Windows,
Mac,

+

-

/

XML

Web

+

+

19€/mo.

PDF, PNG

Web

+

+

a. Price for the single- user license. The slash symbol </> represents GPL, GPL2 or open source
licenses. b. The plus symbol <+> represents positive evaluated criteria whereas the minus
symbol <-> represents the opposite.

Balsamiq's easy to use export format Balsamiq Mockups
Markup Language (BMML), the cross platform application, or
the comprehensive feature list are just some of the positive
criteria which influenced our decision. Balsamiq features a
very simple, yet powerful, drag and drop-based mockup editor.
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A navigation bar presents the user with multiple common user
interface elements which can simply be dragged to the canvas.
One can then arrange those elements to create a full sketch of a
user interface and by using very few basic functions, even
create linked user interface prototypes. Such prototypes
normally serve to present the look and feel of a finished
software product to test it on a specific group of users, or
simply to try out the design for developers.
Balsamiq's BMMF file features an XML format. As such, a
whole mockup can be viewed like a tree structure with a root
node, which has child nodes representing the components of
the mockups. Multiple attributes and property nodes can be
assigned to the components to mirror the design of the mockup.
Furthermore, a grouping function is available, which actually
serves to create groups of interface elements and enables the
user to move them as a whole. However, in the scope of
transformation this function will be more of use to assign
identifying objects to UI elements that are inherently without a
concrete description, such as text boxes or check boxes. The
linking of mockups is also resembled in a simple property node
that can be attached to UI elements like buttons.
IV. WIREFRAME TO CTT TRANSFORMATION ENGINE
With Balsamiq mockup files, serving as the input for the
transformation engine, the next step was to design mapping
rules and to create a concrete transformations from Balsamiq’
export file format BMML into the CTT format. Due to the fact
that both file formats use an XML structure the Extensible
Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT) [25] was used to
carry out the transformation. XSLT requires a stylesheet
template to establish transformation rules which are able to
convert a document from one specific XML structure into
another XML structure. The transformation itself is carried out
by an XSLT processor. For this purpose, we implemented a
small Java application.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the two-step transformation from Balsamiqs’ specific
BMML file format into the UI model in CTT notation.

The two underlying XML structures involved in this
transformation are fundamentally different. BMML represents
the concrete graphic user interface, whereas CTT describes a
task model representing a succession of interactions that need
to be performed in order to achieve a certain goal. In order to
extract sufficient semantic information from a user interface
mockup and to limit the number of possible CTT
interpretations, the following structural limitations have been
introduced:
 Each mockup contains exactly one window, which
represents a single static user interface.
 The transformation supports just user interfaces, which
can be represented as a set of linked windows.
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 The interface must have a designated start point,
symbolized by the first window that is presented to the
user.
 Each window expresses a so called Presentation Task
Set (PTS). A PTS is a set of user interactions,
respectively tasks, needed to perform one distinct
action. Example: to perform a login action the user
needs to fill in the username, the password and to
operate the login button within a single window.
 The user input order within a single window is
irrelevant.
 One window has at least one control button, which ends
users’ interaction on that window and forces the system
to start the processing of the entered data.
 The system outcome, in turn, is represented by a single
window.
Furthermore, due to its complexity the transformation itself
takes place in two separate steps: (Step 1) UI content
transformation into CTT tasks and their grouping and (Step 2)
rearrangement of tasks and the generation of the intended
interaction flow using CTTs temporal operators. Fig. 1
illustrates the two-step transformation approach.
1) Step 1 - UI Content Transformation: The UI content
transformation consists of two substeps: (substep 1.1) the
mapping of Balsamiq UI elements into CTT tasks and (substep
1.2) the grouping of CTT tasks into subtrees, which represent
single PTS.
a) Substep 1.1: In this substep, UI elements are
translated into semantically corresponding CTT tasks. Table II
illustrates the basic set of implemented mapping rules. This
approach is also applicable for more complex UI elements like
tables, menu groups or street maps. The CTT notation offers
the possibility to define interaction tasks of custom type. Thus,
one can define an interaction tak e.g., of type table within the
XLS transformation. Once implemented, every Balsamiq’s
table UI element will result in a corresponding table
interaction task. Like for any other interaction tasks the CTT
interpretation layer is responsible to render these custom
interaction tasks accordingly. Additionally due to the
possibility to link multiple mockups, a hierarchical structure
can be extracted. In this step, single window elements are
transformed into CTT subtrees and each UI element nested
within the UI window is transformed into a single CTT task.
b) Substep 1.2: In this substep, CTT tasks are grouped
into subtrees representing separate PTS. Additionally, each
subtree is supplemented by an initial system task (required by
the model interpretation layer). The following design patterns
are used during the grouping process:
 Each subtree is supplemented by an initial system task.
The initial system task is required by the model
interpretation layer. The system task causes the layer to
pull concrete data values from the backend system.
These data values, if present, are used by the layer to
perform an auto fill in on the rendered UI elements.
 Each subtree contains one or more interaction tasks of a
type unlike control. These interaction tasks are gained
from the substep 1.1 using the window UI element and
its child UI elements.
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Each subtree contains one or more abstract tasks gained
from substep 1.1 using the button UI element. As
described in Table II, a button UI element is
transformed into a composition of the following three
CTT tasks:
o A single interaction task of type control. This
interaction task causes the model interpretation layer
to render the concrete final UI element, e.g., a
graphical button.
o A single system task. Like the initial system task,
this task is required by the model interpretation
layer. In contrast to the initial system task, which
pulls data values, this task pushes user input values
towards the backend system.
o If present, an abstract task containing the next PTS
in form of a separate subtree. This step applies the
design patterns recursively.
2) Step 2 - Rearrangement of PTS tasks and generation of
the interaction flow: As already mentioned, after the first step
of the transformation, a semi-complete CTT model is
produced. The second step consists as well of two substeps in
order to complete the CTT model: (substep 2.1) the
rearrangement of PTS tasks and (substep 2.2) the generation
of the intended interaction flow using CTTs temporal
operators.
TABLE II.

b) Substep 2.2: This is the last processing step
performed by the transformation engine. This substep
generates the intended interaction flow using CTTs temporal
operators. The following rules are applied (see for an example
Fig. 3):
 The initial system task is connected to the first
interaction tasks with the sequential enabling
information processing operator.
 Due to the fact that user inputs do not rely on a specific
input order (compare to limitations introduced above),
all following interaction tasks with a type different than
"control" are connected to the order independence
operator.
 The last interaction task with a type different than
"control" is connected to the first abstract task (resulting
from the UI button element) to the disabling operator.
 Possible following abstract tasks (resulting from the UI
button element) are connected to the choice operator.
V. RESULTS
Fig. 2 illustrates an example for a sequence of two simple
mockups. The link between the two windows is symbolized by
the arrow, leading from the Login-button to the Welcome
window.

MAPPING BETWEEN BASIC INTERACTION ELEMENTS IN
BALSAMIQ AND CTT TASKS

Balsamiq

CTT

Note

Text field

Interaction task of type edit

Combo box
or Radio
button

Interaction task of type
single choice

Radio buttons belonging
to the same choice need to
be grouped together

Check box

Interaction task of type
Multiple Choice

Check boxes belonging to
the same choice need to be
grouped together

Label

Interaction task without
explicit task type

Button

Subgroup of one interaction
task of type control, one
system task and if present,
one abstract task containing
the next PTS

Buttons represent the
navigations through
different PTS

Window

Abstract task containing the
current PTS

The title attribute is used
to name the abstract task

a) Substep 2.1: Using the complete set of grouped CTT
tasks produced in substep 1.2, this substep is responsible to
rearrange all tasks within every subtree. The following three
ordering rules are used during this process (see for an example
Fig. 3):
 Firstly, the initial system task is the first task in the
subtree.
 Secondly, all interaction tasks with a type different than
"control" follow the initial system task.
 Thirdly, all interaction task of type "control" are
arranged lastly in the subtree.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of sequence of two simple mockups designed by means of
the Balsamiq Mockup Tool

In Fig. 3, one can see the output of the transformation
engine when processing the mockups from Fig. 2. Moreover,
Fig. 3 provides a comparison of the intermediate semicomplete tree, obtained from the first transformation step and
the final task tree, obtained from the second transformation
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step. The intermediate tree features no temporal operators and
the order of the components is not correct. The mockup UI
windows “Login” and “Welcome” have been transformed into
the corresponding abstract tasks named “Login” and
“Welcome”. The UI input elements “User Name” and
“Password” have been translated to corresponding interaction
tasks of type edit. The UI button “Login” has been transformed
into an abstract task named “Control_Group_Login”. This, in

turn, is composed by an interaction task of type control named
“Button_Login”, a system task named “Finalization_Login”
and finally the already transformed abstract task named
“Welcome”, which represents the second mockup window. In
the final tree, the CTT is complete and all temporal operators
have been placed between tasks.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the intermediate semi-complete CTT tree (left) and the complete CTT (right).

The prototype for the proposed transformation tool delivers
promising results for the use in combination with an
appropriate CTT model interpretation layer, e.g., the AALuis
layer. The transformation can be applied to any sequence of
mockups following the specified conventions specified. In the
moment however, the application of the tool is limited to
sequential links that do not contain loops. Such a loop is
created when a mockup links to another that has previously
appeared on the same path. In future work, the transformations
have to be modified to support such interfaces. An idea for
further research is the development of a direct presentation of
the final user interface, when developing the mockups, thus not
only displaying the CTT model as the abstract user interface
representation, but as well the transformed user interface.
VI. LIMITATIONS
As mentioned initially, in the model-based UI design
process developers are requested to investigate some efforts
and practice in order to benefit from model-based generated
UIs. The aim of this work is to illustrate one potential solution
to minimize these efforts and thus to increase the acceptance of
model-based UI development. In our literature review we have
been focused on similar practicable and easy to use state-ofthe-art solutions and approaches. However, the scope of this
work is not on an exhausting listing and detailed comparison of
these solutions and approaches, but rather on the description of
the proposed solution from a technical and methodological
point of view. Moreover, this work tackles the generation of
interaction models in CTT notation but not the concrete
interpretation of these models. Interpretations concepts have
been published previously [2]-[5]. The proposed solution is still
under development and requires a detailed validation and
evaluation in the scope of performance, acceptance and
usability.
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Abstract— In this paper, we developed models and algorithms
for managing stochastic flows with indeterminate
characteristics of distributing static parameters in urban
transport networks. The proposed models describe the
dependence of the single nodes blocking probability on the
urban traffic parameters changing over time. In addition, we
have modeled a city transport network and traffic flow with
the traffic lights switching time regulated according to the
proposed model and with rigidly set switching regimes (a
‘conventional traffic’ mode). The conducted research of the
line-up lengths appearing at the traffic lights exhibits a double
reduction of the traffic jams when using the elaborated model
of the ‘regulated’ traffic lights in comparison with a
conventional model of traffic management.
Keywords-transport network; stochastic dynamics of
transport network nodes blocking; traffic flow balancing; traffic
flows management algorithms.

any single vehicle separately. The application of
simulation models lets us estimate the traffic flow
dynamics, speed, behaviour and length of line-ups
and traffic jams and some other parameters.


The now existing models of traffic flow dynamics can
also be classified by their properties and types [1]:
 Macroscopic models. They describe the movement
of objects in averaged terms, e.g., density, vehicle
cruising speed etc.


Kinetic model. When describing a traffic flow, one
equals it to the flow of some liquid, thus such
models are also called hydrodynamic.



Microscopic models describing the movement of
each vehicle more precisely in comparison to the
macroscopic models.

I. INTRODUCTION
In order to develop efficient algorithms of informationand-transport systems performance, one should have
adequate mathematical models.
The mathematical models used to analyse the traffic
networks are diverse according to the tasks they solve,
mathematical tools employed and the degree of detailing the
traffic flow and the data used.
Therefore, it is impossible to provide an exhaustive
classification of the transport models, yet we can tentatively
specify three major classes of models based on the tasks
solved, i.e.:
 Forecast models. They solve the tasks of defining a
number of averaged parameters of the traffic flow,
e.g., the flow rate, the quantity of automobiles and
passengers on various parts of a road, the transfer
volume etc.


Simulation models. They allow to describe the
traffic flow dynamics, reproducing the movement of
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Optimisation models. They aim at optimising
trucking or passenger travel routes, improving the
calculations of traffic lights regimes, defining
optimal configuration of the network model and so
on.

A kinetic approach to building transport models is the
following. The traffic flow is described via density in the
phase space, i.e., in the field of coordinates and speeds of the
vehicles [1]. A kinetic equation defines the dynamics of the
phase density. A kinetic approach is closer to a micro-level,
whereas an averaged description allows transition to a
macro-level. The main benefit of the kinetic model is that
one can use it to develop macroscopic models. Knowing how
phase density changes over time, we can calculate
macroscopic features of the traffic flow, e.g., the average
speed and the density of the traffic. Kinetic models consider
the changes of automobile speeds accounted by processes of
interaction. Interaction means the following: if a speedier car
catches up with a slower one moving ahead, the former must
either slow down or pass it. In a freely moving traffic flow,
there is natural distribution of cars by ‘desirable’ speeds.
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Desirable is the speed at which the car could move without
any obstacles or interactions. One of the most serious
drawbacks of this model is the hypothesis of an automobile
chaos. According to it, during mutual interactions of cars
there is no connection between their speeds.
Kerner theory [2] of the three-phase traffic flow can be
attributed to macroscopic models, as it can predict and
explain empirical properties of dense traffic breakdown and
resulting space and time structures in the traffic flow.
One of the most efficient micro-models is the cellular
automation model (Cellular automata models, CA [3]).
Cellular automata are idealised representations of physical
systems in which the time and space are represented as
discreet, and all elements of the system have some discreet
range of possible states.
A road is divided into conditional cells of the same
length ∆x, at that at each moment the cell is either empty or
occupied by a single vehicle. At each time step t → t + 1, the
condition of all cells simultaneously (in a parallel way)
updates according to some set of rules. The choice of some
set of rules defines the diversity of CA options [4]. Traffic
models based on CA can correlate the traffic flow dynamics
at a micro-level with the traffic flow behaviour at a macrolevel.
We should note that the afore-mentioned models are not
universal and have some flaws necessitating the search for
new models, e.g., the ones founded on stochastic dynamics.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, we will describe stochastic model of traffic flow. In
Section III, we will describe the results of mathematical
simulation of the traffic flows in urban transport networks
and improvements of road situations when we use the model
of ‘managed’ traffic lights. We conclude in Section IV.
II. A STOCHASTIC MODEL OF TRAFFIC FLOW DISTRIBUTION
WITH INDETERMINATE CHARACTERISTICS IN URBAN
TRANSPORT NETWORKS

To develop a dynamic model of traffic network
performance, we propose decomposing the task set and
dividing it into solutions of two levels:
 The level of describing a single node performance
dynamics.


The level taking into consideration the network
topology and a single node performance dynamics.

The essence of the model we developed for performance
of single nodes is the following. If we consider the change of
traffic flow as a random process and we set for each
direction, each node of the transport network (a junction) a
critically admissible number of cars in line Li,j, then we can
define the probability P(Li,j, t) of the situation that by
moment t the number of cars in a line will not exceed Li,j
(there is no traffic jam).
Suppose that over some time interval τ there arrive ε cars
and leave ξ cars in the i direction of the line at j junction. The
whole data processing will be adding single steps h having
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duration τ, with
inflow, and









being the intensity of the traffic

being the intensity of traffic outflow.

Let us denote by Px-ε,h the probability of the number of
cars (x-ε) in line after h steps of processing, by Px,h the
probability of x cars, and by Px+ξ,h the probability of (x+ξ)
cars. Then probability Px,h+1 (see Figure 1) of x cars at step
h+1 will equal:
Px,h+1 = Px-ε,h + Px+ξ,h - Px,h

Figure 1. The scheme of probable transitions between the states
characterising the number of cars at j junction in i direction at h+1 step of
traffic lights performance.

Let us introduce t=hτ, where t is the total time of
processing, we thus get:
P(x,t+τ)=P(x-ε,t)+P(x+ ξ,t)-P(x,t)
Expanding this equation in a Taylor series, we obtain:

dP( x, t )  2 d 2 P( x, t )
P ( x, t )  

 ... 
dt
2
dt 2
dP( x, t )  2 d 2 P( x, t )
 P ( x, t )  

 ... 
dx
2
dx 2
dP( x, t )  2 d 2 P( x, t )
 P ( x, t )  

 ...  P( x, t ).
dx
2
dx 2
The second derivative of t can be excluded as it naturally
describes the process at which cars themselves could bear
additional cars. Taking into account the members in the left
part containing no more than the first derivative of t, and the
members of the right part having no more than the second
derivative of x, we receive:



dP( x, t )  2   2 d 2 P( x, t )
dP( x, t )

 (   )
,
2
dt
2
dx
dx
dP( x, t ) 2   2 d 2P( x, t )
dP( x, t )

 (   )
.
2
dt
2
dx
dx
Assuming that µ and λ do not depend on x and

introducing the insymbol

a

2   2
2

and b     ,

we get:

dP( x, t )
d 2 P ( x, t )
dP( x, t )
a
b
.
2
dt
dx
dx
As the function P(x,t) is continuous, we can transgress
from probability P(x,t) to the probability density ρ(x,t),
which enables us to formulate and solve a boundary problem
for describing a stochastic model of processing applications
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at a single node with indeterminate parameters of the
statistical law of their incoming times distribution.
With the number of cars x=L lining up for j junction in i
direction, where L is some critical limit number, we assume
that the node of processing (j junction in i direction) becomes
overloaded and a traffic jam is formed. The probability of
detecting such a state will be different from zero, and the
probability density defining the traffic flow in state x=L
should be put down as 0 (we are trying to avoid this
condition), i.e.:
ρ(x,t)x=L=0
(a)
We choose the second limit condition based on the fact
that condition x=0 defines a standstill in the processing. The
probability to detect such a state will be nonzero, however,
the probability density defining the traffic flow under
condition x=0 must be laid down as equal to 0 as well. We
must also strive to avoid this condition as it correlates to the
case when the traffic lights do not close this direction, and it
contradicts the logic of its work, i.e.:
ρ(x,t)x=0=0
(b)
As at time t=0 (the start of the calculation) there may be
x0 cars under the processing. Let us set the initial condition in
the following form:

1, x  x0
0, x  x0

 ( x, t  0)   ( x  x0 )  

Since the initial condition is set as a δ-function, it leads to
the fact that the solution of the obtained differential equation
remains indiscreet (continuous) at point x = x0 and the
equation will suffer derivative discontinuity at this point.
Employing operational calculus methods for probability
P(Li,j, x0|t) of the traffic jam not being formed by some t
moment (the number of cars in a line will not exceed Li,j), we
can obtain the following expression:

P( Li , j , x0 | t )  2e
bi , j Li , j

e

M



n 1

where

2ai , j

sin(n



2bi , j x0  bi2, j t
4 ai , j


(1) n 1 n 



i2, j  i2, j
ai , j 
2i , j







x0ki,1j 

where

1 r
 (ik, j 1 ik, j 1 ik,j1Ti,kj1 )  ik, jtik, j
r i 1
x0ki , jVD1
k
i , j 
,
li , j

(2)

x0ki,1j is the number of cars which did not manage

to get through in direction i of j junction after performing (k1) step, r is the number of directions at the junction,

 ik, j 1

are the outflows at step (k-1) per each r direction at the
chosen junction. Any car from those traffic inflows at step
(k-1) can equally likely choose at next k step one of r
directions, that is why we introduce a numerical coefficient
(1 / r) before the summation symbol.

Ti ,kj1 is the time during

which the chosen direction was closed by the traffic lights (it
is not the ‘open’ time, but the time of ‘idle cycle’) between
two chained openings. Let us note that opening of all
directions at the chosen junction may happen not in the
rigidly set periodical sequence. The order of directions
openings may vary depending on the traffic behavior. The
time interval between two chained openings of the same
chosen direction will simply be the ‘idle cycle’, which value

Ti ,kj1 can change dynamically. i,k j is the change of traffic
inflow in the chosen direction at the chosen node of traffic
flow over time

Ti ,kj1 . The total number of cars in the

transport network at any time of the day corresponds to the

 ik, j 1

is the time during which at (k-1) step the directions of traffic
inflows are open while the chosen outflowing direction is

e



closed during time

 2 n 2 ai , j t
L2i , j

(1)

and bi , j  i , j  i , j , µi,j are the

number of cars leaving j-node of traffic network
(junction/traffic lights) in i-direction per unit of time (an
outflow), λi,j is the number of cars entering the node per unit
of time (an inflow), t is time, x0 is the number of cars in a
line at the start time of traffic lights operation step.
Solving (1) relative to time t allows determining optimal
time intervals of traffic lights switch on. Yet it is inputintensive computational task. Taking into consideration that
the computations should be simultaneously carried out for
multiple directions and junctions, and one should also
synchronise (see (2)) the traffic inflows and outflows as
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neighbouring junctions, it is reasonable to use parallel
computations to simulate the traffic flow.
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Ti ,kj1 .  ik, j 1 is the traffic outflow in the

chosen direction at step k,

tik, j is the time interval of traffic

lights switch on at step k of the chosen direction. It is
important to determine the time interval value in order to
solve the equation defining probability P(Li,j, x0|t) of the fact
that by time t the number of cars in line will not exceed Li,j
(the gridlock do not form). VD1 is the recommended speed.
III. SIMULATING AND BALANCING THE TRAFFIC FLOWS IN
URBAN TRANSPORT NETWORKS ON THE BASIS OF THE
STOCHASTIC MODEL

To simulate transport network and determine whether it
is possible, as a matter of principle, to dynamically change
the time intervals of traffic lights switching in a city to
prevent traffic gridlock, besides (1) and (2), we should have
a model of how the number of cars varies with the time of
the day. For modelling, the total number of cars in a
transport network may be set, for example, by the function
depicted in Figure 2 (The traffic load is measured with 10
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generating units (points) and correlated to the situation when
all vehicles registered in Moscow or Moscow Region are on
the road at the same time. According to statistics, autumn is
the busiest time of the year).

Figure 2. Traffic load in Moscow during a workday (curve 1 represents
autumn of 2013; curve 2 is for autumn 2014).

Basing on (1) and (2) as well as on the function in Figure
2, we developed an algorithm of managing the transport
network and tested the proposed approach.
For the simulation purposes, we elaborated a number of
algorithms and software allowing us to model a city transport
network and traffic situations with ‘controlled’ traffic lights,
which are regulated according to the proposed model, and
‘uncontrolled’ traffic lights which have rigidly set modes of
switching (classical traffic).
To serve as a technological concept, we realised the
function of maps downloading as Open Street Map (OSM)
and wrote a parser of this format, the output of which is a
graph of transport network with featured properties of arcs (a
road) and peaks (a junction). This is important for simulation
and emulation of traffic flow, and the set of WPF (Windows
Presentation Foundation) objects is vital for their onto
mapping.
At the second stage, we constructed a structural model of
a city, which featured all classes of roads, junctions, traffic
directions, traffic lights and their modes, as well as cars and
line-ups. Besides, we realised the tools for entering the cars
according to their per diem spread (see Figure 2) and the
tools to set the cars behaviour.

Figure 3. Comparison between performing efficiencies of the proposed
model and the traffic lights switching at a fixed time
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We chose the index of total length of all line-ups at all
junctions of the loaded map to be the simplest efficiency
criterion. A traffic jam is a line-up of cars at the traffic lights
waiting for the permissive signal.
For the experiment, we downloaded a small real map of
Vasilievskiy Island in Saint Petersburg and simulated daily
traffic flow. Careful examination of line-ups length (see
Figure 3) demonstrates that the number of gridlocks halved
when we use the model of ‘managed’ traffic lights in
comparison with the rigid classic traffic mode.
The traffic lights with fixed phases of operation help to
solve the problem of regulating the traffic, yet they are less
efficient and cannot react to traffic situation changes as they
lack feedback. For instance, if cyclical (daily) variations
could be accounted for when we develop the traffic lights
operational phases, plenty of various accidental (random)
factors, such as weather conditions, road works, accidents,
cannot be fully factored in.
It is evident that real traffic situation can greatly diverge
with the experimental mathematical simulation, but the
obtained results allow us to state the adequacy of the
proposed model and its potential application in designing
control services in automated systems of traffic flow.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

We developed models and algorithms of controlling
stochastic flows with indeterminate characteristics of
statistical parameters spread in urban transport networks;
they allow to describe the dependence of single node
blocking probability on the traffic flow parameters over time.
In the elaborated mathematical models, we provided a
description of how to service junctions (the times of traffic
lights switching), accounted for the traffic burden balance of
cars in the system and connection of traffic flows between
neighbouring junctions. The proposed model enables the
creation of a dynamic model using a real transport network
map and thus emulating its work and testing the way
gridlocks are formed.
Simulation of urban transport network and traffic
situation according to the proposed model of ‘controlled’
switching times of traffic lights in comparison with fixed
modes of switching (‘classical traffic’) shows a double
reduction of gridlocks when we use the former model of
‘controlled’ switching instead of the latter one.
In our future works we plan to develop traffic lights
control algorithms based of stochastic models of balancing
and flow control that focus not on the "priority of the shortest
possible route", but on the load state of each node (or group
of nodes). Given the fact that some nodes can be soon
overloaded and such nodes should be balanced. Depending
on how close node is to critical state in a transport network,
the metric for this node can be proportionally increased
linearly or nonlinearly (the closer to critical state, the greater
value of the metric).
We also note that the above approach can also be applied
in case when the transport network is divided into several
areas and inner traffic lights within areas have information
about the topology of the other parts of the network.
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Abstract—Energy management is a central problem in battery
powered real-time systems design, in particular for periodically
reconfigurable embedded wireless devices. This kind of systems
can be more or less intensive in computing, but must remain alive
until the next recharge. They are not always critical, or at least
some treatments are not critical. In this case, modification on
tasks parameters of non-critical parts of the system can be done
to increase the autonomy of the battery. The objective of this work
is to develop a software plugin, called Reconf-Middleware, which
corresponds to a software layer to be placed above the Operating
System (OS). The main role of this software layer is to manage
tasks execution for reconfigurable architecture when the battery
recharges are done periodically. We integrate also a new scheduling strategy to ensure that the system will run correctly, after any
reconfiguration scenario, under memory, real-time and energy
constraints until the next recharge. This software component is
designed to execute and evaluate the performance, reliability and
correctness of some real-time scheduling approaches, which are
theoretically validated. The middleware can be integrated into
many operating systems and provides good quality both in terms
of execution time and energy consumption. We discuss the paper’s
contribution by analyzing the experimental results that we did on
a running example. We propose in this paper a new middleware
to be placed above the operating system.
Keywords–RTOS; Ubiquitous device; Reconfiguration; RealTime and Low-Power Scheduling; Energy-aware.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reconfigurable real-time embedded systems are used in
many application domains, manufacturing process control,
telecommunications, robotics, sensor networks, ubiquitous devices and consumer electronics. In all of these areas, there is
rapid technological progress, yet, energy concerns are still the
bottleneck. In this context, we focus on reconfigurable realtime embedded systems when the battery recharges are done
periodically. The minimization of energy consumption is an
important criterion for development of rechargeable real-time
embedded systems due to limitations in the capacity of their
batteries. In addition, battery life can be extended by reducing
power consumption [1]. When undergoing a reconfiguration,
to reduce the energy consumption, these systems have to
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be changed and adapted to their environment without any
disturbance. Any reconfiguration scenario may increase energy
consumption and/or cause some software tasks to violate their
deadlines. Concerning the reconfiguration, two policies are
defined in the literature: i) Static reconfigurations [2] to be
generally applied off-line; ii) Dynamic reconfigurations [3]
that can be applied at run-time. Dynamic reconfiguration is
important in embedded systems, where one does not necessarily have the luxury to stop a running system. For these
reasons, we consider here dynamic reconfiguration and we
assume that the system executes n real-time tasks initially
feasible towards real-time scheduling. We also assume that
the system battery is recharged periodically with a recharge
period RP. However, development and design of high quality
of scheduling middleware for real-time environment is difficult
and complex, as it demands several requests such as system
implementation, validation and optimization. The recent advance of middleware technologies, that enables communication
and coordination in a computing system provides the perfect
way to implement real-time middleware solutions. The general
goal of this paper is to design a new middleware, called
Reconf-Middleware, able to reconfigure the execution of the
application tasks and to ensure that any reconfiguration scenario changing the implementation of the embedded platform
does not violate real-time constraints and does not result in
fatal energy over consumption or in memory saturation. A
middleware is a software layer located above the operating
system. It communicates with it and exploits its functionality to
support the development of many reliable solutions. However,
the architectures of most of the middleware solutions, do
not offer the predictability required to support the real-time
behavior in new complex systems, or the reconfigurability
required for these middleware solutions to be integrated into
various Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). To manage tasks
on a reconfiguration architecture, RTOS plays an important
role in the system.
As a major contribution of this paper, to respect the
memory, real-time and energy constraints, a new middleware
is defined where after each reconfiguration scenario, suitable
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and acceptable modifications are performed on parameters of
tasks. Reconf-Middleware presents a middleware implemented
in RTLinux and describes the transition from the theory to the
actual implementation. We implement in Reconf-Middleware a
new original methodological strategy that proposes quantitative
techniques to modify periods, reduce execution times of tasks
or remove some of them to ensure real-time feasibility, avoiding memory overflow and ensuring a rational use of remaining
energy until the next recharge.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
background of RTOSs for embedded architectures. Section III
explains the strategy formalization. The fourth section presents
the reconfiguration of tasks with the proposed run-time strategy
and the operating mode of Reconf-Middleware. We present
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) design models for
Reconf-Middleware in Section V. In Section VI, we present the
performance evaluation of the compared techniques presented
by Wang et al. [3] and Wang et al. [1]. Finally, we conclude
and present our future work in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
Rechargeable reconfigurable embedded systems are composed of a variety of different processing elements, memories,
Input/Output devices, sensors, battery, and so forth. The choice
of processing elements includes instruction-set processors, application specific fixed-function hardware, and reconfigurable
hardware devices. Several distinguished studies deal with
rechargeable reconfiguration systems [4][5][6][7]. This type
of systems can execute different reconfiguration scenarios at
a particular time t. A reconfiguration scenario means the
addition, removal or update of tasks in order to manage the
whole system at the occurrence of hardware/software faults,
or also to improve its performance at run-time. When such a
scenario is applied, the system risks a fatal increase in energy
consumption, a violation of real time constraints or a memory
saturation. In this context, the real-time operating system is
required to provide services for memory management, energy
management, task scheduling and reconfiguration. To ensure
that the system will run correctly until the next recharge,
several interesting studies have been proposed in recent years
for this kind of real-time operating systems. In this section,
we decompose the state of the art into groups, the first corresponding to the work on scheduling of embedded systems with
rechargeable periods, the second group concerns scheduling
algorithm of embedded system without battery recharges.
A. Real-Time Scheduling
1) Real-Time Scheduling for Embedded Systems with
Rechargeable Battery: Real-time scheduling has been extensively studied in the last three decades [8]. These studies
propose several feasibility conditions of the dimensioning of
real-time systems. These conditions are defined to enable a
designer to guarantee that time constraints associated with
an application are always met for all possible configurations.
Two main classical scheduling are generally used in realtime embedded systems: Rate Monotonic (RM) and Earliest
Deadline First (EDF). Several studies have been performed in
this context, such as the research works reported in [9][10][11].
Chetto et al. [5][11] are interested in a real-time embedded
system that is powered through a renewable energy storage
device. They present a scheduling framework called EDeg
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(Earliest Deadline with energy guarantee) and an exact feasibility test that decides for periodic task sets. EDeg is a variation
of EDF able to cope with energy constraints. These studies
are interesting, but the authors didnt consider neither the
reconfiguration problems, nor the aperiodic tasks. In addition,
the authors of the papers [5] and [11] have not studied the
rechargeable systems with a well-defined period of recharge.
2) Real-Time Scheduling for Reconfigurable Architectures:
Nowadays, a fair amount of research has been done to develop
reconfigurable embedded systems. Wigley and Kearney [12]
present one of the first attempts to develop an OS dedicated
to the management of reconfigurable resources. Steiger et al.
[13] discuss the design issues for reconfigurable hardware
operating systems and the problem of on-line scheduling of
hard real-time tasks for partially reconfigurable devices. They
also developed two on-line scheduling heuristics in order to
ensure that the system will respect the real-time feasibility.
Merino et al. [14][15] split the reconfigurable area into an array
of predefined subareas, so-called slots. The operating system
schedules tasks to these slots based on a task allocation table
that keeps track of currently loaded tasks. As each task fits
into one slot, there is again no placement problem involved.
Wang et al. [3] propose a study for feasible low-power dynamic
reconfiguration of real-time systems where additions and removals of real-time tasks are applied at run-time. They aim
to minimize the energy consumption after any reconfiguration
scenario. This effort is continued by Khemaissia et al. [16] who
propose an intermediate layer to play the role of middleware
that will be in interaction with the kernel Linux. This layer
will manage the addition/removal/update of the periodic and
also aperiodic tasks sharing resources and with precedence
constraints. These tasks should respect their deadlines after any
reconfiguration scenario. The proposed middleware will divide
the tasks into several virtual processors as time slots. The
decomposition is done based on the task’s category. The first
virtual processor executes dependent periodic tasks, the second
one executes dependent aperiodic tasks with hard deadlines
and the third virtual processor executes dependent aperiodic
tasks with soft deadlines. After applying a reconfiguration
scenario, some tasks may miss their deadlines and the power
consumption may increase. In order to re-obtain the feasibility
of the system after such scenario, an agent-based-architecture
is defined to modify the parameters of the tasks. The studies
of [3][16] present a simple run-time strategy that reduces the
energy consumption. They propose to modify the tasks period
Ti , assigning a single value to all tasks, which is not reasonable
in practice [1]. Another solution proposed is to reduce the
Worst Case Execution Time (WCETs) Ci assigning a single
value to all tasks, which is not reasonable in practice [1]. The
formulas proposed by Wang et al. [1] and Wang et al. [3] are
simple with soft calculation, but the main disadvantage is that it
is not acceptable for a real-time system to change the period of
tasks more than a certain limit according to user requirement.
Moreover, if tasks have very diverse periods Ti , tasks that
have small periods will be too much affected if they will be
aligned with tasks that have large periods. Although these rich
and useful contributions provide interesting results, no one is
reported to address the problem of dynamic reconfigurations
of real-time systems under battery with a periodic recharges
and memory constraints. To address this problem, we propose
a new middleware Reconf-Middleware that implements the
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methodological strategy proposed by Gammoudi et al. [17].
The principle of this strategy is to evaluate system and battery
states and to modify periods, reduce execution times of tasks or
remove some of them to ensure real-time feasibility, avoiding
memory overflow and ensuring a rational use of remaining
energy until the next recharge.
B. RTLinux
The contribution of this paper can be applied for a large
number of RTOS. We choose to implement it on RT-Linux
since it is an open source. It is a hard real-time RTOS
microkernel that runs the entire Linux operating system as
a fully preemptive process. Fig. 1 depicts the design of the
RT-Linux system. Important aspects are displayed in Figure 1:

A. Task Model
A hard real-time system comprises a set of n independent
real-time tasks τ1 , τ2 , ..., τn . Each task consists of an infinite
or finite stream of jobs or requests, which must be completed
before their deadlines. A uniprocessor system can only execute
one process at a time and must switch between processor. For
this reason, the context switching will add more time to the
overall execution time when preemption is used. According
to [20], we present the following well-known concepts in the
theory of real-time scheduling: A periodic task τi (Ci , Ti , Di ,
M Fi ) is an infinite collection of jobs that have their request
times constrained by a regular interarrival time Ti , a worst
case execution time (WCET) Ci , a relative deadline Di and
a memory footprint M Fi . A real-time scheduling problem is
said feasible if there is at least one scheduling policy able to
meet the deadlines of all the tasks. A task is valid with a given
scheduling policy if and only if no job of this task misses its
deadline.
EDF is the earliest deadline first policy for scheduling realtime tasks. EDF schedules tasks according to their deadlines:
The task
Pnwithithe shortest deadline has the highest priority. Let
U = i=1 C
Ti be the processor utilization factor. In the case
of synchronous, independent and periodic tasks such that their
deadlines are equal to their periods, U ≤ 1 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for this set of tasks to be feasible according
to the EDF-based scheduling.

Figure 1. RTLinux system [18].

1)
2)
3)

RT-Linux sits between the real hardware and the
kernel,
It acts as the hardware for the kernel,
It treats the kernel as a single big process. RT-Linux
receives the interruptions of the hardware layer and
sends them to the kernel linux after converting them
into software interruptions [18]. Also, the RT-LINUX
manages the scheduling of the real-time tasks. According to [19], the kernel is not designed to be
reconfigurable.

In this research, we suggest to create a middleware layer
Reconf-Middleware between the RT-Linux and the hardware.
Reconf-Middleware will be in interaction with the kernel
Linux.
The basic functionality of RTLinux is initialized in a system by inserting five modules into the kernel: rtl.o, rtl time.o,
rtl posixio.o, rtl fifo.o and rtl sched.o.
III.

F ORMALIZATION

We recall in this section the task and energy models
with their characteristics and scheduling constraints [17]. We
continue with a description of the memory model. Finally, we
define the reconfiguration problem and state our goals.
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RM is the rate monotonic policy for scheduling real-time
tasks. RM schedules tasks according to their periods: The task
with the shortest period has the highest priority. A sufficient
condition for a set of n tasks toP
be feasible according to the
1
n
i
n
RM scheduling algorithm U = i=1 C
Ti ≤ n(2 − 1) [20].
We use
Pnas a inotation for this real-time feasibility analysis :
U = i=1 C
Ti ≤ αpolicy , where αpolicy =1 for EDF scheduling
1
and αpolicy =n(2 n − 1) for RM scheduling.
B. Energy Model
We consider the following energy model as described by
Wang et al. [3] and Gammoudi et al. [17]. Each rechargeable
embedded system is characterized by i) A quantity of energy
available at full recharge Emax , ii) An energy available at
time t : ∆E(t), iii) A recharge period RP , and iv) A time
remaining until the next recharge ∆t. The power consumption
P is proportional to the processor utilization U [21]. Then, the
power consumption is calculated by:
Pn
P = k.U 2 = k.( i=1

Ci 2
Ti )

(1)

We assume in this paper that k = 1. To ensure that the system
will run correctly until the next recharge, it is necessary that
at time t:
P (t).∆t ≤ ∆E(t)

(2)

where P (t) is the power consumption at t, that means
∆E(t)
P (t)≤ ∆E(t)
∆t . We define Plimit (t)= ∆t . After each reconfiguration scenario, we have to ensure that P (t)≤Plimit (t):
This is the energy constraint.
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C. Memory Model
We suppose that the memory model in a real-time embedded system is characterized by a memory size M S. Each
task occupies at run-time M Fi amount of memory.
PnAfter each
reconfiguration scenario, we must ensure that: i=1 M Fi <
M S. This is the memory constraint.
D. Problem Formalization
We suppose that the system Sys is initially composed
of n tasks and assume that Sys(t0) is feasible. A system
is feasible if and only if it satisfies the three constraints
(real-time, energy and memory constraints). We assume in
the following that the system Sys is dynamically reconfigured at run-time at t1 such that its new implementation of tasks is Sys(t1) = {τ1 , τ1 , ..., τn τn+1 , ..., τm }. The
subset {τn+1 , ..., τm } is added to the initial implementation
{τ1 , τ2 , ..., τn }. To ensure that the system will run correctly
after this reconfiguration scenario, at a particular time, it is
necessary to check whether the new configuration satisfies the
following constraints:
1)

2)
3)

Real-time scheduling feasibility constraint, Sys must
verify:
Pm i
U = i=1 C
Ti ≤ αpolicy
Energy constraint, Sys must verify:
P (t) ≤ Plimit (t)
Memory constraint, Sys must verify:
Pm
i=1 M Fi < M S

After each reconfiguration scenario, one or more of these
constraints can be violated. We have to find the suitable
solution to bring back the system to the feasibility conditions.
IV. PACK O RIENTED S OLUTION
A. Pack Model
In this section, we present a brief summary about different
approaches proposed by Wang et al. [3] and Wang et al. [1] to
solve this problem. We also discuss the strategy presented by
the authors in [17]. This study is necessary to show the interest
of the approach in [17] compared to [3]. Wang et al. [1][3],
present a simple run-time strategy to ensure that the system
runs correctly after any reconfiguration scenario. They propose
to modify the tasks period Ti , assigning a single value to all
tasks, which is not reasonable in practice. Another solution
proposed is to reduce WCETs Ci of all tasks. These solutions
are interesting, but the main disadvantage is that it is not
acceptable for a real-time system to change the period of tasks
more than a certain limit according to user requirements. To
improve these solutions and implement more suitable values,
we proposed in a previous paper [17] a new strategy based on
the definition of packs of tasks and the management of their
parameters. We propose to group the tasks that have “similar”
periods in several packs, denoted P k, by assigning a unique
new period T N ew to all tasks of the first pack P k1 . Moreover,
all new periods affected to pack P kj are multiples of T N ew ,
the period affected to tasks belonging to pack P k1 . We have
only to compute in this case the suitable T N ew . This solution
controls the complexity of the problem. Let us note that each
time a new period T N ew is affected to a task that has originally
a period Ti , the cost is a delay penalty for this task of T N ew Ti . This is applicable for tasks of pack P k1 . For other packs,
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P kj the period is j ∗ T N ew . So the cost for each task of
P kj is: (T N ew -(Ti mod T N ew )) mod T N ew . The total cost
for the approach is the sum of all these costs. We compare
this strategy in [1][3][17] and show that the cost of delaying
tasks is significantly improved. To ensure that the system is
feasible after each reconfiguration scenario, we present the
following five solutions (Sol A, Sol B, Sol C, Sol D and Sol
E) detailed and justified in [17]. The first two solutions can be
applied in order to ensure that the system satisfies the real-time
constraint. Sol C and Sol D are used if the energy constraint is
not satisfied. For each solution, we adjust the new period T N ew
or the new WCET C N ew to fulfill the real-time or the energy
constraints. For each solution, the value of T N ew or C N ew is
calculated by minimizing the total cost of the solution in terms
of delaying tasks. Sol E is used to remove less important tasks
according to the importance factor Ii in order to minimize the
energy consumption.
B. Operating Mode
Thanks to Reconf-Middleware, the system is able to be
adapted after any reconfiguration scenario. To satisfy the memory, real-time and energy constraints after any reconfiguration
scenario, Reconf-Middleware should start by checking the
memory availability. If this constraint is respected, then the
energy and also the real-time constraints have to be checked.
If one or more constraints are violated, then this algorithm
ensures a deterministic choice between the solutions A, B, C,
D and E. Fig. 2 explains this strategy step-by-step.
V. C ONTRIBUTION : R ECONFIGURABLE M IDDLEWARE
The objective of this section is to integrate the pack-based
solution in an RTLinux in order to ensure that the system runs
correctly after any reconfiguration scenario.
A. Architecture
We present in Fig. 3 the different services of a classical
OS and the additional reconfiguration services. Let us explain
some services: i) Memory service: Keeps track of the status of
each memory location, either allocated or free. It determines
how memory is allocated by processes, decides which one
gets memory. When memory is allocated, it determines which
memory locations will be assigned. It tracks when the memory
is freed or unallocated and updates the status. ii) Garbage
collector or just collector: It attempts to reclaim garbage, or
memory occupied by objects that are no longer in use by
the program. iii) Scheduler and Dispatcher: A scheduler is a
component that schedules the system’s tasks on a processor.
Another component that is involved in the CPU-scheduling
function is the dispatcher, which is the module that gives
control of the CPU to the process selected by the short-term
scheduler. It receives control in kernel mode as the result of
an interrupt or system call. iv) Battery service: It is a service
that communicates with the battery component and retrieves
the level of the system’s battery. v) We add another service
Reconfiguration Service that communicates with the other OS
services to apply the proposed strategy that will satisfy the
three constraints.
B. Middleware Design
Several research studies [22][23][24] have focused on the
UML model of reconfiguration operating system. We present
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Figure 2. Activity diagram of strategy.

in this section the UML [25] class diagram for our middleware:
The hardware and software elements and the interactions between them. The diagram (Fig. 4) is divided into three layers:
the software layer, the hardware layer and the reconfiguration
layer.

class is specified through the typical parameters used in the
real-time context: Identification, worst case execution time,
importance factor, memory footprint and whether the task is
periodic or not. In order to store any interaction between
tasks, we define DataAccess class that ensures data storage.
The amount of memory needed by each task is indicated in
parameter Data and its size in Size.
Hardware Layer: It contains classes representing the hardware components that are physically implemented in the
platform. It includes the processor, battery and memory.
Reconfiguration Layer: It ensures that the system will run
correctly after any reconfiguration scenario. Reconfiguration
class receives different reconfiguration scenarios taht can violate one or more of the three constraints: real-time feasibility,
memory and energy constraints. The Manger class proposes
quantitative techniques to modify periods, reduce execution
times of tasks or remove some of them to ensure the real-time
feasibility, avoiding memory overflow and ensuring a rational
use of remaining energy until the next recharge. The PackConst
class ensures the grouping of tasks that have “similar” periods
or WCETs in several Packs. This idea is formalized in [17].

Software Layer: It presents the different tasks (periodic
and aperiodic tasks). The task scheduling is ensured by this
layer. In this paper, we focus on RM and EDF policies. Task

C. Middleware Overview
The proposed middleware will have the role to reconfigure
the OS. Many routines are added to RTLinux in order to apply

Figure 3. OS services.
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•

Figure 4. Class Diagram.

Figure 5. The middleware location.

the different proposed solutions. A routine is a service offered
by RTLinux. Fig. 5 represents the Plugin integration. The
Plugin will interact with the kernel and the hardware platform.
D. Implementation
The developed middleware Reconf-Middleware presents the
different possible solutions given by the proposed run-time
strategy. After any reconfiguration scenario, our plugin ensures
the verification of three constraints (Real-Time, Energy, Memory) using the following functions:
•

To obtain the battery level: getBattState()
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To create a task by modifying the period T: int
pthread-make-periodic-np(pthread-t
thread,
hrtime-t start-time, hrtime-t period), Where:
pthread-make-periodic-np marks the thread as
ready for execution. The thread will start its execution
at start-time and will run at intervals specified by a
period given in nanoseconds.

The scheduler of RTLinux uses the rtl sched.h library to
ensure that all tasks are schedulable. The data structure of
task τi is:
struct rt task struct {
int *stack;
int uses fp;
int magic;
int state;
int *stack bottom;
int priority;
RTIME period;
RTIME resume time;
struct rt task struct *next;
RTL FPU CONTEXT fpu regs;
}
The data structure that is responsible to store the battery
data is:
struct battstate { short unsigned int powerstate,
time hour, time min; float chargelevel; };
To obtain the current battery state, we use the getBattState() function, which is the pointer on the structure of
struct battstate.
VI. E VALUATION OF P ERFORMANCE
In
order
to
evaluate
the
performance
of
Reconf-Middleware, we implement the same case study
presented by Wang et al. [3]. The initial system is feasible
with low-power constraint. Then, we add some periodic tasks
in order to violate the real-time constraint. To re-obtain the
system feasibility, Reconf-Middleware must execute Sol A or
Sol B. The cost of a solution is the total delay introduced to
periods Ti or to WCETs Ci as explained in IV-A.
If we apply the solution A: After the modification of
the periods Ti , the processor utilization is reduced and can
satisfy the real-time scheduling: U= 0,99. Fig. 6 illustrates
the considered system of 70 tasks after changing periods by
our solution A [17] and by the proposed solution in [3]. Both
solutions provide a change on the period of tasks. To evaluate
the performance of our solution compared to the approaches in
[3], we present the following curves (Fig. 6): The histogram
in red is the cost of our solution and the blue one is when
applying the solution presented in [3].
As presented in Section IV-A, the cost is a delay penalty
for a task i of T N ew - Ti . Therefore, the total cost for each
approach is the sum of all these costs. After the execution of
our strategy [17], we note that the total cost is equal to 6940ms,
but the total cost by using the second strategy [3] is equal to
23036ms. Then, our solution is better than that presented in
6940
∗ 100 ' 30%)
[3]. The introduced delay is only 30% ( 23036
of the introduced delay in [3].
If we apply the solution B: After the modification of the
WCETs Ci , the processor utilization is reduced and can satisfy
the real-time scheduling: U= 0,636. According to (Fig. 7), we
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[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

Figure 6. Cost of modification of periods Ti compared with [3].

can notice that our solution is less costly also in case B than
the Wang strategy in [3].

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]

Figure 7. Cost of modification of WCETs Ci (solution B).

The total cost of our strategy is equal to 154ms but the total
cost by using the second strategy defined in [3] is equal to
326ms. Then, our solution is better than the solution presented
in [3]: The introduced delay is reduced to 45%.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Many solutions and scheduling algorithms have been proposed, however, few of them are implemented in real-time
systems. To be used and evaluated, theoretical solutions must
be deployed into a real-time system. Unfortunately, just few
real-time scheduling middleware have been developed to date
and most of them require the use of a specific simulation
language. In this paper, we are interested in reconfigurable
real-time embedded systems when the battery recharges are
done periodically. We propose in this paper a new middleware
to be placed above the operating system. Thanks to the
strategy implemented in this middleware, the system can run
correctly after any reconfiguration scenario. We are interested
in improving the strategy and generalizing it to multi-core realtime embedded systems.
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Abstract—The increasing number of heterogeneous objects in
IoT and the different kinds of software that consume data
generated by those objects, have created an opportunity for
middleware software to arise acting like an adapter,
simplifying communication among them. As Representational
State Transfer (REST) is broadly used as communication
protocol by Web applications, this paper aims to analyze the
fulfillment of Internet of Things (IoT) middleware
requirements in IoT Platforms that use REST to communicate
with external applications.

things. Section III continues by presenting an overview of
the REST architectural style. Then, Section IV described the
concepts of middleware and its different types that have
emerged over time. In Section V, the functional and non
functional requirements of middleware for IoT are listed. In
Section VI, we analyze the fulfillment of IoT middleware
requirements in IoT Platforms that use REST. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.

Keywords-IoT; REST; Middleware Requirements; IoT
Platforms.

The future of communication and Information
technology (IT) is represented by the technological
revolution of the Internet of Things [2]. The IoT was
leveraged by technological advances in wireless
communications, Radio-frequency identification (RFID), and
the strong growth of the World Wide Web (www). The main
objective of the IoT is to allow anything existing in the world
can be identified, addressed, controlled and monitored by the
Internet anytime and anywhere, interconnecting the physical
and the virtual world through communication between two
new dimensions: human-to-thing (H2T) and thing-to-thing
(T2T), both promoted by IoT [1].
Through the interconnection of virtual and physical
worlds, sensors play a vital role in achieving the connecting
bridge between these worlds. The sensors are designed to
collect data from their environment, with the intention to
generate information about the context, allowing monitoring
and controlling anything that can be connected to the
environment [2].
Smart objects of IoT are expected to reach 212 billion
entities deployed worldwide by the end of 2020. The
expectation is that the Machine to Machine (M2M) traffic
flow constitutes 45% of all Internet traffic [3]. So, the
implantation of the IoT paradigm directly impacts the daily
lives of people that will be motivated by the use of new
technologies based on the interaction of physical devices [1].

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) means everything connected to
the Internet, such as sensors, smart objects, clothes, toys,
anything at all. The condition is that those things can
produce something meaningful. The good news is that, with
all people’s creative imagination, almost any data may have
a meaning under certain circumstances and can become
useful information. To show how the IoT is going to be a
world changer, it is predicted that the quantity of things in
IoT would reach an astonishing number of 212 billion things
generating constant data about practically everything in real
world [3].
But not all those things (the ‘T’ from IoT) talk the same
language, as they are made by different companies or groups.
It is normal that they do not have a common interface to
transmit their data directly to services and would be
unfeasible that the services have an internal component to
understand a wide variety of different components. Having
this in mind, middleware software receives this
responsibility. In addition to providing a large understanding
how to talk to things, it also translates the data to a known
language (protocol) by external applications.
Representational State Transfer (REST) is an
architectural style based on Hypertext Transfer Protocol
(HTTP) and an approach to communications, which has been
widely used in integrations between different applications.
This paper’s main purpose is to analyze the fulfillment of
IoT middleware requirements in IoT Platforms that use
REST to communicate with external applications. We start in
Section II by presenting concepts related to the Internet of
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II.

III.

INTERNET OF THINGS

REPRESENTATIONAL STATE TRANFER (REST)

The architectural style REST emerged in the mid-2000s,
proposed by Roy Thomas Fielding through the doctoral
dissertation: "Architectural Styles and the Design of
Network-based Software Architectures" [4][5]. This style
made people feel encouraged to use protocols and Web
features to map requests in various representations, providing
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the resource management and processing by means of a
uniform interface operation [6]. The REST style is based on
HTTP protocol, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI),
Extensible Markup Language (XML) and HyperText
Markup Language (HTML) [7]. The main features around
the REST architecture are described below.
A. The Uniform Resource Identifier (URI)
The creation of an identifier for Web resources is
necessary in order for anything can be considered as a Web
feature, an audio, a video, or an encapsulated process, for
instance. The URI is used to identify and address each Web
resource, directly navigating to the specific resource. The
relationship between resources and URI is that a resource
may correspond to multiple URIs, but a URI corresponds
only to a single resource that characterizes a relationship of
one-to-many [6].
B. Resource Representation Transformation
The representation of a resource defines its current
status, including the data itself and metadata. A resource can
be represented through the transformation to some known
formats: Extensible Hypertext Markup Language (XHTML),
Atom, XML, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), Plain Text,
Comma-Separated Values (CSV MPEG-4 Part 14 (MP4) or
JPEG [6].
C. Operation Methods GET, POST, PUT or DELETE
In the Web context operations, such as GET, PUT,
POST, and DELETE are known as methods standard-based
operations on the HTTP protocol. REST emphasizes the
semantic use of such methods to perform the desired
transactions [6].

(computers on the definition) require integration and
collaboration between them. In principle, distributed systems
must also have high scalability and availability. Users and
applications should not notice that parts are being replaced or
adjusted, or even that new parts are being added [9].
With the emergence of the need for more robust systems
that could operate in a distributed way, the software
engineering faced challenges during the development of
distributed systems. New problems have arisen which did not
exist in the development of centralized systems, such as
network saturation or connection problems between the
components involved [9]. An infrastructure that supports the
development and execution of distributed applications was
necessary.
The term middleware first appeared in the late 1980s
[10]. There are several definitions for middleware in the
literature. The common point between them is that
middleware can be defined as a software layer located above
the operating system and network software and below
applications as shown in Fig. 1. The middleware allows
interaction and communication between different
applications via Application Programming Interface (APIs)
and protocols supported between distributed components
[11][12][13][14] proposed the following requirements for
middleware: network communication, coordination,
reliability, scalability and heterogeneity.

D. Stateless Communication
The stateless communication on REST defines that each
client request is treated as an independent transaction, and
contains sufficient information to be totally understood.
Using REST, any request is unrelated to any previous
request. So, the communication consists of independent pairs
of request and response [6].
E. Why use REST for IOT
The REST structure is designed to accommodate large
data transfers efficiently equivalent to hypermedia data [7].
So, through the IOT model that allows anything that exists in
the world to be connected and that its control and monitoring
is possible [1]. It is easy to see the sensors as a resource on
the Web and using RESTful Web service that is nothing
more than a simple Web service that uses the HTTP protocol
and REST principles, it is a way to combine HTTP and Web
Service easily and clearly [8].
IV.

MIDDLEWARE

Several definitions have emerged in the literature about
distributed systems. One of them can summarize enough: A
distributed system is a collection of independent computers
that appears to its users as a single coherent system [9]. This
means that, transparent to the user, multiple components
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Figure 1. The set of middleware in distributed system, taken from [3..7], p.
89

Middleware gained more importance in recent years for
its role in simplifying the development of new services and
integration between old and new technologies [12]. In the
literature, there are different types of middleware that have
emerged over time and according to technological evolution.
The most known are: transactional middleware, procedural
middleware, object-oriented middleware and messageoriented middleware messages.
A. Transactional Middleware
It is a kind of middleware that is already considered old,
which supports transactions between components that are
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distributed on different servers. Transactional middleware
was designed to support synchronous and distributed
transactions. Its main function is to coordinate requests
between clients and servers that can process these requests
[9]. A transaction must support the Atomic, Consistent,
Isolated and Durable (ACID) property. Atomic means that
transaction either completes or it does not. The “all or
nothing” strategy. Consistency should hold the system in a
consistent state, independent of the status of the transaction.
Isolation is the ability of one transaction to work
independently from other transactions. Durability means the
ability of the transaction to survive system failures (expected
or unexpected) [15].
B. Procedural Middleware
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) was developed by Sun
Microsystems, the same responsible for the Java language, in
early 80s. Their use enables an application to call functions
from other applications running on remote machines. By
being a synchronous communication mechanism, the client
application waits while processing of the remote function is
completed. Another problem caused by the PRC is the high
traffic on network, requiring at that time, an evolution for the
use of networks with better performance [16]. Examples:
Tuxedo from BEA and Customer Information Control
System (CISC) from IBM.
C. Object-oriented Middleware (OOM)
It is an evolution of procedural middleware.
Communication is still synchronous between distributed
objects. The interfaces of the services are described by
specific languages and the marshalling and unmarshalling
(data representation transformation in a format compatible
for storage and transmission) are made automatically, unlike
the procedural middleware that required this transformation
was implemented [17]. Examples: Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) from Object Management
Group (OMG), Distributed Component Object Model
(DCOM) from Microsoft and Remote Method Invocation
(RMI) from Java.
D. Message-oriented Middleware (MOM)
The information (messages) that travels between
distributed components can be processed in two ways:
message queuing and message passing. In the message
queuing way, the communication is indirect, asynchronous
and the messages are sent to queues. In the message passing
way, the communication is direct, synchronous and operates
according to the publish-subscribe model [17].
V.

MIDDLEWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR IOT

Due to the nature of IoT middleware, where it is
necessary to connect a large number of heterogeneous
components (sensors and devices), it is recommended to
archive a few minimal requirements to execute this task
effectively. In [18], IoT middleware requirements are
grouped into functional, those focus are functionalities
themselves, and non-functional, those focus is on Quality of
Service (QoS) and performance.
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Fig. 2 illustrates the set of requirements explored in this
paper grouped into functional and non-functional
requirements. The following requirements were selected for
their relevance level presented in [18]. We list their
descriptions below.

Figure 2 – The set of middleware requirements in an IoT perspective
explored in this paper.

Resource Discovery allows middleware service to detect
the exact moment when components connect and disconnect,
making possible a reliable list of all connected components
and to free up unused resources. It is also necessary that such
functionalities are automated, due to infeasibility of human
intervention in every situation.
Resource Management covers the efficient use of
available resources, monitoring of such resources and the
release procedure when they are no longer needed. This
requirement is necessary due to limited resource components
commonly encountered in an IoT environment.
Data Management provides access to data generated by
devices and sensors, and data that may have a useful
meaning to applications that consume these data from
middleware like data related to network health.
Event Management allows external services connected to
the middleware to be notified when an event happens in the
device network that that middleware controls. Those events
may be related to components availability, the interaction
between them, network health etc.
Code Management allows users or external applications
use a group of devices to solve a defined task, injecting
necessary code in those devices. It also includes
functionalities that migrate the injected code among other
devices.
Scalability is the capacity to support a growing number
of connected "things" generating data constantly, and
external applications consuming such data with little or no
loss of QoS.
Timeliness is the capacity that ensures that data which
are dependent on the time they were generated are provided
with a time delay which tends to zero. In the IoT context
there are many components that fit into this category. This
requirement turns out to be essential for a middleware that
intends to act in the areas of health, transport, security etc.
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Reliability ensures that the middleware is always
operating during the execution of a task, even when there are
failures. This requirement is totally dependent on devices
and sensors that are connected to the middleware, since it is
they who generate the data. A failure at the device level can
cause the transfer, through the middleware, to consumer
systems.
Availability is the capability that the middleware is or
appear to be available when necessary. This requires that the
frequency of errors and the recovery time is small enough as
to become imperceptible to external services connected to
the middleware.
Security and Privacy ensures data in the middleware is
protected from being read or modified by anyone other than
those who have rightful permission and prohibit malicious
applications to have access to connected things and
connected services.
Ease of Deployment is not an essential requirement. It
concerns the low complexity in the installation and upgrade
process middleware, causing an advanced technical
knowledge not being required for the deployment and
maintenance. The ideal scenario is an automated update
process that does not interfere with Availability and
Reliability requirements.
Popularity is a differential in the IoT middleware
platform choosing process. Popularity is directly related to
the size of the community that uses the middleware and the
amount of contributions that community provides.
VI.

IOT PLATFORMS ANALYSIS

IoT has undergone rapid transformation since the variety
and the number of devices connected to the Internet have
increased exponentially in recent years [19]. IoT has become
a mainstream technology with a significant potential for
advancing the lifestyle of modern societies. For this reason,
there are several companies that heavily invest in the
creation of solutions that covers IoT and necessary
infrastructure, providing a complete platform for easy
development and deployment of applications that consume
IoT data.
The list of IoT platforms present in this paper was purely
based on the criteria of companies that provide software
solutions that enable information processing devices and
sensors using REST as integration option.
The selected platforms are: Appcelerator, Amazon Web
Service (AWS) IoT Platform, Bosch IoT Suite, Ericsson
Device Connection Platform (DCP), EVRYTHNG, IBM
Watson IoT Platform, Cisco ParStream and Xively.
Appcelerator is a platform for mobile development,
including REST integration and real-time analytics through
Titanium [20].
Bosch IoT Suite is composed by different services, they
are Analytics, Hub, Integrations, Permissions, Remote
Manager, Rollouts and Things, these services are described
in [21] [22].
AWS IoT Platform provides integrations from devices to
AWS Services and other devices, it also has a security layer
for data and interaction [23] [24] [25] [26].
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Xively’s main focus is to make their clients profit from
IoT. For that, they offer from IoT services (management of
devices and data) to professional services (specialized
consulting for clients) [27].
Ericsson DCP is a M2M platform that handles
connectivity and subscription management, supporting a
high number of devices and applications [28].
According to [29] “EVRYTHNG collects, manages and
applies real-time data from smart products and smart
packaging to drive IoT applications”.
IBM Watson IoT Platform is a cloud-hosted service that
simplifies access to connected devices data providing realtime connectivity throught MQ Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) protocol [30] [31].
Cisco ParStream is mainly focused in analysis and time
to market. [32] presents a list of its capabilities.
Table 1 shows the analysis of the functional and non
functional requirements for IoT middleware depending upon
the selected IoT platforms.
Through this analysis we realized that almost all IoT
platforms have a requirement "not mentioned" in the
documentation available and researched by the authors. This
may show that the documentation is not complete enough or
that the requirement "not mentioned" cannot really be found
on this platform.
Another aspect realized by the analysis is that IBM
Watson IoT Platform achieves all requirements presented in
this paper, maybe proving to be the best choice among the
listed platforms. The non-functional requirements Scalability
and Reliability were found in all the chosen IoT platforms,
proving to be a main requirement for any IoT platform. A
possible cause for timeliness not being mentioned in a few
platforms may be that they were not designed for a specific
area, but for general use instead.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed to analyze the fulfillment of IoT
middleware requirements in IoT Platforms that use the
architectural style REST. After a brief explanation of all the
concepts that surround IoT platforms, this paper has
analyzed the functional and non functional requirements of
middleware for IoT of the current state-of-the-art IoT
software platforms.
It also can be seen that all IoT platforms, except the
“Appcelerator”, satisfy the majority of functional and non
functional requirements of middleware for IoT. The analysis
focused on requirements, such as resource discovery,
resource management, data management, event management,
code management, scalability, timeliness, reliability,
availability, security and privacy and easy-of deployment.
As future work, we intend to analyze the cost benefit in
relation to the total resources needed in the implementation
of IoT platforms. Sorting the IoT platforms is more feasible
for the cost reserved for this deployment.
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TABLE 1 – ANALYSIS RESULTS OF THE FULFILLMENT OF IOT MIDDLEWARE REQUIREMENTS IN IOT PLATFORMS.
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Abstract—Ubiquitous systems support reconfigurable hardware
and software self-adapted components to external changes for
a better performance. IEC 61499 is the most suitable manufacturing standard that designs distributed ubiquitous systems. All
the available IEC 61499 development tools ensure the design,
simulation and code generation of function block systems. There
is no complete tool chain which supports design, modeling with
Petri nets and automatic verification with model checking. This
paper presents ZiZo v3 tool that supports the whole process for
a new extension of IEC 61499 named Reconfigurable Function
Block (RFB). ZiZo automates the transformation from RFB
design diagrams to the Generalized Reconfigurable Timed Net
Condition/ Event Systems GR-TNCES model that preserves its
behavioural semantics and also exports it to the probabilistic
symbolic model checker PRISM. A case study is presented to
demonstrate the whole process from the design with RFB to
verification.
Keywords–IEC 61499; Reconfiguration; Reconfigurable distributed system; Automatic transformation; GR-TNCES.

I. INTRODUCTION
The flexibility and reconfigurability of manufacturing is
one of the major drivers of IEC 61499 [1]. Several works
address various aspects of hardware and software reconfiguration using this standard. These include works on down-timeless
evolution [2] and real-time implementations [3]. Other works
focus on agent-based reconfiguration [4], ontology-based reconfiguration agent [6] and even reconfiguration protocol [7].
We notice that these approaches of reconfiguration following
IEC 61499 increase engineering efficiency and also the design
complexity. In fact, the number of function blocks and the
interconnections between them in the design system become
very complex as well as their verification. In order to make the
design easier, we propose an extension to the function block,
named Reconfigurable Function Block (RFB) that encapsulates
many scenarios of reconfiguration related to the changes in
the controlled process. We aim to modify first of all the
implementation of a function block by modifying the execution
control chart model and the interface by adding a new event
type to support reconfiguration, as well as the probabilistic
aspect. Probabilistic events and scenarios are suggested to add
a degree of uncertainty to events, thus it will be possible to
evaluate after words the probability of occurrence of some
unwanted states or scenarios like deadlocks.
On another hand, the verification and validation of automation software for reconfigurable distributed systems is an
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especially hard task. Many research works model manually
the system with Petri nets [18] to verify it with a model
checker. To handle the design and the modeling of systems
with RFBs and automate their transformation to GR-TNCES
[8], a class of Petri nets that preserves the behavioral semantics
of RFB, we developed a complete tool ZiZo v3 as an extension
to an existing tool ZiZo v2 [9] that models and simulates
adaptive probabilistic discrete event control systems with GRTNCES. Thanks to ZiZo, the verification of functional and
temporal properties becomes easy: The designer can export
the GR-TNCES model to PRISM model checker [10]. He/She
can verify the functional correctness and safety of individual
function blocks and entire control applications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We
begin with the state of the art. In Section III, we present
the reconfigurable function block as a new extension to IEC
61499. Then, we discuss the transformation of RFBs models to
GR-TNCES model through a well-defined set of transformation rules in Section IV. We continue presenting the way that
ZiZo v3 supports and automates the transformation process in
Section V. This is followed by a presentation of the BROS
system, which we have considered as a case study for our
approach. Finally, we summarize this work.
II. STATE OF THE ART
A. IEC 61499 Modeling
Today, in industry, ubiquitous computing software must
operate in conditions of radical change [5]. That is why
several component-based technologies have been proposed
to develop ubiquitous embedded control systems. Among all
these technologies, the Industrial International Standard IEC
61499 is a component-based technology that defines Function
Blocks (FBs) to model and implement distributed Industrial
Process Measurement and Control Systems (IPMCSs).
A function block is an event triggered unit encapsulating
some functionalities in algorithms. It contains data/event inputs
and outputs to interact with the external environment. The
activation of the block is ensured by events while data contain
valued information. The algorithms encapsulated in the function block use data associated with incoming events to update
internal and output data. The functionality of function block
is defined by a state machine called execution control chart. It
controls the algorithms execution and produces output events.
Each state is assigned to actions (ECAction) that include
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algorithms to be executed before sending output events. The
states are connected to each other with ECtransitions that fire
if the corresponding event occurs and the guard conditions are
met. The conditions are based on internal variables or data
inputs but not events.
Several tools have been developed in the past years to
design IPMCSs following the standard: FBDK [11], IsaGRAF
[12], nxtSTUDIO [13] and other IEC 61499 IDEs. Nevertheless, they do not offer verification support. The most important
tool for that is VEDA [14] that mainly focuses on the modeling
and verification of the function block execution control. In fact,
the modeling and verification of reconfigurable manufacturing
systems attract many researchers. Pang et al. [15] present a prototype model generator, which aims to automatically translate
IEC 61499 function blocks into Net Condition/Event Systems
following sequential execution semantics. Gerber et al. [16]
present a formal model for integer-valued data types. This
allows automatic model generation from arbitrary function
block programs. Suender et al. [17] present a new formal
validation of “on-the-fly” modification of control software
in IEC 61499 automation systems. The main objective of
modeling with Petri nets is to validate the system before its
deployment. The above works use Petri nets to verify the
correctness of the IEC61499 designs. But none of them has
proposed a way for considering and modeling probabilistic
reconfiguration scenarios within the function block paradigm
and none has provided a complete tool that supports the design
of function blocks, modeling with Petri nets and verification
using model checking. In this work, a reconfigurable function
block is formalised to support probabilistic reconfigurations in
the current standard IEC 61499. Furthermore, a complete tool
chain supports the whole process from the design of RFB to
verification with model checking.
B. GR-TNCES
Petri nets [18] are widely used for the modeling of distributed control systems and support formal analysis such
as model checking. GR-TNCES is a class of Petri nets
considering reconfiguration and probability of occurrence of
events. A GR-TNCES, as defined in [8], is an extension
of the formalism Reconfigurable Timed Net Condition/Event
Systems (R-TNCES) [19], which models unpredictable systems under memory and energy constraints and has a realtime probabilistic reconfigurable supervised
∑ control architecture. It is defined as a structure G = { R − T N CES}.
R − T N CES = (B, R), where R is the control module
consisting of a set of reconfiguration functions. B is the
behavior module that is a union of multi TNCES, represented
as follows:
B = (P , T , F , W , CN , EN , DC, V , Z0) where: (i) P
(respectively, T) is a set of places (respectively, transitions),
(ii) F is a set of flow arcs F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ), (iii) W:
(P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) → {0, 1} maps a weight to a flow arc,
W (x, y) > 0 if (x, y) ∈ F , and W (x, y) = 0 otherwise, where
x, y ∈ P ∪ T , (iv) CN (respectively, EN) is a set of condition
(respectively, event) signals with CN ⊆ (P ×T ) (respectively,
EN ⊆ (T ×T )), (v) DC: F (P ×T ) → {[l, h]} is a super-set of
time constraints on output arcs, (vi) V: T → {∨, ∧} maps an
event-processing mode (AND or OR) to each transition, (vii)
Z0= (T 0, D0) where T 0: P → {0, 1} is the initial marking
and D0: P → 0 is the initial clock position.
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A reconfiguration function r ∈ R is a structure r =
(Cond, P, E, M, S, X) where: (a) Cond → {true, f alse}:
The precondition of r, (b) P : F → [0..1] is the TNCES
probability, (c) E: P → [0..max]: controls the energy requirements, (d) M : P → [0..max] controls the memory
requirements, (e) S: T N (•r) → T N (r•) is the structure
modification instruction for reconfiguration scenario, (f) X:
laststate(•r) → initialstate(r•) is the state processing
function.
We note, finally, that ZiZo v2 is the only tool that models
GR-TNCES models. It is an extension to ZiZo v1 [20], developed in LISI Laboratory of INSAT Institute in collaboration
with Saarland University in Germany. It edits, simulates and
checks adaptive systems modeled with R-TNCES formalism.
Furthermore, Zizo v2 allows designers to edit, simulate and
export GR-TNCES models to the probabilistic model checker
PRISM [10]. PRISM is a useful tool to verify functional and
temporal properties of GR-TNCES. We apply it in our work
to verify adaptive probabilistic discrete event control systems.
C. Originality
The design of reconfigurable systems following the IEC
61499 standard using the available tools is complex and
difficult. To optimize the network of FBs and make it more adjustable to external changes, we propose a new function block
named RFB that provides a simple model of reconfigurable
systems. An RFB allows several ways of functioning thanks
to reconfiguration. Hence, it reduces the number of FBs used in
the design as well as its complexity. Consequently, we extend
the Petri nets editor ZiZo v2 to support: (i) design with RFB,
(ii) automatic transformation from RFB to GR-TNCES model,
and (iii) verification with model checking. ZiZo v3 is the only
tool that supports the whole process from the design with RFB
to verification.
III. RECONFIGURABLE FUNCTION BLOCKS
An RFB is a new extension of IEC 61499 that includes
reconfiguration and probability aspects. It encapsulates several
reconfiguration scenarios within a single FB and incorporates
the probability of triggering each scenario. It is able to selfadapt the behavior of the system when changes occur in the
environment. An RFB, as illustrated in Fig. 1, has new events
and data of reconfiguration. It has also a specific architecture
of the known execution control chart ECC: an ECCcontroller
for the supervision of the elementary ECCs named ECCslaves
such that each one executes a scenario of reconfiguration.
When an input event of reconfiguration occurs, ECCcontroller
becomes active and reads the associated data of reconfiguration
to select which scenario of reconfiguration will be active, and
therefore, which ECCslave will be executed. If the guard
condition of the transition in ECCcontroller is met, then
the corresponding ECCslave waits for the occurrence of an
input event to run the suitable algorithm, updates data and
sends output events. At the end of all algorithms execution,
ECCcontroller receives an event from the active ECCslave . It
updates the data of reconfiguration and generates output events
of reconfiguration to communicate with the next RFBs.
The formalization of an RFB is defined as a tuple:
RF B=(Interf ace, ECCcontroller , ECCslave ), where:
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ing ECCslave . As illustrated in Fig. 2b, an ECCslavei =(S, T r,
C, A), where: (i) S is a set of states; (ii) T r ⊆ S × S is a
set of arcs representing transitions from one state to another;
(iii) C is a set of guard conditions defined over input, internal
and output variables of RFB; and (iv) A is a set of actions
sequences. Each action is related to an algorithm that can
change only internal variables and output data of the RFB.

Figure 1. RFB interface.

1) Interface: The interface of an RFB is determined by
the tuple Interf ace=(IE, OE, ID, OD, IW , OW , IER,
OER, IDR, ODR, IW R, OW R), where (i) IE (respectively
OE) is a set of input (respectively output) events; (ii) ID
(respectively OD) is a set of data inputs (respectively outputs);
(iii) IW (respectively OW ) is a set of WITH-associations for
inputs (respectively outputs); (iv) IER (respectively OER) is
a set of input (respectively output) events of reconfiguration,
each ier ∈ IER has a probability p ∈ [0, 1]; (v) IDR (respectively ODR) is a set of input (respectively output) data which
corresponds to all distinct ECCslaves in this RFB (respectively
in the next RFBs); (vii) IW R ⊆ IER × IDR is a set of
WITH-associations for inputs of reconfiguration. Each input
event of reconfiguration is associated with the corresponding
ECCslave ∈ IDR that will be activated; (viii) OW R ⊆
OER × ODR is a set of WITH-associations for output events
of reconfiguration. Each output event of reconfiguration is
associated with the corresponding ECCslave ∈ nextRF B
that will be activated. (ix) Each event in the interface has
a probability of occurrence pij ∈ [0, 1] / j ∈ N and each
ECCslave has a probability of activation pr ∈ [0, 1].
2) ECCcontroller : Is the main component in an RFB. It
controls the activation of ECCslaves , as illustrated in Fig.
2a. It is defined as a tuple: ECCcontroller = (Statecontroller ,
T ransitioncontroller , Conditioncontroller , Actioncontroller ),
where: (i) Statecontroller is a set of states where s0 ∈
Statecontroller is the initial state; each state can have
zero or more ActionController ; (ii) T ransitionController ⊆
Statecontroller × Statecontroller is a set of arcs representing
transitions, a transition may have a probability pr ∈ [0, 1],
which corresponds to the probability of activation of an
ECCslave . The sum of probabilities of transitions
issued
∑
from the same state must be equal to one
pri = 1. The
probabilities in the interface are the same as those on the
ECCcontroller transitions; (iii) ConditionController is a guard
condition defined on an input event and data of reconfiguration; (iv) Actioncontroller : Statecontroller \ {s0} −→ ECA
where ECA = ECCslave × OER is a set of actions. Each
action should select one ECCslave and one output event of
reconfiguration.
3) ECCslave : Let us consider n ECCslavei ∈ RF B where
i ≤ n. Each ECCslavei is controlled by ECCcontroller , it encapsulates all algorithms to execute. According to the received
data of reconfiguration, ECCcontroller selects the correspond-
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(a) ECCcontroller .

(b) ECCSlave 1.
Figure 2. RFB components.

As a result, a reconfigurable distributed system is modeled
as a network of interconnected RFBs linked by data and event
flows. At the end of each scenario of reconfiguration encapsulated in an ECCslave , each output data of reconfiguration
contains the next ECCslave , which will be active in the next
RFB. When its value is updated, the associated output event
of reconfiguration occurs to trigger the suitable RFBs.
IV. TRANSFORMATION RULES
The main objective of this transformation is to validate the
system before its deployment. Each functional component of
the RFB is modeled by a GR-TNCES [8] module. RF B =
{GInterf ace , GECCController , GECCSlave } where GInterf ace
={ GIE , GOE , GID , GOD , GIER , GOER , GIDR , GODR ,
GIW , GOW , GIW R , GOW∑
R } where GX models the X components of the RFB. GX =
GXi . We have GXi =(B,R) where
∑
B=(P , T , F , W , CN , EN , DC, V , Z0 ) and R =
ri ;
ri =(cond, P 0, E0, M 0, S, X) a reconfiguration function.
All the input and output events have the same structure.
The graphical models presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 explain
the transformation rules for all the components. As an example,
let us detail the transformation rule for an input event:
Rule1: ie ∈ IE −→ GIEi
The objective of this rule is to transform each input event
of RFB to a GIEi module. The graphical model is presented in Fig. 3a. The behavior of GIEi is composed
of: P ={p1,p2};T ={t1,t2}; F ={(p1 ,t1 ),(t1 ,p2 ),(p2 ,t2 ),(t2 ,p1 )};
W ={} ;CN ={}; EN ={ie1, ie2, oe1}; DC={}; V (t1)=∧;
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V (t2)=∧; Z0 ={T 0,D0} where T 0(p1 )=1, T 0(p2 )=0 and
D0(p1 )=0;
Rule2: IW ∈ Interf ace (respectively OW ) is translated to
GIW :GIE → GID (respectively GIW :GOE → GOD ) where
an output event oe ∈ GIE (respectively eo ∈ GOE ) is linked
to an input event ie ∈ GID (respectively ie ∈ GOD .
IW R ∈ Interf ace (respectively OW R) translated to
GIW R :GIER → GIDR (respectively GIW R :GOER →
GODR ) where an output event oe ∈ GIER (respectively
oe ∈ GOER ) is linked to an input event ie ∈ GIDR
(respectively ie ∈ GODR ).
The ECCController transformation rule is different from
Rule1, it is modeled in Fig. 5 as follows:
Rule3: ECCController −→ GECCcontroller
An ECCController is transformed to a GECCcontroller module.
GECCcontroller is composed of: An initial marked place and a
transition from which emerge n branches such that each one
has a certain probability (probability of each reconfiguration
scenario) where n is the number of ECCslave in the current
RFB. Each branch is composed of: two places and two
transitions. The first place is linked to an input condition
“ECCslavei true” (i ∈ [1..n]), which indicates that the ECCslavei
must be activated. This place is linked to a transition T2 from
which emerge n output events for activating the ECCslavei
and deactivating the rest of the ECCslave . This ensures that a
single scenario of reconfiguration is active at a given time.
The second place is linked to an input condition “ECCslavei
finished”, which marks the end of execution of the current
active ECCslavei . Each branch finishes with a transition that
sends 2 output events: the first one is for setting the output
events of reconfiguration oer ∈ OER and the second one
for unsetting the input event of reconfiguration ier ∈ IER.
Let us consider that there are n ECCslave s and m output
events of reconfiguration in an RFB, the model of the
GECCcontroller has then n reconfiguration function ri . B will
be composed of: P = {p1 ..p2n+1 }; T = {t1 ..tn+2 }; F =
{(p1 ,t1 ),(t1 ,p2 ),(t1 ,p3 )..(t1 ,pn+1 ),
(p2 ,t2 ),(p3 ,t3 )..(pn ,tn ),
(t2 ,pn+2 ),(t3 ,pn+3 )..(tn ,p2n )..(p2n+1 ,tn+2 ),(tn+2 ,p1 };
EN ={oe1 ..oe2n+1+m }; CN = {ci1 ..ci2n } (for each slave
an input condition ECCslave true and an input condition
ECCslave finshed); W ={}; DC={}; V (ti )=∧; Z0 ={T 0,D0}
where T 0(p1 )=1, T 0(pi )=0 and D0(p1 )=0;
Rule4: ECCslavei ∈ ECCSlave −→ GECCslavei
An ECCslavei is transformed to a GECCslavei module. ECCSlave ,
as we aforementioned, is a standard execution control chart
so it contains states, transitions and actions.
The initial state is transformed to an initial marked place
linked to a transition that is fired with the arrival of an
input event for activating ECCslavei . As shown in Fig. 6,
each state is transformed to two places “state run alg” and
“state finish alg” as well as a transition between them. Each
action is modeled with: an initial place “wait”, an initial
transition T14 that is fired when the input condition “start
algorithm” is true and M places linked to M transitions
for running Algoj (where M is the number of algorithms
within the action) and j ∈ [1..M ]). When all the algorithms
in the different actions finish their execution, the ECCslave
generates an output condition indicating the end of the slave.
Let us consider k states and k actions in ECCslavei , j guard
conditions on transition, each action contains an algorithm
and an output event of reconfiguration then B(GECCslavei )
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is composed of: P={ p1 ...p5k+2 }; T={t1 ...t4k+4 }; F ⊆
(P × T )U (T × P ); EN ={ie1 , ie2 ,oe1 ,...,oek }; CN ={ci1 ,
ci2 , cij+k } W ={};DC={}; V (ti )=∧; Z0 ={T 0,D0} where
T 0(p1 )=1, T 0(pi )=0 and D0(p1 )=0;
V. ZIZO V3
The third version of ZiZo allows to model any reconfigurable distributed system with RFB formalism by modeling
the different reconfiguration scenarios and save it as “.nrfb”
file. It supports new probabilistic events named “input and
output event of reconfiguration” and new data types named
“input and output data of reconfiguration” that present the
ECCslaves . As shown in Fig. 7, ZiZo v3 is more than
a basic RFB editor, but it allows the system designer to
transform automatically the RFB system into GR-TNCES that
supports random reconfigurations with real-time constraints.
Each component of RFB corresponds to a GR-TNCES module.
This transformation is from “.nrfb” file to “.zz” file and it helps
to verify functional and real-time properties after exporting it
to PRISM model checker. During the exportation, a “.pm”
file is generated to contain the places and the probability
between them. This process is not sufficient to prove the
correctness of the RFB system as it lacks the formal properties
that is described in computation tree logic (CTL) [19] and
Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [21] language.
VI. CASE STUDY
The presented case study consists of a surgical robotized
platform BROS [22] that is able to change its behavior in an
unpredictable way during run-time processes. BROS [23] is a
new automated intelligent platform developed for an optimal
orthopaedic surgery to treat supracondylar elbow fractures in
children. It is a complex system that contains the following
interactive components: An intelligent robotic arm P-BROS to
place the pins, two intelligent manipulator arms (B-BROS1
and B-BROS2) for the blocking and the reduction of the
fracture respectively, a system browser (BW), a control unit
(CU), which orchestrates the various components and finally a
middleware between the CU and the BW. The surgeon triggers
the system and selects the operating mode. Based on the
fracture coordinates determined by BW, the CU calculates the
new coordinates to reduce the fracture by B-BROS2 (move the
patient arm to the calculated position). CU asks MW to check
the correctness of the reduction. If the reduction is successful,
then the CU orders B-BROS1 to block the patient’s arm. Else,
the system repeats the reduction. Under the request of CU and
according to the identified fracture type, P-BROS performs
the single or double pinning in the elbow. Once the pinning
is successful, CU asks B-BROS1 to unblock the limb.
Using “ZiZo v3“, we begin with modeling the three robotic
arms in BROS with RFB formalism. The whole architecture,
as shown in Fig. 8, is composed of four interconnected RFBs
(A: RFBmode, B: BBROS1, C: BBROS2 and D: PBROS).
RFBMode has five ECCslaves each corresponds to an operating mode. BBROS1 has four ECCslaves : (i) ECCB offering
the automatic blocking; (ii) ECCM anualB deactivating the
blocking if datarec is equal to manual; (iii) ECCU activating
the automatic unblocking; (iv) ECCM anualU deactivating the
robotized unblocking.
B-BROS2 has two ECCslaves : ECCR to activate reduction and ECCnotR to deactivate the robotized reduction;
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(a) GR-TNCES model of an
input event “ie”.

(b) GR-TNCES model of
an output event “oe”.

(c) GR-TNCES model of an
input event of reconfiguration
“ier”.

(d) GR-TNCES model of
an output event of
reconfiguration “oer”.

(e) GR-TNCES model of
an output data “od”.

Figure 3. GR-TNCES model of events.

(a) GR-TNCES model of an input
data of reconfiguration “idr”.

(b) GR-TNCES model of an output
data of reconfiguration “odr”.

Figure 4. GR-TNCES model of reconfiguration data.
Figure 6. GR-TNCES model of ECCslave1 .

Figure 7. Flow diagram of the verification process using ZiZo and PRISM.

Figure 5. GR-TNCES model of an ECCcontroller .

finally, PBROS not only depends on the operation mode but
also on the fracture type that determines the pins number. It has
ECCM anualP , ECC1P in (respectively ECC2P in ) encapsulating the single (respectively double) pinning algorithms that
require the current P-BROS position, P-BROS orientation and
the patient arm position. In the case of automatic reduction,
blocking or unblocking the CU checks each functionality and
returns reductionOK, blockingOK and PinningOK when it
is successful. In the other case (manual reduction, manual
blocking or manual unblocking), the system waits for these
events from the surgeon to continue the operation. When
exporting RFB model to GR-TNCES model, a file “.zz” is
generated. The transformed model of BROS, according to the
transformation rules in Section IV,∑is composed of four parts,
as shown in Fig. 9, where: (i) A=
GR − T N CES modules
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∑
of RFBmode;
(ii) B= GR − T N CES modules of B-BROS1;
∑
(iii)
∑ C= GR − T N CES modules of B-BROS2; (iv) and D=
GR − T N CES modules of P-BROS.
Let us detail RFBmode presented in Fig. 10 that permits to
activate one operating mode between five (AM, SAM, DMP,
DMB, BM). The ECCcontroller1 of “RFBmode” (Fig. 11a),
reads input data of reconfiguration idr1 . If the guard condition
ier1&idr1 = AM is met (an event of reconfiguration ier1
arrives and idr1 equal to “AM”) then it activates the ECCslave
“AM” detailed in Fig. 11b.
Fig. 12 presents the transformed GR-TNCES model of
RFBMode, which is composed of GR-TNCES modules colored
in yellow. Each module is composed of places, transitions,
events and conditions that preserve the behavioral semantic
of an RFB component. ier1 module models the input event
of reconfiguration ier1 ∈ RF BM ode, which is associated to
idr1 that can be equal to one of the ECCslaves (AM, SAM,
DMP, DMB or BM). idr6 contains the fracture type, which
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Figure 8. BROS model with RFB.

(a) ECCcontroller of “RFBMode”

Figure 9. GR-TNCES model of the whole system.

(b) ECCslave AM

(c) Update data AM algorithm

Figure 11. RFBMode details.

Figure 10. “RFBMode” internal components.

can be equal to IIB or IIC that involves single pin, IIA or
III that involves double pins. If the pinning is robotized (the
operation mode must be AM, SAM or DMP as detailed in [22])
then BROS must activate ECC1P in or ECC2P in according
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to the fracture type, else ECCM anualP will be executed. The
module idr1 has five output conditions, only one is true,
which corresponds to the selected ECCslave . ECCcontroller ,
shown in Fig. 13a, activates the scenario to execute and
deactivates the others. At the end of the algorithm execution
(init0 and UpdatedataAM, UpdatedataSAM, UpdatedataDMP,
UpdatedataDMB or UpdatedataBM), the slave depicted in
Fig. 13b returns an output condition to the ECCcontroller
and an output event acki where i ∈ {1..5}. ECCcontroller1
generates three output events of reconfiguration oer1, oer2
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Figure 12. GR-TNCES model of RFBMode.

(a) ECCcontroller .

model checking for run-time verification of adaptive systems
and analyses systems that exhibit random or probabilistic
behaviors.
ZiZo facilitates the verification process by converting the
GR-TNCES model to MDP model readable by PRISM. A
“.pm” file is generated that contains model descriptions written
in the PRISM language. CTL and PCTL are used to check
the following safety properties: (i) The deadlock problem
in each RFB and in the RFBs system, using the formula:
“E[F“deadlock”]”, which was proven to be false; (ii) BROS
never executes pinning and unblocking simultaneously thanks
to the following formula “P=?[F p=1& p=2]”, where “p=1” is
the unblocking and “p=2” is the pinning, which returns zero.
(iii) Let us attach a probability 0 to the event “reductionOK”
in BBROS1. What is the probability to change the mode
of pinning in PBROS from automatic to manual? Using the
formula “P =?[F p = 11&(p = 12|p = 13|p = 14|p = 15)]”,
where p=11 (AM), p=12 (SAM), p=13 (DMP), p=14 (DMB)
and p=15 (BM), we proved that the probability of switching
from automatic pinning to manual is 0.9.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to enhance and simplify the system design and
the verification process of reconfigurable systems, we have
defined a new extension to IEC 61499 standard named RFB.
We introduce in our RFB the probability associated to each
reconfiguration scenario. We defined then a set of transformation rules for the RFB design to GR-TNCES model,
implemented by ZiZo v3 that automates the transformation
and the verification with PRISM. We have found our approach
very helpful in the development process of reconfigurable distributed automation systems. In our future work, we will focus
on the code generation of RFB to deploy it in manufacturing.
We are also working on translating R-UML requirements to
RFB design to promote reusability.
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(b) ECCslave AM.
Figure 13. Some GR-TNCES modules of RFBMode.
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Abstract—This paper presents the concept and implementation
of a cloud-based infrastructure platform and tailored tools
for graphical user interaction. The goal is the creation of
a platform that allows users to generate workflows for their
experiments in the field of product design and quality assurance
without any knowledge of service engineering and the underlying Semantic Web technologies. An experiment is described
as workflow and consists of orchestrated services from several
vendors that encapsulate specific tasks. One advantage of this
approach is the combination of a cloud-based platform with
high-performance computing. Services that encapsulates complex
calculation procedures can be outsourced to specific servers. This
results in tremendous time savings and allows experts to carry
out more experiments with products, which was omitted due to
the complexity and the required computing power until now. The
possibility to conduct these experiments improves the productive
know-how of the companies and enhances the products they are
selling.
Keywords–Cloud infrastructure; Semantic Workflows; Semantic
Web services; graphical workflow interface.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, cloud-based solutions are part of the daily life,
and their usage is increasing day by day. These solutions
increase the mobility of data by allowing access from multiple
locations with minimum effort [1]. In this paper, we present
the concept and implementation of a flexible cloud-based platform for the vendor-independent integration of Semantic Web
services in the engineering domain. This platform is provided
as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), and is able to combine
and orchestrate Web services. Involving semantic technologies
inside a cloud-based solution significantly improves usability
by structuring the data in a standardized way that these can
be understood by machines and humans. The structured data
can be utilized to create interoperable and vendor-independent
applications, and thereby avoid vendor lock-in problems [2].
The platform enables experts from various application domains
to independently plan and execute their experiments with strong
calculation procedures, e.g., to check the quality of products and
their compliance with construction rules by comparison of 3Dmodels, or to identify weaknesses and subsequently improve the
positive effects of their products. Each experiment is described
as workflow that orchestrates services from different vendors.
Each service encapsulates specific tasks, calculation procedures
or complex sub-systems and require highly scalable computing
clusters for their execution within an acceptable time-frame.
Therefore, to provide an added value, the developed platform
is combined with a cluster of high-performance computers
spread across different virtualization solutions, which take over
the calculation of complex tasks. This results in enormous
time savings and allows experts to carry out more experiments
with products, which was neglected due to the complexity of
the task and the required computing resources until now. The
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developed tailored tools of this cloud-based platform, described
below as core components, allow engineering companies or
software providers to integrate their Software as a Service
(SaaS) and orchestrate them in a specific workflow, seamlessly
supported by graphical user interfaces and without requiring
specific skills or knowledge of the underlying Semantic Web
technologies. The developed solution uses standardized Webbased technologies and all workflows can be executed using
a Web browser, requiring no additional software. Due to this
distributed architecture, the platform offers optimal conditions
for both short and long-running experiments.
Section II introduces used technologies and describes the
topics under consideration. For a better understanding, Section
III describes the requirements in the engineering domain and
leads over to Section IV, methodology and concept of the
developed approach. The next section describes the architecture
and developed core components. The paper ends with a
conclusion and an outlook on future work and extensions.
II. BACKGROUND
Web services are designed to support machine-to-machine
interaction over a network and allow interoperable communication [3]. With the help of description languages, which
will be discussed in the upcoming sections, Web services
create communication between peer-platforms, prevent vendor
dependency and increase reusability.
A. Web Services Description Language
The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is a
language- and platform independent XML-based interface definition language, designed with the aim to create a standardized
mechanism for the description of Web services. It describes
SOAP-based Web services in detail, their technical input and
output parameters, ports, data types, and how services must be
invoked. With this machine-readable description language, the
automatic detection and execution of Web services is possible.
A ready-revised language draft was submitted to the World
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [4], but only version 2.0 was
standardized and proclaimed as W3C recommendation [5].
Unfortunately, WSDL is a lower level interface description
language that addresses the technical mechanisms and aspects
of Web services, and it does not reflect the functionality of a
service. Furthermore, it is difficult to create and understand
for humans. In this approach, WSDL is used for the technical
description of Web services, their input and output parameters,
and the SOAP messaging mechanism.
B. Technologies of the Semantic Web
The development of the current Web to the “Semantic Web”
is pervasive. Efforts are aiming to add annotations to things
and objects of daily life. Through the help of annotations, the
vision of the Semantic Web allows better cooperation between
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people and computers; well-defined meanings are attached to
information [6]. The Resource Description Framework (RDF)
is one of the most important data formats that has been developed to implement this vision. The Semantic Web combines
technologies that deal with the description of information and
knowledge sources, such as ontologies, RDF triple stores, and
Semantic Web services [7] [8]. Ontologies allow the definition
of a vocabulary of a dedicated application domain and define
for this purpose concepts and properties. These concepts can
in turn be connected by relations, which promise a significant
value, when conclusions are drawn about these structures. In
that field, the W3C defines his recommendations as an open
standard like RDF(S) [7][9] and the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) [10].
In contrast to a complex and comprehensive infrastructure
that tries to solve all problems of the interaction and communication of distributed applications, the Semantic Web Technology
Stack, depicted in Fig. 1, is a family of modular standards
mostly standardized by the W3C. Each of these standards aims
at another part of problem or another sub-problem.

A concrete service description in OWL-S is separated in
several parts. Fig. 2 shows the main concepts and relations of a
service model in OWL-S: service profile, service model, service
grounding, and for our approach important, the processes. The
Service Profile is used for service discovery and describes the
functionality of the service and contains information about the
service provider. Furthermore, this profile reflects the overall
functionality of a service with its precondition, input and output
types, features, and benefits.

Figure 2.

Main Web service concepts in OWL-S.

Any Web services provided with a WSDL description and
SOAP interface can be integrated into the infrastructure and
converted into semantic descriptions as long as they satisfy the
requirements. However, for a Web service that is converted into
a Semantic Web service with the help of an upper ontology, the
following types of the OWL-S Submission [12] are required:
•

•
Figure 1.

Semantic Web technology stack.

This stack of Semantic Web technologies describes the
vision of the W3C to create a Web of linked data. The idea of
open data stores on the Web, the ability to build vocabularies,
and write rules for handling data based on these empowered
technologies, such as RDF, OWL, and the SPARQL Protocol
And RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [11].
C. Semantic Web Services
In the recent years, the tendency towards Semantic Web
technologies increased the research in the domain, results in an
elevated number of available ontologies as well as standards
recommended by the W3C. To widen the scope of applicability,
one of the submitted ontologies to W3C was the Web Ontology
Language for Web Services (OWL-S), which allowed services
on the Web to be found, executed, and monitored. The OWL-S
ontology is designed on top of OWL with extensions to make
service discovery, invocation, composition, and monitoring
possible. The provided structure also allowed these operations
to be performed autonomously, when desired [12]. Based on
the previously described technologies, domain models must
be created to form an important conceptual basis. Therefore,
parts of the dedicated knowledge domain are categorized and
structured in a machine readable form. OWL-S [12] extends this
base to a set of constructs that relate to properties, specialties
and dependencies of the Web service level and is also machine
readable and processable.
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•

The Service Profile provides information to describe
a service to a requester. The profile provides three
types of information: the service creator, the service
functionality, and the service characteristics [12].
The Service Model is a mandatory type for the description how a Web service works. The model describes
the inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects. It also
specifies the Process concepts and their execution
order. The process description consists of simple
atomic processes or complex composite processes
that are sometimes abstract and not executable. Each
function provided by the service is considered as an
Atomic Process, whereas combined multiple services
are named as Composite Service.
The Service Grounding stores the detailed technical
communication information on protocols and formats.
This concept provides the physical location to the
technical description realized in WSDL. This WSDLfile is called when the service is executed, as well
as during conversion process to retrieve the technical
inputs and outputs of the service.

The listed types provide basis for OWL-S to create relations,
which are utilized for improved interoperability. However, the
relations generated using only OWL-S ontology form the
minimal relationship for services, enough to be operated. If
the usage scenario requires involvement of additional relations,
these must be defined creating a meta-ontology and including
it inside a semantic repository [13].
D. Workflows
Services provide functionality for special tasks, but complex
tasks in the engineering domain usually consist of multiple steps.
Therefore, one service is not sufficient and an orchestration of
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services is needed. The complete service chain is described in
a workflow. Depending on the domain, a workflow can have
multiple definitions, but in the context of this paper, a workflow
will be considered as a set and ordered list of chained up Web
services provided with a WSDL file and a SOAP interface to
perform a specific task with or without user interaction.
Determined by the complexity, multiple workflows can
be necessary to finalize the task. In this case, with the help
of semantic descriptions, workflows can be grouped and
chained up to create “sub-workflows.” Workflows as well as
sub-workflows are stored in semantic repositories. Similar to
Semantic Web services, they are reusable and their descriptions
are updated without causing any fragmentation.
E. Triple Stores
Computational tasks often require collection and storage of
the results for further usage. Storage of information without a
structured form increases the complexity and the time to access
the data, and reducing the flexibility for further modifications
and enhancements [14] causing to fragmentation problems. To
address this issue, databases play the role as containers, which
collect and organize the data for swift future access [15].
Semantic repositories are similar to the database management systems (DBMS) in terms of providing functionality for
organization, storage, and querying the data, but differ from
them in terms of the type of organization and data representation.
Unlike DBMS, semantic repositories use schemata to structure
the data thus allow defining the data stored to set relations
between. Regarding to data representation, semantic repositories
work with flexible and generic physical data models, which
allow merging other ontologies “on the fly” and relate the
data among merged schemata [16]. As OWL-S is based on
OWL, which is built on top of RDF, see Section II-B, the
data operations are performed using the same RDF structure.
This structure provides descriptions to query the data, and
allows optimal extension of relations allowing multiple use.
The Sesame framework [17] is one RDF store solution, which
can be used in this context. It creates, processes, edits, stores,
and queries RDF data, therefore it is chosen to serve as a
storage for the framework.
F. Related Work
The Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is a
language for describing and executing business processes in
general. It provides an XML-based syntax and allows data
manipulation for data processing and data flow. It also allows
orchestration of services, after specifying the service set and
the service execution order [18].
For the languages OWL-S and BPEL, there exist tools
for the automated execution of Web services described in
WSDL. They also permit implementations in any programming
languages as long as they provide valid WSDL descriptions.
Different from BPEL, OWL-S facilitates Semantic Web technologies, which make the structure meaningful for human and
machines and allow automated design and orchestration of
services, whereas BPEL does not [19].
The execution order of services is usually defined using a
design tool (textual or graphical) which is then executed and
monitored using an engine. For BPEL, Apache BPEL Designer
and JBoss Tools BPEL Editor can be given as examples to
design tools, whereas Oracle BPEL Process Manager, Apache
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ODE, IBM WebSphere Process Server, and Microsoft BizTalk
Server can be listed as examples for execution and monitoring.
Using OWL-S increases the interoperability and enables
automatic orchestration between the services, but it requires a
deep knowledge in the domain. Hence, there are few editors
available for OWL-S. However, all of them must be locally
installed to be used. To create complex workflows, Protégé
OWL-S Editor [20], which is a plug-in for Protégé, can be
utilized. Nevertheless, the usage of this plug-in also requires
advanced knowledge in the domain. To convert Web services
into Semantic Web services, a design tool and an execution
engine are necessary.
In another approach, created in the context of the THESEUS
funding program, a framework for the discovery, integration,
processing, and fusion of Semantic Web services is described
[21]. According to a user request, the framework identifies and
assembles matching services for problem solving and creates
a plan for the composition and execution order. The focus is
on the matching of heterogeneous services and the fusion of
all gathered information in real time. The harmonizing and
mapping of knowledge is carried out based on ontologies.
The advantage of our approach is the continuous integration
of services, from the UI to an automatic executable experiment, described as a specific workflow. Within the developed
infrastructure, specific services can be deployed and assigned
to workflows graphically, without detailed knowledge of the
underlying Semantic Web technologies.
III. S CENARIO
In the engineering domain, a conventional practice for
quality assurance of the manufactured final product are comparison checks against the virtual designed product model. This
accuracy check is performed by comparing two 3D models.
First a scanning process creates and transfers accurate points,
and in this way a virtual 3D model is created. The entire model
consists of millions of 3D points, which must be matched and
compared with the designed product model to find out the
discrepancies by calculating the distances of points in both, the
designed model and the virtual clone of the final product [22]
[23].
The manufacturer of these big turbine blades uses different
tools to perform this comparison task and these supplementary
tools generate additional license and training costs. The
handling of different software solutions requires many hours
of work. By using the workflow and service infrastructure and
the distributed High Performance Computing (HPC) solution
described here, the comparison time is significantly reduced.
These advantages allow the company to focus on quality
measurement and also increase the capacity of the company for
initiating new projects. Fig. 3 shows a complete Kaplan turbine
(a), one blade that is to be evaluated (b) and the scanned and
virtualized 3D model with color-coded comparison results (c)
[23]. The virtual model is created by an open-source tool for
rendering and visualization [24].
To perform such a comparison task, the complete workflow
has to be formally described. The workflow description defines
that two CAD files must be loaded and compared by the
help of additional comparison services. These services make
compatibility checks, they check whether components of the
production environment created by different tools in different
formats for Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and ComputerAided Engineering (CAE) fit together, by comparing compatible
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Figure 3. A complete manufactured Kaplan turbine (a), its single turbine
blade (b) and the color-coded comparison of its scan and design (c).

heights and dimensions.
IV. C ONCEPT
The cloud-based infrastructure allows to orchestrate services
individually, formalized by a workflow. To design the workflow,
a special tooling is needed, where each step in the workflow
or each state change is assigned to a service. To solve this
problem, all available technical Web service interfaces needs
to be described using standards, such as WSDL. Based on
this technical description with its functions, input, and output
types, a semantic Web service model, described in OWL-S,
is generated and integrated into the semantic repository. This
transformation and conversion is automatically performed by
the provided converter libraries, shown in Fig. 4. As depicted,
the creator retrieves the service type and the URL of the WSDL
file and converts the service into a specific instantiated Semantic
Web service description that is stored in the semantic repository.
Using the cloud-based approach, it is easily possible to execute
the service execution task in an HPC cluster, which extremely
saves computation time.

Figure 4.

Generation of services in OWL-S.

However, in this approach three service categories must be
differentiated:
• Synchronous Service
• Asynchronous Service
• Asynchronous Web Application
These service categories are disjoint, each Web service can
only be assigned to one category of the service repository.
Standard Web services belong to the Synchronous Service
category. Whenever a request is made, they must respond within
60 seconds, which is defined as default timeout limit in SOAP.
Every service, which does not require an interaction with the
user is part of this category. An Asynchronous Service is a
special category, which returns information whenever the calling
component checks the status. Unlike the previous category,
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asynchronous services can display feedback messages and these
services can last days or even weeks to complete. A response
to the calling component reports the status by telling either the
service is completed or still ongoing. Lastly, the Asynchronous
Web Application category contains Web services, which are
similar to asynchronous services, but without a status check.
This type of service is used by interactive Web pages in the
Web portal.
With this kind of service categorization, it is possible to
support users and their specific needs to complete their tasks
with synchronous or asynchronous processes executed in the
background. A detailed description of the system design that
uses annotations for workflow modeling is given in Section V.
A service orchestration is performed by using a component for
workflow editing to create a semantic workflow description. Fig.
5 summarizes the generation of workflows. First the workflows
define the order in which the services have to be executed.
In the process chain, the output of a service is passed to the
input of the next service. A tool supporting graphical user
input has the advantage that the user must not have a detailed
knowledge of OWL-S to describe a workflow. The graphically
sketched sequence of services is formalized in a workflow and
stored in an XML-based meta-format that serves as input for
the conversion into OWL-S.

Figure 5.

Generation of workflows in OWL-S.

The service domain is structured by an upper model for the
generic description and vocabulary of services and workflows in
OWL-S. It defines how services must be described and specified,
using annotations and technical descriptions. The detailed
knowledge of different application domains is represented by
several domain ontologies that describe detailed application
functionality.
V. I NTERACTION OF C ORE C OMPONENTS
The creation of an interoperable and flexible platform
provided as IaaS requires an embodiment of core components,
which are compatible with each other. These core components
are presented as Web services with a technical interface
description in WSDL and form the infrastructure and host
all the functionality:
• Semantic Repository for services and workflows: This
component hosts the OWL-S descriptions of services
and workflows.
• Workflow Editor: The graphical workflow editor assists
in the creation of workflows and associates service
functionality. The defined workflows are transferred
into an XML-based meta-format, based on a predefined
schema.
• Semantic Web Service Creator: This component creates
the Semantic Web services out of WSDL. In another
context, it creates semantic workflow descriptions in
OWL-S based on the XML-meta-format, introduced
by the Workflow Editor.
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Workflow Manager process control system: This component manages, orchestrates, monitors workflows, and
checks permissions of the users for the execution.
Vendor specific Web services provide and wrap functionality
for specific software components of different complexity levels.
Generic services are provided to load data structures with
different formats, e.g., Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE)
and Computer-Aided Design (CAD) data. Higher services
encapsulate complex calculations and comparison operators
or even provide the interface to third-party systems to perform
complex calculations. The service providers are able to deploy
the WSDL description of their Web services via the Workflow
Editor (WFE) in the Web portal. The Semantic Web Service
Creator uses the absolute URL to the WSDL description of
the service to generate the semantic Web service descriptions
in OWL-S, and it stores and registers them in the Semantic
Repository including the inputs and outputs of the services.
The basic requirement for all saved workflows and services are
unique names. Each Semantic Repository is based on a central
domain model, formalized as an OWL ontology, that describes
the input and output types for the matchmaking process of the
services.
Fig. 6 gives an overview of the interaction of the core
components of the developed platform. The main user interface
of the developed platform is a Web portal, and it translates user
actions into core component specific requests, e.g., workflow
design, workflow and service execution, service monitoring,
and result management. With the graphical interface of the
Workflow Editor, the user gets access to the services stored in
the Service Repository and services dedicated to experiments
can be chained up to create dedicated workflows, such as for
the comparison of 3D models. Each created workflow is stored
in the Semantic Repository and can be found by querying
with simple properties. To store the workflows, the graphical
contents of the workflows are transferred into a XML-based
meta-format. This format serves as input for the Semantic Web
Service Creator that generates the workflow descriptions in
OWL-S.

In the execution task, the component processes the individual
workflows and accordingly queries the listed services in the
defined order. If the service execution is completed and the
answer of a service is received, the next step in the sequence
is activated. The results of respective services are unified and
added to a single representation structure, which is passed at
the end of all processing steps to the UI of the Web portal.
For each workflow, the manager initiates processing procedures and tracks the progress individually. Before starting a
workflow, it checks whether the user has permission to run it to
prevent unauthorized execution. It also provides a monitoring
functionality, which allows users to leave the workflow anytime
and return at later stage to continue where they left off.
This maximizes the benefits of such a cloud-based platform,
supporting access anytime and from any desktop or mobile
device with internet access. If the workflow does not need user
input, the WFM is even able to complete it automatically and
display its results to the user at a later time. As explained in the
previous sections, services of different vendors can be used that
are implemented by different programming techniques and run
within the cloud on different application servers. But during
the lifetime of a workflow, the user does not need to know,
where the services are stored and how the data is forwarded to
the next service. The manager component retrieves the service
descriptions and performs the tasks without user notification
and the complexity of all associated services within a workflow
remains hidden from the user.
An example of a graphical workflow is shown in Fig. 7. The
execution order is represented by dashed arrows inside WFE
and the blue blocks are the individual workflow steps. The
green marked block is an HPC sub-workflow, which executes
the service in an HPC server environment. This sub-workflow
consists of three tasks: (1) pre-processing task to generate the
command to be executed by HPC process, (2) HPC command
task, which receives the command by user interface and gives
feedback to the user, and (3) post-processor task, which converts
the output from the HPC process into application specific
output.

Figure 7.

Figure 6.

Overview of the interactions of the core components.

The Workflow Manager (WFM) component is used for
the management and execution of individual predetermined
workflows. Each workflow is a formalized orchestration of
Semantic Web services and consists of at least one integrated
service or many complex services, defined in sub-workflows.
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The graphical workflow editor UI shows the scenario workflow.

Based on their defined service types, synchronous or
asynchronous, services are differentiated and executed by
the execution engine of the WFM. The services for the preand post-processing tasks are implemented as Synchronous
Services. Whereas, the HPC operating procedure is implemented
as Asynchronous Service. If the duration of a Web service
execution cannot be predicted, the service must be implemented
as an Asynchronous Service, which provides its status via a
method. This method is periodically requested by the WFM.
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As a result, this method is able to return HTML feedback,
which is displayed on the Web portal. The usage of pre- and
post-processing tasks varies from application to application.
If a Web service provides an UI to interact, the service
must be implemented as an Asynchronous Web Application.
Services that belong to this category are implemented similar
to Asynchronous Services, but contrarily do not need to deliver
their status. This service type explicitly tells the WFM that the
task is completed. After receiving this notification, the WFM
performs the next step and gives feedback on the Web portal.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper explained the concept and realization of a flexible
cloud-based infrastructure platform, which involves Semantic
Web technologies and tailored tools for the creation, execution,
and management of workflows and conducted services by
graphical user interface. The realized platform satisfies the
requirements for the development and execution of experiments
defined as workflows, without requiring knowledge on High
Performance Computing or other underlying technologies of
the Semantic Web. The platform offers an UI for the integration
of Web services, described in WSDL. These services are
automatically converted into Semantic Web services, without
requiring specific knowledge of used complex Semantic Web
technologies, such as OWL and OWL-S. With another graphical
user interface, the Workflow Editor, the services can be
orchestrated within the meaning of the experiment can be
orchestrated and stored as workflow descriptions. For the
execution of the experiment, the Workflow Manager uses these
descriptions as a basis. One advantage of this approach is the
combination of the created platform with high-performance
servers. Complex tasks are outsourced to these servers and
this results in enormous time savings and allows the experts to
carry out more experiments with products, which was omitted
due to the complexity and the required computing power until
now. Of course, the possibility to conduct these experiments
leads to an enormous increase in expert knowledge.
In future, the Workflow Editor will be able to give recommendations to the user, for an easier dynamic workflow design.
A dynamic workflow formalizes an orchestration of services,
supported by an automated matchmaking process that provides
adequate services ordered by their confidence values, which is
only possible using Semantic Web technologies. Furthermore,
the Workflow Editor automatically inserts converter services
into the workflow, just for adjustment of input and output types,
e.g., convert units of measurement and file formats.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a framework for easy integration of existing software solutions in a cloud environment.
We aim to allow software providers to offer their products in the
Cloud through a common web portal. Central in the framework is
workflows, where independent software solutions can be chained
together to solve the users tasks in a unified way. One of
the main challenges addressed here, is facilitating workflows
spanning multiple software vendors and cloud solutions. The
framework is validated by a range of experiments, consisting
of both software vendors and end users, from the context of
manufacturing industries, and offer unique and ubiquitous access
to integrated workflows.
Keywords–Workflows; Cloud computing; HPC; Semantic descriptions; One-stop-shop.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is now a natural part of the daily life,
both professionally and for consumers. Users are expecting to
have access to all their software and data independent of which
computer they are using, which have revolutionized how data
is consumed and shared.
Cloud providers are continuously extending and improving
their tools to make it easier to deploy software in their
solutions. These developments have made cloud computing
attractive for software vendors, and many companies offer
cloud integration throughout their product range. However, it
can also be very tempting to make the cloud integration very
tight, which in turn locks the software vendor into the cloud
provider’s ecosystem. New solutions, including UberCloud [1]
and Cloud Modelling Language (CloudML) [2], target this
challenge by offering platforms that are neutral to cloud
providers, while aiming at making it as easy as possible to
offer cloud based solutions for their costumers’ software.
Not all tasks can be completed using a single application,
but are best solved using a workflow where data is transferred
from one application to another. The ideal workflow may
consist of software from different vendors, which should
seamlessly work together. To achieve this, it is not sufficient to
give access to software in a cloud solution, the interoperability
between the different applications and software suits must also
be targeted. This paper proposes to add semantic descriptions
to the available software, as well as their input and outputs. The
semantic descriptions are used to chain compatible services
into complete workflows. Furthermore, data formats should be
based on open standards, or come with conversion tools to and
from standard formats. In this paper, we present the CloudFlow
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Infrastructure, aiming at providing the technology platform for
a one-stop-shop for cloud based workflows. This work builds
upon the initial results by Stahl et al. [3].
The infrastructure described here can be applied to any
business area, however, data formats and descriptions must
be adapted to the application domain. However, currently the
focus is on manufacturing industries, with a special focus on
the needs of small businesses. The examples used in this paper
therefore come from this domain, though the technology is
neutral to application domain. In manufacturing industries,
different software suits are used across the lifetime of their
products, from design through numerical analysis through
quality assurance and maintenance. Small companies in this
market often find it too expensive to install the different solutions locally, due to hardware costs, installation overhead and
license costs. This may cause loss in quality of their products
due to insufficient analysis, and overly expensive design phases
due to inefficient work procedures. For such companies, having
access to a cloud solution that spans over different clouds
and software providers, all integrated in tailored workflows,
will not only save time and cost, but also improve their final
product.
Larger companies may already have a server infrastructure
and prefer to store their data within their control. These
companies may still benefit from the integrated workflows
and access from everywhere inside the secure network. It
is therefore important that private cloud solutions also are
supported to host the CloudFlow Infrastructure.
End users that are familiar with a software solution may
be reluctant to shift providers when moving from a desktop
application to a cloud based approach. The platform must
therefore not only be attractive for end users, but also for
software providers. This means that it must be flexible enough
to support the wide range of software solutions desired and
have a good user experience, while keeping the costs low.
The goal is to provide ubiquitous availability of compute
resources, software and data. In contrast to other approaches,
the aim here is to integrate existing software solutions into
one common platform, combining them to work together and
make them accessible through a web portal. Furthermore, the
proposed solution supports installation in private clouds as well
as access to multiple cloud and High Performance Computing
(HPC) providers through one common portal installation. To
facilitate a broad selection of existing software solutions, we
target cloud solutions offering Infrastructure as a Service,
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where software providers can install their own operating system and fully control the virtual machines.
In the rest of this paper, we give a short overview of
the related work in Section II. The CloudFlow Infrastructure
is then presented in Section III, where the focus is on the
aspects and infrastructure components related to workflow
orchestration and execution, resource monitoring, data storage,
authentication, and utilization of HPC clusters. In order to
validate the infrastructure and demonstrate the usefulness of
CloudFlow, the experimental setup applied through the CloudFlow project is described in Section IV, along with an example
workflow. Finally, we conclude and describe some plans for
future work in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Cloud computing and cloud-based engineering is delivered
by multiple providers. One dedicated software vendor delivering such a solution is SimScale [4], offering simulators for
computational fluid dynamics, finite element analysis and thermodynamics in the cloud. Based on these simulation tools and
web-based visual pre- and post-processing, Simscale targets
end users only. Combining their cloud solution with software
developed by other vendors is therefore not straight forward.
The cloudSME project [5] combines a business model targeting both end users and software vendors. Software vendors
are offered a Platform as a Service solution, where they offer
Software as a Service for their existing and new end users.
This approach also makes it possible for end users to combine
software from different software vendors to perform more
complex engineering tasks. CloudSME does however not use
any semantic information to orchestrate how to combine the
different software, and lacks the use of HPC.
There are several initiatives to simplify cloud deployment
and avoid vendor lock-in. Bergmayr et al. [2] propose a
modelling approach, where the cloud deployment is described
by a vendor independent language CloudML. The deployment
model is implemented in this language, which sets up virtual
machines, network communication and deploys services accordingly.
Stahl et al. [3] proposed the initial work and the main
concepts of the CloudFlow Infrastructure. Among the newly
introduced concepts are a unified way to access HPC resources,
functionality to use external cloud providers, resource monitoring and a graphical tool to define workflows.
Semantic Markup for Web Services (OWL-S) and Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL) are two technologies
that allow web service execution as processes. BPEL is a
language to execute business processes with web services as
stated by Mendling [6]. According to its specifications, BPEL
executes web services defined using Web Service Description
Language (WSDL). It supports orchestration of actions within
services, by structuring them as sequences and supporting
branches and loops. The structure is described using a syntax
based on Extensible Markup Language (XML). OWL-S is a
markup that is built on top of Web Ontology Language (OWL)
and describes web services semantically introducing an XMLbased syntax. It also supports orchestration and due to semantic
technologies, structuring the sequences using OWL-S is both
machine and human understandable. OWL-S and WSDL are
usually used to describe services based on the Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP) specification. It allows web services
to send requests in a predefined structure encoded in a XML
format.
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Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the system layers with their main
components.

BPEL is similar to OWL-S in terms of orchestration and
XML-based syntax, but it lacks utilizing semantic technologies. Therefore, making web services machine-understandable
and automating them without user interaction is a non-trivial
task using BPEL [7].
The process execution is usually performed by designing
an execution order and monitoring it with an execution engine.
There are several execution engines designed for this purpose.
Execution engines, or managers, introduce an editor or a syntax
to specify the order and then track the progress. Depending on
the implementations, they can also provide user interface.
One of the available execution engines for BPEL is Process
Manager by Oracle. It provides a graphical interface to manage cross-application business processes in a service oriented
architecture (SOA) [8]. It also allows designing workflow steps
and connecting external systems into the workflow. However,
lack of semantic technologies inside BPEL prevents automation of these design steps. Involving semantic technologies
would therefore increase the productivity by reducing the time
needed to design the task steps, and is hence quite important.
To achieve the goal of CloudFlow, a manager which
can facilitate semantic technologies, integrate web services
from different providers and locations, and provide automation
during the design and execution phase was necessary.
III. A RCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The components in the CloudFlow Infrastructure can be
described as a multilayer architecture to separate functionalities. It consists of six main layers as depicted in Fig. 1. The
natural entry point for both end users and software vendors
is through the CloudFlow Portal, or just the Portal, found in
the user layer of the infrastructure. This section presents key
components and concepts of the CloudFlow Infrastructure.
A. Workflow Management
A workflow is an orchestrated and repeatable pattern of
several activities enabled by the systematic organization of
resources into processes that transform materials, provide
services, or process information. Workflows may be as trivial
as browsing a file structure or visualizing a Computer-Aided
Design (CAD) model, or they can be more complex, including
describing the full set of operations used to design, analyse
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and prepare for manufacturing of a product. Utilizing semantic technologies such as OWL-S makes it possible to reuse
existing workflows as building blocks in more complex ones.
As described in Section I, the main goal of CloudFlow
is to host software from different software providers and
chain appropriate parts of them to perform end user tasks
in workflows within one common platform. In the following,
we will describe how web services are integrated into the
CloudFlow Infrastructure, and how workflows are designed
and executed.
1) Services: A set of complementary reusable functionalities that are provided by a software for different purposes is
called ”service.” More particularly, a web service is a software
system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine
interaction over a network [9]. A web service invocation
consists of a single request/response pair and is expected to
execute in a short time.
The CloudFlow Infrastructure defines some Application
Programming Interface (API) requirements to services to be
integrated into workflows. The simplest web service that
follows those requirements is called a synchronous service.
These services are useful when the operation ends relatively
quickly, and the user does not need progress update during its
execution. In contrast, asynchronous services do not have any
restrictions when it comes to runtime, and they are also allowed
to present the user with progress information. Common for the
service types are that they represent an operation that takes
predefined input parameters and generates output parameters
without a user interaction. All communication with the services
are performed through SOAP requests which are sent to their
endpoints defined through their WSDL files. In addition to
services, also applications which allow user interaction are
supported. The most common application types are web forms
for selecting parameters for the following service and visualization applications for inspecting the output. Throughout
this paper, the term CloudFlow service denotes services and
applications compatible with the CloudFlow API.
2) Workflow Definition: In order to define a web service
as a CloudFlow service, and then to create workflows from
a chain of CloudFlow services, the web services need to be
integrated into the infrastructure. This is performed using a
graphical tool named Workflow Editor.
Workflow Editor (WFE) was mentioned as future work
in [3] as an implementation of a workflow modelling tool and it
is currently available for use. The developed WFE is based on
XML, SOAP, and WSDL standards, and inserts web services
into a semantic database by adding semantic descriptions based
on their WSDL. The server side functionality of WFE is
implemented as web services hence it also provides a SOAP
API that can be used directly from 3rd party tools.
In order to make a web service available as a CloudFlow
service, the service provider supplies the endpoint for the
service’s WSDL to WFE, where semantic descriptions of
the service itself and its input and output parameters are
defined. Based on these semantic descriptions, semi-automatic
orchestration of workflows can be made by letting the system
suggest services which are compatible with respect to their
inputs and outputs. After these parameters are converted into
semantic descriptions for the given service, the service is
integrated into the infrastructure and can be used as a step
in a workflow.
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The WFE is also used to chain services into workflows. The
creation is offered through both a textual and a graphical editor,
combined as a single web page. Using the graphical editor, the
CloudFlow services are selected using a dropdown menu and
appended to a workflow. The data flow between the services
is defined by dragging and dropping outputs of services and
connecting them with inputs of others. The execution order is
represented using dotted arrows and the data flow is shown
using solid lines as shown in Fig. 2. Each action performed
using the graphical editor is synchronized with an XML-based
meta-formatted textual editor. The XML format contains all
information stored in the semantic database, and can be used
also for later updates of the workflow.
Even though each CloudFlow service typically represents
an individual operation with dedicated input and output parameters, some services naturally belong together. Instead of
having to connect the same sequence of services repeatedly
for multiple different workflows, such services are modelled
as a smaller workflow of their own called sub-workflows.
Sub-workflows are yet again available to be added into any
other workflow as a single component, similar to a regular
CloudFlow service. The changes made within a sub-workflow
are applied to all workflows using it, reducing time and effort
for the workflow designer through avoiding a repetitive task.
3) Workflow Manager: The semantic descriptions created
by WFE only contain meta-data and describe how the data
is bound. The component Workflow Manager (WFM) acts as
an execution engine acting on the semantic descriptions. It
executes and monitors all services in a workflow providing
the input parameters as defined in WFE, either as constant
values or outputs from previous steps. The status of each
asynchronous service is checked at regular intervals in order
to determine if it is finished as well as to present the service’s
status to the user.
Before executing a workflow, the billing component is
asked to verify that the user has the valid licenses for all
involved services. Therefore, requests to initiate services that
do not originate from the WFM should be rejected, preferably
on a network level, e.g., by strict firewall settings. The WFM
also tracks execution times by utilizing resource monitoring
components which are explained in Section III-B. Usually, the
user interacts with the Portal to initiate and monitor workflows.
However, this is just one possible way and the Portal is not
needed during the execution of workflows. Both synchronous
and asynchronous services can be executed even after the user
has left the client that initiated the workflow. This is also
true for applications, though they will wait for user interaction
before the workflow can be continued. Independently on how
a workflow is initiated, the Portal can be used to inspect
the status of workflows and interact with them during their
execution.
B. Resource Monitoring and Billing
To facilitate that CloudFlow becomes a one-stop-shop
where software vendors integrate and offer their software for
new customers, functionality to monitor the resource usage
by each workflow and service is needed. Based on different
requirements, the software vendors are able to use different
business models, such as offering their software as pay-peruse, or for a fixed monthly or annual fee. For computationally
intensive software, that require exclusive access to a hardware
resource, there will also be a cost related to the CPU hours
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Figure 2. The graphical user interface of WFE, where dotted lines represent flow of services, while solid lines connect parameters from outputs to inputs.

component. This component issues bills to the end users and
is the only component which users interact with in order to
get their usage and cost reports.

Figure 3. Communication between billing-related components inside
infrastructure.

spent. Each service is tagged with which software package it
belongs to. All license costs related to the software package
is described in the Resource Catalog component, either as a
time based license requirement, runtime cost, or a combination
of both. The Resource Catalog also holds information about
hardware costs and which vendors the costs belong to. Fig. 3
illustrates how the different components are connected.
As a workflow is executed, the resources consumed through
this workflow is gathered, and the related cost for running
the workflow is calculated. Collection of this information and
cost calculation is performed within the resource monitoring
and billing components of the CloudFlow Infrastructure. When
an end-user starts a workflow, the WFM lists all software
packages within the workflow and checks with Accounting
service whether the user has the required licences to run them.
Later, if the user is allowed to execute the workflow, the
Counter service is used to track the execution times delivered
by the WFM. This service passes these data back to the
Accounting service to calculate the bill for CPU usage, as
well as the software costs within the workflow.
The Resource Catalog holds a list of software and hardware/data centers, whereas the User Catalog keeps a list of
organizations or users. The calculations and usage information
at the end of each workflow are gathered by the Billing
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C. Cloud Storage
In order to follow the loosely-coupled layered architecture design of the CloudFlow Infrastructure (see Fig. 1), the
interaction with the cloud storage is designed to be vendor
independent. As different cloud storage solutions have different
APIs for accessing files, a set of services with a unified API
is required. Further, in order to avoid unnecessary network
cost and to avoid potential security issues, the files need
to be transferred directly between the cloud storage and the
client, and not via an intermediate server. To support these
requirements, the Generic Storage Services (GSS) have been
developed within CloudFlow.
The GSS exposes an API consisting of both SOAP and
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) web services, and
offers functionality for interacting with the cloud storage solutions available in CloudFlow. In contrast to SOAP, RESTful
web services come with a smaller overhead and are better
suited for transferring large amounts of data. Each available
storage solution is added as a back-end to GSS, where information is provided through SOAP services on how to use
the native REST interface. The client transfers files directly
to and from the cloud storage, with no added overhead. In
this way, GSS acts like a look up service telling how to make
requests toward the different back-ends, where each back-end
is treated as an object storage. Beside transferring files, other
functionality such as listing folder content, checking existence
of files, creating folders etc., are made directly through the
SOAP API.
Files are uniquely defined by file IDs, which includes a
prefix indicating which storage back-end the file belongs to.
The file ID combined with a valid authentication token is
sufficient for downloading any file. As long as all CloudFlow
services are implemented using this API, interoperability and
vendor independent file access is obtained within CloudFlow
workflows. Further, any cloud storage solution with a RESTful
API can be made available in CloudFlow by adding an
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additional back-end in GSS. Existing services can then immediately use the new cloud storage solution without making
any changes to their implementation. A cloud storage can also
use external authentication solutions, as it is not a requirement
that the authentication token used towards the cloud storage is
a valid CloudFlow token.
A web-based file browser application is available for all
workflows. It is configurable through WFE to tailor its behaviour for each workflow, and has a user friendly interface
with a context dependent right-click menu. Here, end users
can upload and download files between their computers and
the cloud.
Since the CloudFlow services have SOAP interfaces, their
parameters should consist of short messages rather than entire
files. Because of this, the file browser gives the file ID of the
chosen files as output instead of the content of it. This rule
illustrate best practice and applies to all CloudFlow services.
Currently, four cloud storage solutions are made available
in the CloudFlow Infrastructure through GSS. There are two
OpenStack Swift installations (one internal and one external),
a product lifecycle management (PLM) system, and a native
storage at one of CloudFlow’s HPC providers.
D. Authentication and Multi-Cloud
Several of the CloudFlow Infrastructure components need
to be available from outside the infrastructure itself. This
includes design and execution of workflows, interaction with
the cloud storage, and viewing how much resources a user
has spent. Since only registered users should be allowed to
issue such requests, and since a user should only have access
to their own files and resource usage, all web services within
the CloudFlow Infrastructure need an authentication parameter
representing the user. For this, a token based authentication
system is used. Users obtain a token at login which represents them throughout the session, and which contains their
appropriate permissions.
As a security measure, tokens have limited life spans,
meaning that requests containing old tokens will be unsuccessful. However, workflows (and perhaps especially within
manufacturing industries) can consist of services lasting longer
than any lifespan given to tokens. Since an expired token can
not be used for, e.g., uploading results to the cloud storage,
CloudFlow needs an authentication scheme that both invalidates tokens after a certain time while allowing workflows of
arbitrary lengths to have access to infrastructure components.
In order to support these requirements, the Authentication
services are introduced to CloudFlow. These services build
on top of OpenStack’s Keystone component [10], and extend
its with functionality to handle the challenge related to long
lasting workflows. In addition, vendor lock-in towards OpenStack is avoided through these services. Changing the communication with Keystone, or exchanging Keystone itself, will
require changes in the implementation of the Authentication
services only, while the API, and all components relying on
the authentication, are kept unchanged.
The problem consisting of tokens expiring during workflow
executions are solved by issuing and storing special workflow
tokens from the Authentication services. Each time a workflow is started, such a token is created from combining the
regular token with the ID of the workflow execution. This
workflow token is stored in a database, and is passed to all
services within the workflow. During validation, the regular
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Figure 4. An application specific sub-workflow encapsulating an HPC job.

token is checked normally first, but if it has expired and the
combination with the execution ID is recognized, the token
is still marked as valid. A new regular and valid token can
then be generated with the same permissions as the existing
token based on the now invalid one. When the workflow later
is finished or aborted, the special workflow token is deleted
from the database, and is then invalidated.
1) Multi-Cloud: As CloudFlow is not tied to any one cloud,
it is possible to use multiple clouds for hosting CloudFlow
services. One reason for doing this might be that customers
are physically too far away from the main CloudFlow cloud,
making a local cloud more attractive in terms of network costs
and delays. Other reasons might be that alternative clouds
might be cheaper, or equipped with hardware not available in
the CloudFlow cloud, for example by offering more powerful
processing resources.
The main challenge related to such solutions is authentication across the different clouds. While the external clouds have
their authentication methods, they are not necessarily compatible with those used in CloudFlow. Services that are written for
multi-cloud settings should therefore be implemented with an
additional external token parameter. The semantic information
can then describe what cloud the external token should be
authenticated against, and external authentication services can
be added to such workflows. Such a service will provide a
web form where the user can login to the external cloud, and
where the external token is passed to the next steps in the
workflow. The external token can also be stored in a cookie
in the browser, so that if a valid token is already present, this
token will be used and the users are spared from typing their
username and password more than necessary.
E. HPC Access
Computationally intensive tasks that benefit from running
on HPC clusters are common in many engineering workflows.
Because of this, the CloudFlow Infrastructure is required to
facilitate seamless and secure integration of such tasks, making
it easy for software vendors to run their applications on an HPC
cluster as part of a CloudFlow workflow. The solution for this
is the design and concept of HPC application sub-workflows,
with the generic HPC service as the central component.
An HPC application sub-workflow is built from three
CloudFlow services as shown in Fig. 4; an application specific
pre-processing service, the generic HPC service, and an application specific post-processing service. The HPC service is
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designed to be generic with respect to both the application and
the type of job scheduling system used by the HPC provider.
This way, the HPC providers can make changes to their queuing systems, or CloudFlow can expand to more HPC centers
without requiring the software vendors to make changes to
their services or workflows. Even though the HPC service is
generic, the application that is executed through it will be part
of a software package (as mentioned in Section III-B). The
name of the software package it is part of will therefore be
hardcoded as input to the HPC service within the application
sub-workflow. This information is then used by the service
to check with the Resource monitoring component that the
user has a license to run the application, and to ensure that
the software vendor receives the correct license fees. Other
resource management tasks, such as reporting CPU hours spent
on the computation, are also reported from within the generic
HPC service.
In order to separate the service from the HPC center
specific details, the HPC service communicates internally with
an HPC back-end. Since user credentials defined in CloudFlow
are not necessarily compatible with the user definitions in the
HPC cluster, the back-end may perform a mapping between
the two sets of user definitions through a method seen fit by
the HPC provider. For security reasons, different CloudFlow
users should not be assigned the same user on the cluster. The
two HPC providers within CloudFlow currently use different
approaches to solve this challenge. One provider has set up
a pool of HPC users reserved for CloudFlow, where each
execution of the HPC service is assigned an arbitrary user
from the pool, which is then reserved until that execution
has completed. To ensure security, the home directory of
each such HPC user is deleted between executions of jobs.
The other provider assigns a one-to-one mapping between
the two types of users, so that a CloudFlow user is assigned
a dedicated HPC user. This second approach is particularly
suitable to private cloud installations of CloudFlow, where
the same system administrators control both the cloud and
compute cluster environments.
The input and output parameters for the HPC service
is highly generic, and should support the vast majority of
applications that will be run on the compute cluster. As input,
the service takes a string containing the set of command
lines that will execute the application with its correct input
parameters. Additional inputs to the service are the number of
cores and nodes to use, as well as a maximum execution time
used to limit cost and stop non-converging simulations.
The output from the HPC service is a string which is read
from a result file, written by the application. As this output
parameter will be sent in a SOAP message, output files should
not be written in the result file, but rather uploaded to the
cloud storage. The file ID of the uploaded file should instead
be written as the result.
During the execution of the application, the end user will
often appreciate some feedback in the form of a progress report. What kind of progress report that makes sense to provide
highly depends on the application, as some applications are
only able to provide a progress bar, while others might create
a status report including images and text. A reserved status file
is being monitored by the HPC service, and any content of this
file is interpreted as HTML and displayed in the browser for
the user. The software vendor can therefore fill this file with
any meaningful information seen fit, either directly from the
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application, or through a background process parsing the log
file of the application into the status file.
In order to create the string with the set of command
lines, an application specific pre-processing service is required
in front of the HPC service. This service is implemented
by the software vendor providing the application itself, and
takes the same input parameters as the application. Similarly,
in order to interpret the output from the HPC service and
add semantic descriptions to it, an application specific postprocessing service is called. It parses the output from the
HPC service, which is the information written in the result
file, into application specific output parameters. Since both
these operations in most cases are basic string manipulations
which finish immediately, both the pre- and post-processing
services are usually implemented as synchronous services.
In some cases however, it is natural to let the end-user
choose how many nodes the application should use. It is then
natural to either implement the pre-processing service as a
web application instead, or have a web application where this
choice is made before the pre-processing.
When the number of nodes is hardcoded within the application specific sub-workflow, all details concerning the HPC
is hidden from whoever uses the sub-workflow in a larger
workflow. The sub-workflow will have nothing but application
specific inputs and outputs, and will therefore have the same
interface in WFE as a single CloudFlow service running the
same application in the cloud environment. The usage of the
compute resources is therefore transparent for the user, and
does not require that the end user (or workflow creator) knows
the difference between cloud and HPC environments.
IV. R ESULTS
The development of the CloudFlow Infrastructure is organized to meet the requirements from end users in manufacturing industries and their software providers. This has given
opportunity to validate our choices and arrange validations,
where the end users test the platform and the deployed
software.
A. Validation results
To facilitate the development and validation, three waves of
experiments have been set up. In the first wave of experiments,
all workflows were tailored towards the needs of hydropower
engineers. Software from 6 different independent software
vendors (ISVs) were integrated with the infrastructure and
accessible through the cloud solution, and validated with one
common end user. For the second and third wave, European
software vendors and end users were invited to test the
infrastructure and develop new workflows based on the needs
of the end user. In total 14 new experiments were selected,
each with one new end user.
The motivation to use the CloudFlow Infrastructure varies
among the experiments, including attracting new customers,
reducing license cost, reducing time spent to create a new
product and improving the design of new products. The overall
common goal is to enhance availability of easy to use software
and computational resources through
• User friendly interfaces
• Easy access to cloud computing resources
For each experiment, the user requirement group of the project
helped the end user to define usability criteria requirements.
In parallel, the software vendors developed business plans for
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Figure 5. A workflow for quality assurance where a 3D scan of a produced
product is compared with the initial CAD model.

how to realize the economical potential benefiting both the end
user and software vendors. This way, not only the theoretical
potential of the software platform is verified, but also that the
final solution can sustain as an attractive option.
At several stages the end users were invited to perform
daily tasks using the CloudFlow Infrastructure, validating the
success, not only of the experiment but also the infrastructure
as a whole.
The end users have demonstrated how to use the software
solutions in a daily task. The demonstrations are monitored
by the user requirements group to assess the user experience
and recommend future improvements. The conclusion from
the 13 already finished experiments have been processed and
shows that the main goals of all experiments have been
reached. Furthermore, the experiments reported that the end
users would benefit economically from using more compute
resources than today, and that the CloudFlow Infrastructure can
make it economically feasible. The validation revealed that the
concept is functional and makes it more attractive to use Cloud
computing both for software vendors, consultancy companies
and end users.
B. Quality Assurance in the Cloud
As an example of a workflow using the components
and concepts mentioned in Section III, a quality assurance
application will be considered. This workflow will compare
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a CAD model to a 3D scan of the produced product, for this
application: a turbine blade. The goal is to confirm that the
turbine blade is manufactured according to its design within
given tolerances, and later to control wear on the blade after
it has been in production for some time.
The quality assurance process consists mainly of three
steps, where each step contains one or several CloudFlow
services. The main challenge is to properly align the 3D
scan data to the CAD model, which usually is a tedious
manual process. A fully automated alignment is not necessarily
feasible, especially if the CAD model has symmetries or the
3D scan is partial. The first step is therefore a coarse manual
alignment, which is performed before an automated alignment
process, where an optimization process iterates to make the
point cloud fit as close as possible to the surfaces of the CAD
model. Thereafter, the result of the registration needs to be
reported to the user in an informative and user friendly manner.
The entire workflow and the four software packages within it,
is shown in Fig. 5.
1) Quality assurance pre-processing: The workflow starts
of by letting the user choose the CAD model, 3D point cloud
and where to store the results from the registration. This
functionality is covered by the File Browser, mentioned in
Section III-C.
Since CAD models can be stored in different file formats,
and since the services later in the workflow are designed
expecting a pre-defined file format, a file conversion might
be needed at this point. If so, a conversion service accesses
a dedicate virtual machine in the Cloud which runs the
conversion. The conversion service is not guaranteed to finish
within a HTTP time out, and is therefore implemented as an
asynchronous service. The service launches the conversion as a
background process, and WFM polls on the service to check if
the process is finished or not. Before the conversion finishes, it
provides a progress bar along with a text describing the current
status. Note that this conversion requires no interaction from
the user, allowing the WFM to automatically proceed to the
next step of the workflow after the conversion is completed.
The manual alignment step, where the initial guess to the
registration is made, is a web application. Here, the CAD
model and the point cloud are shown in separate canvases and
the user is expected to match corresponding points from the
two models. Since the models can be quite large, a hybrid
rendering is done through the Tinia framework [11]. The
models are rendered server side, generating 3D images that are
sent to the web client. The user can freely interact with the
local model for an interactive experience, without transferring
the CAD model. Similarly to the file browser, WFM awaits a
message from the client to proceed in the workflow, and this
signal is sent when the user accepts the initial guess.
2) Registration: The registration application is implemented to take advantage of parallel execution, and in order
to integrate the application in the CloudFlow Infrastructure,
the HPC service along with its design pattern described in
Section III-E is used. A registration pre-processing service is
implemented to generate the set of command lines required to
run the registration based on the file IDs obtained in the file
chooser applications, converter and initial guess application. A
post-processing service for the registration is also implemented
in order to enable semantic descriptions to the result from the
HPC service. In this case, it will be the file ID holding the
registration results. These three services are then stored as an
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HPC registration sub-workflow, before it is modelled into the
rest of the quality assurance workflow.
The registration has also been implemented as a single
asynchronous service where the registration is run in the
cloud environment instead of on the HPC cluster. Since the
registration HPC sub-workflow has application specific inputs
and outputs, the sub-workflow can be exchanged with the
single cloud service directly. This can be useful as a cheaper
alternative for users who do not prioritize performance. The
service or the HPC block could potentially also be chosen dynamically. If the appropriate HPC queue is filled the execution
in the virtual environment can be faster as it does not have to
wait in the queue, even though execution itself is slower.
3) Quality assurance post-processing: The results of the
registration is visualized by a WebGL application showing both
the CAD model and the aligned point cloud in the same view.
The distance between the models are illustrated both trough
statistical information and color coding of the point cloud.
The user will typically view and inspect these results for an
unspecified time. The viewer is therefore implemented as a
web application, where the user presses a ”finish” button to
tell WFM that the workflow should move to the next step. As
there are no more next steps, the workflow is completed with
a list of workflow output parameters. This list can be accessed
later through the user’s list of finished workflows.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, the concept and the realization of a cloudbased platform is explained. The platform allows seamless
integration and combination of engineering services, controlled
execution, and monitoring of the used resources. The infrastructure components which build the platform utilize standards
such as WSDL and SOAP in order to make the integration
process simple. Additionally, employment of semantic descriptions allows discovery of compatible services and assists to
chain services to form workflows. This type of assistance,
semi-automatic orchestration, makes the services aware of each
other improving interoperability.
The proposed solution has been validated by a wide range
of end users solving different tasks from the manufacturing
industries. Software providers will be able to offer their
services in a common web portal. Software providers as well
as consultancy companies can then combine available software solutions into potential workflows tailored to solve tasks
provided by end users. The access to such efficient software
solutions together with remote computational resources can
dramatically reduce labor intensive tasks while improving the
final product.
In the future, these semantic descriptions can be enhanced
by expanding the semantic vocabulary so that WFE can
orchestrate the creation of workflows fully automated, meaning
without a user interaction provided that intermediary services
exist. By intelligently orchestration any user can create their
own tailored workflows consisting of their favorite software
tools. So far, the solution is validated within the manufacturing
industries. The technological choices are to little extent based
on this choice, but validation in other segments will be needed
to fully validate the solution.

information and news about CloudFlow can be found on the
project website at http://eu-cloudflow.eu/.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the problem of reconfiguration of
Internet of Things (IoT) and Cloud Computing (CC) applications
which have been widely studied recently. They are composed of
a set of interconnected software components running on realtime on remote virtual machines. Virtualization is one of the
building blocks for cloud computing and provides the mechanisms
to implement the dynamic allocation of resources. Once cloud
applications are deployed, they need to be reconfigured in order
to react to any disturbance created by the removal or modification
of virtual machines or components that make up these machines.
In this paper, the original approach proposed for handling
these reconfiguration scenarios must preserve the application
consistency, feasibility, computing time, low power consumption
and respect important architectural invariant related to real-time
properties and to software dependencies. Finally, the challenges,
advantages of the proposed cloud architecture and future works
for the application and implementation are discussed.
Keywords–Cloud Computing; Reconfiguration Technology; Internet of Things.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work touches areas of Internet of Things (IoT) and
Cloud Computing (CC). A system is made of interconnected
Virtual Machines (VMs) where each one runs a set of processes. It is usually necessary to reconfigure a process, component or any object of the cloud, which also requires the
reconfiguration of the whole system at run-time. CC aims
to build a virtual infrastructure providing users with remote
computing and storage capacity. CC is rapidly gaining traction
in industrial and business ethics. It offers businesses online
services on demand and allows them to reduce costs on
software, hardware and information technology support [2].
On one hand, dealing with this new technology, CC analyzes
the informational duties of hosting companies that own and
operate CC datacentres (e.g., Amazon). On the other hand,
it considers the cloud services providers leasing ”space in the
cloud” from hosting companies (e.g., Salesforce, Dropbox) and
it examines the private ”clouders” and the business using these
services.
IoT is a concept of communication between people and
smart objects and the CC technology is based on the virtualization. In literature, Srivastava [15] states that IoT represents
the greatest level of technological convergence that we can
currently imagine. Moving from an Internet of user-generated
content to thing-generated content will produce a new level
of sensory awareness, with the ultimate goal of increasing
our control over time and space. The vision that characterizes
the IoT is one where things are connected that we would not
previously have considered relevant to computation or feasible
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to integrate with a network. This change will allow various
forms of data to be collected from all kinds of objects around
us, from the use of appliances and lighting to door locks,
clothes or toothbrushes [16]. Therefore, in the domain of CC,
we must deal with two key issues: computing and storage. This
latter is increasingly considered as a major research field in the
area of CC. Indeed, more and more data intensive applications
are attracted by the cloud since cloud storage can provide
high scalability, fault tolerance, security, availability and costeffective data services [1]. The huge number of users of the
cloud and the devices makes the control of the performance
of different storage nodes very difficult or impossible to the
network manager. The cloud network has a huge amount of
data written to it by different users on storage devices; a great
percentage of this data might be similar or identical. Almost
90% of the data stored in cloud is duplicated [3].
In order to optimize the storage over cloud, many methods
and techniques have been used: compression, snapshots and
deduplication. Data compression [24] is a technique to reduce
storage cost by eliminating redundancies in different files.
There exist two types of compression, lossy and lossless. The
technology of Snapshot [21] is defined as a virtual copy of a set
of files. This technique solves several data backup problems,
including backing up large amounts of data and recovering corrupted data. Data deduplication [22] is a technique for reducing
the amount of storage space by eliminating redundant data.
This is called intelligent compression. Many works related
to the cloud reconfiguration have been proposed. Duran and
Salaun [20] proposed a reconfiguration scenario on a simple
Web application that includes three VMs with the following
components: Apache, Tomcat, MySQL. The first drawback is
that the reconfiguration scenario poses no major problem and
the order of the shutdown and the restart of components/VM
is obvious. The other drawback, which seems obvious in the
solution proposed in [20] is the systematic shutdown of all
components and machines that support them. This solution
seems a bit exaggerated and unrealistic. It would be wiser to
stop only the components that should be stopped and let those
which cannot be stopped run.
Our contribution in this paper is to model and propose an
intelligent agent-based architecture, able to manage applications/services with integrated Cloud IoT while meeting performance criteria based on performance running time and power
consumption. This work proposes an online reconfiguration
algorithm that optimizes both the cost of storing and memory
performance. For this reason, we opted for the modeling of a
dependency graph whose vertices are the components/objects
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and edges are connections between these different components/objects, that can be executed on the same VM or different
VMs. We also formalized a method of scheduling components/objects such that the start/stop components or objects
is done in a consistent manner. As a result, we propose to
use a weighted graph. On each arc, we add information that
specifies if the shutdown of destination component imposes or
not the shutdown of the source component. In this case, when
a component needs to be stopped, stopping the component
that precedes it will no longer be required, which allows a
performance gain. To the authors knowledge, the first work
that deals with the real-time reconfiguration of IoT and CC
applications is what we propose in this paper which allows a
performance gain in storage and power and for this reason we
consider it as original work.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 presents a brief overview of the application and reconfiguration of IoT and CC applications in manufacturing and
embedded systems. In Section 3, we present our proposed
solutions and implementation. Section 4 describes our case
study and Section 5 discusses our experimental studies. Finally,
Section 5 concludes this paper and gives avenues for future
work.
II. S TATE OF THE A RT
Even though, the proposed approaches that offer cost models for storage devices are known to be particularly difficult,
they have attracted the interest of many researchers. In [4],
Kim et al. propose a model which optimizes the storage system
based on the consumption of energy. Despite having applied
this approach to several types of storage devices from the Hard
Disk Drive (HDD) to the Solid-State Drive (SSD) [5][6] it
seems to be difficult to apply the presented approach on VMs.
Indeed, the VMs depend on several factors such as the type of
the virtualization, the hypervisor and the VM reconfiguration
(adding, deleting and modifying components/ objects) [4]. The
model proposed by Kim et al. runs under devices which causes
a limited memory, so our main challenge is to propose an
intelligent agent-based approach for real-time reconfiguration
of cloud applications that will guarantee the storage capacity
as a performance factor.
Many other domains such as the transformation of the
graph [7], meta-modelling [8], reconfiguration patterns [9],
software architectures [10][11] have been addressed by many
works in literature. In this sense, the works of Darwin [10]
and Wright [11] help users to formally develop dynamic
applications. The main characteristics of these formal models
are the dynamic reconfiguration (adding or removing links)
of component-based systems [17]. The protocol proposed by
Salaun et al. [13] has the advantage of knowing the number
of VMs, components and their relationships. However, the fact
that this protocol is deployed in a cloud environment in a decentralized way does not guarantee the majority of applications
that will require reconfiguration due to new requirements, scaling on demand or application techniques for recovery failures.
Boyer et al. [14] propose a robust reconfiguration protocol
to disconnect ports and to change the state of components.
Despite the correctness of the protocol which is proven by the
authors in their work, this approach has the inconvenient that
all components are hosted on a same VM. In the same sense,
a single centralized manager is used to ensure the steps of the
reconfiguration protocol.
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Other architectures are proposed in the literature and are
based on a life cycle model that consists of basic states
with a direct implication on the VMs and the Infrastructure
As A Service (IAAS) layer. This framework supplies cloud
services such as those proposed in Slim [5] and Claudia [11].
These frameworks take into account the configuration and
infrastructure establishment on demand through the process
of service deployment.
However, none of the existing works presents a practical
model to reconfigure the cloud applications at run-time by
using a modeling formalism, a graph of dependencies and the
use of intelligent agents.
III. P ROPOSED C ONTRIBUTION
In this section, we present our proposed contribution implemented by a multi-agent architecture.
A. Motivation
In CC, we encounter two major problems: computing
and storage, and what interests us most is storage. In this
case, we have the memory allocation and the devices status
(free or busy). In this paper, two aspects will be dealt with
consequences that are storage and memory performance factor
where the goal of our contribution is to minimize the power
consumption and the computing time. For storage, there are
many works addressing these three methods: Deduplication,
Compression (dealing with files) and Snapshot (treating devices while ensuring safety).
According to the work of Meyer and al. [22], the deduplication method is used to remove duplicated files. In this
case, this method provides a gain of space of, e.g., X% and
if we combine it with the compression method that is used
to compress the files after deduplicating them, then it will
guarantee a Y% gain. To deal with the problem of memory
capacity, we will use the method of reconfiguration by proposing the use of a dependency graph to show the relationships
between objects or components in VMs, with a weight of all
dependencies (arcs) that predict the starting or not of these
components and ultimately ensure the order of scheduling of
these components or objects with topological sort. In this case,
we must be able to propose a formal solution that ensures that
the order to stop and start the components/objects or VMs must
be coherent. We have to construct a graph of dependencies
between components. This graph G = (V, E) is oriented where
the vertices (V) are the components and arcs (E) are pairs of
components (Ci , Cj ). The starting, stopping, or removing of
a component Cj should depend on the component Ci .
To construct the sequence diagram, we proceed to the
topological sort of the dependency graph. The order of nodes
indicates the coherent order of stopping or starting components
or objects. The topological sort imposes Depth First Search
(DFS) of the dependency graph. Then, we propose the use of
a weighted graph G = (V, E, c) where c is the cost function
defined by: c : E =⇒ {0, 1}, where for each arc (Ci , Cj )
we associate 1 the stopping of Cj requires stopping Ci and
0 otherwise. For each arc of the dependency graph, we add
an information that specifies if the shutdown of destination
component of this arc imposes or not the shutdown of the
source component. In this case, when a component needs to be
stopped, stopping the component that precedes will no longer
be required, which allows a performance gain in memory. We
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take an example of n VMs composed of n components as
shown in Fig. 1. Then, we apply the graph of dependencies,

As A Service (SAAS). We define five agents managing reconfiguration scenarios, as follows:
1)
2)

3)

Figure 1. Example of components running in many VMs.

4)
5)

presented in Fig. 2. After that, we apply the second method
of the topological sort as shown in Fig. 3.

Hypervisor Agent (AH) in charge of creating VMs
and controlling the cloud manager agent,
Cloud Manager Agent (ACM) in charge of the reconfiguration process and monitoring the status of
deployed VMs, by controlling and assuring the interactions between the rest of the agents (the decisive
agent, the evaluation agent and the executive agent),
EValuation Agent (AEV) which subsequently sends
the request of reconfiguration operation to the executive agent and indicates success or failure against
the following performance criteria: minimized energy
criterion, maintenance and storage.
Decisive Agent (AD) according to the result of AEV,
the AD decides to reconfigure again or not.
EXecutive Agent(AEX) runs components or operations in each VM and controls the relationships
between them.

The proposed architecture of CC based on intelligent agents is
shown in Fig. 4. Our architecture of IoT based on CC can be

Figure 2. The graph of dependencies.

Figure 4. Architecture of cloud computing based on intelligent agent.

illustrated as shown in Fig. 5, where we take a smart hospital
as a use case.

Figure 3. The topological sort.

B. Multi-Agent Architecture
To handle all possible types of reconfigurations, predictable
or unpredictable, we propose an approach based on an intelligent agent-based architecture for real-time reconfiguration
of CC and IoT applications. Our architecture is based on a
hardware part composed of objects/components, a software
part composed of VMs and the third part is cloud services
including IAAS, Platform As A Service (PAAS) and Software
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Figure 5. Architecture of IoT based on CC.
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C. Formalization
We describe four dimensions of reconfigurations at runtime: reconfiguration of VMs, reconfiguration of objects or
components, reconfiguration of relations (bindings) and reconfiguration of environment. Also, we consider the following reconfiguration operations: instantiation or destruction of
VMs, addition or removal of a component to/from an existing
VM, and addition or removal of liaisons. Now, let Sys be a
distributed reconfigurable system composed of n VMs noted
V Mn , where each VM is composed of m objects/components
denoted Cm . We denote NbCp i the number of components
in each VM. Let Ars be the agents to handle heterogeneous
reconfiguration scenarios with rs = [H,EX,EV,D,CM] (rs:
reconfiguration scenario). Let E be a finite set of states of
each VM as follows: Active, Inactive or Suspended where E
= [A, I, S]. Let R be the different reconfiguration operations:
Addition, Removal, or Modification, where R = [Add, Rem,
Mod]. Given the following matrix of size (n, 5) which defines
scenarios that can be applied simultaneously by the different
agents where each line corresponds to a reconfiguration scenario and the columns correspond to the V Mi , E, R, Ars , and
N bCp i as described in Table I: We denote in the following
TABLE I. A RCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION

V Mi

E

R

Ars

NbCp i

V M1
V M2
..

I
A
..

Mod/Add
Mod
..

Aex
Aev
..

10
2
..

by: (i) InstanAH
V Mn : a reconfiguration scenario applied by AH,
(ii) ReconfVACM
Mn : a reconfiguration scenario applied by ACM,
(iii) ReconfVAEX
Mn : a reconfiguration scenario applied by AEX,
(iv) ReconfVAEV
Mn : a reconfiguration scenario applied by AEV,
(v) ReconfVAD
Mn : a reconfiguration scenario applied by AD.
Let Reconf be: ReconfVArMsi,Cond
,Cj : a reconfiguration scenario applied by agents under two conditions: the finite state
E and the different reconfiguration operations R, where i = [1,
n] and j = [1, m]. A priority level must be defined between
the different agents given as follows: (i) AH : its priority is
1; (ii) ACM : its priority is 2; (iii) AEV : its priority is 3; (iv)
AD : its priority is 4; (v) AEX : its priority is 5; We also define
INT a set of interactions, where we distinguish two phases
shown in Fig. 6: (i) Trigger phase: an agent which decides
what direct interaction to launch and with which agent to
interact, (ii) Interaction resolution phase: when an interaction
is instantiated, to collectively choose an action from those
proposed by the interaction, this action will be called the result
of the interaction and its implementation will change the state
of the overall system. For this reason, we must also define
a transition function Tr between different VMs and that we
characterize as follow:
If Sending Then Tr( V Mn , V Mn−1 ) = 1
Else Tr( V Mn , V Mn−1 ) = 0. An example is following:
1st step: InstanAH
V Mi
2nd step: AEX may apply the following reconfiguration
scenario :
ReconfVAEX,Cond
where Cond = [A, Rem], A corresponds to
Mi ,Cj
the state machine (Active) and Rem is the removal reconfigu-
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Figure 6. Interaction between agents.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Data:
Result:
begin
date = 0; stack.init(); foreach x ∈ S do
c[x] = WHITE;
p[x] = NULL;
foreach x ∈ S do
if c[x] = WHITE then
DFS(x);

Figure 7. Topological sort algorithm.

ration operation on the corresponding V Mi of the component
Cj . We have to associate the following interactions between
the different agents involved in the reconfiguration operation
as follows:
IntAEV →AD . IntAD→AEX if Tr(V Mi , V Mi−1 ) = 1.
3rd step: Ci = 0 (component is stopped) Case 1:
ReconfVAEX,RemRi
: is a reconfiguration scenario of links
Mi ,Cj
where RemRi : is the removal of links Ri . Case 2:
ReconfVAEX,RemCj
, where RemCj is the removal of the
Mi ,Cj
component Cj .
4th Step: C j = 1 (component is active) Case 1 :
ReconfVAEX,cond
, where Cond = [A, Add]. Case 2 :
Mi ,Cj
0

i
ReconfVAEX,AddR
.
Mi ,Cj

D. Implementation
In this section, based on the proposed work [25], we
implement the DFS algorithm which models our protocol
described by the topological sort present in Fig. 7. The strategy
of the DFS is to search in depth in the graph whenever
possible. The path of a graph ends when all nodes have been
visited. DFS will process the vertices first deep and then wide.
After processing a vertex it recursively processes all of its
descendants. The complexity of this algorithm shown in Fig.
8 is: T(n) = O(n + m), where n is the number of vertices
(components) and m is the number of edges (liaisons between
components).
IV. C ASE STUDY
In this section, we present an evaluation of our proposed
contribution by a case study in the healthcare filed.
A. Presentation
Healthcare is an example where IoT technologies are
used to accelerate and coordinate management of medical
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Data: x : a node
Result:
begin
c[x] = GREY;
date = date + 1;
d[x] = date;
foreach y ∈ a[x] do
if c[y] = WHITE then
p[y] = x;
DFS(y)
Figure 10. A reconfiguration scenario.

c[x] = BLACK;
date = date + 1;
stack.push(x);
f[x] = date;
Figure 8. DFS algorithm.

information and patient care. Our use case is composed of:
(i) Different services (cardiology, pediatric, etc.).
(ii) For each service, there are different applications. Some
examples include the pacemaker which is in charge of the
measurement and regulation of the patients heart beats, an
electronic bracelet to track Alzheimers patients, etc.
Our proposed architecture of this use case is a private cloud
where we modeled every service by a VM and each application
is modeled by objects/components, as shown in Fig. 9. Each
object (e.g. electronic bracelet) has an agent that controls
the application composed of various agents to be distributed.
These agents interact with asynchronous messages to exchange
necessary information for starting/stopping the component.
Each application has two FIFO buffers, one for incoming
messages and one for outgoing messages. These applications
interact together in a point to point mode (no broadcast or
multi-way communication). Based on the case study discussed
above, a simulation and a performance evaluation will be
presented later.

Figure 9. Architecture of smart hospital (Private Cloud).

We present a reconfiguration scenario shown in Fig. 10 and
illustrated by the following steps:
(i) 1st step: AH instantiates all VMs and controls the ACM.
(ii) 2nd step: AEV failures on the balance of storage perfor-
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mance, as a consequence, AD demands to the AEX to reconfigure again. Then, AEX adds the required liaisons between
the VMs.
(iii) 3rd step: AEX removes the component Cj . (1) Case
1: AEX sends messages to VM2 for the removal of Ri . (2)
Case 2: AEX sends messages to VM1 for the removal of
R1 . (3) Case 3: AEX stops the execution of component C1
and removes R1 . (4) Case 4: AEX stops the execution of
component C2 and removes R2 . (5) Case 5: AEX stops the
execution of component Cj .
(iv) 4th step: (1) Case 1: AEX adds a new Cj0 . (2) Case 2:
AEX executes the component Cj0 . (3) Case 3: AEX adds a
new relation R20 . (4) Case 4: AEX executes the component
C2 . (5) Case 5: AEX adds a new liaison R10 . (6) Case 6:
AEX executes the component C1 .
B. Application
In this section, we discuss the performance of our original
proposed approach by simulation tests and we discuss its efficiency and effectiveness. We assume an environment of cluster
with 27 heterogeneous physical machines (PMs) where three
VMs are hosted. This environment includes 9 LENOVO hosts
with AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 3600+ 1.9GHz, 9 DELL hosts
with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.83GHz and 9 DELL machines
with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.33GHz. We are varying our
test parameters from 50 to 300 components and applying the
test for each value and every result is the average of 20
trials of the experiment. This paper just discusses computing
time and power consumption for each online reconfiguration
scenario. Note that how to choose the most suitable values for
each experimentation test is beyond the scope of this paper.
Each type of the three VMs is simulated where each type of
applications deployed in is referred to TPC-W benchmark [23].
C. Evaluation of Performance
In this section, we evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness
of our online reconfiguration of IoT and CC applications
approach. In Fig. 11, we show our proposed approach takes
less computing time than the computing time required in
[26]. Also, if we consider the Ars parameter as a modification operation and the other three parameters (E, R and
N bCp i) are assigned to fixed values, the computing time
of our proposed approach is almost linearly increasing with
the increase of interactions, which confirms that our approach
has high scalability. Also, our online reconfiguration conserves
the power consumption by up to 20% compared to the related
approach of Tang et al. [27], as shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12. Power consumption evolution.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper dealt with the performance criteria based on
computing time and power consumption. We proposed an intelligent agent-based real-time reconfiguration able to manage
applications in cloud and modeling formalism with algorithm
to optimize these criteria. Our work assumes different applications deployed on VMs dependent on each other which is valid
in reality and especially for current applications hosted in CC
data centers and IoT applications. In our future work, we will
continue our research taking into account real-time constraints
that will occur in the capture of data from the sensors, storage
capacity and security performance.
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Abstract – The paper discusses opportunities and challenges
in development of the current ecosystem of digital services.
Special attention is paid to analysis of the role of Location Based
Services (LBS) platforms for service ecosystems in the Internet of
Things (IoT) era. We study architectures of LBS-enabled smart
systems and analyze factors that could enable faster adoption of
new service paradigms by the industry. The paper discusses
potential roles of the IoT infrastructure for addressing this
problem. One of the supporting questions is the role of mobile
operational systems in development of a future ecosystem of the
services, which we study by reviewing two approaches
implemented in two open source mobile operational systems:
Sailfish OS and Tizen OS. One of the starting observations was
that the “cold start” problem is one of the top factors that block
services from successful development. The problem refers to the
case when a new service lacks relevant content. We propose to
address this problem by providing developers with a toolkit for
accessing relevant content available in various open databases.
Development of a method for efficient data importing from open
databases and content management is one of the practical results
of this study. We implemented the proposed method as an
extension to the open source LBS platform Geo2Tag. Now, it is
available for free use and illustrates really good performance.
Results of our study were tested on the most typical use cases of
services for tourists and hospitality industry. The practical
results of projects are available for use by business and helped us
formulate priorities for further research.
Keywords: LBS; Internet of Things; Geo2Tag; Sailfish OS;
import of open data.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the service market is in the middle of a major
transformation towards smart and proactive services. This
transformation is supported by higher availability of powerful
mobile devices with broadband network access, large memory
and significant processing power, which allow to store and
efficiently process large volume of data. Moreover, the
development of the Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem
enables modern services to collect most relevant local content
and manage the environment around the user. But, despite the
fact that the opportunity is there, in practice, we still see only a
few examples of services that take this opportunity to practice.
So, let us analyze potential reasons for the slow adoption of
new technologies and present our solutions that are targeted to
improve the situation.
The absolute majority of available services are based on
the interaction of a user with mobile devices. The user does
not only consume deliverables, but is actively involved in
content creating, knowledge management and decision
making. However, we evaluate that this approach has reached
its limits due to the explosive growth of volume and
complexity of data. The services shall autonomously and
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efficiently search, filter and process the data and so become
more intelligent and proactive.
Therefore, the motivation for this study is to take part in
the definition of design for the new generation of mobile
services ecosystem [1], which, in particular, fulfils the
following criteria:
- provides innovative pro-active smart services that
improve quality of life, are highly personalized, taking
over the most difficult and boring work from the user,
helping to save natural resources and wherever possible
allow to use prophylaxis instead of curing a damage
created by a problem;
- is stable, efficient and scalable to enable broad
deployment of Internet of Things paradigm that will
connect by two orders of magnitude more devices than
the number of humans on the planet.
The development of such ecosystem for smart services
demands to find solutions for the following two domains:
- mobile operational system (OS) that is functionally rich,
flexible and efficient to provide required low-level
support for the smart services;
- availability of a tool to define the accurate context of the
user and collect the corresponding contextual information.
In complex ecosystems, such as smart spaces, mobile
devices are considered primary as a tool for accessing services
[2]. However, development of the smart services ecosystem
demands more active role of mobile devices, i.e., they shall
become center of the personal smart space and the personal
management hub for the surrounding IoT devices [3].
Consequently the mobile devices shall become more powerful
and the mobile OS be more efficient, functional-reach and
flexible to provide the required support. In the next section of
this paper we provide the corresponding analysis and
comparison of the available mobile OS ecosystems.
Also, in the last years, we have seen that the role of
location-aware services is increasing and the corresponding
ecosystem is growing fast and developing in all aspects. Most
of mass-market mobile devices have embedded technologies
for detecting location. This creates a huge opportunity to
develop services and solutions that associate virtual tags to the
real physical objects and processing most relevant content
based on the geographical context. This domain is called
Location Based Services (LBS) and it very natural approach
for development of smart services of next generation, which
can be used for various use cases, e.g., for the cultural heritage
management systems [1][4].
The third section of the paper discusses the potential role
of LBS platform for development of smart services. As a
result of IoT ecosystem development, we expect significant
rise of the demand for LBS support, as IoT solutions need to
monitor the geographical position of the things in time and
attach them with a set of relevant attributes. This is exactly
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what LBS platforms provide from the box. For this study we
particularly discuss how the LBS platform can address the
“cold-start” problem. It is well known problem for newly
launched services that do not have critical mass of relevant
content. Lack of relevant content makes services less
attractive for the users and often lead to the complete fail of a
project.
For this study, we took as an example the IoT-enabled
open source LBS platform Geo2Tag [5]. The platform already
provides most of required service primitives, so importing
function could be delivered with reasonable efforts. The
additional advantage of the platform is that it provides
efficient toolkit for development of services based on the
Smart Spaces principles.
As a source of content, we are offering the universal
importer from largest databases of open data. Open data is fast
growing model of content delivery, where content is generated
by volunteers and in projects funded by government and
public funding, which makes the generated content available
for free use. Already now thus model is strong competitor to
the classical schemes of paid access to the content and it is
expected that its role will increase in the future [6]. So the
third section provides general presentation of our solution and
discusses benefits that it delivers to the services. The fourth
section presents implementation of the corresponding solution
and discusses its performance characteristics. The key findings
and results of our study are summarized in the conclusion
section, followed by acknowledgments and list of references.
II. ROLE OF MOBILE OS
The root of this study is based on observation that the
mobile device shall not be any longer seen as a pure service
consumption point. Nowadays, personal mobile devices are
powerful enough to take role of a manager of IoT environment
around the user. Smart spaces technology provides the best
infrastructure for it [7]. However, for deployment of personal
smart space its core part - Semantic Information Broker (SIB)
shall be installed on the mobile device. Such architecture does
not contradict to the smart spaces reference model [2], but so
far this case has not been studied. The main reason is that
previously mobile devices were not powerful enough and most
mobile OS could not provide required low-level support and
flexibility. Nowadays, technically smartphones are powerful
enough, but the main question whether mobile OS could
efficiently use the device hardware and provide all basic
functional required for proper operation of smart spaces SIB.
We started this part of study by making review of the
leading mobile OS. Analysis of iOS and Windows ecosystems
discovered that both are not suitable, as do not provide the
required access to the low-level interfaces, the provide privacy
tools are insufficient and the overall performance is not
insufficient. The first results for Android OS were much more
promising. One can find a number of publications on using
Android devices for smart spaces applications [8]. Moreover,
our initial tests show that it is possible to make SIB working
on Android devices. However, Android sets to many
restrictions on use of the low-level functions. Consequently
due to inefficient use of resources we end-up with situation
that smartphone cannot provide sufficient processing power
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for proper management of the personalized smart spaces by
SIB even on most powerful Android phones. Moreover,
Android architecture is not good for implementation of the
proper privacy solution. As a result Android OS was excluded
from further consideration.
But, further study of this topic discovered that, nowadays,
there are two open source mobile OS that could fulfill our
requirements. The first candidate is Tizen OS that is the best
of available mobile OS adopted for use in resource restricted
devices and IoT environment. For the last two years, Tizen OS
is clearly positioned to take the dominant role as operational
system for Internet of Things [9]. Nowadays, one can find a
lot of IoT devices on Tizen and the system ensures seamless
device-to-device connectivity and address needs of the whole
Internet of Things environment. Tizen OS is target to remove
border between the personal mobile device and surrounding
IoT devices, as all devices operate under the same OS and
mobile device can be seen just as one of IoT devices. Such flat
peer-to-peer architecture is very scalable and well fits to the
general IoT scenarios. However, it is not optimal for
deployment of smart spaces that are done on principles of
client-server architecture. As a consequence Tizen
smartphones are not so much optimized for heavy
computations and the privacy model does not directly match
to the smart spaces needs. Moreover, nowadays there are not
many Tizen-enabled smartphones and none of them is
powerful enough to run SIB of the personal smart space. So as
a conclusion we admit that Tizen OS is very promising mobile
OS with great potential for our needs, but at the moment it is
not suitable and there are no Tizen smartphones that can be
used even for prototyping purposes. We are going to keep eye
on further development of Tizen OS ecosystem, but had to
drop it for the purpose of this study.
Sailfish OS is the optimized development of principles
defined in MeeGo OS [10]. Sailfish OS is focusing on
smartphone as a primary type of target device. Nowadays,
Sailfish OS is the most efficient and fast mobile OS where the
additional key priorities are privacy and usability. The system
is based on Linux kernel and provides most of required basic
primitives for accessing low-level functional and interfaces.
Smartphone under Sailfish OS can provide efficient hosting
for SIB and at the same time perform role of a hub when
accessing to the various IoT services. The open architecture
allows developing and integrating the missing primitives to
the system core. These are exactly the features we are looked
from a mobile OS. Nowadays, there is more than half a dozen
of high-end smartphones on Sailfish OS. So it was possible to
find required device for our study.
As a result, we confirmed that modern mobile OS can
enable the new organization of smart spaces, where the core of
the smart space is hosted by the mobile device. Also, we can
conclude that, currently, Sailfish OS provides the best
ecosystem for building personalized M3-enabled smart spaces.
Within scope of the study, we defined all basic elements of the
smart spaces that dynamic personalize the virtual and physical
environment based on users’ preferences. Based on results of
this study, our next step will be to implement a fully
functional IoT management architecture in personal smart
space developed on top of the open source Smart-M3 platform
[11].
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III. ROLE OF LOCATION-BASED CONTEXT INFORMATION
The recent progress in volumes of available data storages
and speed and availability of telecommunication technologies
enable development of the new generation of services.
Potentially this service in any place at any time can access any
piece of knowledge created by the humankind. But, the
volume of knowledge is so huge that it would flood any
service. There are multiple technologies to address this need,
starting from efficient data search algorithms to advanced
methods of data mining and big data management. However,
by applying even the best methods to the full set of data we
end up in unacceptable delays and low relevancy of the results.
The only way to significantly help this situation is by applying
efficient filtering of the content. Context is the most natural
filtering. Generally we took definition of the context as any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an
entity, where an entity is a person, place, or object that is
considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an
application, including the user and application themselves [12].
For this study we focus on a subset of the context information
that can be derived based on the geographical location of an
entity. As it was shown by the previous studies, in majority of
practical use cases the location-based context gives the most
relevant filtering of the content [13]. Moreover, according to
the analytical forecast in the next 3 years the demand for LBScontext driven solutions among developers will increase by at
least 22% [14].
As an illustration of the role of the location-based context
in smart services, we decided to address well-known problems,
typical for current services. We target to propose a solution for
the lack-of-content (also known as “cold-start”) problem of
new services. To make the story clearer for understanding and
results more creditable, we illustrate the demand for such
solution, the proposed idea and our implementation, on an
example of services for the tourists and hospitality industry.
The recent reviews of tourist expectations done by tourist
offices and agencies, as well as general analytic reports for the
hospitality industry discovering clear trend that modern tourist
is willing to see advanced e-tourism ecosystem that would
enable personalization of service with minimal cost overhead.
For example, one can easily see success of the simple trip
planning web sites, which created a new market of online
travel sales, with volume only in the USA of over $150B/year
[15]. Generally there are many services for tourists and
hospitality industry. But, basic services are not sufficient
anymore. Tourists demand smart pro-active services for
planning trips, onsite supporting, managing memories and
sharing experience after the trip.
At the same time, there is demand from developers to
reduce the complexity and the amount of resources required
for development and maintenance of such services. For
example, because of the development complexity, most
services are missing on-site support and are isolated from each
other. In this study, we target to come up with the toolkit for
efficient development of such services. As a result, the
development cycle shall be shortened and on-site support of
the tourists and data exchange between the services provided
from the box will take place. In the following, we start
summarizing the main identified problems for this domain:
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1) “cold start” as most services cannot collect the critical
mass of relevant content;
2) update delays, which might results in significant decrease
of relevance of the content and sometimes be even
misleading;
3) user’s content and settings cannot easily be shared between
the apps;
4) development of smart services related to very high
implementation and maintenance complexity.
Due to the above listed problems current e-Tourism
ecosystem is highly fragmented and slow in adoption ideas of
advanced smart services. As a solution we propose to use LBS
platform that provides common ground for tourist services and
services of the hospitality industry.
Most of available LBS platforms have high entrance
threshold for developers, i.e., license fee, high complexity of
development or both. This stops developers from broad
adoption of LBS-enabled architecture in the services. Also
most of available LBS platforms are lacking efficient
mechanisms for keeping data up-to-date and only a few LBS
platform are IoT-enabled, which is strict requirement for the
future-proved services.
Based on earlier performed analysis of various LBS
ecosystems [16], we selected Geo2Tag LBS Platform [5].
Nowadays, Geo2Tag is the most popular open source LBS
platform in the world [17]. Geo2Tag is recommended by IEEE
Internet of Things technical community for prototyping IoT
solutions in City tagging scenarios [18]. Moreover, Geo2Tag
is available for deployment in clouds, can be provided as PaaS,
or configured on standalone server or even on the network of
regular PCs. This provides developers and users with widest
possible choice of architectures and development approaches
for their solutions.
A number of services and applications are implemented on
top of Geo2Tag, including a few cultural heritage systems and
tourist services, e.g., Open Karelia network [19] and New
Moscow cultural heritage system [20]. What is important is
that these solutions are not just stand alone museum systems,
but a service overlay on top of LBS platform. Such design is
very scalable and provides complete infrastructure for the
development of LBS services for networks of regional
museums. So far, a number of regional museum networks and
wide variety of supporting services were created on top of
Geo2Tag cultural overlay. A few local SME and independent
developers use the system and are able to exchange relevant
content between the services and share functional primitives
published in community-developed open source libraries.
Content is the key asset for all tourist services and its
availability has core meaning for the popularity of a service.
Building critical mass of content for new services is currently
a complex task that requires a lot of time and resources. At the
same time there is a lot of open data on culture and history (as
well as in many other application domains). In this study we
target to make content of open databases available for services
in LBS platforms.
The goal of this project is to provide developers with the
enhanced set of tools for importing cultural heritage
information to the Geo2Tag database. We developed an
efficient content importing tool that was tested with popular
European open databases and Wikipedia. Further details of the
developed toolkit are discussed in the next section.
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We are going to continue this work by expanding the list
of supported open databases. Finally, we target to provide
import access to major open data on cultural heritage
[21][22][23], plus add support of data import from Europeana
and make in-depth analysis of additional sources of relevant
content. Moreover, to help with content management we are
going to provide developers with special Geo2Tag modules
(agents) for automatic search and filling of the missing fields
(with unspecified/null content). Plus, we target to release a
special content kick-off admin tool to help create an initial set
of content for a service based on most relevant open data, and
these new results will be included to our next publication.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED EXTENSIONS
Implementation of the open data importer for Geo2Tag is
done based on definition of import API on top of user’s plugin subsystem available in the platform. The interface includes
module that defines general import algorithm, library of
abstract classes for all steps of import process and the set of
REST-interfaces for controlling and managing the import
procedure. Implementation of the import procedure has total
length of 1113 lines of code and is available for free download
as open source extension included to the default main package
of the Geo2Tag platform [5]. The algorithm developed in the
import API use the following source data:
- Channel ID (the named set of data);
- Link to the original set of open data;
- Name of the Geo2Tag service - destination of the imported
data.
The import algorithm implements the following four steps:
1. Downloading data. This step contains all actions required
for
establishing
connection,
authorization
and
downloading data from an open data database.
2. Fragmentation of the downloaded open data set to the level
of individual elements. At this step the algorithm performs
de-serialization of the initial set of data.
3. One by one translates each individual element from the set
of open data to Geo2Tag compatible format. At this step,
the algorithm extracts geo-location and time-stamps
attributes from the original open data element and saves
them to the newly created geo-tag element in Geo2Tag
database. In addition, content of the new geo-tag is
associated with metadata on current import session, i.e.,
link to the original data set and the time-stamp of the
import procedure.
4. Saves created set of geo-tags in the Geo2Tag database
available for direct access by the service.
The set of abstract classes of the import API contains logic
of each step of the import algorithm plus templates for
implementation of REST-interfaces for controlling import
procedure. Further details on the design of this part of the
algorithm are discussed by Zaslavskiy and Mouromtsev [24].
The proposed method includes procedure for geo-context
layout of the open data. Implementation of this procedure shall
be supported by the set of corresponding basic primitives and
tools provided by Geo2Tag platform. Moreover, due to
specifics of organization of open data the location information
could be stored in various formats, starting from geocoordinates and up to street address or even textual description
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of a place. This creates the new challenge of building
universal solution for extracting geographical coordinates for
the street address (this is relatively easy as the corresponding
libs are available) and the text description. To address this
demand (which could be also useful as independent service for
some application) we have developed special Geo2Tag plugin, that solving the problem of direct geo-coding. This plug-in
extends functional of Geo2Tag platform by the following two
REST-interfaces:
• /instance/plugin/geocoding/service/<string:serviceName>/j
ob – creates task on packet geo-coding of data for the
specified service channel serviceName;
• /instance/plugin/geocoding/service/<string:serviceName>/j
ob/<string:jobId> - provides control of the created task.
As an example of the real use case created on top of the
developed API we developed a plug-in to import data from the
Open Karelia public museum overlay to make it available for
use by any services in Geo2Tag. This source of open data has
been selected for the first pilot as its objects contain
information about the location in the form of geographical
coordinates and time presented in an interval-based format of
dates with “B.C.” trigger. This let us to confirm that the
developed algorithm works and could successfully process
complex data structures of the open data defined in formats
that are unfriendly for machine processing.
The next step was to confirm that the proposed method is
efficient enough to be executed even on the mobile devices,
i.e., so that this import procedure could be directly used by
smart services on smartphones. We tested implementation of
the method on the low-performance home PC with the
following formal characteristics:
• Dual-core CPU processor @ 2.10GHz – this corresponds
to the top clock frequency for smartphones;
• RAM: 3Gb – this volume was selected as it is maximum
volume of RAM on modern smartphones.
We choose to use this PC instead of direct testing on the
smartphone as it helped us to save time on implementation of
the test environment plus let us use most well known and
verified monitoring tools. And the PC parameters were
selected in a way to formally match to the top smartphones on
the market. But, as we know smartphones are able to more
efficiently use memory and processing power, so the obtained
results could be safely referred as a “bottom” performance
estimate for modern smartphones.

Figure 1. Dependency of the number of imported objects per second on the
number of parallel import tasks.
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The first set of performance tests is measuring
performance of the import plug-in when serving a number of
parallel import tasks. This test case simulated situation when a
few services have to perform parallel importing of the content
from open data databases.
In fact, the most typical scenarios for smartphones is that
there is one or two parallel tasks that might need to
simultaneously import content. But, we decided to makes the
corresponding simulations for up to 10 parallel import tasks.
The result dependency of the number of imported objects per
second on the number of parallel import tasks is presented in
Fig. 1. The algorithm shows really good performance of
approximately 180 imported objects per second for the cases
of one and two parallel tasks. When the number of parallel
tasks exceeds the number processor cores we see step
degradation of performance, which is direct result of multiflow scheduling that has to be used in such cases. But, good
news is that all modern smartphones are multi-core so we can
expect similar level of per task performance, but for a larger
number of parallel tasks, which is very important as with
development of smart proactive services we can expect to see
up to 10 parallel tasks on importing additional content to
support efficient decision making.
The next analyzed key indicator was the time expectancy
for the complete import procedure. The corresponding
experimental results are shown in Fig. 2, where one can see
the dependency of the maximum, minimum and average
import time on the number of parallel tasks.
The results presented in Fig. 2 show that despite the
restriction of the maximum number of concurrent executed
threads and the Global Interpreter Lock (GIL) technology in
Python [25], the average import time is growing slowly.

Figure 2. Dependency of the maximum, minimum and average import time on
the number of parallel tasks.

When the number of parallel tasks exceeds the number of
processor cores we observe sharp step increase for the
maximum time of import. As discussed above, it is caused by
the fact that in this experiment we used only built-in
mechanism for managing connections to the web server
Apache and the GIL and have not apply advanced scheduling
tools. This leads to inefficient performance when one core has
to process multiple tasks. At the same time one can notice that
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after this step change the value of maximum import time
remained virtually unchanged with the growth of the number
of parallel import tasks. This can be explained by the
operation of the MongoDb cache [26].
Based on the received good performance levels and stable
results without strict dependency on the number of parallel
tasks, we can conclude that the proposed import method can
be used for on-fly support of multiple smart services when
executed directly on a smartphone with Geo2Tag support. As
a result the developed solution can significantly simplify and
speeds-up development and testing of services and enable “hot
start” of new services. The proposed import extension has
been committed to the open source LBS platform Geo2Tag
and currently it is included to the default installation set of the
platform.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a new reference architecture for
personal smart spaces, where the center of smart space is
hosted by the smartphone. This idea is not new, but such
architecture could not be implemented in the past. The main
reasons were lack of efficient mobile platform to host SIB and
infrastructure for efficient management of context data based
on geographical location of the user. Within the scope of this
study, we developed all basic elements to enable dynamic
personalization of the virtual and physical environment based
on the preferences of the user. As a result, we can conclude
that this study gives a valuable scientific contribution to the
development of architectures for various use cases of smart
services in the Internet of Things environment. There is still
the unsolved problem of collaborative personalization as the
environment has to adapt itself to multiple users. The size of
gravity field of each personal smart space shall be
dynamically defined at any moment in time. This is an
important topic for study that we are planning to address in the
future.
Another direct conclusion of this study is that, currently,
Sailfish OS provides the best ecosystem for implementing
personalized M3-enabled smart spaces. Based on analysis and
received practical results, our next step will be to implement a
fully functional IoT management architecture in personal
smart space deployed on top of the Smart-M3 platform.
Another aspect that we are going to address in the follow
up study is the development of business model that takes into
account interests of smartphone and IoT-devices producers.
Our preliminary analysis shows that the discussed technical
architecture provides a very reasonable solution, as it does not
demand reallocation of business niches. In this case, one can
see the personal smart spaces architecture on Sailfish OS as
the business peacemaker for mobile device producers and
manufactures of IoT devices. But, in-depth study of these
issues is required and we also target to develop a solid
proposal on the monetization scheme for personal smart
spaces services. Moreover, we would like to come up with an
analysis of possible roadmaps that combine smartphones and
IoT ecosystems into a solid personalized service provision
infrastructure that will surround users 24/7.
Finally, the paper makes an important step forward in the
development of the LBS-ecosystem by offering an universal
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solution for importing most relevant content using open data
databases and defining relevance based on geo-context. As a
result, this helps to address the “cold start” problems as well
as a few other problems highly relevant for the service
developers. The developed content importing algorithm was
implemented on the Geo2Tag LBS platform. The performance
tests show that the proposed import method can be used for
on-fly support of multiple smart services, when executed
directly on a smartphone. Our import extension has been
committed to Geo2Tag and currently it is included to the
default installation set of the platform. A task for further study
is to analyze the dependency of import tasks performance
characteristics on the number of parallel tasks when executed
on Sailfish OS operated multi-core mobile device.
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Abstract—Chronic diseases currently account for most deaths in
the world. Despite the fact that these illnesses are generally incurable, they are often preventable and manageable, and concomitant
risks are reducible. In particular, acute out-of-hospital complications of the chronic conditions can pose a threat to health and life.
Nevertheless, in the case of early detection and timely treatment
the remote patient has a good chance to survive. The success of
the early management and resuscitation is directly related to the
arrival time of the emergency medical services. In our approach,
a mobile health (m-Health) service is introduced to healthcare.
The service supports involvement of trained volunteers to first aid
and resuscitation, dispatching them depending on the proximity
to the patient, and provide a guidance. Our design concept of this
service is heavily relies upon the smart spaces paradigm, namely,
the personalized assistance in medical emergencies is delivered
to mobile participants operated in networked environment as a
result of knowledge reasoning over the shared information. In this
paper, we study the architecture and key features of the service
and its smart m-Health space. We experimentally evaluate the
Smart-M3 based implementation to analyze the feasibility and
applicability of such mobile information services for the case of
medical emergencies.
Keywords–healthcare; medical emergency; m-Health; personalized assistance service; smart spaces; Internet of Things; Smart-M3;
performance evaluation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, mortality of chronic diseases
has decidedly risen and now they are the leading cause of
death and disability worldwide, surpassing the infectious and
acute ilnesses [1][2]. Almost half of the total chronic disease
deaths are attributable to cardiovascular diseases (CVD), which
is umbrella term for all diseases related to heart and circulation,
including, but not limited to, coronary heart disease, heart
failure, stroke and atrial fibrillation [3].
Due to the long-term and, mostly, outpatient treatment,
complications of these diseases can be developed between
visits to the doctor and resulted in acute worsening of chronic
conditions. According to statistics, most heart disease deaths
occur suddenly outside the hospital [4]. Most sudden deaths
from CVDs are caused by a heart attack or acute myocardial
infarction (AMI) with the survival rate 60–70% [5], and outof-hospital cariac arrest (OHCA) with the survival rate 7–
11% [6][7].
It is proven that the survival from OHCA is utterly timesensitive and in case of immediate treatment the chance of
survival is roughly 67% [8]. However, it rapidly decreases
and after 12 minutes the patient dies almost inevitably [8].
Due to the hospital locations, traffic conditions and lack of
free ambulance staff, the ambulance response time may vary
over a wide range. Moreover, for better survival rate the socalled “chain of survival”, namely, a particular sequence of
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actions should be carried out. Among the links of this chain,
the cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) should be fulfilled,
and being provided by bystanders, it extremely increases the
survival chances [9][10].
Decreasing the emergency response time can be based on
an integrated approach to healthcare. The approach aims at
achieving the following properties.
1) Remote tracking out-of-hospital CVD events and
outpatient care by means of continuous monitoring
of the vital signs with personal wearable sensors and
reliable identification of health state worsening.
2) Involving the bystanders and trained volunteers to the
process of early management in healthcare emergency
situations.
3) Supervising patients and caregivers with recommendations provided by personal digital assistants—
information services—running on mobile devices.
The above properties characterize the growing class of
mobile health (m-Health) systems, where the classic style of
patient’s health monitoring by visiting a hospital is substituted
with more effective and intelligent solutions [11]. They are
essentially enabled by the progress in technologies of the
Internet of Things (IoT) and smart spaces. An mHealth system
is responsible to support and provision of healthcare services
using mobile communication devices, such as mobile phones
and tablet computers. Mobile devices are primarily responsible
for collecting medical data, delivery of healthcare information
to participants, real-time monitoring of patient vital signs, and
direct provision of care (via mobile telemedicine).
In addition to the patient mobility requirement, mHealth
services are essentially data-driven. They should produce
“smart assistance” decisions on the basis of individual health
data and a context information gathered from a variety of
sources [12][13]. In this paper, we study the problem of
reducing IT set-up costs and improve the quality of such
mHealth services. Specifically, our approach is directed to
the minimization of risk of CVD complications due to improvement of prevention, early diagnostics, forecasting of
development of the disease. The service implementation is
based on Smart-M3 platform [14]. The platform provides a
promising open source solution for smart spaces based systems
in IoT environments [15][16].
We consider a smart spaces based system for assistance
in healthcare emergency situations. The use cases and system
design were proposed in our previous work [13][17][18]. The
focus of this paper is on experimental study of the architecture,
the key features of the service and the created smart mHealth space for the patient. We experimentally evaluate our
Smart-M3 based implementation to analyze the feasibility and
applicability of the approach to mHealth development in the
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particular healthcare case of emergency assistance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces enabler solutions that are used in the service development. Section III describes our pilot implementation of
the mHealth assistance service for emergency situations. Section IV provides the key results of the experimental evaluation.
Finally, Section V concludes the study.
II. E NABLER S OLUTIONS AND R ELATED W ORK
Let us consider solutions from IoT and smart spaces
that enable development of the considered class of mHealth
services. Most of the discussed solutions have been elaborated
in our previous work.
The possibility to provide mobile healthcare service, outside of hospital, is a clear result of the emerging IoT technology, including the use of wireless sensors and personal mobile
devices. As a reference health parameter the service can use the
electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings obtained from personal
cardiomonitor. An example mobile application of this health
parameter monitoring is CardiaCare [19]. The application runs
on a smartphone communicating with a heart activity monitor
used by the patient. This variant of assistant service with heart
rhythm analysis is pure local: arrhythmias detection for the
heart function is performed directly on the smartphone.
The data heterogeneity problem for personal and bodyarea medical and well-being devices is discussed in [20][21].
One solution [20] is the enterprise service that guarantees
interoperability and integration. For this purpose the intermediate semantic middleware is provided. Our solution [21]
involves the architecture of the background service running
on the smartphone. The architecture supports mashup health
parameters gathered from a variety wirelessly connected sensors. Furthermore, a relational data model is proposed in [22],
which is agnostic to the stored health parameters and supports
introducing new vital signs with no need to redesign the
backend database schema.
In [23], mobile and web applications are proposed to
improve the efficiency of emergency services. Current location
of the patient and his/her name and age are sent to the emergency command center for the purpose of better dispatching of
emergency units. A particular design and its implementation
are described in [14][24], where the service acts as a digital
assistant aimed to dispatch closely located volunteers to the
patients in healthcare emergency situations.
A smart spaces based platform is introduced by Vergary
et al. [25]. The platform aims at the information interoperability between existing smart spaces based solutions in healthcare.
The concept is illustrated with a simple demo application for
the Smart-M3 platform. In particular, they focused on solutions
to ensure an autonomous life to patients who would normally
be placed in hospital. These solutions are based on ambient
intelligence techniques and try to adapt the technology to
peoples needs by building on three basic concepts: ubiquitous
computing, ubiquitous communication, and intelligent user
interfaces.
Reference scenarios for constructing emergency and other
mHealth services are considered in [13][17][18]. The construction is essentially based on the mechanisms of semantic
information sharing in smart spaces. The role of service
intelligence and semantic relation of all available information
when constructing assistance mHealth services is discussed
in [11]. When a lot of data appears, then, knowledge reasoning
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over these data collections becomes inevitable part of the
service. Based on deduced knowledge, recommendations to
assist a patient can be constructed. A special form is prediction,
which is important for early detection of patient state changes.
III.

P ERSONALIZED M OBILE A SSISTANCE S ERVICE IN
H EALTHCARE E MERGENCY S ITUATIONS
The analyzed mHealth service aims at providing personalized information assistance in healthcare emergency situations.
The assistance is in the form of recommendations, both to
the patient and involved medical professionals. According
to the smart spaces approach proposed by Korzun et al.
[13], the system is deployed at a set of networked devices,
including, but not limited to, standalone or cloud-based server
equipment, desktops, laptops and personal mobile devices,
such as smartphones and tablets. The multi-agent Smart-M3based architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
The basic software unit is an agent acting as a Knowledge
Processor (KP). Such KPs run on the digital devices as a part
of the application or background service. The KPs interact
with users, sensor equipment, external information sources and
other KPs. The data, gathered and processed by one KP, can
be shared with other KPs by means of so-called Semantic
Information Broker (SIB). SIB provides the functionality of
ontology-driven common storage for the information shared
by KPs and presented in machine-readable form of RDFtriples, the Resource Description Framework. Also, it supportsSPARQL queries for accessing the RDF-data.
As a result of this cooperative information sharing, a semantic network is formed in the smart space. The network integrates various heterogeneous data sources and their consumers.
Hospital
information
system

Authentication
service

HIS KP

Authentication
KP

Sensor devices

Patient
KP
Doctor
KP

Recommendations KP

SIB
Ambulance
KP

Dispatcher
KP

Map and
geolocation
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Pharmacy
KP

Pharmacy
information
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Figure 1. Multi-agent system architecture for personalized information
assistance in healthcare emergency situations
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In addition, this semantic information sharing provides high
scalability in the condition of current trends in development
of IoT technologies and the explosive growth of the market of
m-Health equipment and applications.
The patient is equipped with a set of personal sensor
devices that are able to continuously register the vital signs and
send the recordings wirelessly to the personal mobile device.
The mobile device has positioning capabilities, therefore, the
location of the patient is also known. Besides, the health state
is regularly assessed based on the questionnaire-based survey.
The digital recordings of health parameters and the survey data
are preprocessed on the local hardware and risk factors are
identified. The Patient KP operates as a part of the mobile
application, collects and shares the location and the risk factors
in the smart space. The patient is also able to use the “panic
button” to send an emergency alarm. The purpose is to address
to the doctor timely and obtain further guidelines (e.g., call
the ambulance or to take medications independently). Along
with the alarm, the patient is able to send the complaints,
selecting them from the predefined list, if in consciousness.
The patient receives the machine-generated guidelines from
the Recommentations KP.
The health data, provided by the patient is linked with
the information from patient’s electronic health record (EHR)
elicited from the hospital information system (HIS) and published to the SIB by the HIS KP and is available to the
physician via Doctor KP.
Alarms, locations and concomitant health data are available
to EMS and, in certain limits, to volunteers. Bystanders, able
to provide a first aid are guided by first aid assistant. Trained
volunteers, able to assess the heaviness of the health state and
provide resuscitation procedures, are informed on the important peculiarity of the patient, e.g., individual contraindications.
Volunteer KPs also publish the locations to the SIB, as a
result, volunteers receive alarms based on their proximity to
the patient expressed in time to arrive the patient, elicited
from the external map service. Both location of the patient,
and locations of the appointed volunteers are accessible by
ambulance squad through the Ambulance KP.
So far, the mobile applications for patients, volunteers,
ambulances and physicians have been developed along with
the authentication and dispatcher services. Current version of
HIS KP interacts with the HIS mockup due to the lack of API
of available HISes. For the same reason, the development of
the Pharmacy KP is postponed. Scenarios of personal recommendations for the hypertension management and decreasing
the risk of complications in hypertensive patients are currently
discussing with the cardiologists from the Institute of Medicine
of Petrozavodsk State University, preliminary discussion can
be found in [26].
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S TUDY
A. Experiment Setup
The experiments with the implemented pilot mHealth service services in medical emergencies aim to analyze the applicability of smart spaces based approach to mHealth service
implementation, as it was described in Section III.
Since the personal mobile device (e.g., smartphone) of a
patient is continuously used for collecting and preprocessing
of the vital signs from a number of health sensors, a problem
of fast battery drain can arise due to the computational load.
During our experiments electrocardiogram recordings were
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being continuously and wirelessly obtained from the portable
ECG monitor to the smartphone. These recordings were being
preprocessed to extract the R-R intervals for the purposes
of further HRV analysis. Calculated HRV-metrics were then
publishing to the SIB.
For the extraction of R peaks from the ECG recording, the
one-pass algorithm based on the Teager energy operator developed in our previous work was used [27]. The performance
of the algorithm was evaluated on the well-known MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia Database containing 48 half-hour annotated twochannel ambulatory ECG recordings freely available online.
According to the tests, the average sensitivity on these recordings is 98.94 (min = 92.03) and the average positive precision
is 99.47 (min = 97.13). These results are comparable to the
well-known algorithms of R peaks extraction.
In the tests, we have used the wearable 1-lead ECG
recorder with Bluetooth LE connectivity. The discharge rate
of the smartphone battery was being measured during the tests
using standard tools provided by Android OS. There were
10 four-hour tests with lengths of R-R intervals extracting
alternated with 10 four-hour tests with no preprocessing.
Before the tests were started, the negligible difference in the
battery discharge rate had been forecasted due to the features
of used R peak detection algorithm.
The information shared by KPs is presented in the SIB
in the form of RDF triples. Real world entities may need
hundreds of triples to be represented in the semantic and
machine-processible form. Therefore, the problem of evaluation of SIB performance regarding domain-specific information entities. In the proposed service, semantic descriptions
of the questionnaires for the regular health state audit and
alarm accompanying complaints, are those complex information structures. In the second experiment, the questions of the
health state questionnaire were publishing to the SIB and then
they were consumed by other KP. The time of readiness of
the questionnaire to other KPs and the time of extracting the
questionnare-related triples from the SIB were being measured
in each test. The tests differed in the number of requested
questions.
Since the purpose of these tests is to evaluate the performance of the SIB, they were fulfilled in artificial conditions,
namely, the influence of the network load has been eliminated,
the KP and the SIB were run on the same desktop computer.
For the experiments 10 tests were constructed with 10, 20
and up to 100 questions. There were 100 runs for each
questionnaire. Before the tests were started, we had predicted
SIB to be able to deal with the semantic description of the
questionnaire of any reasonable size.
Participants of the smart space operate in distributed networked environment and gain an access to the external services, and so, the third experiment is devoted to the evaluation
of the functionality of remote access to the EHR that is stored
in an external HIS. The EHR consists of the set of documents
and for the purposes of reasoning a subset of these documents
may be published to the SIB. During the tests, measurements
of arterial blood pressure (ABP) were extracted from the HIS
mockup and published to the SIB. For the purposes of the
further data processing, patients were divided into the several
groups depending on the number of ABP measurements in
their EHRs, as it is shown in Fig. 2. The query processing time
for all measurements of one patient was evaluated against the
number of simultaneous queries for each group of the patients.
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Figure 2. A histogram of the number of documents in patient accounts

The main service scenario is to appoint the volunteers to
the emergency patients depending on locations in order to
reduce the response time. Therefore, the process of volunteer
dispatching was profoundly studied. In this experiment, the
randomly distributed to the fictional map volunteers were being
appointed to the patients. The patients were simulated with
different rates of alarm arrivals. The waiting times of patients
in the queue were being measured in each test. The tests
differed in the number of available volunteers.
B. Functional Testing
The results of the battery discharge rate evaluation experiment are summarized in Table I. We observe the difference
within the small bounds. It leads to conclusion that the ECG
preprocessing on the smartphone has no significant affect on
the battery drain. Therefore, the computational resources of
the smartphone can be used in smart services for sensor data
processing taking into account battery usage.
The box plot for the experiment with the questionnaire
publication is shown in Fig. 3. It shows a linear dependence

between the publication/consumption time and the number of
questions. The box plot demonstrates low variation in samples
that can be explained by the absence of the influence of outside
fluctuation sources such as network load.
Since the semantic representation of the questionnaire was
constructed of up to 500 RDF triples, the overall time needed
to publish the questionnaire to the SIB was quite inappropriate and amounted about 10 seconds for the 50 questions.
Nevertheless, operations of publishing and reading of the
questionnaires are quite rare and are carried out only when
the questionnaire is modified, the semantic representation can
be used in smart healthcare service for medical emergencies. It
should be noted that the experiments were be carrying out with
CuteSIB 0.2.0 [28] that has limitations in SPARQL support
and the triples were publishing and consuming with a set of
queries that could affect the performance.
The HIS KP was under study in the third experiment.
Results of the query processing time evaluations are displayed
on the box plots, as it is shown in Fig. 4. The linear dependence
between query processing and the number of simultaneous
queries was estimated. At the same time, 10 simultaneous
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requests result in readiness of the documents within the bounds
of one second. It allows to conclude that developed HIS KP
can be used in the assistance in medical emergency.
In the experiment with the dispatching volunteers to the
patients, the exponential dependence between alarm waiting
times before the volunteer is chosen versus the number of
patients was estimated. At the same time, according to the
statistics, Petrozavodsk EMS receive a call every 5–15 minutes
on average. At this rate of alarm arrival, the dispatcher allows
to appoint the volunteers to the patients in a few seconds, and
thus, is quite fast to be used in reference scenario.
Hereinabove, the results of four experiments are presented
and briefly discussed. In the example of emergency assistance
service, we showed that such a mHealth service can be
constructed using smart spaces and, in particular, based on
the Smart-M3 platform.
C. Emergency Response Time
The proposed system is aimed to the increasing of the
efficiency of the first aid providing due to the mobilization of
the trained volunteers. The volunteers that are located nearby to
the scene of an accident receive an alarm along with the details
and have the chance to arrive in a timely manner, and, in turn,
to promote the increasing the survival rate in life-threatening
conditions. Therefore, one of the goals of the experimental
study is the evaluation of decreasing of emergency response
times when using of the proposed system.
Simulation analysis was chosen as the method for assessing
the merits of the approach. The process of receiving alarms and
dispatching them to the volunteers was considered on the example of one of the urban residential districts of Petrozavodsk
with the population of at least 50 thousand.
Since departure points of the emergency vehicles are
known, the assessment of the emergency response time without
the support of the volunteers can be obtained from the external
map services taking into account the traffic conditions. We
obtained the assessment of the arrival time of emergency
vehicle to the scene in 9–17 minutes depending on the location
of the patient on condition of lack of transport traffic jams.
We have found out that this assessment is in accord with the
statistics of the local Ministry of Healthcare claiming that the
average response time in Petrozavodsk is approximately 14
minutes.
We had predicted the significant decreasing of the response
times before simulations runs were started, as it is shown
in Fig. 5. Using the map services we also obtained the
assessments of the arrival times for all pairs of addresses of
the selected residential district.
The simulation model is based on the assumptions that
the patients and volunteers are distributed along the district
according to the residential density and all the volunteers are
available for alarm dispatching. In each series of simulation
runs 20, 30, and so on, up to 100 volunteers were distributed
over all the district map. During the simulation it is revealed
that on condition of presence of the trained local volunteers the
emergency response time decreases to 3–9 minutes depending
on the density of volunteers.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented the experimental evaluation of personalized mobile assistance service healthcare emergency situations. For the service development, we reviewed the mHealth
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use cases, IoT-enabled solutions, and information-drive multiagent system models. The evaluated implementation is SmartM3 based pilot that aims at demonstrating the feasibility and
applicability of the smart spaces approach to mHealth service
development for deploying in emerging IoT environments.
The presented experiment results indicate the possibility for
creating a personalzied mHealth smart space around its mobile
patients. We confirmed that the efficiency of the Smart-M3
platform is enough to implement and deploy such services
even in complicated settings of IoT environments.
For the analysis of advantages of the approach, the developed personalized mobile assistance service is planned to
be approved among the patients of Petrozavodsk Hospital of
Emergency Care.
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Abstract—A smart space enables semantics-oriented information
sharing in a networked computing environment, including the
case of mobile settings. In this paper, we consider the emerging
case of Internet of Things (IoT) environments. We introduce
our study on personalization of such environments using mobile
information services within a smart space. Such advanced services
are defined now as “smart” or “intelligent”. Their construction
and delivery are provided by participants themselves, following
the concepts of multiagent systems, peer-to-peer networks, and
autonomic computing. This study identifies the key properties of
a smart space to serve its mobile users and to provide them with
all needed information assistance.
Keywords–Smart Spaces; Internet of Things; Information Services; Personalization; Mobile OS.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

We consider the emerging case of Internet of Things (IoT)
environments [1]. An IoT environment is associated with a
physical spatial-restricted place equipped with and consisting
of a variety of devices personal mobile devices, multimodal
systems, etc.). In addition to local networking, the environment has access to the global Internet with its diversity of
services and resources. Evolving from the world of embedded
electronic devices, an IoT environment includes many mobile
participants, each acts as an autonomous decision-making
entity: a smart object in the IoT terms [2] or agent in the
multiagent system terms [3]. In these IoT settings, the role of
personalized mobile information services becomes growing.
Smart spaces form a programming paradigm for creating
a wide class of ubiquitous computing environments [4]–[8].
Nowadays, smart spaces become more and more closely
integrated with IoT. More precisely, a smart space enables
information sharing in a given IoT environment, supporting
construction of advanced information services by the participants themselves. Such services are often referred as “smart”,
emphasizing the new level of service recognition (detection
of user needs), construction (automated preprocessing of large
data amounts) perception (derived information provision to the
user for decision-making). In this paper, we study personalization of IoT environments using mobile information services
constructed within smart spaces.
Our study essentially exploits the known opportunities of
M3 architecture [1], [9], [10], which represents a particular
approach to creation of smart spaces [11]–[13]. Participants
are software agents that act as Knowledge Processors (KPs)
over the information of the entire given IoT environment. The
central component is a Semantic Information Broker (SIB). It
maintains a knowledge corpus cooperatively collected and pro-
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duced by the KPs themselves, following the concept of Peerto-Peer (P2P) networking and implementing an information
hub of the environment. We characterize mobile information
services by their ability (i) to find a proper information fragment (e.g., a situation-aware recommendation) in the knowledge corpus over the information available in the whole IoT
environment and (ii) to deliver the result to the mobile end-user
with effectively perceived visual representation on the personal
mobile device (e.g., a widget on smartphone).
The M3-based approach achieves semantic interoperability
even in the challenging IoT settings when the large number of
mobile participants are involved as well as a lot of surrounding
devices and remote Internet services are used in computations.
Service construction can be personalized for a mobile user
based on recognition and own interpretation of the collected
information by the KPs resided on the user’s personal mobile
device. Service delivery and consumption by a mobile user
essentially depends on processing and visualization methods
supported on the user’s personal mobile device and its mobile
Operating System (OS).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces mobile information services constructed within smart
spaces. Section III discusses the properties of service construction and delivery in the case of IoT environments. Section IV
studies the role and opportunities of mobile operating systems
to form our approach to service-oriented personalization of
IoT environments. Section V motivates the value offering
of personal smart spaces that virtually accompany the users
providing them advanced mobile information services. Finally,
Section VI concludes the presented study.
II.

M OBILE I NFORMATION S ERVICES

The amount of information is growing in the Internet such
that users cannot efficiently manage the existing multitude
of resources. The observable lack of mechanisms for information exchange between Internet services results in high
fragmentation, i.e., information collected in one service is
rarely accessible in another. In this section, we consider the
M3-based approach to mobile information services constructed
within smart spaces. Such services are called “smart” aiming at
intelligent use of all available information in various situations
that the mobile user can get [5], [6], [8].
The first property is an information service, i.e., the service
provides the information fragment appropriate to the user in
the current environment. The user—not the service—applies
this fragment for situational decision-making. Consequently,
such services provides a kind of informational and analytical
support. The intellectual role of human is not replaced but
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auxiliary assistance is performed, similarly as it has happened
in automated and autonomic computing [14]. The key challenge is information search, construction of the appropriate
information fragment, and its visualization to the user.
The second property is a mobile service. The mobility
essentially increases the number of situations which the users
can get in. Consequently, such services are acting as a mobile
assistant that accompanies the user. The latter follows the style
“make everything from my personal mobile device”, and the
user may have no idea which other devices (surrounding or
remote) are involved into the service construction and delivery. The key challenge is making the participation easy and
transparent, as well as the service delivery becomes essentially
aware of the visualization capabilities of the user’s device.
Smart spaces support provision of advanced information
services [12]. A smart space is created in a given computing
environment, which is typically localized by being associated
with a physical spatial-restricted place (office, room, home,
city square, etc.). The environment is equipped with a variety
of devices, including the essential share of mobile ones. Smart
spaces aim at supporting cooperation of all devices in the
environment in order to provide its users with convenience,
safety, and comfort. The underlying computing environment is
enhanced to handle the growth of the number of mobile devices
and the amount of multi-source information to be processed.
The required cooperation of devices is supported by establishing a shared view of resources in the environment. Every
device can join and leave the space dynamically. Software part
of a smart environment includes two sides:
1)
2)

Agents to make autonomous information processing,
An information hub to provide a shared view on all
available information.

Participation of a device is determined by its software
agent running on the device. The users participate using
their personal mobile devices as primary means to consume
services. Each agent produces its share of information and
makes it available to others via the hub. Similarly, the agent
consumes information of its own interest from the hub. That is,
a hub is a server that realizes a shared information space (i.e.,
an associative memory for agents) for the required cooperation.
The M3 architecture provides a particular approach for
creating smart spaces [1], [9]. Rather than promoting the
compatibility within one specific service-level solution in terms
of protocols or software stacks, the M3 architecture addresses
information-level compatibility and the collaboration between
different producers and consumers of information on more
abstract level [5], [8]. Agents interact on a semantic level,
utilizing (potentially different) existing underlying services.
Smart-M3 platform [13], [15] is open source middleware
for implementing smart spaces that follow the M3 architecture and take the mobile settings into account; see Fig. 1.
The key architectural component is SIB that implements an
information hub for agents of a given environment. Agents
act as KPs running on devices of the environment. Some of
them act on behalf of external data sources, resources, and
services. Network communication between a KP and its SIB
uses Smart Space Access Protocol (SSAP) or other M3-aware
protocols [16] for information access and exchange.
Each KP communicates with a SIB using the blackboard
interaction model [17]. This SIB maintains semantic information of the environment and its applications. The information
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Figure 1. Smart-M3 concept model of a smart space.

is represented in accordance with the Resource Description
Framework (RDF); see [18]. The basic data unit is a triple. A
set of such RDF triples is considered as a graph, allowing
representing semantics as relations. As a result, a shared
knowledge corpus is formed in an RDF triplestore.
Communication between KPs is indirect, it occurs through
the insertion and removal of triples into or from the SIB. This
blackboard model is complemented by the Pub/Sub model [7],
[17], which allows KPs to subscribe to specific triples. A
subscribe operation creates a persistent query that is stored
in the SIB and is re-evaluated automatically after each change
to the shared content. Every subscribed KP is notified when
the specified triples are added, removed, or updated.
The content representation in the form of RDF graph
makes the ability to reason existing knowledge and infer
new knowledge by means of ontologies. The Web Ontology
Language (OWL) from the Semantic Web is used for creating
ontologies [18]. Following [19], let us formally define a smart
space as (I, O), where I is factual data (smart space content)
and ontology O provides their logical representation structure.
Ontology provides a tool to make use of the shared data and
their semantics. Thus, the KPs can focus on the semantics of
processed information.
In the multi-agent case, the notion of common ontology for
the entire smart space becomes more or less virtual. Explicit
maintenance of a space-wide large ontology O is impractical.
Each KP may use own ontology o, though partially agreed with
others. The partial ontology o describes the structure of content
accessible by this KP (or a group of KPs). This property leaves
freedom for a mobile KP to make own interpretation of the
shared knowledge corpus, e.g., depending on the local user’s
context observed on the personal mobile device.
Operations on shared content I are essentially based on
semantic search: any operation with an information fragment i
first requires finding i in I. Table I shows basic smart space
access primitives. SIB supports search queries using SPARQL
query language. The result of the query is a list of all triples
that match the query. In fact, it makes any SIB a SPARQL
endpoint [18]. If the ontology-oriented type of interaction is
used then the smart space access primitives are enriched with
ontology, e.g., for q = q(o) the search query becomes subject
to the given logical structure of factual data in I.
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TABLE I. S MART SPACE ACCESS PRIMITIVES .
Primitive
join, leave

Notation
—

insert

I := I + x

remove

I := I − x

update

I := hI + xi

query

x := [q → I]

subscribe,
unsubscribe

Await x := [q → I]

Description
KP initiates a session establishing a network connection to SIB. KP may use own ontology
o for structural representation of exchanged information between KP and SIB.
Insertion of new facts. A set of triples x is added to I on the assumption that no triple of
x already exists in I.
Remove existing facts. A set of triples x is deleted from I on the assumption that x already
exists in I.
Update of existing facts. A set of triples x is updated in I (non-interrupted remove and
insert) on the assumption that the triples already exist in I.
Instant content retrieval. The query returns all existing in I triples x specified by q.

Persistent content retrieval. Whenever the specified by q content in I is changed the query
returns the affected triples x

In summary, construction of an information service requires
iterative search-and-process manipulations of several KPs on
the shared content. Eventually, a needed information fragment
becomes derivable by a KP on the user side.
III.

S ERVICES IN I NTERNET OF T HINGS E NVIRONMENTS

An IoT environment is a computing environment associated with a physical spatial-restricted place. The surrounding
“things” are Internet-enabled devices that can perform computations. In addition to local networking, the environment has
access to the global Internet with its diversity of services and
resources. In this section, we formalize construction and delivery of mobile information services in smart spaces deployed
in a given IoT environments.
Although the term IoT was initially proposed to refer
to uniquely identifiable interoperable connected objects with
Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology, now the
most common view of IoT refers to a dynamic global network infrastructure for the ubiquitous connection of numerous
physical objects (e.g., everyday things equipped with RFIDs,
various sensors and actuators, embedded and mobile electronic
devices, low capacity and powerful computers) that rely on
advanced wireless communication and information processing
technologies. Furthermore, IoT aims at fusion of real (physical)
and virtual (information) worlds. As a result, IoT is evolving to
service-oriented information interconnection and convergence
on the global level [2], [20], [21].
Involvement of many surrounding devices of the IoT environment is one of the essential properties that the smart spaces
approach has to take into account in service development. Even
low-capacity devices act in service construction on the equal
basic with more powerful computers. As a result, it opens the
services for data coming from the physical world (embedded
and other IoT devices) and from such an overlapped area
of the physical and information worlds as human-related and
social activity [22] (smartphones and other personal mobile
computers, various carried and wearable devices). Many edge
IoT devices become responsible for a significant part of system
computations, in accordance to the vision of smart objects in
IoT [2], [23] and of human-centered information systems in
edge-centric computing [24].
The interoperability becomes one of the key issues. For a
smart space deployed in an IoT environment, the interoperability is defined as the ability for software agents (written in
different programming languages, running on different devices
with different operating systems) to communicate and interact
with one another (over different networks). In the previous
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Search factor
Scope determination:
part of I that the given KP may
access.
Existence check:
I does not contain x.
Existence check:
I contains x.
Search:
triples x to update.
Search:
triples x matching to the specification q.
Search: appearance of triples x
matching to the specification q.

Require: Ontology o to access information content I of the
smart space. The set U of available UI devices.
1: Await [qact (o) → I] = true {event-based activation}
2: Query x := [qinfo (o) → I] {information selection}
3: Select d ∈ U {target UI devices}
4: Visualization vd := vd + x {service delivery to end-user}
Figure 2. Information service construction for the end-user.

Require: Ontology o to access smart space information content I. The set U of available UI devices.
1: Await [qact (o) → I] = true {event-based activation}
2: Query x := [qinfo (o) → I] {information selection}
3: Decide y := f (x, o) {formulation of processing action}
4: Update I := I + y {new shared information}
Figure 3. Content search & processing in the smart space.

section, we showed that having a shared view on available
resources an information service can be considered as information search and knowledge reasoning over the content I
with subsequent delivery of the result to the end-users. Let us
formalize conceptual steps of the service construction.
The algorithm in Fig. 2 defines construction of an information service for the end-user. Step 1 detects when the service is
needed based on the current situation in the smart space. Step 2
makes selection of knowledge x to deliver to the user. Step 3
decides which UI elements are target devices for the service
delivery. Step 4 updates recent visualization vd to include x
on device d.
The algorithm in Fig. 3 defines construction of an information service responsible for eventual production of appropriate
information fragments in the smart space. Step 1 analyzes the
space content to detect when a processing action is needed.
Steps 2 and 3 are reasoning in context of the current situation,
and the service decides what updates (possibly without human
intervention) are needed in the recent system state. The updates
become available to the participants.
Therefore, KPs of the smart space apply available knowledge in constructing and delivering the services, without necessarily identification who finds and provides the knowledge.
Algorithms 2 and 3 of generic services assume that some part
of available knowledge is shared in the smart space and the
other part is kept locally by KPs themselves (i.e., non-shared).
To make a further step in the service design we need to clarify
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the structure of I. In the extreme case, all data a service needs
are accessed via its smart space, which provides search query
interfaces to reason knowledge over I and its instant structure.
Based on the ontological modeling approach, one can consider I consisting of various information objects and semantic
relations among them [1], [11], [25]. Its basic structure is
defined by problem domain and activity ontologies (OWL
classes, relations, restrictions). Factual objects in I are represented as instances (OWL individuals) of ontology classes and
their object properties represent semantic relations between
objects.
For modeling IoT objects (their resources and processing
activity), P2P methods can be applied for representing the
inferred knowledge [19]. Any object i ∈ I is treated as a peer.
Each i keeps some data (values of data properties) and has
links to some other objects j (object properties). Therefore,
a P2P network GI is formed on top of I. Contributions to
the smart space (insert, update, remove) change the network
of objects, similarly as it happens in P2P due to peers churn
and neighbors selection. This P2P model extends the notion
of ontology graph (interrelated classes and instances of them)
kept implicitly in I and in ontologies o at the KPs to a
dynamic self-organized system. That is, content I is considered
as interacting objects, which are active entities (make actions)
on one hand and are subject to information changes (actions
consequence) on the other hand.
Consequently, service construction can be formulated in
terms of flows of information changes. Given a starting object
s ∈ I and its initial change. Let D(s) be a graph routable from
s in GI . Construction of a service corresponds to a routing
path s →∗ d. Injection of the change starts the service (like a
P2P node starting a lookup query). The sequence of changes
flows in GI . Note that parallel paths are possible. Any point
when an agent reads an object can be considered a final step of
the service construction since the agent consumes an outcome.
In summary, the service construction in an IoT environment
needs virtualization of all related processes and resources. In
addition to the straightforward virtualization, the semantics are
shared to describe relations observed by involved participants
in ongoing processes and available resources. The shared
content is a knowledge corpus represented as a semantic
network (represented objects and their relations). It becomes
a dynamic evolving system with properties similar to P2P
networks. A service construction process is reflected in the
smart space as routes in the semantic network.
IV.

P ERSONALIZATION A PPROACH

The users are more and more interested in context-aware,
situational, and personalized services. In this section, we study
the opportunities of mobile devices and mobile operating
systems in the proposed service-oriented personalization of
IoT environments On one hand, the personalization approach
is based on the smart space properties, which we described in
the previous sections. On the other hand, the role of mobile
operating systems is crucial for customizing a service to the
user’s needs in the current situation.
Nowadays, the personal mobile devices are seen as the
primary tool for accessing services in the smart space [13].
Moreover, in the near future personal handheld devices could
become not just an interface to the mobile and Internet
services, but the master devices for personalized management
of IoT environment, and play in the world of devices the same
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role as browsers play in the world of Internet services. In
fact a modern smartphone is the closest and very powerful
device that can manage surrounding IoT environment, so
creating a personal smart space around the user. The personal
mobile device shall not be anymore seen as a pure service
consumption point. In fact it is the best source of situational
and other personal information that can be used in delivery or
even personalized construction of various services.
Our work on smart spaces-based development has already
indicated the distinctive role of smartphones and tablets for
such emerging IoT application domains as collaborative work
systems [26], e-Tourism recommendation services [27], and
mobile healthcare assistance [28]. Many studied use cases of
the smart spaces based applications for IoT consider smartphone as a device for handling processing of the most personal
data, which is done by the corresponding KPs that are executed
on the device [29].
Consider the personal smart spaces created by placing the
smartphone in the center to take role of the SIB host. This
architectural change enables a number of benefits for the endusers, which we discuss in the next section. At the same time
the use case is quite demanding for the smartphone. Let us
study whether the new architecture can be supported by the
available smartphone ecosystems. Even the quick analysis of
the iOS and Windows ecosystems illustrated that they are not
properly suitable, as it is not possible to get required access
to the low-level interfaces and functions.
The next considered candidate is the Android ecosystem.
One can find a number of studies that use KPs on Android
devices in M3-enabled smart spaces, e.g., see [30], [31].
Moreover, it is possible to make SIB working on Android
devices. Unfortunately, Android sets too many restrictions on
the use of low-level functions. Due to these restrictions the
implementation of a personal smart space cannot be done
efficiently. The Android ecosystem provides insufficient processing power for proper management of a smart space by SIB
installed even on the most powerful Android smartphones.
Another candidate is Tizen OS ecosystem [32]. Since the
last two years it has become one of the leaders OS for
IoT devices, which is important advantage for programming
smart spaces. Moreover, Tizen is an open source platform
that enables efficient implementation of SIB. The only strong
disadvantage of the current Tizen OS ecosystem is that it is too
much focused on compatibility with resource-restricted devices
and they pay less attention to OS optimization for the high-end
smartphone devices. As a result, although Tizen OS is a very
promising candidate, it is impossible to find powerful enough
high-end smartphone on Tizen OS.
Finally, Sailfish OS [33] is yet another ecosystem for
personal mobile devices in IoT. This OS can be seen as a close
“relative” of Tizen OS, as the root of both systems is in MeeGo
OS. Nevertheless, Sailfish OS focuses on smartphones as a
primary target device with setting the key goal in optimization
of the system performance. As a result, Sailfish OS provides
currently the most efficient and fast mobile OS ecosystem.
The system is based on Linux kernel and includes most of
required basic primitives for accessing low-level functions and
interfaces. The open architecture enables us to develop and
integrate the missing primitives to the system core. Moreover,
other key priorities of Sailfish OS are privacy and usability.
These are exactly the “bonus” features that this mobile OS we
are expected to provide to the smart spaces. Nowadays, the
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Sailfish OS ecosystem is supported by half a dozen of high-end
smartphones. Although these smartphones are not well-known
among regular users so far, one can get Sailfish OS devices
and even have a few options.
In summary, this preliminary study of mobile operating
systems indicates that potentially the Sailfish OS provides
the best-suited candidate for implementing personalized M3enabled smart spaces.
V.

system in the room is a shared resource with mutual exclusion.
User access to this resource is subject to personalization,
which, in turn, depends on the situational role and interests
of the user.
In summary, defining the optimal size for each individual
gravity field is an open research topic for our further work,
which we are planning to accomplish within the scope of
studying collaborative use of the personal smart spaces.
VI.

VALUE O FFERING BY P ERSONAL S MART S PACES

The personal smart spaces aim at automatic dynamic
personalization of the whole virtual and physical environment
around the user. The personalization is done based on the
individual preferences as well as on physical location and other
relevant context information available for the smart space. The
idea is that the smart space makes continuously monitoring
of all services and devices that are available for the user at
any moment of time and automatically forms environment
management requests to maximize comfort and safety of
the user. In particular, the personal smart space provides a
middleware to help the user to most efficiently interact with
the surround IoT environment.
Consider an example of user interaction with physical
environment. When the user enters to the shopping mall
the personal smart space can check what large interaction
screens are available. As a result, when the user is passed
by, she/he can take control over the available screens as a
temporarily interface for more comfortable interaction with
services provided by the shopping mall.
The example can be continued for the user interaction
with the virtual environment. While the user interacts with
the shopping mall services, the personal smart space makes
monitoring what is searched by the user, request for personal
discounts from the shops of interest, and build the optimal path
for visiting places of interest.
The mixed user interactions with virtual and physical
environment are also possible. When the user is done with
search the personal smart space activates navigation services
on the smartphone plus available visualization. Other appropriate tools can also be activated, e.g., to highlight the path in
the shop or to call elevators.
By the above illustrative example we describe our idea
of the new type of value offering delivered by the personal
smart spaces. Everyone can imagine a number of other use
cases for various application domains. Importantly that such
use case scenarios fully fit to the basic reference model of
smart spaces [4], [5], with assumption that SIB could be fully
operational on the personal mobile device.
The definition of personal smart spaces creates a new
problem of collaborative personalization, as multiple users
will interact with IoT environments in public places. The
environment has to adopt itself to the multiple users at the
same time. As a result, we come with definition of a new key
parameter—the size of the gravity field of the personal smart
spaces. In other words, the individual gravity field shows the
influence level of the user to the collaborative decision making
and control in the IoT environment.
An interesting case study for collaborative personalization
is the microphone service of SmartRoom system [26], [30].
Each user can use her/his smartphone as a microphone collaboratively working in multimedia equipped room during a
conference session, work group meeting, or seminar. The audio
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C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper elaborated the fundamental concept of mobile
information services that are constructed and delivered within
smart spaces. We introduced the theoretical properties of such
services that enable personalization of the IoT environment.
The properties are essentially based on semantic-driven multiagent iterative search-and-process manipulations on the shared
knowledge corpus with virtualization of IoT environment processes and resources. The important direction of our further
theoretical research is new data mining and knowledge reasoning methods for effective service personalization in the
large-scale IoT settings. Such methods need to be implemented
as cooperative activity of many KPs with knowledge sharing
support from SIB. In particular, it needs extending the function
of SIB, which is recently limited with information access and
exchange mediation.
From the applied research and development point of view,
a promising option for applications is personal smart spaces
when the user’s smartphone is placed in the center. We
considered the main available mobile OS ecosystems and
concluded that most of them cannot provide the required
support for the personalized smart spaces. Nevertheless, the
Sailfish OS seems a suitable ecosystem for creating personal
smart spaces with the M3 architecture. This option provides
the most straightforward solution to enable personalization
of IoT environments based on the user’s preferences. At the
same time, we are faced with a new research problem of
collaborative personalization when the IoT environment adapts
itself to multiple users. Its solutions need extending the SIB
with the gravity field support for the personal smart spaces.
In particular, definition of an optimal size for each individual
gravity field is an important research topic of our future work.
As the next development step we are planning to implement
a full version of Smart-M3 SIB for Sailfish OS. Then, a
set of reference use cases will be created and experimentally
evaluated on top of the personalized smart spaces.
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Abstract—The emerging Internet of Things paradigm is
driving the industry and the research towards Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) scenarios supporting
high heterogeneity and interoperability. We claim that software
architectures based on Semantic Publish-Subscribe MessageOriented Middlewares (SPS-MoMs) are a powerful approach to
address the requirements of such scenarios. While benchmarks
and frameworks are available to evaluate the performance of
MoMs, Semantic Web tools (i.e., SPARQL endpoints and RDF
stores) and publish-subscribe systems, there are still no de-facto
standards for the evaluation of SPS-MoMs, due to the novelty of
this approach. In this paper, we propose Performance Evaluation
Suite (PES), a benchmarking framework aimed at retrieving
relevant performance indicators about a generic SPS-MoM. The
feasibility of the proposed approach is proved by using PES to
compare different implementations of a Semantic Information
Broker (SIB), the core component of a SPS-MoM named SmartM3.
Keywords—Message-oriented middleware; benchmark; performance evaluation; semantics; IoT.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the last decade, the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) world has seen the birth of a new paradigm
known as Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. Researchers from different areas have been involved in studying and strengthening
the vision behind IoT. This new paradigm revolutionized the
way the Internet worked up to ten years ago: laptops, PCs,
tablets and smart phones are surrounded by (and need to
communicate with) heterogeneous smart objects (i.e., things)
spread in the physical environment. Smart objects continuously
produce (i.e., sensors) and consume (i.e., actuators) data in
order to provide services in different application domains
(Asin and Gascon listed more than 50 application domains
[2]) ranging from transportation [3][4] to logistics [5], from
healthcare [6][7] to entertainment [8], from agriculture [9][10]
to smart buildings [11][12], just to name a few.
Dealing with such heterogeneity in terms of application
domains (e.g., different requirements), networks and protocols
(e.g., DASH7 [13], 6LoWPAN [14], MQTT [15], COAP [16],
XMPP [17], AMQP [18]) and device capabilities (e.g., power
consumption [19]) ask for new interoperable and scalable
solutions. We claim that the level of interoperability, dynamicity, flexibility, expressivity and extendibility required in IoT
could be provided by a Message-Oriented Middleware (MoM)
[20], more specifically a Semantic Publish-Subscribe MOM
(SPS-MoM). On one hand, the MOM interaction paradigm
allows to cope with events generated by IoT devices and the
publish-subscribe mechanism provides an asynchronous and
highly scalable many-to-many communication model, granting
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decoupling in terms of space, time and synchronization. On the
other hand, the use of Semantic Web [21] technologies (i.e.,
Resource Description Framework (RDF) [22], Web Ontology
Language (OWL) ontologies [23] and SPARQL 1.1 language
[24]) is functional to achieve interoperability at information
level. In fact, OWL ontologies allow the representation rich
and complex knowledge about application domains in the form
of RDF graphs that can be queried and updated using the
SPARQL 1.1 language.
The main drawback of Semantic Web technologies concerns the low level of performance that makes it difficult to
achieve responsiveness and scalability required in many IoT
applications. The main reason for the poor performance is
that Semantic Web technologies have been designed to process
data sets consisting of big amounts of RDF triples that evolve
constantly but at a much slower rate compared to the rate
of elementary events occurring in the physical environment.
Frameworks, benchmarks and methods for performance evaluation of Semantic Web systems, in general, and Semantic
Publish-Subscribe systems, in particular, have been proposed
in the literature. Unfortunately, these methods are not suitable
for analyzing the performance of a Semantic Publish-Subscribe
MOM. In fact, the former (e.g., [25][26][27][28]) are mainly
designed to evaluate the performance of a SPARQL endpoint
on answering a predefined set of queries with reference to
several data sets and they do not include any SPARQL Update.
The latter are instead focused on analyzing the performance
of specific publish-subscribe systems (e.g., [29][30]).
In this paper we present, a suite dedicated to the evaluation
of the performance of Semantic Publish-Subscribe MOMs.
The implementation of this general suite was then specialized,
without loss of generality, on the Smart-M3 platform [31],
where publish and subscribe primitives are both expressed
using SPARQL 1.1 (i.e., respectively as SPARQL Update and
SPARQL Query) or through a RDF triple pattern serialization
formalisn named RDF-M3. The main contribution of our work
consists in a set of tools and methods to evaluate all the relevant performance metrics by executing existing benchmarks
or creating user defined ones, specific to the target application
domain. A benchmark definition includes the definition of the
updates and queries (e.g., SPARQL) along with the definition
of the RDF data set (e.g., OWL, N3). Tools are used to
populate the knowledge base and to run the benchmarks. The
evaluation outcome is in the form of graphical representations
of the main results (i.e., SVG or PNG files) and includes the
statistical analysis on the measured timing components (e.g.,
mean, variance, maximum and minimum values included in a
CSV file). Finally, an example of the evaluation of two SmartM3 SIBs (i.e., OSGi SIB [32], RedSIB [33]) is presented.
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The article is organized as follows: after a review of the
related work, an overview of the reference platform is reported
in Section III. Then, a detailed description of the evaluation
suite software architecture is presented in Section IV. The
subsequent section reports on the evaluation of existing SIBs.
We conclude in section VI.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

As stated by Guo et al. in [34], benchmarking a Semantic
Web system is a challenging task. The main research questions
concern the benchmark definition and the design of a suite able
to run the same benchmark on different systems. The answers
to these two questions become also more difficult moving
from Semantic Web systems to Semantic Publish-Subscribe
Message-Oriented Middlewares (SPS-MoMs). In fact, in a
Semantic Web system, the aim is in general evaluating the
performance of the query mechanism implemented by the underpinning SPARQL endpoint, while in a SPS-MoM the focus
is more on the subscription mechanism. The latter assume that
the benchmark defines not just the set of queries (i.e., that can
be used as set of subscriptions), but also the set of updates and
how these two sets interact (i.e., which updates trigger which
subscriptions). Concerning the benchmark definition, Guo et al.
proposed the Leigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [35] aimed
at benchmarking Semantic Web knowledge base systems in
large OWL applications. LUBM provides a knowledge base
(whose ontology is called univ-bench) and a set of 14 queries
designed to validate the knowledge base management system
and its query engine. The starting knowledge is provided by the
Univ-Bench Artificial Data generator (UBA), a tool generating
a complete data set regarding the University domain. The
correctness, response time and completeness (evaluated on
explicit statements or implicit knowledge available through
reasoning) are taken in consideration to provide the performance profile for the knowledge base. Considering SPSMoMs, this benchmark allows to evaluate the time response
of SPARQL queries, but it is not suitable to evaluate the
subscription mechanism (i.e., it does not specify any SPARQL
update).
The University of Freiburg proposed a Benchmark for
SPARQL endpoints called SP2 B [36]. This benchmark is
based on the DBLP dataset containing open bibliographic
information on major computer science journals and proceedings [37]. SP2 B is provided with a data generator that
produces an N3 file [38] containing n triples (where n ∈
{10k, 50k, 250k, 1M, 5M, 25M }). The query set is made up
of 17 SPARQL queries (14 SELECT, 3 ASK) for which
is known the exact number of results, depending on the
dimension of the knowledge base. This benchmark is designed
to assess the performance of the SPARQL query engine (functionality and processing speed). Another relevant benchmark
for the SPARQL language is [39] but the research objective
originating the benchmark definition was not to evaluate or
compare SPS-MOMs, but to choose between a native Semantic
architecture or one obtained through a SPARQL to SQL
rewriter.
Concerning the design of a benchmarking suite for semantic publish-subscribe systems, to the best of our knowledge,
[40] is the most representative work. Despite the approach
being quite similar to the one here presented, some differences
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can be clearly appreciated. First, the update sequence is
supposed to be generated pseudo-randomly, while we specify
the update profile as an input. Having a predefined update set
allows to better control the experiment. Second, there is not
a clear distinction between the software modules and this can
limit the extensibility and flexibility of the solution. Third, it
is not possible to configure complex sequences of operations
in order to make the performance analysis deeper. Instead our
Performance Evaluation Suite (PES) is specifically designed
to be modular. The user is able to configure the experiments
and to obtain charts and detailed log files including important
statistics such as the variance of the elapsed time, the minimum, maximum and mean value. Since the performance in
SPS-MoMs are often affected by the content and size of the
knowledge base, PES also allows to repeat every experiment
on different data sets.
III.

T HE R EFERENCE P LATFORM

The Performance Evaluation Suite has been designed with
a general approach and the first target platform chosen has
been Smart-M3 [31]. Smart-M3 is an interoperability platform
developed since 2008. This platform has been adopted in
several past and ongoing research projects, like Internet of
Energy [41], Arrowhead [42] and CHIRON [43] just to name a
few. The development of Smart-M3 is currently carried on by
several European universities and the proposed solution has
been applied in different application domains like e-health,
smart energy systems [44] and tourism [45][46].
The central component of the Smart-M3 platform is the
Semantic Information Broker (SIB) that is aimed at storing
the shared knowledge base in the form of an RDF graph.
Several implementations of the SIB exist: 1) RedSIB [47]
is a C general-purpose implementation, fast and nowadays
very diffused; 2) the OSGi SIB [32] is a more recent work
oriented at IoT gateways; 3) pySIB [48] is a lightweight Python
implementation developed for low-powered computing nodes
as, for example, System on Chips (SoCs) devices; 4) CuteSIB
[49] is another recent implementation born as a fork of the old
RedSIB.
Knowledge Processors (KPs) represent the client side of
each application: they share data through the SIB and interoperate thanks to proper messages encoded with the Smart Space
Access Protocol (SSAP). KPs can be developed exploiting one
of the many existing APIs (currently available for Java, Python,
C, C#, Ruby, Javascript, PHP).
The architecture of the Smart-M3 platform is summarized
in Fig. 1.
The Smart-M3 interoperability platform allows to update
and retrieve data using primitives based on SPARQL or on
a formalism known in the Smart-M3 literature as RDF-M3,
based on the concept of triple patterns. A triple pattern traces
the model of an RDF triple, but allows the use of wild cards
for the subject, the predicate and the object. If B, U and L are
respectively the sets of the possible BNodes, URIs and Literals,
a triple is defined as: t = (s, p, o) where s ∈ B∪U , p ∈ U , and
o ∈ U ∪ B ∪ L. Introducing the wild card ”Any” or ”*” (that
corresponds to a specific URI and matches every term) a triple
pattern can be defined as: t = (s, p, o) where s ∈ B ∪ U ∪ {∗},
p ∈ U ∪ {∗}, and o ∈ U ∪ B ∪ L ∪ {∗}. In example a pattern
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performance test is started. This component currently supports
the N3 and the OWL KB serialization formats. The first allows
to be compatible with the SP2 B benchmark [36], since its
data generator produces an N3 file. The KB Loader sends n
triples at a time to the SIB, where n is a parameter whose
value depends on the trade off between KB size, number of
operations to load it and efficiency of the target SIB to process
large input files.
C. The PES Core
Fig. 1. The architecture of the Smart-M3 interoperability platform

based query (∗, rdf : type ∈ U, ns : P erson ∈ U ) retrieves
every triple where the predicate is the URI rdf:type and the
object is the URI ns:Person allowing to build a list of all the
persons stored in the SIB. The SIB can be queried using a
list of triple patterns: the result is made up by all the triples
matching at least one of the provided triple patterns. In some
cases pattern based interaction is more intuitive and simple for
developers, however for inserting or retrieving complex graphs
the SPARQL language [24] is always the best choice.
In Section V, the proposed PES is used to benchmark the
performance of the RDF-M3 query and update mechanism of
two SIBs. The results of these benchmarks are then compared
with similar tests performed against the SPARQL query and
update engines of the same SIBs. The results demonstrates
how in some cases RDF-M3 outperforms SPARQL.
IV.

The core of PES is composed of the test modules. This
extensible set of modules is currently composed of an Update
Test, a Query Test and a Subscription Test.
1) Update Test: allows to measure the performance of an
update request with either SPARQL or RDF-M3. For all the
SIBs to be tested, the module performs a series of insertions
of n triples where n ranges from nM IN to nM AX with
step s. Each of these parameters is configured exploiting the
Configuration Manager described in Subsection IV-A. Every
test is repeated I times, here I is the number of iterations
requested to obtain sufficient statistical samples. The mean
value, the minimum and maximum and the variance are then
calculated.
The time elapsed to perform the update operation is measured at the client side, so it can be considered as the sum of
different components:
tupdate =tkp req + tnet
tsib req + tsib
tnet rep + tkp

S OFTWARE A RCHITECTURE

The PES is a free set of software modules released under
the GNU General Public License 3.0. The entire suite is
developed with the Python programming language and it is
based on the C implementation of the Python interpreter, often
referred to as CPython. PES is multiplatform, so it supports all
the major operating systems. The PES software architecture is
shown in Fig. 2 and described in the following subsections.
A. The Configuration Manager
The PES behavior depends on the directives specified in its
configuration files (compliant with the specifications contained
in [50]) and from the command line. The principal parameters
specified from the command-line or through the global configuration file are the list of the SIBs to be tested (composed by
IP address and port and by the required interaction protocol,
e.g., SSAP [31] or JSSAP [48]) and the type of test to be
performed (e.g., a query test).
Other configuration files are test-specific and are used to
configure the desired benchmark. A benchmark is defined by
proper configuration files. Each of these configuration files
allows to specify the initial knowledge base, the number of
iterations to perform, the desired output format for the chart
(i.e., SVG or PNG) and if the CSV output file should be
produced or not. Depending on the type of test to be performed,
the configuration file may include different sections.
B. The KB Loader
The Knowledge Base Loader (KB Loader) is used to load
the triples that initially constitute the knowledge base when a
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req +
elab

+ tsib

rep +

(1)

rep

where tkp req and tkp rep respectively represent the time
needed by the Knowledge Processor to encode the request
and parse the reply, tnet req and tnet rep are the number of
milliseconds used to transfer the packets over the network
and tsib req , tsib elab and tsib rep represent the time used by
the context broker to parse the received request, elaborate the
request and produce a reply. The current implementation of
the PES only measures tupdate .
Measuring the time elapsed to perform an update allows to
assess whether or not the SIB is able to timely store and share
the information sent by the KP. The module can be configured
to run with active subscriptions to evaluate their impact on the
platform.
2) Query Test: The Query Test module measures the performance of the SPARQL engine (whether the requested query
is a SPARQL one) or of the underlying RDF store (in case the
requested query formalism is RDF-M3). For each formalism,
two kinds of tests can be performed:
•

Simple test: the knowledge base is loaded, then the
query is performed;

•

Complex test: the knowledge base is loaded in several
steps and at the end of each step the specified query
is performed.

The module can be configured, as in the previous case,
exploiting the Configuration Manager described in Subsection
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Fig. 2. The Software Architecture of the Performance Evaluation Suite

IV-A. The parameters used to set the behavior of the module
are:
•

The type of query test to perform (i.e., simple or
complex);

•

The files containing the knowledge base to load together with their format (i.e., N3 or OWL) and the
desired step;

•

The query to perform together with its type (i.e.,
SPARQL or RDF-M3);

•

The number of iterations to perform.

an example of a CSV file produced during the execution of a
subscription test. The first field is the name of the SIB tested
and from the second field a list of the collected notification
times. The row is concluded by the mean value, minimum
and the maximum values and the variance. All the values here
reported are expressed in ms.
S0,2.819,...,2.986,1.792,3.948,0.281
S1,3.789,...,2.538,1.381,3.789,0.57
S2,1.054,...,2.392,1.003,3.51,0.673
E. The Smart-M3 APIs

The measured time tquery can be considered as the sum
of different components, the same highlighted for the Update
Test. For each test the minimum, the maximum and mean
values of the time elapsed are returned, together with the
variance. A CSV file gathers all the information deriving from
the execution of a test and, if desired, an SVG chart is plotted
according to the settings in the test configuration file.

Knowledge Processors are developed through proper APIs
that make possible the interaction with the SIB. The APIs
are not developed ad-hoc for the purpose of this project, but
are external modules included into the PES. Since PES is
developed in Python, the APIs adopted by the suite are the
Python Smart-M3 APIs (including the one providing support
for the JSSAP introduced by pySIB [48]).

3) Subscription Test: represents our most significant contribution since, to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing
benchmarks allows to properly characterize the performance of
a semantic publish-subscribe platform.

The update mechanisms, the query functionalities and the
subscription engine represents the targets of the tests modules
forming the PES Core. The PES is not constrained to the
Smart-M3 platform, but replacing this module with the proper
APIs (and replacing the function calls to such APIs) can be
used to evaluate the performance of other Semantic PublishSubscribe MOMs.

This test allows to subscribe to a given triple pattern
using RDF-M3 or to a subgraph using the SPARQL QUERY
language, then to perform updates of the knowledge base and
measure the time in milliseconds required by the KP to receive
the expected notification. The Subscription Test can also be
used to instantiate a variable number n of KPs, each one with
the same subscription, in order to calculate a notification loss
ratio or to perform stress tests.
The Subscription Test can be configured with a dedicated
configuration file that states the initial knowledge base (a list
of n3 or OWL files to load), the subscriptions and the updates
to perform and the desired number of iterations.
D. The Ouptut module
The Output module reports the results of the tests performed by plotting the related charts and writing all the
measured values on a CSV file. The module relies on the pygal
library that allows to render the charts on SVG or PNG files.
In Section V, it is possible to observe the charts rendered
by this module, while in the following listing it is reported
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V.

E VALUATION

The configuration adopted for these benchmarks is composed of a server called mml and a host called desmodue
connected in a Local Area Network at 1GBps. The former,
mml, is a server provided with 12 core Intel Xeon CPU E52430 v2 at 2.50 GHz, 15.360 Kb cache and 32 GB RAM and
280 GB hard disk. The latter, desmodue, is a laptop PC with
a CPU Intel Core(TM) i5-2520 at 2.50 GHz with 3.072 KB of
cache for every core. This host is provided with 4 GB RAM
and 160 GB hard disk. desmodue runs Linux Mint 17 Qiana,
while mml Ubuntu Server 16.04.
PES runs on the host named desmodue, while the SIBs to
be tested runs on mml. In this demonstrative tests we decided
to take into account the C implementation of the SIB named
RedSIB [47] and the Java one, called the OSGi SIB [32],
both supporting the standard SSAP protocol and both executed
without a persistent storage.
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A. Update Test
A demonstration of the Update Test is shown in Fig. 3.
The test perfomed on the two above-mentioned SIBs consists
in measuring the time elapsed to insert a block composed by
n triples with an RDF-M3 update; n varies from 250 to 2500
with a step of 250. No subscriptions were active during the test.
Three iterations of the test have been performed. The RDF-M3
update builds the triples exploiting information coming from
the configuration file that contains the desired namespace (i.e.,
ns bound to http://ns#) the template for subject, predicate
and object (i.e., ns:SubN, ns:PredN and ObjN) and their
type (i.e., URI, URI and Literal).

Fig. 4. The Update test performed on RedSIB and OSGi SIB with box chart
output

?s ?p ?o
}
The two charts allow to identify a better behavior of the
RDF-M3 queries with respect to the given use case and, in
general, a higher timeliness of the OSGi SIB.

Fig. 3. The Update test performed on RedSIB and OSGi SIB

An example of the textual output represented by the related
CSV file is shown below. The first field identifies the SIB, the
second the number of triples. After the list of the collected
values, the mean value, the minimum and maximum values
and the variance are reported.
osgi,250,28.14,..,28.38,28.14,28.82,0.09
osgi,500,53.28,..,56.29,56.10,59.00,4.09
osgi,750,66.93,..,65.77,62.72,67.67,4.74
osgi,1000,78.53,..,77.30,76.37,78.53,0.82
osgi,1250,88.98,..,87.56,85.95,88.98,1.55
...
Fig. 4 shows the results of repeating the update test with
only 1000 triples to insert on both the SIBs. The different kind
of graph is the result of a different configuration set up by the
user in the configuration manager.

Fig. 5. The Query test performed on RedSIB and OSGi SIB to retrieve the
entire RDF store content using the RDF-M3 query formalism

C. Subscription Test
B. Query Test
Two further tests have been performed on the OSGi SIB
and on RedSIB, both consisting in retrieving the entire content
of the knowledge base with RDF-M3 (Fig. 5) and with
SPARQL (Fig. 6). With RDF-M3 the triple pattern is (*, *,
*), while the SPARQL query is:
SELECT ?s ?p ?o
WHERE {
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The most relevant contribution of the PES, as mentioned
in the introduction, is the ability to measure the time needed
to receive a notification about an update of the RDF store. An
example of the Subscription Test is shown in Fig. 7. In this
example, a reference scenario of electric mobility was used and
the time required to receive a notification about the registration
of a new user was measured. In the chart is possible to observe
the minimum notification time (in milliseconds), the maximum
one and the mean value.
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Fig. 6. The Query test performed on RedSIB and OSGi SIB to retrieve the
entire RDF store content using the SPARQL query formalism

Fig. 7. The Subscription Test performed on RedSIB (with options --ram
and --ram-hash) and OSGi SIB

It is possible to observe the presence in the box chart of two
different boxes for RedSIB: the one labeled with redsib-R
is related to the volatile storage without support for hash tables,
while redsib-RH allows to test RedSIB with a volatile
storage exploiting these data structures. The results show a
little performance improvement in subscription management
if the hash tables are used.
The SPARQL update is:

performance analysis of available SPS-MoMs, including the
several SIB implementations. The PES will be extended to
provide a set of Key Performance Indicators (e.g., the average
number of updates, or queries or subscriptions processed per
unit time) that, along with current statistical analysis of the
timing components, will allow to identify bottlenecks and
limits of current SPS-MoMs driving the research towards an
efficient and effective IoT solution.

PREFIX ns: <http://.../ioe-ontology.owl#>
PREFIX rdf: <http://.../22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
INSERT DATA {
ns:User1_URI rdf:type ns:Person .
ns:User1_URI ns:hasName "User Name" .
ns:User1_URI ns:hasPasswd "UserPasswd"
}
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Abstract—Pollution in Taranto Sea must be monitored constantly
to detect potential issues to public health, marine biology and
economic activities in the basin. A recent environmental analysis and intervention initiative is performing a systematic and
multidisciplinary research on the area. This paper describes
the support software platform, which is being devised for the
project. It is based on the crowdsourcing paradigm and on open
source software and open data formats. The platform collects
heterogeneous data from different research units and presents
them as multiple georeferenced and timestamped information
layers, which can be combined for advanced analysis. The overall
architecture, developed tools and prospected integration of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies for survey sample
tracking are discussed in detail.

Keywords - Environmental monitoring; OpenSeaMap;
Crowdsourcing; Geographic Information System.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Human settlements and activities have an impact on the
coastal and marine environment. Marine litter and industrial
waste impair the sea ecosystem and economic activities based
on it. The Taranto Sea is one of the most critical situations
in Italy and an internationally relevant case study [1], due to
the Taranto basin having low water circulation [2]. Pollution
can affect the health of the local population, as well as the
wildlife and the traditionally relevant seafood breeding activity
in the area. Authorities have set up a program [3] for the
requalification of Taranto Sea. In order to accurately plan
the best and safest intervention strategies, systematic analysis
of seawater and seabed is needed with an interdisciplinary
approach, including geological, geotechnical, physical, chemical and biological investigations. Borehole sampling of the
seafloor is one of the most important and sensitive activities:
stocking samples and moving them to the various analysis
laboratories requires accurate and timely tracking. Furthermore, collected data need to be stored systematically and
shared among the different research units in order to allow
the discovery of relevant patterns and correlations providing
the needed insight to operate effectively and efficiently.
This paper presents an integrated Information and Communication Technology (ICT) platform supporting the ongoing
environmental analysis and intervention activities in Taranto
Sea. The proposal is based on the principle of information
crowdsourcing. In the last years, this paradigm has established
itself thanks to the ICT progress increasing large-scale information sharing possibilities. Experience with crowdsourcing
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has shown that a large, loosely coupled and heterogeneous
community of users is able to produce and maintain a data
or knowledge base, which is superior in size and quality
w.r.t. a narrow team of dedicated professionals. The key for
crowdsourcing success lies in three factors: (i) a motivated
community, which globally possesses the required skills; (ii) an
ICT support platform; (iii) a decentralized organization model
respecting individual autonomy but promoting shared policies
and mechanisms to maintain high quality of information as size
grows. This work proposes an integrated ICT support platform
based on open source software and open data formats. The core
of the platform consists of tools and technologies derived from
OpenSeaMap, a worldwide collaborative project for marine
cartography creation. It allows to collect heterogeneous data
about points of the Taranto Sea basin into a unified, general
data model, where results from the different investigations
appear as multiple layers of information, wildwhich are individually georeferenced and timestamped, in order to support
space-oriented, time-oriented and attribute-oriented queries. A
further capability is to allow cross-checking data from different
domains in order to perform interdisciplinary analysis and find
hidden correlations. The whole platform is accessible through
a uniform and user-friendly interface.
Functional requirements of large-scale research projects go
beyond those of typical cartographers or Geographic Information System (GIS) users. First of all, security was of paramount
importance, therefore a Virtual Private Network (VPN) link
protects all communications from/to the server hosting the proposed platform. Access is granted only to the staff of involved
research units. Furthermore, the need to work on massive data
required specialized tools for (i) automating repetitive entry
and import operations, and (ii) performing advanced search and
data mining. Finally, integrating sample tracking management
with the platform was studied through the use of Radio
Frequency IDentification (RFID) technologies. The developed
and proposed solutions constitute an integrated ICT platform
to support the whole workflow of environmental analysis and
monitoring, from field to laboratory. The platform is under
use in the Taranto Sea marine environment requalification
initiative, but it provides a general solution which can be
exported to a number of analogous scenarios with minimal
or no modification.
The rest of the paper is as follows: the next section
discusses related work. Section III describes the core compo-
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nents of the integrated crowdsourcing platform, while Section
IV provides details on data management tools. RFID-based
traceability solutions are outlined in Section V, then conclusion
is in Section VI.
II. R ELATED WORK
GIS systems allow georeferencing data, performing various
kinds of analysis and producing chart-based reports. GIS technology is constantly improving and its adoption has been rising
for several years. They have been used successfully in a wide
range of scenarios, from urban planning [4] and transportation
[5] to epidemiology [6] and environmental monitoring [7].
Nevertheless, available solutions are usually based on closed
software, which is expensive to purchase and even more to
customize to the peculiar needs of a particular project. Even
though open standards exist for georeferenced data, not all
tools support them, so requiring format conversions with the
risk of losing valuable information.
Crowdsourcing approaches and platforms propose a radically different approach, based on the contribution of large
numbers of –often volunteer– participants to solve a complex
problem or collect large bodies of information [8]. Since the
concept is quite recent, defining characteristics of the crowdsourcing paradigm is still openly debated [9]. Anyway, the
need to facilitate global-scale collaboration directs crowdsourcing ICT platforms toward open data formats and often open
source software. This creates opportunities for customizations
and extensions in order to satisfy specific requirements.
Environmental collaborative monitoring networks were
proposed in [10], combining traditional environmental monitoring with the principles of crowdsourcing. They were based
on three key elements: (i) motivated citizens, (ii) sensing devices and (iii) a back-end information infrastructure. Although
that work is more limited in scope w.r.t. the one proposed here,
it shares the same basic perspective.
Among map-based crowdsourcing projects, OpenSeaMap
[11] and OpenStreetMap [12] (OSM henceforth) are likely the
largest and most successful. They are worldwide collaborative initiatives for shared creation of cartographic corpuses,
respectively dedicated to sea and land mapping. They are
based on World Wide Web technologies and follow open data
license models, granting anyone the right to use, expand and
modify the data. The core software components were originally
designed and developed for OpenStreetMap since 2004 and
then adopted –with some adjustments– by OpenSeaMap in
2009. They are freely available through open source software
licenses.
The complete OpenSeaMap solution comprises several
components, including:
• PostgreSQL [13], an efficient and scalable database
management system with support for georeferenced
data;
• Overpass [14], a geospatial query engine with a very
flexible language and Application Programming Interface (API);
• a Web-based interface, mainly for information visualization and exploration;
• various editors for classical computers and mobile
devices to modify and add cartography data.
Among the editors, the Java OpenStreetMap editor (JOSM)
[15] is particularly relevant: it was developed in Java tech-
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Figure 1. JOSM cartography editor

nology, making it compatible with Windows, Mac OS, Linux
and other UNIX-like operating systems. It has a user-friendly
interface, depicted in Fig. 1. Finally, it adopts a modular
extensible architecture: plug-ins add new functionality without
altering the whole software tool.
An important evolution of software platforms for environmental data management is the integration with automated
information gathering devices and infrastructures. Wireless
sensor networks [16], Internet of Things technologies [17] and
robotics [18] have been adopted for this purpose in various
projects, exploiting their respective peculiarities. RFID can
be similarly integrated and is the most suitable technology
whenever there is the need to track physical objects such as
collected samples.
III. R EQUIREMENTS , STRATEGY, ARCHITECTURE
Supporting the characterization of Taranto Sea for monitoring and requalification requires the development of a distributed information system capable of storing and retrieving
gathered data efficiently. All the relevant information for the
different research units should be stored along with geospatial and temporal references for each point as a stack of
superimposed informative layers, in order to ensure full data
traceability.
The support platform should also facilitate the systematic
upload of information. This functional requirement posed the
first significant challenge for the project, due to the sheer
size and heterogeneity of the raw data at stake. Information
characterizing the probed seabed points actually pertains to
several disciplines, including geotechnics, hydraulics, hydrogeology, hydrology, chemistry, marine biology and biodiversity.
Data must be properly stored, through an annotation process
capable of making their nature and information content as
explicit as possible. A second challenge involves querying
the information system for systematic and interdisciplinary
investigation. Complex environmental analysis needs searching
techniques able to discover correlations and links between
different attributes, acquired by separate teams with diverse
tools and in variable time spans. The information system must
allow users to express complex queries in order to retrieve
the point(s) matching more closely a specific set of characteristics within the area of interest. This requires data mining
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capabilities and cross-checking all information produced in the
investigations carried out by the various research units.
A preliminary analysis of necessities and desiderata of
the marine environmental monitoring tasks has elicited further
important non-functional requirements:
• security and privacy of data and communications
between users and the system, allowing to share
information only among teams involved in the project;
• support for open and interoperable data formats, due
to the diversity of tools and platforms to be used;
• general and flexible data storage models and schemes,
to support heterogeneous sources and allow integrated
analysis;
• high performance scalability;
• easily usable and accessible interface, as the main
users of the platform will be scientists but not necessarily trained in computer science.
The above constraints have led to consider crowdsourcing
as the most appropriate information sharing model. Global
distributed collaborative projects have already shown it to be
scalable, reliable and effective. After an extensive survey of
the state of the art, the overall proposal was based on the
OpenSeaMap, with appropriate custom extensions to meet
the specific requirements of the project. A careful audit has
shown OSM technologies and tools fully meet the identified
requirements of generality, openness, reliability, scalability,
usability and security.
The OSM data model adheres to a simple and extensible
Extensible Markup Language (XML) Schema, comprising
three basic element types: (i) nodes, i.e., single geospatial
points; (ii) ways, representing ordered sequences of nodes;
(iii) relations, grouping logically multiple nodes and/or ways.
Each element includes latitude and longitude coordinates, a
unique identity code and versioning fields. The basic model can
be extended through optional informative tags, i.e., key-value
pairs of Unicode strings of up to 255 characters. The OSM
community has defined a large number of tags to describe
a wide range of entities and attributes, but new ones can be
introduced freely to meet new and unforeseen use cases. The
base model was therefore extended exploiting tags to create
a general-purpose schema for environmental data and their
geographical and temporal metadata. It is structured as follows:
• Key: unique prefix currently unused in OSM (according to the community-managed Wiki [19]), concatenated with a timestamp of the data entry.
• Value: concatenation of sub-fields, each with the same
key-value structure, including:
◦ sur: survey identifier (ID);
◦ sid: sample ID;
◦ sts: survey extraction time;
◦ dmi: minimum depth;
◦ dma: maximum depth;
◦ a: attribute name;
◦ v: attribute value.
Including a timestamp in the key makes each data insertion
unique, so creating a traceable record of all editing operations.
Furthermore, as data concern samples extracted at different
values of marine or seabed depth, a depth range attribute was
added in order to evolve the basic two-dimensional coordinate
system of OSM into a three-dimensional one. Finally, general-
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purpose attributes obtained through laboratory analysis are
stored individually for each point on the map and each depth
range, in every survey campaign (both historical and ongoing
ones). The above data model allows spatial, temporal and
attribute-oriented queries to support a wide range of use cases.
In order to further optimize the analysis of data from different sources distributed at large scale, ongoing developments
are assessing the possibility of using artificial intelligence
techniques. The adoption of automated techniques to extract
high-level knowledge from raw georeferenced data through
mining algorithms allows building knowledge-based tools for
environmental monitoring, decision support and control. A
promising direction is grounded on the combination of machine learning and knowledge representation techniques [20],
exploiting non-standard inference services for the analysis of
information streams [21].
IV. DATA EDITING TOOLS
JOSM was selected as the main data editing tool in the
proposed integrated platform. Two extensions to the basic
editor developed for the project are discussed in this section.
They are devoted to massive data import and advanced search,
respectively.
A. Survey data importer
Population of the proposed environmental information system involves high volumes of data. Therefore it is necessary to provide tools to automate the process of information
migration and integration from existing sources. In order to
facilitate data entry, the proposed platform includes a JOSM
plug-in allowing users to import georeferenced data from
common formats, such as Comma Separated Values (CSV)
and Microsoft Excel. This enables importing in the proposed
system not only data gathered in past surveys, but also the
output of analysis processes currently used by the involved
research units. Such an approach removes time-consuming and
error-prone computerized data entry procedures, and enhances
automation in laboratory workflows.
After opening a data source file, the tool lets the user
choose the set of records to import and select the fields of
interest, through an assisted procedure, after which loading is
performed automatically in batch mode. The main steps are as
follows:
1) determination of fields and records to be imported
from the data source, as shown in Fig. 2;
2) selection of coordinates and reference system, which
are mandatory features, as depicted in Fig. 3,;
3) selection of further optional features, concerning the
survey the imported records refer to (see Fig. 4).
At the end of the assisted procedure, individual nodes are
imported. When import is complete, nodes can be viewed
directly on the map as shown in Fig. 5. When a point is selected
on the map, its records are shown in the boxes on the right
hand side of the user interface.
Initially loading procedures will involve historical data,
collected by surveys carried out on Taranto Sea sites in the
past. Subsequently, in the same way new data will be uploaded
progressively during the environmental observation period.
B. Advanced query interface
A second JOSM plug-in was developed to support retrieval
and analysis in the environmental data management platform.
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Figure 2. Import plug-in: record selection

Figure 4. Import plug-in: optional attributes selection

Figure 5. Import plug-in: result panel

Figure 3. Import plug-in: geographical attributes selection

to be able to compose articulated queries. After confirmation,
search starts. The tool displays in red on the map the points
of interest matching the query criteria.
It was designed to enable the advanced search of points of
interest through the combination of multiple criteria. The builtin search functionality in JOSM provides a very basic interface,
accepting just a query string as input. This poses a high
usability barrier, since the user is required to have a working
knowledge of the OSM data model, regular expressions and
logical operators. This cannot be taken for granted for typical
users, even for scientists and engineers working on environmental data. Furthermore, the limited syntax does not allow
several kinds of complex queries. A different kind of search
interface is needed, to enhance both user-friendliness and query
flexibility.
As depicted in Fig. 6, the devised tool allows to express
complex queries with:
• a filter on depth range;
• a filter on survey metadata, particularly useful for
historical analysis;
• user-specified filters on any attribute stored in the
system, both for number and string types.
Individual filters can be joined through logical connectors in a
simplified, fully visual fashion. The tool hides the complexity
of query composition behind a straightforward user interface.
Users are not required to master the Overpass language in order
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V. E NVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE TRACKING VIA RFID
As tracking of seabed samples is a challenging logistic task,
the proposed ICT platform is open to the integration of RFID
technologies. RFID allows the identification and tracking of

Figure 6. Advanced query user interface
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objects equipped with transponders (tags), by means of fixed or
mobile interrogators (readers) able to read and write data. Each
tag stores a unique code which identifies the object throughout
its life cycle. Compared to traditional technologies such as bar
codes, RFID has a fundamental advantages, because reading
occurs at a distance, with a range depending on the device
technical specifications, and it does not require the optical
alignment of the reader with the tag. Each RFID tag can be
equipped with an enclosure capable of tolerating the operating
environment conditions, making this technology suitable for
processes with risk of exposure to liquids or acids and saline
vapors, wide temperature changes, mechanical vibrations and
shocks.
The RFID products market is very large and diversified:
specialized offerings exist for a wide range of industrial
sectors. A complete RFID solution typically includes: (i) a set
of tags suitable for the objects to identify and the environment
in which they will be used; (ii) a set of fixed readers to be
placed appropriately, to detect objects crossing passages or
presence in confined environments such as trucks or shelves;
(iii) a set of portable readers, for operators in the field who
have to read and write tags; (iv) a back-end software receiving
real-time alerts of reading events from connected readers. A
typical reading event consists of at least three elements: the
identification code read from the tag (which uniquely identifies
an object); a reader identification code (used to determine the
location of the reading); a timestamp. In this way, the back-end
software is able to build and manage a history of all handling
operations on objects equipped with RFID tags. On this data,
rules and queries of varying complexity can be specified to
meet business needs. Furthermore, semantic annotations could
be written into RFIDs attached to objects so that a meaningful
articulated description accompanies the item the tag adheres to
[22]. In such semantic-enhanced contexts, tagged objects act as
actual resources, revealing –in addition to their identification
code– a semantic annotation to nearby RFID readers; this
allows them to describe themselves on the fly even when a
central support infrastructure is not available. Semantic-based
sensory data dissemination and query processing technologies
could enable advanced solutions for environmental monitoring.
For marine environment analysis, RFID tags must be applicable to the containers of samples extracted from the seabed.
The writing of the identification code will be performed on
the pontoon hosting the extraction tools, as soon as a sample
is placed in its container equipped with an initially empty
RFID tag. From then on, each sample will be identifiable and
traceable along the following planned steps:
• from the extraction workers to the logistics supervisor,
on the pontoon;
• from the supervisor to a staff member of an analysis
laboratory which takes charge of the samples directly
on the pontoon;
• from the logistics supervisor on the pontoon to the
warehouse;
• from the warehouse to analysis laboratories, where
staff takes charge of the samples in their premises,
and back again to the warehouse;
• from a laboratory to another laboratory directly, with
possible partitioning of a sample into smaller ones
(which have to be tracked individually thereafter).
In detail, a process analysis step revealed the following re-
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quirements for the proposed RFID solution:
• a set of tags attached to the body and the cap of
each container. The container and cap identification
codes will be strongly correlated to allow verifying
the simultaneous presence of both elements. Tags must
be resistant to sea water also in the presence of any
pollutants;
• portable readers for writing tags on the pontoon;
• fixed readers on each warehouse gates as well as on
shelves, to monitor the arrival and the departure of
samples and to check how many samples are currently
present;
• fixed readers at the gates of each laboratory to monitor
sample movements;
• fixed or portable readers for writing operations, dedicated to laboratories which must be able to divide a
sample into smaller ones, each with its own container.
Among the different available RFID tag families, the
EPCglobal Generation II Ultra High Frequency (Gen2 UHF)
standard from GS1 Consortium [23] emerges as the most advisable, since it guarantees secure read/write operations and the
compatibility with the majority of readers and software tools.
Examples of different types of tags available on the market
are reported in Table I. They are all enclosed in a waterproof
plastic material resistant to dust and water immersion, and
equipped with user memory for the storage of additional data
beyond the Electronic Product Code (EPC) identification code.
TABLE I. RFID TAG EXAMPLES (PRODUCT NAMES OMITTED)
Storage

Packaging

EPC 128 bit,
512 bit of
user memory
EPC 96 bit,
512 bit of
user memory
EPC 96 bit,
512 bit of
user memory

Plastic (IP 68
certification)
Thermoplastic
(IP
68
certification)
Polypropylene
(IP
68
certification)

Reading
range
up to 9
meters
up to 6
meters

Operating
Cost
temperature
From -40 e450
to 80 °C
for 100
tags
From -40 e60 for
to 85 °C
10 tags

up to 7
meters

From -40
to 85 °C

e32 for
10 tags

Back-end software solutions are currently divided in two
main categories: full packages to be installed and run on one’s
own computing infrastructure; Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
cloud offerings, with elastic computing resources and payas-you-go fees. Anyway, the general architecture of RFID
software compliant with GS1 standards is shown in Fig. 7.
The main elements are:
• Low-Level Reader Protocol (LLRP), ensuring compatibility with interrogator hardware from multiple
manufacturers;
• Application Level Events (ALE) compliant middleware to catch and manage RFID reading events; it
embeds a rule engine for declarative specification of
customized business rules;
• Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS) for describing, gathering and sharing data associated with tracked objects, also across computer
networks.
As back-end software tools support custom extensions, realtime RFID event tracking can be integrated with the OSMbased software solution described in Section III, in order
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[5]
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[8]

[9]

[10]
Figure 7. RFID management software architecture
[11]

to provide a unified platform for the whole environmental
analysis workflow, from field to laboratory.

[12]
[13]

VI. C ONCLUSION
The paper presented an integrated ICT platform supporting
analysis of the marine environment in Taranto Sea, Italy.
The proposal is based on principles of crowdsourcing and
comprises an information system –based on OpenSeaMap–
for managing georeferenced and timestamped data, as well as
specialized tools –as plug-ins for the JOSM editor– for massive
data import and advanced queries. Furthermore, the feasibility
of integrating RFID technologies to track survey samples in
all steps of their life cycle was evaluated.
Future work includes a full validation of the proposed
platform in all activities of the environmental analysis and
requalification program. As the devised platform provides a
general solution for many analogous scenarios of environmental monitoring and decision support, it is possible to export it
to other contexts beyond the Taranto Sea, with minimal effort.
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Abstract—The safety of cruise passengers is a key element
for a cruise company. Among various aspects, the ability to
interpret and recognize cruisers’ emotions, so that he/she feel
safe, plays a central role in human communication. Affective
computing addresses the computational processing of emotions.
Current automatic emotion recognizers basically use automated
classification tools to label emotions without capturing relations
between biosignals and observations measured by the various
sensors. This work proposes instead an Ontology Web Language
(OWL) ontology-based emotion recognition framework by (i)
monitoring human body vital signals through wearable, noninvasive sensors; and then the (ii) emotion detection is based
on a ontology-based matchmaking process via non-standard
automated reasoning services. A key factor is the use of so-called
vague/fuzzy concepts, which are intrinsic in the realm of emotions
and their dynamic evolution. To this end, we exploit Fuzzy
Description Logics (Fuzzy DLs), which are the logical foundation
of fuzzy OWL ontologies, i.e., OWL ontologies extended with
vague/fuzzy concepts. An early prototype has been implemented
w.r.t. a reference dataset and a preliminary experiment has being
carried out with the aim to monitor the emotions experienced
by cruise passengers while viewing safety video instructions.

Keywords - Affective Computing; Semantic Matchmaking;
Fuzzy OWL 2.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The number of people taking cruises across the world has
increased year-on-year. The Cruise Lines International Association [1] estimates that 24 million passengers are expected
to cruise this year. Despite statistics, passengers opinion about
cruise ship safety changed since Costa Concordia accident in
January 2012 off the coast of Italy (32 people died). Among
others, passenger safety training is crucial for cruise company.
To this end, it appears to be useful to monitor and capture
passengers emotions, when viewing safety video instructions,
to improve the emotional condition or prevent harmful health
states of the passengers. According to [2], Affective Computing (AC) aims to create computational systems, which
are Emotionally Intelligent (EmI), i.e., capable to recognize,
understand and express emotions in order to improve users’
well-being. EmI systems may establish empathy with the user,
e.g., through an interactive automated agent, i.e., affective
avatar designed to perceive user emotional experiences when
engaged in specific activities.
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Physiological signals have been used increasingly in AC
thanks to technological improvements in low-cost miniaturized
unobtrusive wearable biosensors for continuous monitoring.
Recently, manufacturers have being developing increasingly
robust and cost-effective biosensors for fast and sensitive
analysis of human body vital signals. Over the last decade,
EmI systems have gained momentum for a wide number of
applications in several important companies, e.g., NeuroFocus
[3] utilized electroencephalography (EEG), eye tracking, and
biometrics to capture the non-conscious aspects, emotions, and
preferences of consumer decision-making; and EmSense [4]
developed the proprietary unobtrusive EmBandTM hardware for
measuring positive/negative emotional response and cognitive
engagement to advertising.
Emotion-aware systems identify specific outcomes from
biosensors and respond by triggering appropriate actions
within a given context. Additional examples include: (i) monitoring the elderly to recognize signs of health issues [5],
such as sadness bouts as a symptom in depressed patients,
and alerting healthcare providers; (ii) increasing safety of
drivers by observing their emotions [6] and, suggesting a
relaxation technique if a state of anger or frustration is detected
(biofeedback); and (iii) improving user satisfaction in smart
home environments [7], by controlling domotic devices to
favor comfort and resting.
Nevertheless, most existing approaches are still quite intrusive. Furthermore, studies are tipically carried out in controlled
laboratory conditions, hardly transferable to real scenarios.
Basically, they rely on conventional computing architectures
running procedures for signal processing and features extraction, which have high computational costs, affecting the
performance in real time applications.
This paper proposes a quasi-real-time computing framework, which only leverages off-the-shelf technology for
biosignal monitoring and analysis, attempting to go beyond
current simple emotion classification by exploiting fuzzy
OWL Ontologies [8][9]. Biosignals and features are described
through semantic annotations based on a reference ontology.
In particular, fuzzy OWL enables the description and manipulation of vague concepts, such as emotions. Semanticbased processing of raw sensor data makes them machineunderstandable and allows ontology-based knowledge to be
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processed efficiently, even in mobile and pervasive contexts
with severe resource limitations in memory, storage and energy consumption. For this purpose, the optimized Mini-ME
embedded reasoning engine [10] is adopted.
Our framework works in three fundamental stages: (i)
detect most relevant biosignals features; (ii) build an annotated
description of the emotional dimensional model in terms of
valence (V) and arousal (A) [11] via the FuzzyDL-Learner
[12][13][14][15]; and (iii) use matchmaking to recognize the
emotion from its dimensional features. Non-standard inference
services [16] are exploited to compare annotations of the
valence/arousal (VA) space, discovering the most emotion(s)
experienced by the user.
The ultimate goal of the framework is to provide helpful and
timely user feedback and/or provide customized services. The
free public DECAF data set [17] was used for the initial implementation and experimentation of the proposed framework, in
order to build a Fuzzy OWL ontology of emotions correlated
with biosignals and the continuous VA model. Experiments on
the proposed framework are still ongoing; this paper provides
a proof of concept on the feasibility of our approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, a literature analysis is given, Section III describes
the framework in detail, while a representative case study
for passenger safety engagement on cruise ships is described
in Section IV. The conducted experiment is illustrated in
Section V. The paper closes with concluding remarks and
future perspectives.

The Semantic Web initiative generated standard logicbased languages for the representation of ontologies to enable machine-understandable characterization of knowledge
domains. Emotion recognition approaches exploiting Semantic
Web technologies exist in literature, although they are a minority. Zhang et al. [21] proposed a system based on reasoning
rules applying a Decision Tree, but mining was exploited only
to map data to a single class. Furthermore, a rule-based system
is useful only if there is an exact match between rules and
the data: this is quite rare in complex domains like emotion
characterization.
The complexity of emotions, the non-linearity of biosignals,
the impossibility to find a single model to represent emotions
can be faced by adopting fuzzy systems [22]. They are
generally robust and have the ability to process inaccurate and
vague data.
Let us recap that, although a large amount of work has been
carried out about fuzzy logic-based machine learning [23],
fuzzy ontology-based machine learning techniques have been
scarcely investigated in general [8] and not at all in the context
of EmI. Together with the adoption of non-standard inference
services, supporting approximate matches, this appears to be
an interesting ingredient to improve EmI system performance
in terms of fine-graned emotion categorization, flexible classification and logic-based explanation of the outcomes.
III. E MOTIONALLY I NTELLIGENT S YSTEM : F RAMEWORK
AND A PPROACH
µ(x)

II. R ELATED W ORK
Biosignals are multichannel time-varying recordings of parameters of the central and/or the autonomic nervous system.
They are known to convey information that can be used for
emotion assessment [18]. Using biosignals has some advantages over other methods: (i) they are relatively robust to
voluntary control and manipulation, because they are governed
by the human autonomous nervous system; (ii) using wireless
wearable sensors they can be collected anytime and anywhere
without active user input; (iii) they can be easily correlated
with external channels like facial expression.
The literature about emotion recognition through biosensors
shows a standardized procedure to build EmI systems, summarized in the four following stages: (i) signal acquisition;
(ii) preprocessing (iii) feature extraction; and (iv) machine
learning based classification [2][19]. They exploit conventional
fixed computer architectures, thus preventing many realistic
application scenarios.
Recent developements in Body Area Network (BAN) allow
data gathered from wearable sensors routed through multihop wireless links toward a portable computing device (e.g.,
a smartphone) [20]. In mobile real-time emotion detection
systems, performance of the processing pipeline is critical in
terms of both computational efficiency and classification accuracy. Furthermore, classification yields trivial labels, without
a formally structured description about the characteristics of
the elicited user emotion.
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Figure 1. Proposed Framework.

Our framework extends the standard emotion recognition
works discussed in Section II. Workflow steps are basically
the same, but semantic-based enhancements change the way
each step is performed. The main peculiarities of the proposed
approach are: (i) a real-time emotional patterns detection based
on Fuzzy DLs [8]. Fuzzy DLs are the logical foundation of
fuzzy OWL ontologies, i.e., OWL ontologies extended with
vague/fuzzy concepts [9][24]; (ii) a semantic-based matchmaking process to recognize the most likely emotion, and (iii) a
feedback action to improve the user’s emotional state.
The overall architecture is depicted in Fig. 1. Autonomous
and unobtrusive sensor nodes can form a body area network
or body sensor network (BSN) [25]. Gathered physiological
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parameters are routed through multiple wireless links in the
BAN to a portable device (e.g., a smartphone) with constrained
computational resources for real-time DAQ (Data Acquisition).
Physiological signals in response to stimuli are collected and
used as the EmI system input. Before these data streams are
fed into the computational model, feature extraction techniques
are exploited.
The first efforts toward affect recognition have focused
on finding the link between users emotional state and its
corresponding physiological state, translating low-level data
captured by sensing devices to high-level abstractions expressed by a semantic annotation. The goal of the semantic annotator component is to build a semantic annotation
combining physiological features and bidimensional emotion
parameters: valence or evaluation and arousal or activation.
Valence represents how positive or negative (i.e., pleasant or
unpleasant) an emotion is, while arousal represents a passive/active scale, ranging from calm to excited. The key idea in
the above model is to represent emotions with just a coordinate
system conveying basic attributes. As a consequence, any
emotion could be represented as a point in this space [11].
Thus, each emotional state can be defined as a combination
of these dimensions, e.g., anger can be characterized by high
arousal and negative valence, happiness by low arousal and
positive valence, and sadness by low arousal and negative
valence. If the emotion is completely neutral it should be
assigned to the center point of the space.
Exploiting the FuzzyDL-Learner [13][14][15], concept
emotion descriptions are automatically learned from biosignal
features compiled into an OWL 2 [26] ontology. Through nonstandard inference services [16], the semantic annotation is
compared with emotion descriptions contained in the ontology,
created in a training step from a reference biosignal dataset.
Non-standard inference services for semantic matchmaking,
implemented in the Mini-ME reasoner [10], produce the most
appropriate elicited user emotion(s). The system captures the
best action to enhance user’s affective states, giving a user
feedback.
A prototypical fuzzy ontology modeling the domain of
interest has been defined, using fuzzy OWL [9]. The logical
foundation of fuzzy OWL are Fuzzy DLs, an extension to classical DLs with the aim of dealing with fuzzy/vague/imprecise
information (for more details see [8][24]). Roughly, in Fuzzy
DLs, there are fuzzy concepts (representing classes of objects), fuzzy roles (a.k.a. properties, joining pairs of objects),
individuals (specific named objects) and fuzzy datatypes (or
fuzzy concrete domains defined over an interval of the rational
numbers). The important aspect to know is that, unlike usually,
objects may be an instance of a fuzzy concept to some degree
in [0, 1], while in the non-fuzzy case an object is either
instance or not an instance of a concept. Axioms are statements
which represent is-a relations between concepts. The logical
statement has a degree of truth allowing to define new fuzzy
concepts from other ones during the learning process. It is
beyond the scope of this work to illustrate the details of Fuzzy
DLs. We refer the reader to [8].
The FuzzyDL-Learner system is used to learn automatically
to identify relationship between human affective states and
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bidimensional emotional characteristics. The main feature of
the FuzzyDL-Learner system is that it allows to learn graded
fuzzy OWL 2 descriptions of a selected target class in terms
of specific inclusion axioms expressed in OWL EL [27], in
which, fuzzy concepts may occur to improve both the accuracy
of the description, as well as their readability. The learner
uses the pFOIL-DL learning algorithm [15] to automatically
induce fuzzy concepts descriptions. pFOIL-DL is inspired on
FOIL [28], a popular Inductive Logic Programming algorithm
for learning sets of rules. The three main differences from
FOIL are: (i) pFOIL-DL uses a probabilistic measure to score
concept expressions, (ii) it does not remove positive examples
covered from the training set, but leaves it unchanged after
each learned rule and (iii) it evaluates the goodness of an
induced rule not independently of previously learned rules,
but considering the whole set of learnt expressions. Additionally, FuzzyDL-Learner automatically fuzzifies the range
of the real-valued bidimensional emotion parameters and finds
relationship between emotions and the VA space. Furthermore,
it may provide an automatic natural language translation of
the learned classification emotion rules. The conjunction of
the dimensional value intervals associated to each emotion –
as determined by the training set– becomes the annotation for
that emotion. In this way, each emotion can be described as
the conjunction of qualitative features, valence and arousal.
For instance, the following is a learned description for the
emotion F ear
∃hasArousal.Arousal low u
∃hasV alence.V alence high v

F ear

dictating that F ear is identified by low arousal values and
high valence values, where low arousal (resp. high valence) are
automatically determined as illustrated in Fig. 2. The output
constitutes the annotated dataset and is the factual knowledge
in the reference fuzzy Ontology.
The subsequent classification task exploits a semantic-based
matchmaking process computing non-standard inferences, implemented in the Mini-ME embedded reasoning engine [10].
In a generic setting, given a request R and a set of resources S
expressed w.r.t. a reference ontology, semantic matchmaking
allows to find and rank the best matching resources through
non-standard inference procedures called Concept Contraction
and Concept Abduction [16]. If R and S have conflicting
characteristics, Concept Contraction determines new concepts
G (Give up) and K (Keep); G is the explanation about what in
R is incompatible with S, while K represents the compatible
part. In addition, a penalty value is computed, which is
the semantic distance of the description w.r.t. the request.
Otherwise, if there is compatibility between R and S but
R does not match S fully, Concept Abduction extracts the
concept expression H (Hypothesis), expressing what should be
hypothesized in S in order to completely satisfy R. A related
penalty value of a service A w.r.t. a request B is computed
as:
penalty(c) + penalty(a)
)
(1)
d(A, B) = 100(1 −
max penalty(a)
where penalty(c) and penalty(a) are the penalty induced
by Concept Contraction and Concept Abduction between
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TABLE I. pFoil LEARNED CONCEPT DESCRIPTIONS.
veryLow

low

medium

high

veryHigh

Target Class
Fear
-1.61

0.16

1.92

3.69

5.45

hasArousal
veryLow

low

medium

high

veryHigh

Amusement
-6.08

-3.27

-0.46

2.35

5.16

hasValence

Figure 2. Fuzzy concepts obtained from the datatype properties hasArousal
and hasValence.

Shock

each service/resource annotation and the request. Penalty is
normalized w.r.t. the maximum possible semantic distance
from the request A, i.e., the one of the most generic DL
concept (denoted >); this distance depends only on the reference ontology. Finally, semantic affinity is expressed by
a percentage of scores and the service with highest rank is
selected by the requester.
We have adapted the semantic matchmaking problem to the
discovery of user emotions in the following way. The request
is defined by a semantic description expressed as the logical
conjunction of information about emotional bidimensional
features extracted from unlabeled user input. Resources are
the semantic descriptions populating the previously annotated
dataset. The annotated dataset and fuzzy concepts descriptions
are fed to the matchmaking reasoner, and ranked penalty
values associated with a logic-based explanation are obtained
from the semantic matchmaking process. The emotion with
the lowest penalty is identified as the best matching emotion
from the current user’s biosignals.

Disgust

IV. C ASE STUDY: E MOTIONS IN V IEWING S AFETY V IDEO
I NSTRUCTIONS
The proposal explores how emotions affect consumer decision making in Emotional or Experiental Marketing [29]. In
contrast to traditional marketing, emotional marketers focus
to understand what influences consumer decision-making and
stimulates their sense and minds. Consumer experience is not
often caused by rational choice: typically, emotional responses
drive human opinion and experience. The selected reference
scenario and case study aims to capture passengers cruise
emotions when viewing safety video instructions immediately
after sailing. The video provides clear instructions and explains
in detail the actions each person on board should follow in
the event of an emergency. Passengers convey the emotion
elicited, after viewing, in terms of valence and arousal. The
subsequent FuzzyDL-Learner in conjunction with semanticbased matchmaking make a detailed analysis of emotions and
behaviors fully transparent to the user. The feedback is to
suggest what parts of the safety video should be changed and
in what way in order to favor cruiser engagement and serenity,
so that he/she feel safe to travel with a cruise company and
will enjoy their stay.
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Fun
Anger

Excitement

Induced Axiom
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence
∃hasArousal.Arousal
∃hasV alence.V alence

low u
high
medium u
veryHigh
low u
veryHigh
low u
medium
low u
veryLow
low
low u
high
veryLow u
high
low u
high
veryLow u
high
high u
veryHigh
low
medium u
veryLow
high
medium u
high
veryHigh
high u
veryHigh
high
medium u
low
veryLow u
high

The freely accessible DECAF [17] database for affect
recognition and tagging was used to assess the feasibility of
our approach. It is a multimodal dataset for decoding user
physiological responses to multimedia content: it consists of a
collection of peripheral physiological signals and multi-modal
recordings, taken from 30 healthy subjects. The records incorporate magnetoencephalogram, horizontal electrooculogram,
electrocardiogram, trapezius electromyogram, and near infrared facial video signals. The participants watched 36 emotional
videos and gave feedback in terms of valence and arousal.
Arousal expresses the intensity of the emotional feeling built
up when a subject watched a safety video, ranging on a
discrete scale of 0 (very calm) to 4 (very aroused), valence
refers to how was the feeling after watching a clip on a scale
of -2 (unpleasant) to 2 (very pleasant). The chosen video clips
are also associated with emotional tags.
Our prototypal system exploits the Fuzzy-DL Learner and
the Mini-ME matchmaker for emotion detection. The workflow starts with valence, arousal participants’ self-assessment
ratings information. To make sense of the data, z-score normalization rescaling is required. For each video normalized
arousal and valence scores are calculated by taking the mean
and standard deviation of arousal and valence ratings listed
in [17], considered as ground truth. In order to enable a
fully automated emotion annotation and matchmaking process,
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1) Valence/arousal ratings are z-score normalized considering ground truth mean and standard deviation in
the training set. The chosen video clip has µA =1.20,
σ A =0.96, µV =1.56 and σ V =0.50. The normalized ratings are, thus, A=0.83 and V =-3.12.
2) The semantic description of the subject, according
to the reference ontology, is composed. According to
fuzzy concepts obtained previously, normalized ratings
are both in the low range, so a semantic description is
expressed as:
SubjectId 9: ∀hasArousal.low u ∃hasArousal u
∀hasV alence.low u ∃hasV alence
3) Annotated dataset and concept descriptions learned
by FuzzyDL-Learner are then fed to the matchmaker in order to detect the subject’s emotion(s).
In the case under examination, ranked penalty
obtained from the semantic matchmaking process
are: Amusement:16.18, Fun:27.27, Excitement:36.36,
Disgust:42.86, Fear:45.45, Shock:57.18, Anger:60.53.
Amusement has the lowest semantic distance and therefore the best matching emotion.
4) Finally, based on the elicited emotion, the most suitable
feedback could be applied in order to improve the
emotional condition or prevent harmful health states of
the passengers.
V. E XPERIMENTS
The experimental setup used to test the accuracy of our
implementation consisted of a smaller sample number than
DECAF [17]. 30 subjects were involved in the experiment
watching 20 emotional videos, making a total of 600 individual records. The chosen video clips were shown in random
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TABLE II. CONFUSION MATRIX. a)AMUSEMENT b)ANGER
c)DISGUST d)EXCITEMENT e)FEAR f)FUN g)SHOCK
.

Real/Predict
a
b
c
d
e
f
g

a
102
5
19
4
1
41
11

b
6
111
7
15
11
21
12

c
3
0
21
3
2
4
2

d
4
1
5
36
5
5
5

e
3
3
4
1
40
1
8

f
0
0
4
0
0
46
5

g
2
0
0
1
1
2
17

120

90

N° instances

the above meaningful emotional features are translated to an
OWL ontology. A two-step modeling was devised to tie VA
parameters to emotions. The former exploits bidimensional
features as input to the FuzzyDL-Learner in order to fuzzify
valence and arousal and to create a fuzzy OWL ontology
by identifying axioms that express each emotional label. The
latter maps the DECAF dataset to an annotated dataset to
transform raw data into higher level knowledge according to
previous fuzzified arousal/valence space.
Seven emotional classes were considered to induce concept
descriptions: Amusement, Anger, Disgust, Excitement, Fear,
Fun and Shock. The discretization method adopted by pFOILDL partitioned valence and arousal numeric datatypes into
5 fuzzy sets (veryLow, low, medium, high, veryHigh) with
associated membership functions, as depicted in Figure 2. The
learned expressions are reported in Table I. These axioms
form our fuzzy OWL ontology. As a matter of example,
e.g., anger has been characterized by high arousal and negative
valence while amusement by low arousal and positive valence.
The goal of the second step is to build the annotated dataset,
connoting each valence, arousal value according to the fuzzy
interval obtained in the previous phase. For example, assume
subject with ID 9, after viewing a video, may reports V=0 and
A=2. Then, self-assessment valence/arousal ratings provided
by participants are processed as follows:

60

30

0

Amusement

Anger

Disgust

Correctly classified instances

Excitement

Fear

Fun

Shock

Incorrectly classified instances

Figure 3. Classification result.

order eliciting 7 emotions, namely amusement, anger, disgust,
excitement, fear, fun ad shock.
Table II shows thee confusion matrix of emotions classification. On a total of 600 instances, 373 were correctly classified
with an accuracy of 62.17%. A graphical representation of the
results is shown in Fig. 3. The overall weighted classification
precision, recall and F-Measure are 0.735, 0.660 and 0.695
respectively.
A relevant issue is the user subjectivity associated with
emotional perception: values assigned to a given impression
may be subjective. For instance, Fun emotion has been mistakenly classified as Amusement because both are pleasant and
not aroused emotions. For this reason, tolerance is a crucial
factor to be considered. In summary, our preliminary results
reveal that the semantic-based approach in conjunction with
fuzzy ontology-based approach seems to be a promising route
towards improving standard machine learning based emotion
classification techniques.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
The paper presented early work on a novel framework for
emotion recognition from biosignals via semantic annotation
and matchmaking in conjunction with a fuzzy ontology-based
approach. Raw sensor data, without any descriptive metadata,
have limited use as they are hard to discover, integrate or
interpret. One challenge is to develop and test a framework for expressing and classifying complex patterns from
biosignals, allowing emotion recognition through emotional
model. To this end, FuzzyDL-Learner extracts fuzzy emotional
concepts creating a fuzzy OWL ontology. Then, by exploiting
a matchmaker, the semantic descriptions of the test sample are
compared with annotations contained in the fuzzy ontology.
The matchmaker returns then the most similar emotion as
output.
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The proposed approach is currently under prototypical implementation. Experimental evaluation on proper testbeds is
ongoing and will allow to assess effectiveness w.r.t. the state
of the art in AC. A further endeavor is validating the reference
dataset quality and improving the accuracy of the proposed
framework.
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Abstract—The Physical Semantic Web is proposed as a paradigm
enhancing the Google Physical Web approach for the Internet of
Things. It allows semantic annotations to be associated to beacons
instead of trivial identifiers, in order to enable more powerful
expressiveness in human-things and things-things interactions.
This paper presents a general framework for the Physical
Semantic Web, based on machine-understandable annotations of
physical resources and novel logic-guided resource discovery capabilities. Possible application scenarios are outlined to highlight
the benefits of induced enhancements and the effectiveness of
theoretical solutions.
Keywords–Physical Web; Knowledge Representation; Ubiquitous
computing

I.

I NTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The Physical Web is a paradigm in the Internet of Things
framework devised by Google Inc. to enhance the interaction
capabilities with real-world objects. A discovery service, running on a mobile device, retrieves Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs) of nearby things through the Eddystone Bluetooth
beacon protocol [1]. This requires neither centralized archives
nor special-purpose applications. Finding URLs via Wi-Fi
using mDNS (multicast DNS) and uPnP (Universal Plug and
Play) is also supported. The Google Physical Web approach
tends to preserve legacy applications: it empowers the humanthing interaction when native software is unfeasible or even
impractical to be used: every smart object owns a web address, and this makes possible a simple and direct interaction
bypassing dedicated apps and on-line backends. Although such
an approach induces not negligible enhancements in the object
networks manageability, several issues restrain a powerful
adoption in even more complex Internet of Things (IoT)
scenarios. Particularly, things-things interaction is not enabled
yet and discovery mechanisms are too simplistic with respect
to what needed in really autonomic IoT scenarios. Basically,
interoperability problems have to be taken into account when
coping with contexts evolving and modifying continuously.
This paper proposes to extend the Physical Web project
exploiting the Semantic Web approach and theory, so enabling advanced resource advertisement and discovery features. Knowledge Representation (KR) promotes interoperability, being a possible means to overcome internal peculiarities
of interacting entities. As of now, more and more studies
indicate this could be also exploited in the Internet of Things.
The so-called Semantic Web of Things (SWoT) [2] refers to
scenarios where intelligence is embedded in the environment
by deploying in the field a plethora of heterogeneous microdevices, each acting as dynamic knowledge micro-repository.
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In the proposed approach semantic annotations are encapsulated in beacons, to enhance representation capabilities
of objects in the Physical Web. This adds the possibility of
more complex interactions: things become resources exposing knowledge characterizing themselves without depending
on any centralized actor and/or infrastructure. In addition,
user agents running on mobile personal devices are able to
dynamically discover the best available objects according to
user’s profile and preferences; not simply resources in the
surroundings, but the ones better supporting users tasks and
needs. The proposed approach still maintains the reference
URL-based mechanism detecting all Eddystone-URL beacons
in a given environment. Legacy applications are preserved,
any off-the-shelf beacon and mobile device supporting the
base Eddystone protocol can be adopted. Hence, each URL
could target: (i) a basic web page where users access the
document via browser; (ii) an annotated web page, where
users may view the page and/or exploit features allowed by
metadata semantics; (iii) a semantic annotation to be used
by agents. Retrieved annotations are exploited in a semanticbased matchmaking [3] setting to compare a request (e.g.,
user profile) with multiple beacon annotations (i.e., object descriptions). Proper compression techniques are adopted to cope
with verbosity of annotations and minimize data transfers. Any
resource domain (shopping, transportation, gaming, points of
interest, work, and so on) can be explored by simply selecting
the conceptualization (i.e., ontology) annotations are grounded
on. For each <user profile, resource> pair, a score is the
outcome of matchmaking: it assesses the affinity of the beacon
with user preferences. Concept Abduction [4] non-standard
inference provides also a full explanation about the score,
evidencing compatible and missing features. Analogously, in
case of incompatibility between preferences and beacon, the
Concept Contraction inference [4] detects properties of the
beacons causing the mismatch.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
next section frames the background of the proposal, while
the following Section III presents the envisioned Physical
Semantic Web protocol and framework. Then Section IV
introduces reference application scenarios to corroborate the
comprehension of what proposed before Section V which
closes the paper sketching future work.
II.

R ELATED WORK

In latest years, interesting approaches were developed to
integrate knowledge-based frameworks in Wireless Sensor
Networks and the Internet of Things. Resulting architectures
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largely vary in scope, but usually aim to: (i) exploit ontologies
–e.g., [5]– to annotate data, devices and services; (ii) share
sensor data along the Linked Open Data (LOD) [6] guidelines
by means of RESTful [7] or OGC’s Sensor Web Enablement
(SWE) [8] web service interfaces. Sense2Web [9] is a LODbased platform to publish sensor data and link them to existing
resources on the Semantic Web. Different ontologies were used
to describe physical resources, query data and relations to
deduce implicit knowledge and integrate sensor information
coming from various sources. Likewise, the Linked Stream
Middleware (LSM) platform [10] fuses data produced by
sensors with other LOD sources, by enriching both sensor
sources and data streams with semantic annotations. A processing engine is used to perform queries across both dataset
types, mashup the data and compute results. Finally, [11]
describes an application of knowledge representation to automatically create sensor compositions: user goals, functional
and non-functional properties of sensors are described w.r.t.
an OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontology so that the
envisioned orchestration system is able to combine sensors
and processes to satisfy a user request. In [12] ontologybased sensor descriptions allow the users to express requests
in terms of device characteristics. Quantitative querying and
semantic-based reasoning techniques are combined to improve
the resource discovery and select appropriate sensors through
exploratory search.
From a communication standpoint, the present paper is
based on Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) and Eddystone. Valid
and supported alternatives include 6LoWPAN [13] at the network level and CoAP [14] at the application one. 6LoWPAN
enables IPv6 packets to be carried on top of low-power
wireless networks, while CoAP is an HTTP-like protocol
for interconnected objects, designed for machine-to-machine
interoperation of resource-constrained nodes. It follows the
REST (REpresentational State Transfer) paradigm for making
resources accessible, exploiting a binary data representation
and a subset of HTTP methods. Each resource is a servercontrolled abstraction, unambiguously identified by a URI
(Uniform Resource Identifier). 6LoWPAN can be interfaced
to IPv6 and CoAP/UDP to HTTP/TCP, so that sensor data
can be accessed also from the classic Web. As an example,
the SPITFIRE project [15] combines Semantic Web and networking technologies to build a service infrastructure aiming
to develop advanced applications exploiting Internet-connected
sensors and lightweight protocols, as CoAP. In that framework,
sensors are described as RDF triples and service discovery is
based on metadata (referred for example to device features or
location).
A major issue of most proposals is the requirement for
a stable Internet connection and/or a support infrastructure to
enable discovery features. This makes them unsuitable connectionless scenarios and to mobile ad-hoc networks of resourceconstrained objects. As an example, the work in [16] proposes
“IoT gateways” to expose resources between CoAP and HTTP
nodes; peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network techniques are used
to enable large-scale discovery among different networks. A
key issue is that the approach is based only on a resource name
resolution scheme, not allowing the use of articulate resource
features for discovery, selection and ranking. Actually, all the
above solutions except [12] only allow elementary queries
on annotations, and then only basic discovery is possible.
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Figure 1: Eddystone Beacon message format

Ontology-based complex event processing [17] and semantic matchmaking [4] could be used to improve knowledge
and object discovery in mobile and pervasive contexts. The
latter exploits logic-based reasoning to support approximated
matches, resource ranking and explanation of outcomes.
III.

T HE P HYSICAL S EMANTIC W EB : PROPOSED
APPROACH

This section recalls the original Physical Web and outlines
the proposed Physical Semantic Web evolution as a comprehensive framework for knowledge management in agent-based
IoT environments.
A. Protocol
The Physical Web (PW) is an open approach, initially
proposed and implemented by Google, aiming to enable ondemand interaction among objects and user devices. Every PW
object should be able to expose information to surrounding
devices, which can process it without requiring any specific application. The current PW is grounded on two basic elements: a
wirelessly broadcast resource identifier (typically a URL) and a
mobile device agent able to discover and show collected nearby
URLs to the user. Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)1 beacons
supporting the open Eddystone [1] application-level protocol
are used to expose generic URLs. BLE was introduced in 2010
within the Bluetooth 4.0 Core Specification for Internet of
Things scenarios. It uses the same 2.4 GHz Bluetooth radio
with a simpler modulation scheme (strongly reducing power
usage), ensuring multi-vendor interoperability and a long lifecycle for low-cost devices with standard coin-cell batteries.
Over BLE, Eddystone protocol specification defines different
formats for proximity beacon messages. All messages share
a common PDU (Protocol Data Unit) format, reported in
Figure 1. It is composed by: (i) 3 bytes for flags as defined
in [18, Part A]; (ii) 4 bytes for service Universally Unique
IDentifier (UUID) advertisement, containing the Eddystone
Service UUID 0xFEAA; (iii) resource data, comprising 4 bytes
for data advertisement (also in this case the Eddystone Service
UUID is included) and up to 20 bytes for the data message
payload.
The protocol defines the following Eddystone message types,
identified by means of the four most significant bits of the first
octet in the data message.
•

Eddystone-UID (0x00): broadcasts a unique 16-byte
beacon ID as shown in Figure 2a. Namespace ID
can be used to group a set of beacons, while the
instance ID identifies individual devices in the group.

1 https://www.bluetooth.com/what-is-bluetooth-technology/bluetoothtechnology-basics/low-energy
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This partition is useful to improve discovery and filter
beacons according to one or more namespaces.
•

Eddystone-URL (0x10): exposes an encoded schema
prefix and a compressed and encoded URL (up to 17
bytes), fitting the message format reported in Figure
2b. The URL can be decoded and used by clients to
manage the related resource (typically, open a Web
page).

•

Eddystone-TLM (0x20): transmits telemetry data useful for monitoring the health and operation of the
beacon: battery voltage, device temperature and count
of broadcast packets. TLM messages can be either unencrypted (version field 0x00) or encrypted (0x01),
following the format shown in Figure 2c and Figure
2d respectively. In the latter case, beacons must have
been previously configured as Eddystone-EID and an
identity key should be set during the configuration
step.

•
1B

Type
1B
0x00
Type
1B
0x00

Eddystone-EID (0x30): includes an encrypted
ephemeral identifier refreshing periodically during
the beacon life-cycle (Figure 2e). This message type
10B
6B
2B
is 1B
used for security
issues (e.g., with
encrypted
TLM)
TX
and
devices. Instance
1B privacy-enhanced
10B
6B
2B
Namespace
RFU
Power
TX
1B
Power

Namespace
10B
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pages for informative purposes or to Web apps using advanced
technologies to offer interactive user experiences, e.g., push
notifications, direct connection and remote control of smart
devices via Web Bluetooth [19] specification, which enables
Web pages to access Bluetooth 4 devices using the Generic
ATTribute (GATT) Profile to read and/or write attribute values.
When multiple beacons are detected in the same area, ranking
is based on beacon proximity. Eddystone allows estimating
distance by comparing the RSSI (Received Signal Strength
Indicator) with the nominal transmitted power recorded in
beacon messages (see Figure 2a and 2b). Previous user actions
can be also taken into account by implementing the following
optional features: (i) history, a cache of recently visited URLs;
(ii) favorites, a list of bookmarked URLs; (iii) spam, a list of
URLs marked as undesired.
Despite the benefits of a general-purpose and technologically open approach, the Physical Web has several limits:
(i) explicit interaction with the user is always required; (ii)
beacons can only broadcast a simple URL, not rich resource
descriptions; (iii) beacon ranking is based on simplistic distance criteria, without considering common and/or conflicting
characteristics of the advertised resources w.r.t. a discoverer’s
profile or request. This paper proposes an extension of the PW
vision, the Physical Semantic Web (PSW), exploiting Semantic
Web technologies to enable advanced resource discovery. Particularly, in the approach presented here, along with classic and
standard web pages each Eddystone beacon could also target
annotated web pages or logic-based resource annotations. Both
could be used to perform a semantic-based matchmaking [4],
which exploits standard and non-standard inferences to give a
logic-based ranking of nearby resources w.r.t. a request based
on the meaning of their descriptions.

From a communication standpoint, the usage of EddystoneURL beacons presumes an Internet connection will be available to retrieve resources pointed by broadcast URLs. In
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environments. As shown in Figure 3, the
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Tagexploits Eddystone-UID beacon messages to transmit:
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MAC address of the device exposing the resource; instance
Power
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annotation (e.g., Bluetooth, Wi-Fi Direct). Such an approach
0x30 Power
considerably increases the flexibility and autonomicity of the
(e) Eddystone-EID frame
basic PW for what concerns resource management, dissemiFigure 2: Format of Eddystone messages
nation and discovery.
(b) Eddystone-URL message

1B
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0x20
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In the current Physical Web proposal, any client supporting
BLE can scan the surrounding environment and discover resources (exposed through Eddystone-URL messages) without
requiring a directory service or dedicated apps, which are
deemed impractical for simple interactions. Google provided
reference client implementations for iOS, Android and Node.js.
Eventually, scanners should be implemented as background
services in operating systems, so as to require no software
installation by users. Beacons broadcast URLs pointing to Web
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B. Framework
The proposed framework enhancing the standard PW solution is based on four elements.
A. Machine-understandable standard language to express
information with rich and unambiguous semantics. The devised PW extension supports both human-to-machine and
machine-to-machine interactions. This grants flexibility for
accommodating a wider range of scenarios, including agentbased systems with implicit interaction patterns or with no
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Figure 3: Physical Semantic Web architecture

user involvement at all. The proposal relies on Semantic
Web languages, and particularly on Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [20] and Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[21]. RDF defines a general knowledge assertion model for
characterizing and linking resources through statements structured as subject-predicate-object triples. OWL allows defining
ontologies on top of RDF, i.e., expressive vocabularies for
modeling structured knowledge about particular domains. The
semantics of OWL is formally grounded on the Description
Logics (DLs) family of logical languages. An ontology and
a set of individuals build the Knowledge Base (KB) used
for automated reasoning supporting discovery in the reference
domain.
B. Objects exposing semantic annotations. From now on,
the term object will not refer to the RDF-specific meaning, but
will denote material things equipped with storage, processing
and communication facilities. Ontologies are assumed as stable
background knowledge, available either through direct wireless
exchange between smart objects or through the Web. Every
object exposes a semantic annotation describing its state, capabilities and/or factual knowledge collected from the context
it is dipped in. Each annotation corresponds to a KB individual,
expressed w.r.t. a particular domain ontology. Objects materialize structured information with rigorous semantics and make
it discoverable to nearby devices through BLE via EddystoneUID frames, as explained in Section III-A. In this way, knowledge exchange can occur through point-to-point connectivity,
even without Internet connection. Whenever Internet access
is available, they also publish the same knowledge fragments
on the Web and advertise them via Eddystone-URL frames, in
order to make them retrievable through the standard PW mechanism. No customized application-level protocols are needed
to mediate interactions and knowledge sharing: starting from
a logical core information grounded on a reference ontology,
an object is able to update and enrich its annotation during its
lifecycle, in order to reflect evolution in its perceptions, goals
and functionalities.
C. Knowledge discovery and sharing. When an object exposes a semantic-based annotated information, agents running
on nearby devices and objects can discover it via PSW, as
outlined in Section III. The PSW push policy allows agents
to be notified of nearby annotation instances. Nevertheless,
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discovery is driven by application requirements, expressed
as a semantic-based request in a matchmaking problem. The
discoverer agent collects UIDs and URLs from neighboring
devices and preselects only the ones corresponding to semantic annotations having the same reference ontology as the
request. This preliminary filter sets the general knowledge
domain for the current discovery session and excludes irrelevant knowledge fragments, so reducing the communication
and computational load of the subsequent matchmaking step.
The matchmaking outcome is a list of annotations ranked by
semantic similarity w.r.t. the request. In classical PW scenarios,
the user is in control of the discovery process: she selects one
of the returned results pointing to a Web page with humanreadable information and possible actions. In more advanced
scenarios, the discovery process is performed autonomously by
an agent device, equipped with knowledge representation tools
to select the best result(s) and guide automatic interactions
between objects.
D. Semantic matchmaking. Knowledge discovery is supported by a rigorous semantic matchmaking framework to rank
a set of resources according to relevance with respect to a
request, where the resources and the request must be satisfiable
concept expressions with respect to a common ontology. Standard reasoning services for matchmaking include Subsumption
and Satisfiability. Given a request R and a resource S, Subsumption verifies whether all features in R are included in S:
its outcome is either full match or not. Satisfiability checks
whether any constraint in R contradicts some specification in
S, hence it divides resources in compatible (a.k.a. potential
matches) and incompatible (a.k.a. partial matches) w.r.t. the
request. This approach is inadequate for fully autonomic
scenarios, because full matches seldom occur and incompatibility is frequent when dealing with complex expressions
from independent heterogeneous sources. One would like to
determine what constraints caused incompatibility or missed
full match. In order to produce a finer resource ranking and a
logic-based explanation of outcomes, the framework exploits
Concept Abduction and Concept Contraction non-standard
inference services [4]. Given a request R incompatible with
an available resource S, Contraction detects what part G (for
Give up) of R is conflicting with S. If one retracts G from R,
K (for Keep) is obtained, which represents a contracted version
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of the original request, such that it is compatible with S. On
the other hand, if R and S are compatible but S does not match
R completely, Abduction identifies what additional feature set
H (for Hypothesis) should be assumed in S in order to reach a
full match. Penalty functions are associated to Abduction and
Contraction, in order to compute a semantic distance metric
for ranking a set of resources w.r.t. a given request. The overall
matchmaking process is summarized in Figure 4. Efficient
implementations of the above inferences exist for mobile and
embedded computing architectures on moderately expressive
DLs [3]. The final ranking score integrates semantic distance
with context-aware data-oriented attributes:
penalty(R, S)
f (R, S) = 100[1 −
(1 + dist(R, S))]
penalty(R, >)
where penalty(R, S) is the penalty induced by Abduction
and Contraction from request R and resource S; this value
is normalized dividing by the penalty between R and the
universal concept (a.k.a. Top or Thing), which depends exclusively on axioms in the reference ontology. The dist(R, S)
term is the physical distance between the discoverer agent and
the discovered resource’s owner. Nearer resources are usually
preferred, because (i) knowledge locality is often important
in pervasive applications and (ii) shorter hops in wireless
communications are more reliable and less energy-consuming.
The formula for f translates the semantic distance measure
into a relevance 0-100% ascending scale.
Request R, resource S
Compatibility?

NO

Concept Contraction:
find incompatible part G and
compatible part K of R

YES

Concept Abduction
find what part H of R is
missing in S

G, K

AK

H

penaltyc(K)

context attributes

penaltya(H)

utility function

rank

Figure 4: Semantic context-aware matchmaking

The above elements implement a ubiquitous Knowledge
Base (u-KB) model [2] where the classical components of
a KB (ontologies and individuals) are attached to ubiquitous
smart objects and no centralized storage or processing infrastructure is required. At the field layer, mobile hosts extract
information from the environment through embedded sensing
and identification technologies. At the discovery layer, hosts
communicate by exposing and searching knowledge fragments
through the Physical Semantic Web. Since objects can expose
multiple resources referring to different ontologies, several uKBs can co-exist in the same physical space: the PSW protocol
allows to materialize a proper subset of the u-KB of interest
when needed for reasoning.
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IV.

A PPLICATION SCENARIOS

Several reference scenarios are now outlined to exemplify
practical applications of the Physical Semantic Web approach.
Basically, proposed scenarios exploit two different architectures:
•

Internet-based scenarios: a wireless Internet connection is available on the user’s mobile device (e.g., via
3G, LTE, Wi-Fi communication). Moreover, the user
installed the PSW mobile app to discover and interact
with nearby beacons;

•

Connection-less scenarios: an Internet connection is
not available and PSW objects can communicate
via peer-to-peer connections in infrastructure-less networks.

It is important to notice that basic PW framework only
considers Internet-based scenarios whereas PSW also enables
to exploit BLE beacons in many real-world IoT environments.
1. Distributed Sea Surveillance. Monitoring large marine
areas is essential to prevent environmental emergencies and
rescue victims of nautical disasters. Innovative surveillance
strategies leverage multimodal sensor platforms mounted on
water drones or on buoys placed in strategic locations. In
such scenarios, Internet connectivity is generally unavailable:
nomadic networks are a more effective paradigm to minimize
data transfers. This can save both bandwidth and power of
stationary nodes (e.g., buoys), which must run unattended for
long time spans. Each sensor node must be able to perform
a mining and summarization process on the potentially large
streams of raw data, in order to extract only interesting events
and patterns. Such summaries can be expressed with short,
high-level formal annotations in Semantic Web languages.
Exploiting the PSW proposal, the mobile nodes of the nomadic
network (e.g., drones) patrolling an area can discover and
collect annotations of relevant events and conditions from
stationary nodes. If intervention is required, mobile nodes can
provide immediate assistance for minor issues or alert the
command center in case of more complex operations.
2. Precision Agriculture. Let us consider a simple case study
where an agricultural land is divided into several fields, farmed
with different type of products each characterized by a set
of features (e.g., age, growth stage). Each field is managed
autonomously by a team of robots (sensors and actuators),
acting as smart objects and able to process data to produce
shareable useful knowledge. Monitor robots collect data in
the field, create a local semantic-based annotation and expose
an Eddystone-UID beacons indicating how to retrieve the
description. In particular the beacon message contains the
MAC address of a Bluetooth device (not necessarily the same
BLE device exposing the beacon) and the ID of the file to
be retrieved by means of the Bluetooth File Transfer profile.
These descriptions are discovered, downloaded through a P2P
connection and then processed by actuators, equipped with a
mobile matchmaker, to identify the most suitable areas where
perform required actions (e.g., irrigation, fertilization).
3. Self-driving vehicles. An application of the Physical
Semantic Web will be proposed to support long-term performance evaluation tests of vehicles. Currently this kind
of tests deals with several issues, as continuous long-term
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road test sessions are a very intensive physical and mental
task for human drivers often spanning several weeks. Selfdriving vehicles can overcome these limitations, also extending
the maximum duration of tests. However novel challenges
must be taken in consideration. Autonomous driving requires
many complex interactions with the surrounding environment.
The vehicle has to check its status, understand the external
context and decide how to respond to the detected conditions. By embedding BLE beacons in the road surface, selfdriving cars can be not only guided to remain on track,
but also informed about context conditions in an articulated
way. Some test centers, like Porsche Nardò Technical Center
(http://www.porscheengineering.com/nardo/), are already starting investigations in this direction. Further developments could
be then applied to real-world self-driving scenarios. By embedding a BLE beacon in a car, the vehicle becomes a moving
beacon able to annotate and share both context and vehicles
properties in order to dynamically adapt its driving style in
presence of modifications of the test environment (e.g., change
of weather conditions and wear of vehicle components).
V.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper proposed a theoretical framework enabling the
Physical Semantic Web, a novel paradigm enhancing the
Physical Web program by Google. It basically applies the
Semantic Web of Things vision to the real world. Models
for knowledge sharing and discovery have been extended to
fully autonomic environments populated by smart objects. Application scenarios have been also presented to make evident
benefits the approach could drive to reach. Future work will be
oriented to: (i) validate the approach through an extensive experimentation (supported by Google Inc.) with native Physical
Web devices; (ii) align the early Physical Semantic Web proposal to the latest PW features (e.g., FatBeacon specification);
(iii) further investigate objects interaction schemes in order
to enable more effective data management; (iv) extend the
current PW Android client (http://github.com/google/physicalweb/tree/master/android) integrating the proposed semanticbased discovery of BLE beacons; (v) implement and test
the multi-robot scenario, described in IV, exploiting both
simulation software and off-the-shelf robots. Robot Operating
System (ROR) will be used as reference platform.
More information about the Physical Semantic
Web project can be found on the reference web page
(http://sisinflab.poliba.it/swottools/physicalweb) whereas all
software updates will be uploaded on the GitHub repository
(http://github.com/sisinflab-swot/physical-semantic-web),
created as a fork of the official Physical Web project.
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